
 

 

 

 
 

Call to Order 

 

 
Call to Order 

Pledge of Allegiance & Moment of Silence 

 

1. Determine Presence of a Quorum / Adopt agenda  

2. Public Comment 

 

3. Worksession on County Buildings 

 

4. Special Matters (6:00 PM) 

a. Secondary Road 6-year Plan Public Hearing ............................... Joel DeNunzio, VDOT 

b. Status Report on VDOT Study Requests ....................................... Joel DeNunzio, VDOT 

c. Introduction of Opioid Litigation Attorneys ...... Helen Phillips, Phillips & Thomas Law 

5. Constitutional Officers 

6. County Departments 

7. Committees or Organizations 

8. Finance ..................................................................................................... Finance Director Costello 

a. Claims  

b. Supplemental Appropriation Requests 

 

9. Minutes 

a. May 8, 2018 meeting   

 

10. Old Business   

a. Criglersville School Repurposing Committee Charter ...... County Administrator Hobbs 

b. Building Official Mutual Aid .............................................. County Administrator Hobbs 

c. Shelby Road Property Timber Consulting Contract .... Interim County Attorney Thomas 

d. Piedmont Workforce Network .............................................................. Supervisor Foster 

e. County Vehicle Use & Driver Policy ................................. County Administrator Hobbs 

f. Viva Terra Economic Development Grant ......................... County Administrator Hobbs 

 

11. New Business  

12. Public Comment  

13. Closed Session 

a. Rappahannock-Rapidan Community Services Board (Personnel) 

14. Information/Correspondence 

15. Adjourn or Continue 

Agenda 

Regular Meeting  

Madison County Board of Supervisors 

Tuesday, May 22, 2018 at 4:00 p.m. 

County Administration Building, Auditorium 

414 N Main Street, Madison, Virginia 22727 
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Major Madison County Buildings Survey - May 17, 2018 (By Roger Berry)

 Bldg. # Building Description Building Street County Status: Tenant/Use Floor Area, SF

# 

Employees

Conference 

Rooms

Parking 

Spaces

ADA 

Compliance

HVAC 

Status Internet Notes

       1.1 County Administration Building 414 N. Main Street Owner Building, Treasurer, Comm Rev, 

Zoning Depts; Assessors, 

Auditorium

                       5,418 13 1 44 Entrance yes, 

restrooms no

OK Radio Needs renovation

       1.2 Kemper Residence 414 N. Main Street Landlord MC Historical Society                        3,260 OK DK Rented to MC Historical Society

       1.3 Health Department 410 N. Main Street Owner Health Department                        5,714 7 1 26 Yes OK DK Tenant is on year-to-year lease

       4.0 War Memorial 2 & 4 Main Street Owner Emergency Services 

Coordinator; Extension & 

Courts

                     10,080 8 1 12 Yes OK DK Old HVAC units

       5.1 Courthouse 1 Main Street Owner Clerk of Court, Courts  (?) 11,989 9 3 11 Yes OK Radio

       5.2 Estes House 15 Court Square Owner Commonwealth Attorney, 

Facilities Dept

                       2,653 6 1 18 Yes OK Radio

       5.3 Estes House Garage 15 Court Square Owner Facilities storage                            660 N/A None

       6.0 Dept. of Social Services 101 S. Main Street Landlord Social Services Dept                        5,399 23+ 1 74 Yes Radio Lease has expired

       7.0 Arcade 124 N. Main Street Landlord MC Historical Society                        1,620 0 1 6 Yes dk None Leased to MC Historical Society but 

underutilized

       8.0 Animal Shelter 4590 Shelby Road Owner Animal Control, Animal Shelter 

Depts

                       3,105 5 8 Yes OK Comcast

       9.0 Old ABC Building 538 S. Main Street Owner Sheriff's Dept                        3,300 6 2 30 Yes OK Radio Vacant space at rear of building

    10.1 Transfer Station 4592 Shelby Road Owner Solid Waste (contractor) 1 Yes None

    10.2 Scale House 4596 Shelby Road Owner Solid Waste (contractor) 1 2 No None

    11.1 Thrift Road Offices 302 Thrift Road Owner Co Administrator, Finance 

Dept, Registrar

                       3,060 7 1 Yes OK Radio Old building; consider relocating offices and 

property disposal

    11.2 Literacy Council 304 Thirft Road Owner Literacy Council                        1,200 2 4 No None Old building; consider disposal

    11.3 Rapidan Better housing 306 Thrift Road Owner Foothills Housing Corp                        1,200 1 5 No None Old building; consider disposal

    12.0 Emer Comm Center/Sheriff's Dept 105 Church Street Owner Sheriff, Emergency Comm 

Depts

                       7,800 9 daytime + 

deputies

1 27 Yes Lumos Need HVAC updgrades

    13.1 Hoover Ridge - Barn Primary School Drive Landlord PRA None PRA

    13.2 Hoover Ridge - Crockett Pavilion Primary School Drive Landlord PRA None PRA

    13.3 Hoover Ridge - Carpenter Pavilion Primary School Drive Landlord PRA None PRA

    13.5 Clore House Primary School Drive Landlord PRA                        1,545 PRA

    14.0 Madison EMS Building N. Main Street Landlord EMS Dept                            768 ? 4 Yes OK Radio Relocate concurrent with construction of new 

rescue squad building

    15.0 Economic Development Office 110 North Main Street Tenant Econ Dev Dept; Visitor Center; 

Chamber; vacant offices

                       6,240 5 1 Yes DK Radio Over half of the building is vacant

    16.1 Criglersville Elementary School 1120 Old Blue Ridge Tpke Owner Vacant None Disposal being studied

    16.2 Criglersville School-House 1120 Old Blue Ridge Tpke Landlord MC Historical Society None Disposal being studied

    16.3 Criglersville School-Voting Building 1120 Old Blue Ridge Tpke Owner Registrar (during voting); 

Facilities storage

None Disposal being studied

Underutilized
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CAPITAL PLANNING 

 
Introduction  

 
The Capital Improvement Program (CIP) is one of the most significant planning 
processes for Madison County. This plan identifies the capital needs of the community 
over a five year period. 
 
The CIP is a planning document and as such, will be updated annually and subject to 
change as the needs of the community evolve and individual projects move along in their 
respective planning and budgeting processes. The effective use of a CIP process 
provides for considerable advance project identification, planning, evaluation, scope 
definition, design, public discussion, cost estimating, and financial planning. 
 
 
The objectives of the CIP include:  
 

 To preserve and improve the capital assets of Madison County through capital 
asset construction, rehabilitation and maintenance; 

 To maximize the useful life of capital investments by scheduling major 
renovations and modifications at the appropriate time in the life-cycle of the 
facility; 

 To identify and examine current and future capital needs and establish priorities 
so that available resources are used to the community’s best advantage;  

 To improve financial planning through the ability to compare needs with 
resources and identify future potential fiscal implications. 

 
 
The goals of the CIP include:  
 

 Provide a routine process and procedure that enables informed decision-making 
to identify, evaluate, and advocate the current and future capital needs of 
Madison County.  

 Balance the goals and objectives of Madison County against conditions and 
needs in order to efficiently allocate limited resources against competing 
priorities.  

 Enhance the County’s ability to develop, improve and maintain conditions or level 
of services in the community; plan for future government or community facilities, 
establish reserve funds for emergency needs and estimate future bond issues.  

 Develop a Capital Improvement Plan consistent with the Madison County 
Comprehensive Plan.   
 

 
It should be recognized that the CIP is not the primary instrument through which the 
objectives identified above are conducted. Rather, it is the primary instrument for 
planning the funding and timing of the needs and priorities that have been approved by 
the County Board of Supervisors. The funding and implementation of CIP projects follow 
in the form of available county revenues and resources.  
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Capital Project Definition 
 
Capital projects are economic activities that lead to the acquisition, construction, or 
extension of the useful life of capital assets. Capital assets include land, facilities, parks, 
playgrounds and outdoor structures, water and sewer infrastructure, technology systems 
and equipment, and other items of value from which the community derives benefit for a 
significant number of years, depending on the type of asset.  
 
Capital expenditures and operating expenditures are primarily differentiated by two 
characteristics: dollar amount of the expenditure and the useful life of the asset 
acquired, constructed, or maintained. A capital project will be defined as a project (1) 
which requires a minimum expenditure by the County of $20,000, and (2) which meets 
one or more of the following criteria: 
 

 Provides for the acquisition or construction of any physical facility for the 
community, to include consultant or professional services related to acquisition or 
construction; 

• Provides for the acquisition of equipment for any physical facility when first 
constructed or acquired; 

•  Provides for the ongoing acquisition of major capital equipment or systems, i.e., 
computer technology, radio systems; vehicles; 

•  Provides for the acquisition of land or an interest in land; 
•  Provides for the acquisition of public utilities; 
• Fund expenditures, including additions to existing facilities, which increase the 

square footage or value of a facility, and/or; 
•  Fund expenditures for major maintenance or replacement projects on existing 

facilities; 
 Has a life expectancy of 3 years or more for equipment and technology; 
 Has a life expectancy of 10 years or more for facility improvements.  

 
 
 
CIP Development Process 

 
Capital projects originate from a variety of sources. County Board of Supervisors 
appointed commissions, advisory groups, and task forces typically advise the Board of 
Supervisors, or develop long-term plans that recommend certain types of improvements. 
In some cases, individual residents may initiate requests for improvements to their 
streets, playgrounds or other County facilities. Neighborhood associations and business 
groups may also suggest projects and work with County staff on projects. Some projects 
are initiated by staff based on adopted County master plans, such as the 
Comprehensive Plan.  
 
Projects typically come forward through the sponsoring department that is responsible 
for their implementation but also come from staff that exercise operational control over 
the finished project. Given that there are always more project proposals submitted than 
can be funded in a given year, various criteria are used to assist in prioritizing capital 
projects. These criteria include a review  for immediate safety, legislative, or judicial 
requirements, the project’s ability to be implemented in the timeline proposed, linkages 
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to other approved and funded projects, linkages to the approved County Comprehensive 
Plan, other goals and objectives of the County, and direct benefit to citizens. Other 
considerations include current and future fiscal impact, cost and other considerations of 
deferring a project, alternative funding sources, and County and private development 
goals and plans. 
 
 
Relationship of a CIP to the County’s Comprehensive Plan 

A CIP, when properly implemented, becomes one of the mechanisms by which a
community implements its Comprehensive Plan. A Comprehensive Plan is adopted by
the Board of Supervisors every five years, and is supposed to represent a guideline for 
the physical development of the community. A Comprehensive Plan is general in nature,
in that it designates only the general or approximate location, character, and extent of
various public and private development within the community. A Comprehensive Plan 
should include (i) designation of areas for various types of public use and development,
including recreational, educational and public service facilities; (ii) designation of a
system of community service facilities, such as parks, forests, schools, playgrounds, 
public buildings and institutions; community centers; solid waste disposal facilities, etc.;
and (iii) the designation of implementation measures for the construction, rehabilitation
and maintenance of the various public facilities necessary to meet the current and future
needs of the community. 

In Virginia, a community’s CIP is supposed to serve as the basis of a locality’s capital
budget, and is required to take the recommendations and goals of the Comprehensive
Plan into account in establishing budget priorities for any given year and the ensuing
four years. 
 
 

Initiation of the Capital Planning Program 
 
The following is a step-by-step summary of the process for the annual 
development and update of Madison County’s Capital Improvement Plan. 
 

1. Update Inventory of Existing Facilities 
 To include all facilities and capital assets to be included in the CIP. The inventory 

includes short and long term recommendations for each facility or asset. The 
inventory also includes information on the year the facility was built or acquired, 
the date of last improvement, its condition, the extent of use, and any scheduled 
dates for rebuilding or expansion. 

 
 

2. Survey of Existing Facilities and Capital Assets 
Includes an analysis and overview of existing facilities. The goal is to collect, 
coordinate, analyze and prioritize facility needs. A Condition Assessment Report 
has been completed for all facilities and capital assets and will be updated 
annually.  
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3. Development / Update of CIP Program Forms and Documents 
Standardized forms for the management and implementation of the CIP have 
been developed for use by Madison County staff. Forms include the following:  
 

 CIP-1       Capital Facilities Inventory 
 CIP-2       Capital Improvement Request 
 CIP-2A      Capital Improvement Request – Comprehensive / Major Project 

 CIP-3        Capital Improvement Rating Sheet - Department 
 CIP-4       Capital Improvement Rating Sheet – Committee 
 CIP-5       Summary of requested Project Rankings 
 CIP-6        Capital Project Request For Equipment Purchase or Major Rental 
 CIP-7        Capital Improvement Project Description 
 CIP-8        Annual Approved Capital Improvement Plan Summary 
 CIP-9        Summary of Adopted Projects 
 CIP-10      Summary of Projects Requested But Not Funded 

 
 

4. Staff interviews 
This process includes meetings with Madison County officials and administration, 
department heads and school division administration. As part of this process, the 
following information is determined: 

 
1. Determine the status of previously approved projects 

 Identify projects which are underway; determine whether additional funds are 
 required, and determine the amount of unspent funds available from completed 

and discontinued projects.  
 

2. Solicit, compile and evaluate project requests 
 Solicit recommendations for CIP projects from the County Board of Supervisors, 

School Board and all administrators.  
 

5. Demographic Analysis Update 
 The County Comprehensive Plan and the ongoing Capital Improvements 

Program should be developed in consideration of forecasting resources, 
including a review of regional and local economic indicators, demographic trends 
and future population projections. The Capital improvement Program includes a 
summary of this information.  

  
6. CIP Committee Workshop / Establish Project Priorities 

Utilizing a project evaluation criteria and ranking system will allow for the 
objective scoring and prioritization of recommended and requested Capital 
Improvement Projects. Each project should ultimately be evaluated in relation to 
other projects to determine their relative importance. Project priorities should be 
established based on both the community's goals and an objective analysis. The 
ultimate goal of the workshop(s) is to develop a draft recommended Capital 
Improvement Program for consideration by the Madison County Board of 
Supervisors.  
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Project Prioritization 
In creating a program that provides for defensible investment decision-making, the CIP 
Planning/Development Committee established prioritization criteria to be used in 
evaluating the merit of proposed capital project requests for the Madison County. The 
established criteria allow for capital investment that is responsive to community needs 
and improves linkages between these investments and the County’s long-term vision 
and goals.  These criteria are defined below: 
 
PRIORITY LEVEL ONE - URGENT  
I-1 Life-Safety and Legal Compliance 

a. Hazardous life-safety building or site conditions that jeopardize people, 
programs, equipment that, unless corrected will cause suspension of facilities 
use.  

b. Repairs, renovations and improvements required for immediate compliance         
with local, state and federal agencies.  

 
I-2 Damage or Deterioration to Facilities 

a. Repairs, renovations and improvements to facilities that unless corrected will 
lead to a loss of a facility.   

b. Prevents an emergency or condition dangerous to the public health, safety or 
welfare.  

 
I-3 Cost Effective Measures 

a. Repairs, renovations and improvements required to prevent serious facilities 
deterioration and significantly higher labor costs if not immediately corrected.    

b. Energy conservation to reduce consumption with a rapid return on investment.   
 
PRIORITY LEVEL TWO – IMPORTANT   
II-1 Mission Support  

a. Actions required to support functional activities.  
 
II-2 Delayed Priority I 

a. Repairs and renovations less compelling than Priority I.    
b. Prevents an emergency or condition dangerous to the public health, safety or 

welfare.  
 
II-3 Deferred Maintenance  

a. Deferral of repairs or renovations that will lead to major damage to a facility 
and loss of use, hamper program activities, or affect economies of operation.     

 
PRIORITY LEVEL THREE – DESIRABLE   
III-1 Project Completion  

a. Building or site improvements uncompleted because of inadequate or 
unavailable funding or other reasons. Improvements are necessary for proper 
functioning, economic maintenance, and suitable appearance of new 
construction.   
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III-2 Delayed Deferred Maintenance  
a. Repairs, renovations, and improvements that can be postponed without 

detriment to present services. .    
 
III-3 Anticipating Actions  

a. Actions carries out in anticipation of longer range development including land 
acquisition, infrastructure elements, and advance planning for capital projects.      

 
The CIP Committee will use the above prioritization criteria as one of several tools in 
evaluating the merit of each identified capital project request.  As a part of the process of 
scoring projects, the committee may decide to meet with individual project sponsors to 
discuss proposed projects and answer any questions the committee may have. Upon 
completion of sponsor meetings, the committee may set aside time for discussion 
among the members regarding proposed projects.  Following sponsor meetings and 
committee discussions, each committee member will complete a Project Rating Form for 
each project.  The Project Rating Form will be used in the rating and prioritizing of all 
capital projects.  
 
Financing the CIP     
A complete and properly developed Capital Improvements Plan should facilitate the 
coordination between capital needs and the County’s operating budget. The Capital 
Improvements Program will be developed in coordination with the County’s ability to 
finance the proposed capital expenditures.  
  
Develop a Draft Capital Improvement Program 
Based on the outcome of the prioritization process, the CIP Coordinator, in cooperation 
with the CIP Committee, will prepare a draft CIP to present to the Board of Supervisors. 
Subsequent to the Board of Supervisors review, the Board of Supervisors presents the 
CIP to the Community for review and discussion.  
 
Public Review of Proposed Capital Improvement Program 
A successful Capital Improvements Program will include the engagement of the local 
community. A public review of the proposed Capital Improvements Plan will demonstrate 
to the community that the Capital budget is part of a long-range Plan to upgrade and 
maintain the County’s infrastructure.  
 
Final Capital Improvement Program 
Based upon the review and feedback on the Draft Capital Improvements Program, any 
necessary modifications will be made and the Capital Improvements Program will be 
finalized and presented to Madison County.  

 
 

The adopted CIP will be used as a management tool for the county budget and 
planning processes. The CIP will help to achieve maximum use of taxpayers’ 
dollars, encourage more efficient governmental administration, aid in grant 
processes, and help to maintain a sound financial program.  

12
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ABC OFFICE BUILDING     

 

I.  Facility Description 

 Date of construction is assumed to be in the 1960’s for a commercial store. The brick 
exterior, masonry interior wall section is not expected to have insulation. The facility is a 
single story brick veneer building with a built up roofing system. Floor is a concrete slab on 
grade, with three entry points. Two are via a set of concrete steps and the third is via a 
handicap accessible concrete ramp system. 

II. Facility Size 

 3,300 square feet – one story 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Various county departments have been housed in the facility with interior partition 
modification and some finish modifications, including carpeting starting in the 1980’s and 
then renovated in the 90’s as the Clerk Office. 
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
The facility has an accessible entry point via exterior concrete ramp. Building 
improvements would need to include handrail upgrades to the ramp system. 
 

2. Site  
.933 Acres with some established plantings. The upper portion of the site is completely 
paved around the building, houses two exterior storage sheds used by the County 
Hazmat and sheriff’s departments; on site gas tank used by Sherriff’s Office (fuel switch 
located in Mechanical Room). The rear portion of the site is overgrown woods, not 
maintained past the rear paved areas. Handicap parking spaces are not indicated and 
do not have proper signage. 
 

3. Building 
The building is on a single floor, with one office currently elevated. Interior doors have 
mostly non-compliant round knobbed hardware. The gypsum wall board partitions offices 
are mostly accessible, but push pull clearances should be verified and or updated with 
major renovation. There is a unisex toilet room that meets accessible guidelines, with the 
exception of some minor hardware specialties. There are some shower area and lockers 
rooms previously used by sheriff’s offices that do not contain compliant items. The 
drinking fountain is not mounted at proper height and protrudes into the path of travel in 
the corridor. 

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
The landscaping in the front of the building and along the side entry are well established 
and should be trimmed and maintained. 
 

2. Site Structures 
The site includes a shed structure at the rear that houses EMS equipment storage. In 
addition, there is an external fuel tank for refueling county vehicles. Both are in good 
condition with no recommendations at this time. 
 

3. Site Utilities 
Electrical utilities come in overhead. The facility is tied into public sewer and water, with 
no issues at this time. 
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C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
The building has a masonry foundation with concrete slab on grade and thickset terrazzo 
flooring in good condition with few cracks. 
 

2. Structural System 
Masonry bearing with unknown roof framing but appear to be steel joists. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Brick masonry – good condition with some areas requiring minor re-pointing. The 
windows appear to be double paned insulated glazing with exterior metal storm/screen 
systems. There is also some wood exterior trim at windows, doors and entries including 
the small wood framed canopy at the rear entry. Wood shutters have been installed 
below the metal clad windows at the front of the facility. All exterior wood should be 
thoroughly inspected for rot, prior to the recommended re-painting. 
 

4. Roof System 
Original built-up roofing, age unknown, with a spray applied polyurethane foam roof 
(PUF) system applied on top, in various stages of deterioration. Existing downspouts are 
metal and need replacing. 

  

D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
There is a suspended acoustical ceiling system installed in the majority of areas with 
gypsum wall board ceiling in the mechanical room. There appears to be an old plaster 
ceiling located above the suspended, but limits are yet to be determined. System is in 
good condition, but may need to be reconfigured with relocating interior partitions. 
 

2. Floor Covering System 
The majority of the flooring is thickset terrazzo, with some areas carpeted over the 
terrazzo. There is both painted wood base and vinyl wall base installed. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
Most interior wall systems are gypsum wall board with some sound insulated between 
offices. The majority of frames are hollow- metal (HM) and wood with hollow-metal and 
wood doors. 
 

4. Specialties  
None 
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E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 

The building is heated and air conditioned by gas furnace systems with split coils located 
in the mechanical room.  Ductwork extends from the units to deliver air to each space.  
The systems appeared to be in fair condition.  Age of equipment could not be 
determined.  Replacement of the split systems should occur within the next 5 to 10 
years. 

2. Plumbing System 

Plumbing fixtures in the building appear to be in good condition.  Domestic hot water 
appeared to be in fair to good condition.  Piping was hidden and could not be observed.  
Replacement of the domestic water heater should occur within the next 10 years. 

3. Electrical Service and Distribution 

The service is from Allegheny Power and is rated at 400 Amps 208 Volts 3 Phase. 

The service panels and distribution panels are older model GE.  These panels are in fair 
condition. 

4. Electrical Devices and Systems 

Lighting is old style fluorescent T-12 fixtures and would require replacement if the 
building were used. 

Limited battery powered egress lighting was present however its functionality is 
questionable. 

Low voltage systems would require replacement to serve any future building usage. 

5. Conveying Systems  
None 
 

6. Other Systems 
None 
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 No recommendations.   

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Exterior ramp handrail upgrades to meet current ADA code. 
 

 Provide accessible parking spaces, striped and with proper signage.  
 

 Replace interior door hardware with compliant hardware. 
 

 Short term roof restoration of the PUF roofing system.  
 

 Replace drinking fountain with accessible model at proper height. 
 

 Re-point exterior masonry (minor). 
 
 Repaint exterior wood shutters and wood trim; replace in kind any rotted members. 

 
 Replace interior lighting. 

 
 Replace battery powered egress lighting. 

 
 Upgrade low voltage systems as appropriate for use. 

 
 Replace electrical distribution panels.  

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Replace the existing roofing system. 
 

 Replace split HVAC system due to life expectancy of equipment. 
 

 Replace domestic water heater due to life expectancy of equipment. 
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ANIMAL SHELTER BUILDING     

 

I.  Facility Description 

  In Virginia every county is required to maintain a facility for the temporary impoundment 
companion animals that have been taken into custody by animal control officers or 
abandoned by their owners.  

II. Facility Size 

 3,440 square feet, single story with renovations and additions in August of 2005. Age of the 
original facility is unknown. 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Renovations to the existing facility were completed in 2005 and included replacement of 
existing windows, masonry restoration and interior painting and a new addition.  
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
The facility is ADA compliant and has at grade entry at several locations. In addition, 
there is a compliant unisex toilet room for visitors and staff. 
 

2. Site 
The existing site is adjacent to the Transfer Station property and several outdoor kennels 
may be located on the adjacent county owned property. The present site is .6 Acres, 
with ADA compliant driveway and parking areas. Accessible parking areas are not 
indicated and do not have proper signage. There are some external, temporary holding 
cells that are not accessible, but are not used frequently. 
 

3. Building  
The single story masonry bearing building supports the wood framed truss roof. In the 
new addition, the 8” masonry block is insulated. The windows are vinyl double-hung 
insulated glazing except in kennel area where vinyl awning windows were used. All shed 
roofs and outdoor runs are framed with wood joists and beams. All roofs are covered 
with asphalt shingles with aluminum gutters and downspouts. Since the addition is 
recent, the roof is in good physical condition.  
 
 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
The site is a combination of paved parking area and grass areas. There are outdoor 
kennels used for overflow capacity located in the grass areas.  
 

2. Site Structures 
There are two exterior sheds located adjacent to the outdoor kennels used for storage of 
materials. Both appear to be in good condition and should be evaluated for painting and 
maintenance each year. At this time there were no reported issues. 
 

3. Site Utilities 
On-site septic field installed in 2005. Water utility is shared with transfer station. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
Unknown foundation but expected to be typical concrete spread footing and the entire 
facility is slab on grade. 
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2. Structural System  

Masonry bearing with wood trusses and plywood or wood joist and beams at shed 
locations. There is a wood structural post supporting a portion of the side shed roof of 
the facility, which needs to be replaced. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems  
Painted masonry with vinyl siding at some gable ends of building, painted wood trim and 
vented metal soffits. 
 

4. Roof System 
Asphalt shingles on plywood – vented at soffit and at ridge vent. The shingles were 
installed as part of the renovation and are in very good condition. 

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System  
Public areas are suspended acoustical ceiling systems with kennels areas and utility 
areas painted gypsum wall board.  
 

2. Floor Covering System  
Areas in the kennel are slab on grade and coated with epoxy for cleaning and health 
reasons, some public areas are VCT flooring with vinyl base. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems  
Epoxy painted cmu for easy washing, few painted gypsum wall board partitions in public 
areas. All interior doors and frames are painted hollow metal with the majority having 
ADA compliant hardware. 
 

4. Specialties  
There are some specialty holding areas for animals needing quarantine and also wash 
areas for bathing animals. There are a number of pet doors from inner kennel area to 
outdoor kennel areas. All fencing appears to be galvanized. 

 

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The building is conditioned by gas furnaces with DX cooling coils.  Air is distributed by 
ductwork to individual spaces.  The systems appeared to be in good condition.  System 
replacement should be considered in 10+ years. 
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2. Plumbing System 

Domestic water is circulated through copper piping.  Waste piping is PVC.  Fixtures 
appeared to be in good condition.  Domestic hot water is generated by a gas-fired 
storage unit which is in good condition.  System replacement should be considered in 
10+ years. 
 

3. Electrical Service and Distribution 
The electrical service is 400 Amps at 240 Volt 1 Phase.  The service originates from 
Allegheny power.  This service size and voltage is adequate for the building size and 
function.  The service meter and box are in good condition. 

There is a backup generator located outside that serves this building.  The generator is 
propane and serves limited loads in the building.  This generator is in good condition. 

The panel boards located throughout the facility is adequate with space and in good 
condition.  

4. Electrical Devices and Systems 
The lighting is mainly fluorescent T-8 fixtures with electronic ballasts.  These fixtures are 
in good condition.  There are no automatic shut-off features for lighting in the building. 

Receptacles are adequately spaced throughout the building. 

All systems are adequate and functioning with no reported issues. 

5. Conveying Systems 
None 
 

6. Other Systems  
None 
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Stripe and indicate with proper signage, accessible parking spaces. 

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Replace exterior wood support column at end of roof overhang as structural member 
is bent. 

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Replace HVAC system due to life expectancy of equipment. 
 

 Replace domestic water storage unit due to life expectancy of equipment. 
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ARCADE BUILDING     

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The Arcade Museum is a two story painted brick structure located in the heart of downtown 
Madison. It has a storied life with many uses, but may be the oldest building in Madison. The 
date of construction is circa 1798 and its current use is the home of the Madison County 
Historical Society. The museum staffed by Volunteers housing collections of Madison county 
History and Native American Artifacts. 

II. Facility Size 

 Unknown, but is located on .5 acres.  

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Renovations to the existing facility were completed in approx. 1978 and included 
replacement of existing windows, masonry restoration and interior and exterior painting.  
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility  
The facility is accessible on the ground floor only due to the type and use of the 
structure. There are no compliant toilets or hardware as the building is restricted from 
modifications due to its listing as a historic structure. 
 

2. Site 
The handicap space at the Arcade needs to be marked. It appears to have been overlaid 
with pavement and the markings were covered up. A sign should also be placed at the 
front of the space per ADA regulations. 
 

3. Building 
There are some visible step cracks in the brick masonry around the arch portion of the 
building. The mortar joints should be raked out and replaced to limit further damage to 
the brick and possible water penetration. There are also a few wood shutters on the 
building that have missing slates and showing signs of failing with pieces dropping to the 
sidewalk below.  We recommend that the shutters be removed from the building and 
either re-constructed or replaced.  

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
A small alley exists between the Arcade building and the property to the north.  It 
appears as though water stands in the area and is causing water damage to the brick of 
the Arcade building. A small drain should be installed if possible to help with this 
problem. The alley is also overgrown with weeds and should be cleared of vegetation to 
help with the flow of water.  
 

2. Site Structures 
The wood fence and gate system on the property needs to be scrapped and painted. 
The entire system should be checked for broken or rotted components that should be 
replaced and painted to match. 
 

3. Site Utilities 
The site is served by public water and sewer and electrical utilities come in over head. 
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C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure  
Foundation and substructure types are unknown as the brick extends below grade; 
however, there is no evidence of any current issues regarding the foundation and 
substructure systems. 
 

2. Structural System  
Wood frame and masonry bearing with no The structural system is a combination of 
masonry load bearing and steel structure, including steel columns, beams and steel floor 
and roof joists, with metal floor and roof decking. There are currently no issues with the 
structural system of the building. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems  
The exterior walls are solid brick that has been painted. Presently there are some step 
cracks as noted above that should be re-pointed. The wood windows are single pane 
and in need of re-glazing and repainting. Most of the windows have been outfitted with a 
single metal screen. The wood trim is peeling and needs to be scraped and repainted to 
prevent moisture penetration. 
 

4. Roof System 
The roof system is standing seam metal roof that appears in good condition. There is a 
downspout on the south side of the building, along Main Street, that enters the building 
at the foundation level and likely ties into the storm drainage system. The pipe is cracked 
where it enters the building and should be repaired.  

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System  
Painted plaster ceilings in good condition. There were no current issues regarding the 
ceilings. 
 

2. Floor Covering System 
Refinished wood floors in good condition. There were no current issues regarding the 
flooring. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems – Interior walls are assumed to be wood framed with 
plaster and or painted wood wainscot. There were no current issues regarding the walls. 
 

4. Specialties - none 
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E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The building is heated by electric baseboard.  Air conditioning is provided by window 
style units.  Both are in fair to poor condition.  No mechanical ventilation is provided in 
the building.  Replacement is recommended within the next 5 years. 
 

2. Plumbing System  
Plumbing fixtures are in fair condition.  Piping systems were hidden and were not 
observed.  Replacement should be considered in the next 5 years. 

3. Electrical Service 
The building is served by Allegheny Power 200 Amps 240 Volt 1 Phase.  This service 
terminates in a set of 1 phase panel boards.  These boards are in fair condition.  
Capacity is not an issue at the current building function. 

4. Electrical Devices  
Lighting is a mixture of fluorescent T-8 and incandescent residential fixtures.  These 
fixtures were in fair to good condition.  No evidence of automatic lighting shut off was 
present. 

The access control and alarm was functional and in good condition. 

There are smoke detectors placed throughout the building.  They were not tested and 
should be to insure operation. 

There were no reported issues with the phone or data network devices. 

5. Conveying Systems - none 
 

6. Other Systems – none  
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Properly mark the accessible parking space and install a sign at the front of the 
space, above car bumper height.  
 

 Repair visible cracks in the brick masonry around the arcade arch and repoint and 
paint to match existing.  

 
 Remove and repair or replace the existing damaged wooden window shutters.  

 
 The wooden picket fence should be scraped, sanded and painted. Replace any 

damaged components to match existing fence.  
 
 Reglaze exterior windows, and scrape, sand and paint exterior wood window 

components.   
 
 Repair cracked roof drainage pipe where it enters the building at the foundation level.   

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Remove vegetation from alley adjacent to building and install area drain to alleviate 
ponding water and storm drainage issue.  

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Replace / upgrade heating and air conditioning system and consider installation of 
mechanical ventilation.  
 

 Replace plumbing fixtures and verify condition of piping system.  
 
 Replace water heater 

 
 Replace interior lighting 
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CIRCUIT COURTHOUSE    

 

I.  Facility Description 

 Federal style brick structure built in 1829-30 listed as a historic landmark.  

II. Facility Size 

 11,213 square feet, including the new additions. 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Renovations to the existing facility were completed in 2010 and included replacement of 
existing windows, masonry restoration and interior painting and additions. 

 

 

 

IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
 The facility had just completed total renovations at the time of the assessment and is 
ADA compliant, including an elevator, toilet facilities and access. 
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2. Site 
Parking is available on site and in the immediate vicinity at other county owned 
properties. 
 

3. Building 
The structure appears in sound physical condition after the renovations/restoration work. 
There were no issues reported at this time. 

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work  
New grading was recently completed at the front of building to improve access from 
main sidewalk to front entry. 
 

2. Site Structures 
In addition to the main building there is a small brick residence known as the Estes 
House at the rear of the property. This house was recently refurbished in Phase 1 
construction of the property in January 2007. It houses the Commonwealths’ Attorneys 
offices. At this time there are no recommendations for this building. 
 

3. Site Utilities 
There are no issues with utilities at this time. At time of renovations and additions, all 
utilities were run underground for storm and security protection. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
Foundation and substructure consists of concrete slab on grade with typical spread 
footings. There are currently no issues with the structural system of the building. 
 

2. Structural System  
The structural system is a combination of masonry load bearing and structural steel 
framing, with steel roof joists and metal roof decking. There are currently no issues with 
the structural system of the building. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Older portions of the building are solid brick, while newer portions are brick veneer over 
masonry construction. Due to this type of facility, the exterior brick should be monitored 
and if necessary areas re-pointed to accommodate for weathering and erosion of the 
mortar, typical of this type of facility. 
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4. Roof System  
Te roof is a combination of metal roofing on sloped surfaces and membrane roofing on 
flat roof areas. All roofs were installed as part o the renovation project. 
 
 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System  
Ceiling systems vary throughout the facility, but all are new or recently renovated and 
painted. There are currently no issues with the ceiling systems of the facility. 
 

2. Floor Covering System  
Flooring systems vary throughout the facility, but all are new or recently renovated and 
refinished. There are currently no issues with the flooring systems of the facility. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems  
Interior wall and partition systems vary throughout the facility, but all are new or recently 
renovated and painted. There are currently no issues with the ceiling systems.  
 

4. Specialties 
There are various holding areas in the building with specialized safety features that need 
to be maintained, including technology upgrades, counseling areas etc. All are functions 
of the court system with critical program and communication integration. 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The HVAC system was replaced in a renovation project which is currently wrapping up.  
The systems appeared to be in good condition.  The system is a 4-pipe fan coil system.  
The systems are within their average service life.   

2. Plumbing System 
The plumbing systems were also replaced in the renovation project.  Domestic hot water 
is generated by a high efficiency water heater.  The systems appeared to be in good 
condition. 

The building is protected by an automatic sprinkler system.  Storage areas are protected 
by chemical suppression systems.  These systems are also in good condition. 

3. Electrical Service 
The electrical service and distribution was replaced with new during the recent 
renovation project.  The systems are in good condition with available space. 

The panel boards are all new with adequate space. 
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4. Electrical Devices and Systems 
All electrical devices and special systems were replaced during the recent renovation 
project.  The devices are in good condition.   

The lighting was replaced during the recent renovation project and is in good condition. 

5. Conveying Systems  
There is an elevator that is fully inspected and operational with no reported issues at this 
time. 
 

6. Other Systems 
None 

V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI. Recommendations  

A. The facility, having been newly renovated, is in very good condition and there are no 
recommendations at this time.  

Inasmuch as buildings are static elements subject to the dynamic forces of nature and 
that building components and systems wear out over time, it is recommended that the 
Courthouse facility be re-evaluated on an annual basis, as part of the Capital 
improvement Plan update, to determine any future facility needs.  
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CLORE HOUSE 

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The date of construction is unknown for the two story, vinyl sided wood framed dwelling was 
constructed in the early to mid 1900’s and has been used primarily as a residence and most 
recently it is used by the county as a meeting area for sports boosters and also as a storage 
area for the county. 

II. Facility Size 

 Approximately 2,000 SF located on a parcel which is part of the 182 total acres at the 
Hoover Ridge site.  

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 No record of improvements other than finishes and at one time, vinyl siding was added to 
the structure.  
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
At present there are no conforming entry areas, toilet facilities or hardware as  the 
structure was primarily a single family residence. Should use change then applicable 
ADA requirements should be reviewed. 
 

2. Site 
The parking area is accessed by a gravel drive adjacent to the structure and is 
accessed off Primary School Drive of the Hoover Ridge site. There are no current 
site safety or code issues. 

 
3. Building 

The facility has several safety concerns, which include properly operating systems, 
toilets and assumed asbestos containing finishes. At the time of the assessment, all 
utilities were turned off and were not tested. 

 
B. Site Infrastructure 

 

1. Site Work 
Recommend removal of over grown shrubs adjacent to the exterior of the buidling as the 
roots may continue to expand into the foundation of the structure. Repair and replace 
wood fence as required. 
 

2. Site Structures  
There is a small wood framed and sided utility shed adjacent to the house that should be 
scraped and re-painted in the next year. The roof appears in good condition and is 
standing seam metal that should also be re-painted to prolong its life. There is some 
small repairs to the wood structure that can be made at the time of painting upgrades.  
 

3. Site Utilities  
As described below, there is an above ground oil tank that supplies the boiler. In addition 
power comes overhead to this facility via telephone poles. At this time there are no 
issues with utilities. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
Foundation appears to be concrete with venting to suggest a minimal crawl space below 
the floor structure. At this time there are no apparent issues with the foundation 
condition. 
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2. Structural System 

Assumed to be all wood framing with no known issues at time of assessment. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Vinyl siding installed over original wood siding and wood frame. Interior walls are wood 
paneling probably over existing plaster walls, but not verified. Original windows are 
single pane wood double hung with aluminum storm/screens. The windows should be 
scraped and repainted due to potential lead paint that is peeling. Re-glazing may also be 
required. Sash operability as well as operations of the storm/screen system should be 
evaluated and repaired as required to limit energy loss. All exterior trim should be 
checked for rot and replaced as necessary prior to scraping and repainting. There are 
some small areas of rot in the porch roof trim. 
 

4. Roof System 
Standing seam metal roofing, date of installation unknown. At this time we recommend 
the roof to be re-painted. All flashings at chimneys should be examined and replaced as 
required to prevent roof leaks. Replace missing downspouts and verify that existing 
gutters are securely fastened to the structure and positively drain.  
 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
The ceiling is assumed to be painted gypsum wall board or plaster and is in good 
condition. There may be small areas where moisture has previously penetrated and 
stained the ceiling, however, there were no visible signs of an active leak. 
 

2. Floor Covering System  
Various flooring materials exist in the structure including, wood, ceramic tile, sheet vinyl 
and vat floor tile that is assumed asbestos containing. It is suggested that the floorings in 
the facility be replaced if they are vat tile and wood sub-floors examined for condition. In 
most cases there is painted wood base, and in the toilet area, there is ceramic tile base. 
In all cases where wood flooring is installed, the floors should be sanded and refinished 
if a full time use for the facility is determined. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
Wood framed and covered with wood paneling and or painted plaster walls. There are 
some minor issues below window sills showing signs of water penetration that should be 
addressed prior to painting. 
 

4. Specialties 
Kitchen equipment appears to be in fair condition, although proper operation has not 
been verified.  
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E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning  
The building is heated by an oil-fired boiler which is in fair to good condition.  Hot water 
is circulated through copper piping to radiators and baseboard heaters.  Air conditioning 
is by window style units.  No mechanical means of ventilation air is provided.  The age of 
the equipment was not able to be determined.  The system appears to be in fair to good 
condition with replacement recommended in the 10 year range. 
 

2. Plumbing System  
Domestic water is circulated through plastic piping.  Plumbing fixtures appear to be in 
fair condition.  Domestic hot water is generated by an electric storage type unit installed 
in 1992.  The water heater and fixtures should be replaced within the next 5 to 10 years.   
 

3. Electrical Service 
The service is 100 Amps at 240 V 1 Phase.  The panel board is old and in fair condition 
 

4. Electrical Devices  
The lighting and devices are residential grade and in fair condition.  Receptacle 
placement may not be code compliant due to the age of the facility.   
 

5. Conveying Systems  
None 
 

6. Other Systems 
None 
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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V.  Recommendations 

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 No recommendations 

B. Short Term Recommendations (2-5 Years) 

Required Code and Safety: 

• If compliant access is required, then a code compliant ramp needs to be installed. 
• Provide a residential type fire extinguisher on each floor. 

Recommended 

• Clean and remove all stored materials from the facility. 
• Scrape and repaint all exterior wood windows and trim – suspected of containing 

lead paint.  
• Prime and repaint existing metal roof to prolong its life expectancy. At time of work 

inspect and repair any suspected penetrations 
• Clean and re-point the chimney prior to use. 
• Replace VAT floor tile.  
• Replace missing downspouts to conduct rain water away from structure. 
• From a system standpoint the heating system, believed to be baseboard needs to be 

tested as it was not operational at the time of assessment. 
• From an electrical standpoint for residential homes, typical issues are non grounded 

receptacles and/or circuits; no GFCI protection where required; no AFCI protection 
where required; circuit overloading due to non code compliant receptacle/device 
circuiting. There are usually too few outlets to meet current code and demands.  
Finally, the service ground is also an issue sometimes and in many of cases does 
not exist. 

 

C. Long Term (5+ Years) 

 No recommendations 
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COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE BUILDING     

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The County Administrative Office building was constructed in the 1960’s. The facility is a 
one story brick masonry exterior with painted concrete masonry unit interior walls. The 
facility is co-located on 4.1 Acres of land that also includes the County Health Department 
and the Kemper House Museum.  

II. Facility Size 

 5,200 square feet (per 2003 CIP report) 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Interior improvements may have been made when various departments were re-located to 
the facility.  

 

 

IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
The main entry to the building is ADA accessible, the secondary entry is not due to large 
grade change and slope concrete walk area that exceeds permissible slope. The facility 
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is not equipped with ADA compliant toilet facilities, compliant seating in the Board room 
or compliant service desks in the various departments. However, the various 
departments may also have loose furniture in the form of desks that are used to service 
the public. 
 

2. Site 
As stated above the site is shared with other agencies, however, immediately adjacent 
to the facility there are accessible van and parking spaces with proper signage. The 
sidewalks meet with the parking lot area and are accessible to the main entry. Some 
portions of the concrete walk leading to the rear parking areas should be replaced, due 
to trip hazards. 
 

3. Building  
Any major renovations to the building will require code and accessibility upgrades as 
well as finishes. 

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
The building has established plantings around the façade, including larger specimen 
trees that should be trimmed periodically to prevent severe moisture building up on the 
roof and wall surfaces. 
 

2. Site Structures 
The additional structures co-located in this site are the Kemper House Museum and the 
County Health Department. Each has its own report. 
 

3. Site Utilities 
There were no reported issues with site utilities at time of assessment. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
Building appears to be masonry bearing, but not verified at time of site visit. 
 

2. Structural System 
Some portions of the roof are pitched indicating some type of roof truss system, but 
other sections are zero to low slope. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Exterior brick is painted with spalling paint and some areas needing re-pointing. Some 
window areas on the rear have been in-filled with brick masonry that has not been 
painted. Exterior windows are original single glazed double hung windows with exterior 
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metal screen/storm combinations. Exterior doors are painted hollow metal. There is a 
wood door to the mechanical space located to the rear of the building that should be 
replaced. Some former unit vent openings have been blocked up with metal panel 
covers – it is not know if they are insulated areas and we recommend replacing the 
covers with masonry infill. 
 

4. Roof System 
Pitched areas of the roof are standing seam metal roof that is in need of replacement 
and is showing large areas needing repainting. Zero to low slope roof areas are 
composed of puff insulation roof system. All roofs surveyed containing such a system 
should be replaced as they have outlived their useful life expectancy and are subject to 
leaking. At the time of the survey, no leaks were reported. 
 
 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
All interior spaces have suspended acoustical ceiling systems with the exception of the 
painted gypsum wall board surfaces of the toilet rooms.  
 

2. Floor Covering System 
The main corridor is composed of VAT floor tile in fair to good condition. Most office 
areas and some portions of the board room are carpeted with some pulls in the fabric. 
Most carpet is in good condition. Painted wood base in good condition is associated with 
carpeted areas in the offices and vinyl base is located in the main corridor. The board 
room currently does not have any base materials. Toilet floors were dated 1x1 floor tiles 
is good condition. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
Corridors are painted concrete masonry walls, toilet rooms are ceramic tile wainscot with 
painted block or plaster above. The majority of interior partitions are painted gypsum wall 
board with the exception of the main utility areas and the board room which are painted 
concrete masonry walls. Interior doors are mostly painted wood with both wood and 
hollow metal frames. There is no ADA compliant hardware on the interior doors. Exterior 
doors do have panic hardware for exiting. 
 

4. Specialties 
None. 
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E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The building is conditioned by split system heat pumps which are in fair to good 
condition.  The systems were dated 1999 and newer.  Air is ducted from the units to 
individual spaces.  Replacement should be considered in the next 5 to 10 years. 

2. Plumbing System 
Overall, the plumbing system is in fair condition.  Domestic hot water is generated by a 
tank type electric water heater which was also in fair condition.  Piping was hidden and 
could not be observed.  Water heater replacement should be considered in the next 5 to 
10 years. 

3. Electrical Service and Distribution 
The electrical service is 400 Amps at 208 Volts three phase and originates from 
Allegheny Power.  The distribution and panel boards are old and in fair condition.  There 
is very limited space available in the panels.   

4. Electrical Devices and Systems 
The lighting is mostly fluorescent T-8 fixtures.  These fixtures range from good to poor 
condition depending on location.  The egress lighting is battery powered fixtures in fair to 
poor condition. 

The security and access system were functioning and in good condition. 

The fire alarm system was function adequately however the device placement does not 
meet current codes. 

5. Conveying Systems 
None 

 
6. Other Systems 

None 

 

V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Stripe and indicate with proper signage accessible parking spaces. 
 

 Replace portions of the concrete walkway leading to rear parking lot. 
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B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Provide ADA compliant toilet facilities. 
 
 Provide ADA compliant interior door hardware.  

 
 Repoint exterior masonry. 

 
 Replace flat portions of existing ‘Puff’ roof system. 

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Replace sloped metal roofing system due life expectancy. 
 

 Replace all exterior windows and doors to met energy codes. 
 
 Replace HVAC system due to life expectancy of equipment. 

 
 Replace domestic water heater/storage unit due to life expectancy of equipment. 

 
 Replace blocked up unit ventilator panels with insulated panels. 

 
 Replace interior lighting. 

 
 Upgrade / replace fire alarm system. 

 
 Replace egress lighting. 
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COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT BUILDING     

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The County Health Department building was constructed in 1995 and is co-located on 4.1 
Acres of land that also includes the County Administrative Offices and the Kemper House 
Museum. The facility is a single story brick veneer building with standing seam metal roof. 

II. Facility Size 

 5,595 square feet single story masonry building 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 None  

 

 

 

IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility – Due to its new construction date, the building is fully accessible, 
however, some public toilet rooms clearances may not meet current turning clearances. 
All interior hardware is ADA lever compliant 
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2. Site – the site is ADA accessible including curb cut at the main front entry. There are 
noted handicap parking spots including van accessible and signage is posted. 
 

3. Building – the building is fully accessible with two entries at grade.  

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
The facility has established plantings in very good condition, with no reported issues at 
this time. 
 

2. Site Structures 
The facility is located on the same site as the county Administrative Offices and the 
Historic Kemper Museum. 
 

3. Site Utilities 
No reported issues at this time. Existing electrical service is provided underground. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure – Filled, reinforced cmu foundation with slab on grade. All 
exterior walls are masonry veneer and the roof trusses are supported by 2/6 wood frame 
construction. 
 

2. Structural System - Wood frame 2x6 insulated exterior wall construction. There is 2x6 
wood frame interior bearing walls in some locations to support roof trusses. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems - The facility is a single story brick veneer building with standing 
seam metal roof on plywood deck. On gable peaks there is fiber cement siding on 
plywood sheathing. All windows are hollow meal framed operable windows with 
insulated glazing. 
 

4. Roof System – 5/8” plywood decking with standing seam metal roofing. Aluminum 
gutters and downspouts with some discharging to grade and others piped underground. 

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System – Acoustical suspended system with 5/8” continuous fire code gypsum 
wall board at underside of trusses. 
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2. Floor Covering System – Majority of spaces are VCT with some offices having carpet. 
Painted wood base in most areas with vinyl base located at the base of all casework. 
Utility spaces such as mechanical room have sealed concrete. All floor finishes appear 
in very good condition. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems – Painted gypsum wall board and wood base. All 
interior doors are stained wood with painted hollow metal frames and compliant 
hardware. Exterior doors are painted insulated metal. 
 

4. Specialties – due to its use as a health clinic, the majority of small exam rooms contain 
plastic laminate casework with sinks and ADA accessible works spaces in the casework 
runs. 

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 

The building is conditioned by split system heat pumps which appeared to be in fair 
condition.  The installation date was unknown.  Electric baseboard was also observed 
and appeared to be in fair condition. 

2. Plumbing System 

Overall, the plumbing systems appeared to be in fair to good condition.  Domestic water 
is distributed through copper piping.  Fixtures appeared to be in good condition.  An 
electric storage type water heater generates domestic hot water.   

3. Electrical Service and Distribution 

The building is served from Allegheny Power at 800 Amps 240 Volts 1Phase.  The main 
board is Square-D and has some limited space for expansion.   

The panel boards in the facility are Square-D and have no or limited spare capacity. 

4. Electrical Devices and Systems 

Lighting is mainly fluorescent fixtures with T-8 lamps.  These lights are in good condition.  
There was no evidence of automatic shut-off control in the building. 

Receptacle placement is mostly inadequate for the building function.  There are not 
enough receptacles. 

Fire Alarm is and older zoned system that appeared to be in good condition.  Device 
placement may not be code compliant and should be evaluated. 

Phone and data did not appear to be updated to County technology standards.  
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5. Conveying Systems 
None 
 

6. Other Systems 
None 
 

V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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V. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 No Recommendations 

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Repaint exterior wood siding and trim.  

 Replace exterior caulking and sealant systems due to life expectancy.  

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Replace phone and data systems to meet current county standards.  

 Replace domestic water storage unit due to life expectancy of equipment. 
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CRIGLERSVILLE SCHOOL - HOUSE     

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The aluminum sided wood framed dwelling was constructed in the early 1900’s and has 
been used primarily as a residence and also as a residence to house various employees of 
the school after it was constructed in 1949.  

II. Facility Size 

 Approximately 1,400 SF including the dormered room of the second floor located under the 
eaves. 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 No record of improvements other than finishes and at one time, aluminum siding was added 
to the structure.  
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
At present there is no accessibility to the structure and is not mandated by code to 
be compliant. 
 

2. Site 
The parking lot is shared by the former school in immediate vicinity to the structure.  

 
3. Building 

In referencing an April 13, 2010 Building Inspections report regarding this residence, 
there is a list of corrections needed for code compliance. In addition we have made 
several recommendations based on our assessment of the facility.  

Required Code and Safety: 
• Code corrections based on letter. 
• Install a handrail at the rear entry of the home, not mandated by code as this is less 

than 30” above grade. 
• Provide a residential type fire extinguisher on each floor. 

Recommended 
• Clean and remove all stored materials from the facility. 
• Remove existing residential appliances and replace. 
• Scrape and repaint all exterior trim – suspected of containing lead paint.  
• Prime and repaint existing metal roof to prolong its life expectancy. At time of work 

inspect and repair any suspected penetrations 
• Clean and re-point both the fire place and the chimney prior to use. 
• Replace interior carpet and VAT floor tile.  
• Remove exterior vegetation from siding and downspouts – replace missing 

downspouts to conduct rain water away from structure. 
• From a system standpoint the heating system, believed to be baseboard needs to be 

tested as it was not operational at the time of assessment. 
• From and electrical standpoint for residential homes, typical issues are non grounded 

receptacles and/or circuits; no GFCI protection where required; no AFCI protection 
where required; circuit overloading due to non code compliant receptacle/device 
circuiting. There are usually too few outlets to meet current code and demands.  
Finally, the service ground is also an issue sometimes and in many of cases does 
not exist. 

• From reading the assessment provided by Madison County regarding the 
Criglersville site, there are concerns over the operations of the well and septic that 
may or may not be separate from the school itself. The implications of the structure 
existing within the flood plan apply to all three facilities on the property and could 
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affect modifications or operations of the well and septic and will be subject to the 
health department approval prior to occupancy. 

B. Site Infrastructure 

 

1. Site Work 
Recommend removal of the tree stump adjacent to the front door steps as the roots may 
continue to expand into the foundation of the structure. Remove other overgrown shrubs.  
 

2. Site Structures  
Above ground propane tank. This tank should be inspected and tested and verified that it 
is still connected to the facility. If not longer in use, recommend that it be removed. Verify 
local codes and ordinances to verify proper distance from facility. 
 

3. Site Utilities  
Well and septic systems are unknown and were not examined during the assessment. 
As noted above, these utilities remain in the known flood plain of the area and may not 
be viable use for this facility. In addition power comes overhead to this facility via 
telephone poles.  

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
Foundation appears to be concrete or masonry with a parge coat of concrete – there are 
no apparent issues with the foundation condition. 
 

2. Structural System 
Assumed to be all wood framing. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Aluminum siding over original wood siding and wood frame. Interior walls are wood 
paneling probably over existing plaster walls, but not verified. Original windows are 
single pane wood double hung with aluminum storm/screens. The windows should be 
scraped and repainted due to potential lead paint that is peeling. Re-glazing may also be 
required. Sash operability as well as operations of the storm/screen system should be 
evaluated and repaired as required to limit energy loss. All exterior trim should be 
checked for rot and replaced as necessary prior to scraping and repainting. There are 
some small areas of rot in the porch roof trim. 
 

4. Roof System 
Metal roofing that needs to be re-primed and painted. All flashings at chimneys should 
be examined and possible replaced to prevent roof leaks. Replace missing downspouts 
and verify that existing gutters are securely fastened to the structure and positively drain.  
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 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
On the first floor, the ceiling is assumed to be painted gypsum wall board or plaster and 
is in good condition. There may be small areas where moisture has previously 
penetrated and stained the ceiling, however, there were no visible signs of an active 
leak. 
 

2. Floor Covering System  
Various flooring materials exist in the structure including carpeting, painted and stained 
wood and possible vat floor tile that is been patched and repaired. It is suggested that 
the floorings in the facility be replaced if they are vat tile or carpeting and wood floors 
examined for condition and refinishing. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
Wood framed and covered with stained wood paneling. 
 

4. Specialties 
Kitchen equipment appears to be in fair condition, although proper operation has not 
been verified.  

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning  
No AC present in the facility. See above for possible heating source. 
 

2. Plumbing System  
Not operational at time of visit, but plumbing to fixtures and fixtures thought to be original 
and in need of repairs. Fixtures should be replaced to be compliant with current water 
flow requirements of the code. 
 

3. Electrical Service 
Overhead to one main breaker panel that needs to be properly tested and labeled. 
 

4. Electrical Devices  
Varies and must be examined for code compliance. Some fixtures may not be working 
properly and should be examined and if necessary replaced. 
 

5. Conveying Systems  
None 
 

6. Other Systems 
None 
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI.  Recommendations 

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Implement short-term recommendations if home is o be occupied within the next two 
years.  

 

B. Short Term Recommendations (2-5 Years) 

Required Code and Safety: 

 Code corrections based on letter provided in previous study. 
 Install a handrail at the rear entry of the home, not mandated by code as this is less 

than 30” above grade. 
 Provide a residential type fire extinguisher on each floor. 

Recommended 

• Clean and remove all stored materials from the facility. 
• Remove existing residential appliances and replace. 
• Scrape and repaint all exterior trim – suspected of containing lead paint.  
• Prime and repaint existing metal roof to prolong its life expectancy. At time of 

work inspect and repair any suspected penetrations and flashings. 
• Clean and re-point both the fireplace and the chimney prior to use. 
• Replace interior carpet and VAT floor tile.  
• Remove exterior vegetation from siding and downspouts – replace missing 

downspouts to conduct rain water away from structure. 
• Recommend removal of the tree stump adjacent to the front door steps as the 

roots may continue to expand into the foundation of the structure. 
• The windows should be scraped and repainted due to potential lead paint that is 

peeling. Re-glazing may also be required. Sash operability as well as operations 
of the storm/screen system should be evaluated and repaired as required to limit 
energy loss. 

• From a system standpoint, the heating system, believed to be baseboard needs 
to be tested as it was not operational at the time of assessment. 

• From an electrical standpoint for residential homes, typical issues are non 
grounded receptacles and/or circuits; no GFCI protection where required; no 
AFCI protection where required; circuit overloading due to non code compliant 
receptacle/device circuiting. There are usually too few outlets to meet current 
code and demands.  Finally, the service ground is also an issue sometimes and 
in many of cases does not exist. 
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• From reading the assessment provided by Madison County regarding the 
Criglersville Elementary School site, there are concerns over the operations of 
the well and septic that may or may not be separate from the school itself. The 
implications of the structure existing within the flood plan apply to all three 
facilities on the property and could affect modifications or operations of the well 
and septic and will be subject to the health department approval prior to 
occupancy. 

• The above ground propane tank should be inspected and tested and verified that 
it is still connected to the facility. If not longer in use, recommend that it be 
removed. Verify local codes and ordinances to verify proper distance from facility. 

 

C. Long Term (5+ Years) 

 No recommendations 
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CRIGLERSVILLE SCHOOL – VOTING BUILDING   

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The date of construction is unknown for the single story, aluminum sided wood framed 
dwelling was constructed in the early to mid 1900’s and has been used primarily as a 
residence and also as a residence to house various employees of the school after it was 
constructed in 1949.  Most recently it is used by the county as a polling place during local 
and state elections for citizens in this area of the county, and also as a storage area for the 
county. 

II. Facility Size  

 Approximately 2,377 SF located on a parcel approx. 2.0 acres which is part of the 5.7 total 
acres at the Criglersville Elementary School site.  

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 No record of improvements other than finishes and at one time, aluminum siding was added 
to the structure.  
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
At present there is a non conforming ramp into a portion of the facility used by the 
voters, but there are no other conforming entry areas, toilet facilities or hardware.  
 

2. Site 
The parking lot is shared by the former school in immediate vicinity to the structure.  

 
3. Building 

The facility has several safety concerns, which include properly operating systems, 
toilets and assumed asbestos containing finishes. During voting events, portable 
toilet compartments are used in lieu of using the buildings toilets. At the time of the 
assessment, all utilities were turned off and were not tested. 

 
B. Site Infrastructure 

 

1. Site Work 
Recommend removal of over grown shrub adjacent to the front door steps as the roots 
may continue to expand into the foundation of the structure. Remove other overgrown 
shrubs.  
 

2. Site Structures  
There are a few playground structures adjacent to the property that are recommended 
for immediate removal due to age and safety concern. 
 

3. Site Utilities  
It is assumed that this facility, similar to the Elementary School uses well and septic 
systems but were not examined during the assessment. As noted above, these utilities 
remain in the known flood plain of the area and may not be viable use for this facility. In 
addition power comes overhead to this facility via telephone poles.  

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
Foundation appears to be concrete masonry block with venting to suggest a minimal 
crawl space below the floor structure. At this time there are no apparent issues with the 
foundation condition. 
 

2. Structural System 
Assumed to be all wood framing. 
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3. Exterior Wall Systems 

Aluminum siding over original wood siding and wood frame. Interior walls are wood 
paneling probably over existing plaster walls, but not verified. Original windows are 
single pane wood double hung with aluminum storm/screens. The windows should be 
scraped and repainted due to potential lead paint that is peeling. Re-glazing may also be 
required. Sash operability as well as operations of the storm/screen system should be 
evaluated and repaired as required to limit energy loss. All exterior trim should be 
checked for rot and replaced as necessary prior to scraping and repainting. There are 
some small areas of rot in the porch roof trim. 
 

4. Roof System 
Asphalt shingle roofing that needs to be replaced. All flashings at valleys should be 
replaced to prevent roof leaks. Replace missing downspouts and verify that existing 
gutters are securely fastened to the structure and positively drain.  
 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
The ceiling is assumed to be painted gypsum wall board or plaster and is in good 
condition. There may be small areas where moisture has previously penetrated and 
stained the ceiling, however, there were no visible signs of an active leak. 
 

2. Floor Covering System  
Various flooring materials exist in the structure including carpeting, vat floor tile that is 
assumed asbestos containing. It is suggested that the floorings in the facility be replaced 
if they are vat tile or carpeting and wood sub-floors examined for condition. In most 
cases there is painted wood base, and in the toilet area, the assumed vat tile has a 
rubber base. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
Wood framed and covered with stained wood paneling and or plaster walls. 
 

4. Specialties 
Kitchen equipment appears to be in fair condition, although proper operation has not 
been verified.  

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning  
Through wall AC unit was observed in the room used at time of voting. Assumed electric 
baseboard heat in limited areas as there is no boiler present. 
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2. Plumbing System  
Not operational at time of visit, but plumbing to fixtures and fixtures thought to be original 
and in need of repairs. Fixtures should be replaced to be compliant with current water 
flow requirements of the code. 
 

3. Electrical Service 
Overhead to one main breaker panel that needs to be properly tested and labeled. 
 

4. Electrical Devices  
Varies and must be examined for code compliance. Some fixtures may not be working 
properly and should be examined and if necessary replaced. 
 

5. Conveying Systems  
None 
 

6. Other Systems 
None 
 
 

V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI.  Recommendations 

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 No recommendations 

B. Short Term Recommendations (2-5 Years) 

Required Code and Safety: 

• If compliant access is required, then a code compliant ramp needs to be installed. 
• Replace existing asphalt shingle roofing. 
• Provide a residential type fire extinguisher on each floor. 

Recommended 

• Clean and remove all stored materials from the facility. 
• Remove existing residential appliances and replace. 
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• Scrape and repaint all exterior trim – suspected of containing lead paint. Replace 
damaged, or rotted components.  

• Replace interior carpet and VAT floor tile.  
• Replace missing downspouts to conduct rain water away from structure. 
• From a system standpoint the heating system, believed to be baseboard needs to be 

tested as it was not operational at the time of assessment. 
• From an electrical standpoint for residential homes, typical issues are non-grounded 

receptacles and/or circuits; no GFCI protection where required; no AFCI protection 
where required; circuit overloading due to non code compliant receptacle/device 
circuiting. There are usually too few outlets to meet current code and demands.  
Finally, the service ground is also an issue sometimes and in many of cases does 
not exist. 

• From reading the assessment provided by Madison County regarding the 
Criglersville site, there are concerns over the operations of the well and septic that 
may or may not be separate from the school itself. The implications of the structure 
existing within the flood plan apply to all three facilities on the property and could 
affect modifications or operations of the well and septic and will be subject to the 
health department approval prior to occupancy. 

 

C. Long Term (5+ Years) 

 No recommendations 
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CRIGLERSVILLE SCHOOL BUILDING     

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The Criglersville elementary School is a two story brick masonry building originally 
constructed in 1946 - 1948. The facility has not been uses as a school for approximately 10 
years. In recent years, the facility was used as a community center with small library and 
table games on a limited basis. The facility has been closed for the past 5 years. There have 
been recent reports in regards to the facility done completed in 2002; the site and adjacent 
structures as recent as 2010. The exterior masonry is general in fair condition; the windows 
are single pane, steel type with fixed and operable units and are original to the building. The 
building and site pose numerous challenges to re-use or change in use of the structure. 

II. Facility Size 

 17,855 square feet on approx. 5.7 acres (inclusive of 3 lots) on County Route 670 in 
Criglersville. 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Early in the construction of the school there was a wood framed entry that was destroyed in 
a fire and not rebuilt. Since then, there have been no documented renovations besides 
interior finishes have been completed.  
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
The existing structure does not have an accessible access point, nor are the toilets 
accessible. There is no elevator; therefore the second story classrooms are not 
accessible, nor is access to the stage. Interior and exterior door hardware is non 
compliant and there is no interior compliant signage or accessible drinking fountains. 
 

2. Site  
The parking area is relatively flat, but handicap spots are not allocated. The car, bus and 
service vehicle traffic is not separated, but future use of the facility may would be used to 
determine a proposed new traffic pattern if necessary.  The building is located 
approximately 28” below the flood plain. Past flooding has created problems with water 
damage to both the foundation and boiler room areas as well as the steam tunnel 
located below the first floor elevation. There may also be an increased potential for 
settlement of the foundation walls due to water table located at or above footing level. 
 

3. Building  
The building in most recent use did not require a sprinkler system, but future use may 
require one. In addition, the building is served by well, so a holding tank and fire pump 
would be required if a sprinkler system is necessary. There is numerous exterior and 
interior safety and code concerns with the present condition of the facility. Each of the 
code items are associated with future use and would need to be evaluated at time of 
proposed project. From a safety standpoint, the building has remained vacant for several 
years; therefore, it is likely that most systems are not operational and do not meet 
current codes. In addition, other safety hazards were found during the assessment such 
as moisture and pest penetrations to the interior of the facility. Several window panes 
were broken or missing, interior finishes were beyond repair and there is suspect 
asbestos containing materials throughout the facility due to the age of the structure. 

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
The facility cannot be safely opened without addressing the flood plain issue or the fact 
that the existing well and septic systems lie below the flood plain and are subject to 
environmental and other State of Virginia codes. Much of this information is documented 
in the recent studies and letters received by the County of Madison. 
 

2. Site Structures 
Old play ground equipment – Several pieces of old playground equipment exist onsite 
and pose a potential hazard to children playing on it. The equipment should be removed 
as soon as possible. 
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3. Site Utilities 
As documented in recent report and in this assessment, the site utilizes affected by the 
flood plain issue are well water and septic. The septic system is a single concrete tank 
and distribution boxes with a subsurface drain field located below the paved parking lot. 
In the 2002 report it is estimated that the water table is above the drain field in violation 
of the Virginia Department of health Sewage Handling and Disposal regulations. In 
addition the well and septic tank are approximately 41 feet apart, where state regulations 
require a minimum separation of 50 feet according to the report.  Electric is provided 
overhead to the facility. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
The existing foundation is indicated and observed to be reinforced concrete, typical 
spread footings. The structure has been affected over the years due to flooding and 
areas of the foundation have spalling and loose concrete exposing the aggregate to 
further damage and moisture penetration 
 

2. Structural System 
The structure is a combination of masonry bearing exterior walls with some interior 
masonry bearing walls with bar joist for the second floor and roof framing. Depth of the 
bar joist varies due to location and additional loading with a different use and updated 
code, may require additional structural changes. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
The exterior wall system is brick with bearing masonry back-up in fair condition. There 
are large areas where re-pointing is necessary on the exterior brick to control additional 
moisture penetration. There are some noticeable cracks and settlement conditions which 
should be addressed. This was not indicated in the 2002 report, so there have been 
some increased changes to the masonry of the facility. Due to the age of the structure, 
some cracking is to be expected. There is evidence of water penetration in the face brick 
at roof level or bottom of the parapet of the roof indicating further moisture penetration 
into the exterior wall. At the rear of the facility, there are visible areas of roof tar dripping 
and running down the face of the brick, the item is only an mentioned for appearance 
and not a structural or integrity issue of the brick. 
 

4. Roof System 
The roof has minimal slope from front to back, creating poor drainage. The original roof 
was a composite roof over precast (porex) slab.  The original built-roof system, in order 
to protect and extend its original lifespan, was covered with sprayed polyurethane foam 
during the past 10 - 15 years. The foam is in various stages of deteriorating condition, 
exposing the building to water leakage. There are signs of moisture penetration on the 
interior indicative that the system is failing and in need of replacement. Gutters and 
downspouts are aluminum but often empty onto grade or below grade into former 
collection boots that have filled with sediment. Such water may then be running down 
foundation water walls and affect the foundation system or moisture penetration into the 
steam pipe trenches below the first floor slab. 
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 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
The original ceiling system is metal lathe and plaster, but has since been covered by 
suspended acoustical ceiling system. All ceilings are in failing condition due to age and 
exposure to moisture. In the main multi-purpose room, there is evidence of failure of the 
original plaster system that has fallen through the suspended system to the floor below. 
There also may have been another ceiling system adhered to the original plaster as 
evidence by the visible adhesive. The adhesive in this age of a facility is usually non-
friable asbestos and would be part of a larger abatement project if the facility is 
renovated. 
 

2. Floor Covering System 
The existing floor finishes of vinyl asbestos tile and ceramic tile are still in place today, 
with some classroom area having carpet. Al floor finishes are in need of replacement, 
due to cracking, life expectancy and moisture penetration. If the facility is renovated, 
there would be additional abatement with the vinyl floor tile. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
Interior partitions are painted plaster over masonry or painted masonry and show signs 
of sever moisture penetration. The finish paint in many areas is peeling or failing due to 
such moisture penetration and lack of humidity control. It may also be assume that the 
majority of finish paints are lead based. 
 

4. Specialties 
The classrooms contain the original chalk boards that were typically mounted with 
asbestos containing mastics. The majority of the boards are in fair to good condition. 

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The building is heated with a two pipe hot water system with convectors located in the 
building spaces.  There is no mechanical ventilation provided for outdoor air.  Hot water 
is generated by a boiler installed in 1964.  Air conditioning is by window style units and is 
sporadic throughout the building.  The systems have been de-energized for 
approximately 10 years and are in poor condition.  The systems are beyond their 
average service life.  Replacement of the entire system is recommended immediately if 
the building is to be opened again. 
 

2. Plumbing System 
The plumbing systems in general are in poor condition due to abandonment and age.  
The well and septic system were reported to be in poor condition as well.  Piping was not 
observed, but is anticipated to be in poor condition as well.  The systems are beyond 
their average service life.  Replacement of the entire system is recommended 
immediately if the building is to be opened again. 
 

3. Electrical Service 
The existing distribution systems are a mixture of original equipment and newer 
equipment installed during the last renovation project (at least 10 years ago).  These 
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systems have been abandoned for approximately 10 years and an entire replacement is 
recommended. 
 

4. Electrical Devices 
Due to the age and non use of the existing building systems and infrastructure a 
complete replacement would be required if the County chose to open it in any capacity. 
 

5. Conveying Systems - none 
 
 

6. Other Systems - The remaining kitchen does not meet today’s codes and is not 
operational.  
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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Criglersville School   58 
 

VI. Recommendations 

The majority of the site, including the existing building, well and sanitary drainfield are contained 
within the 100 year floodplain of the Robinson River. If the site were to be used, the drainfield 
would need to be relocated outside of the floodplain. The building, being located within a 100 
year floodplain, does not qualify for FEMA flood insurance which presents a sizable risk in terms 
of investing money into building upgrades and renovations.  

If the Criglersville site is to be utilized for future use, a floodplain study should be completed to 
verify FEMA current floodplain information is accurate. If the current FEMA information is 
determined to be accurate, any new structure would need to be raised above the floodplain 
elevation, which would necessitate an alteration study to insure that the water surface of the 
Robinson River during a flood would not raise by more than one foot on the adjoining properties.  

A new structure could possibly be built out of the floodplain. However the site is narrow and 
setbacks from adjoining properties could be problematic. A new structure would likely require 
additional land for a drainfield located out of the floodplain.  

The existing well is also located within the floodplain. Per a letter from the Madison County 
Health Department, the well casing would need to be raised above floodplain elevation for any 
future use. Additionally, the Virginia Department of Health will most likely require some type of 
water treatment prior to approving future potable water usage on the site.  

The utilization of the current building, due to the issues discussed herein regarding the 
floodplain, is not considered a viable option. The utilization of the current site to house a future 
facility is a possibility, however is limited due to the floodplain issues as described herein.  
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EARLY CHILDHOOD BUILDING AT WAVERLY YOWELL SITE 

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The early childhood structure adjacent to Waverly Yowell is owned by Madison County and 
currently houses an afterschool program and is approximately 4,870 SF. Previously it served 
as the cafeteria building for Waverly Yowell school building. The assessment was conducted 
independently from the school. The structure is masonry bearing brick veneer with concrete 
slab on grade. The roof was not reviewed at time of the assessment. 

II. Facility Size 

 4,870 square feet on one floor located on 14.0 acres. Adjacent to the Waverly Yowell 
school. 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 There are no known upgrades to the facility with exception of roof replacement 
approximately 10 to 15 years ago.  
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
The facility is not accessible and toilet rooms do not meet current ADA accessibility 
requirements. A compliant ramp needs to be installed to permit access to the facility. 
 

2. Site  
There are ADA compliant parking stalls adjacent to the building. 
 

3. Building 
The former kitchen area has some remaining equipment and also electrical floor 
monuments that may pose hazards to small children. Presently students are not 
permitted access to this area. 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
Some tree plantings adjacent to the building should be trimmed and monitored for root 
growth that may affect the foundation of the building in the future due to proximity to the 
building. 
 

2. Site Structures 
Recommend repairs to the loading dock 
 

3. Site Utilities 
No current conditions / recommendations. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
There were no visible issues with the foundation or substructure. It is assumed that the 
facility has typical spread footings and masonry walls. 

2. Structural System 
 The structural system is masonry load bearing and steel roof joists and metal roof deck. 

There are currently no issues with the structural system of the building.  

 
 

2. Exterior Wall Systems 
Brick veneer over masonry backup with no cavity insulation due to date of construction. 
It is recommended that exterior control joints be re-caulked. The exterior brick veneer is 
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in good condition, with the exception of the loading dock area, that has noticeable 
spalling and failing veneer that should be repaired. 
 

3. Roof System 
The roof was not observed at time of assessment, but is a polyurethane foamed (PUF) 
covered roof that is similar in age to the other facilities and should be part of the re-
roofing improvement program. There were no reported issues with the roof at the time of 
the assessment. 

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
The large cafeteria room has a suspended acoustical ceiling tiele system in fair to good 
condition. Some tiles have been replaced as needed. Some toilet rooms and the kitchen 
have painted gypsum wall board ceilings. All ceilings are in good condition.  

2. Floor Covering System 
The facility has most of the original finishes that are worn and need to be replaced 
during a modernization program. Presently, the facility consist of a large 
‘cafeteria/classroom area with VAT flooring in the main area. The kitchen area, which is 
not operational still maintains some of the original equipment and finishes including 
quarry tile floors. Toilet rooms have the original ceramic tile floors that are in fair to good 
condition. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
Interior walls are painted concrete block and most areas have a ceramic tile wainscot – 
all finishes are original to the building. There are several missing tiles in the toilet rooms 
and missing grout. Some areas have been caulked that needs to be replaced. 
 

4. Specialties 
The toilet partitions have been replaced with plywood panels. The kitchen equipment is 
not used and at time of assessment, operating condition was not reviewed. 

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning  
The building is conditioned by unit ventilators and window style air conditioning units.  
The window air conditioning units appeared to be in good condition.  The unit ventilators 
appeared to be in fair condition.  The kitchen area is heated by electric unit heaters 
which appeared to be in fair condition.  The installation time of the systems is unknown. 
 

2. Plumbing System  
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Overall, the plumbing system appeared to be in fair condition.  Plumbing fixtures were 
observed to be in fair condition.  Piping was not visible and could not be observed. 
 

3. Electrical Service 
The building is served by Allegheny Power at 400 Amps 208 Volts 3 Phase.  The 
distribution board and panels are all older Federal Pacific boards and are in fair 
condition.  The service is oversized for the converted building function. 
 

4. Electrical Devices  
The lighting is original and in fair to poor condition.  The lighting levels are inadequate for 
the building function.  There was no evidence of automatic lighting shut-off. 

There is limited battery powered egress lighting in the building that appeared to be 
inadequate to meet code compliant lighting levels. 

Low voltage systems for this building including fire alarm are old and outdated and 
require replacement. 

 
5. Conveying Systems 

None 
 

6. Other Systems 
None 
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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Waverly Yowell Elementary School 77 
 

 

VI. Recommendations – Early Childhood Building  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Provide modifications to main entrance to create an accessible entrance.  

 Renovate toilet rooms to comply with current ADA accessibility requirements.  

 Replace interior lighting.  

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Repair / replace spalling brick and deteriorated mortar joints in brick masonry at the 
loading dock area.  

 Install new code compliant fire alarm system.  

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Install updated code compliant emergency egress lighting.  
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EMS BUILDING    

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The EMS Building is housed in a vinyl clad; wood framed single story building that was 
formerly a shed. The building is located along Main Street and is adjacent and shares use of 
the Volunteer Ambulance building. The emergency generator serves both buildings. 
Members of the EMS response team use the toilet facilities and bunk room of the 
Ambulance building as well as store vehicles there. 

II. Facility Size 

 Approximately 560 square feet  

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Renovations to the existing facility were completed in approximately 2000 when it was 
converted from a shed and included replacement of existing windows, finishes and interior 
painting.  
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 

The building has an accessible entry at grade, but all hardware is non-compliant. There are 
no toilet facilities in the building. There are no other safety issues at this time. 

2. Site 

The site does not have a dedicated handicap space for vehicles to park. The nature of the 
facility is location for EMS staff to work and stand shifts and respond to calls. 

3. Building  

The major concern is the manual start up of the emergency generator, which if the building 
is not staffed, causes loss of power to plugged in vehicles, and also affects communications. 

B. Site Infrastructure 

4. Site Work  
Parking Spaces – the parking area is not currently striped. This should be done along 
with making one space as handicap accessible.  
Fuel Storage – The fuel storage tanks onsite should be placed within a spill containment 
area. This could be accomplished with a low concrete wall and pad that would contain 
any fuel that is spilled during filling or if the tank should leak. 
 

5. Site Structures 
There is a small utility shed adjacent to the structure which houses the manual start 
emergency generator. The shed is wood framed with stained wood siding and an asphalt 
roof in good condition. 
 

6. Site Utilities 
Electrical power comes in overhead to the building and there are no associated 
plumbing utilities. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
Concrete block is in good condition and the floor is slab on grade in good condition. 
 

2. Structural System 
Wood framed and trusses in good condition. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Vinyl clad wood framed construction with vinyl clad windows and metals storms/screens. 
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4. Roof System 

Asphalt shingle roof in fair condition with some missing shingles – recommend roof 
replacement in 1 year to prevent roof leaks and interior damage as well as moisture 
penetration. 

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
The entire space has suspended acoustical ceiling systems with lay-in light fixtures in 
good condition. 
 

2. Floor Covering System 
The interior flooring is carpeting which has some seam tears. It is recommended that this 
carpet be replaced in 2-5 years due to extreme use and traffic by EMS staff. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
Interior walls are painted gypsum wall board over wood studs with painted wood base in 
good condition. Interiors doors are residential grade and have non-compliant hardware. 
 

4. Specialties 
There is minimal casework at small computer and communications center. All interior 
storage closets have been converted to hold equipment. Portable storage units have 
been installed to assist with equipment storage, but there is still not sufficient storage for 
equipment and files. 

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The building is conditioned by a split system heat pump unit which was installed in 2000.  
Electric baseboard heaters and window style air conditioning units were also observed.  
System equipment appeared to be in good condition.  System replacement should be 
considered in the next 5 to 10 years. 
 

2. Plumbing System 
There are no plumbing systems which serve this building. 
 

3. Electrical Service and Distribution 
The building is served by Allegheny power at 200 Amps 240 V 1 Phase.  The building 
shares a generator with the adjacent building.  The transfer scheme is manual.  An auto 
transfer scheme is recommended due to the dispatch emergency function. 
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4. Electrical Devices and Systems 
Lighting is mostly fluorescent fixtures with T-8 lamps.  The lighting appeared to be 
inadequate.  No evidence of automatic shut-off was evident. 
There is no egress lighting or exit signage in the building. 
The low voltage systems (phone, data) were reported to be unreliable.  Replacements 
should be considered. 
 

5. Conveying Systems - none 
 

6. Other Systems – none 
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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EMS Building 83 
 

 

VI. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Stripe and indicate with proper signage, accessible parking spaces. 
 Provide auto transfer switch for emergency generator. 
 Replace asphalt shingle roof within one year. 
 Provide emergency egress lighting. 

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Replace interior carpet. 
 Upgrade communications equipment. 

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Replace HVAC system due to life expectancy of equipment. 
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KEMPER HOUSE MUSEUM 

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The Kemper House Museum is a two story wood framed on a brick basement structure 
located in the heart of downtown Madison. It has a storied life with many occupants, but 
currently serves as a museum complete with period furnishings. This Greek Revival-style 
house was built circa 1852. There are two small structures to the rear of the facility known to 
be a small office used by General Kemper and the second Slaves Quarters. Both structures 
are wooden and have recently been refurbished. In addition to use as a museum, the 
residence is used for meetings, tours and open houses and other county occasions. 

II. Facility Size 

 Unknown, but is located on .5 acres and also on same property as the county Administrative 
Office and the Health Services building. 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 In 2007, new metal roofs were installed on the Residence and Law office and in 2008, all 
three buildings were painted. In 2003, the Law Office was restored as nearly as possible to 
its appearance during use by Govenor Kemper.  In 2008-2009, the Slave Quarters 
foundation was stabilized and the frame restored. The metal roof was painted in 2007. 
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility  
The facility is not accessible at any level as the former use was a residence. There are 
no compliant toilets or and the hardware is all period if not original. It is assumed that the 
building is restricted from modifications due to its listing as a historic structure. 
 

2. Site 
The handicap space at the Kemper House needs to have a sign should placed at the 
front of the space per ADA regulations. 
 
 

3. Building 
Two portions of the structure were not completed during recent repainting of the exterior; 
the wood front porch and the wood stairs at the rear. The porch and steps should be 
repainted in the next year to prevent further moisture damage. In addition, since the 
structure is visited by the public, it is recommended to provide some anti-slip coatings on 
the treads for safety. 

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
At time of assessment, the only work that needs addressing in repairs to the concrete 
sidewalk that crosses from the Administrative Office building to the parking areas at the 
rear of the Kemper House. Presently the condition poses a potential tripping hazard. 
 

2. Site Structures 
There are two separate structures to the rear of the house. The first housed former 
Governor Kemper’s law practice and was recently restored to historical use. The second 
is what is referred to as the Slaves quarters and it too was recently refurnished. The only 
work on the second structure would be repainting in the next year to protect the wood 
siding. 
 

3. Site Utilities 
The site is served by public water and sewer and electrical utilities come in underground. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure  
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Foundation and substructure types are assumed to be brick as the brick is visible in the 
lower level and extends below grade; however, there is no evidence of any current 
issues regarding the foundation and substructure systems. 
 

2. Structural System  
The original structure is wood framed and masonry bearing with no visible signs of 
masonry cracks. There are currently no issues with the structural system of the building. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems  
The exterior walls are painted wood siding and some solid brick that has been painted. 
The entire exterior including wood trim has recently been painted. The wood windows 
are single pane and in excellent condition. It is recommended that the trim at the front 
porch be repainted for protection. 
 

4. Roof System 
The roof system is standing seam metal roof that is in excellent condition, having been 
replaced a few years ago. Downspouts all flow into boots and below grade and appear in 
excellent condition.  

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System  
Painted plaster ceilings in good condition. There are a few minor, isolated areas where 
there is a need of some patching and painting due to moisture infiltration.  
 

2. Floor Covering System 
Refinished wood floors are in good condition, as well as some brick flooring in the lower 
level. In addition, there is a small amount of resilient flooring and carpet, mainly all in 
good condition. There are no issues regarding any of the floor finishes at time of 
assessment. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems – Interior walls are wood framed with plaster and 
some areas of painted wood wainscot. There are several areas around the perimeters of 
exterior windows where there is some peeling of paint and minor damage to the plaster 
due to moisture infiltration, which should be repaired. In addition there are minor areas of 
moisture penetration that has caused some peeling of paint. 
 

4. Specialties 
Residential appliances appear in good condition and are used for special events.  
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E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The building is heated and cooled by split system heat pumps with ducted air distribution 
to individual spaces.  The systems were installed in 1992 and are in fair to good 
condition.  They are beyond their average service life.  Replacement should be 
considered within the next 5 to 10 years. 
 

2. Plumbing System  
The fixtures on the upper floors appear to be “vintage” fixtures.  The basement bathroom 
was renovated with newer type fixtures which were in good condition.  Due to the 
potential age of the piping, domestic water piping and waste piping should be scoped to 
determine condition. 
 

3. Electrical Service 
The service from Allegheny Power is 200 Amps 240 V 1Phase.  The service panel is in 
fair condition and adequate for the facility.   
 

4. Electrical Devices  
Lighting is typical residential and adequate for the building function.  Smoke detectors 
were present and should be tested regularly.  Access control and alarm system is 
functional and adequate.  There were no reported issues with the phone or data 
networking systems. 
 

5. Conveying Systems - none 
 

6. Other Systems – none  
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  

 

 

KEMPER HOUSE 

No.  Component / System 
Percent of 

total 
Rating     
(1 - 5) 

Rating % Adj % 

1  Roofing 4.9%  1  0  0.00% 
2  Exterior Walls 5.4%  2  0.1  0.54% 
3  Exterior Windows  2.4%  3  0.5  1.20% 
4  Exterior - Doors  0.6%  3  1  0.60% 
5  Interior Floors  7.6%  1  0  0.00% 
6  Interior Walls  4.0%  2  0.1  0.40% 
7  Interior Ceilings  5.4%  2  0.1  0.54% 
8  Interior - Other  3.3%  2  0.1  0.33% 
9  HVAC  20.7%  3  0.5  10.35% 
10  Electrical Lighting  10.0%  1  0  0.00% 
11  Electrical Distrib.  1.3%  1  0  0.00% 
12  Electrical Other  0.5%  2  0.1  0.05% 
13  Plumbing  5.5%  3  0.5  2.75% 
14  Fire / Life Safety  2.3%  2  0.1  0.23% 
15  Specialties  0.8%  1  0  0.00% 
16  Structural  19.3%  1  0  0.00% 
17  Technology  3.5%  1  0  0.00% 

18  Accessibility  2.5%  3  0.5  1.25% 

          18.24% 
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Kemper House Museum 89 
 

 

V. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Sand and refinish wood steps and porch deck.  
 
 Scrape and paint exterior wood trim at porches.  

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Patch and paint plaster in miscellaneous areas in the interior, mainly around exterior 
windows where there is evidence of moisture infiltration.  

 
 Paint exterior exposed wood siding and trim of historic slave quarters building.  

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Replace split system HVAC units.  
 

 Clean and reuse existing ductwork for new HVAC units.  
 

 Replace plumbing fixtures and verify condition of piping system.  
 
 Replace interior lighting. 
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LITERACY – RAPIDAN BETTER HOUSING FACILITY 

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The age of the existing single story aluminum sided facility is unknown. The front entry has a 
brick veneer in lieu of siding. The facility is two separate modular buildings housing he 
Literacy center and the Better Housing Authority. Buildings are connected between each 
with a concrete porch and stairs and metal canopy for protection from weather. 

II. Facility Size 

 Unknown total square feet, but estimated at approx 1,200 SF per structure but the Literacy 
building only uses approximately half of the structure. 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Some minor changes were made to accommodate the Housing Authority in 2001, in the 
layout of their offices in terms of finishes. 
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility  
The facility is not accessible from the exterior, nor in spaces in the interior. At a minimum 
a handicap ramp should be installed to grant access to the building. Interior layout of 
spaces does not provide proper push/pull clearances to spaces; door hardware in non-
conforming and the existing toilet facilities are non-conforming. 
  

2. Site 
There is no dedicated handicap parking or signage associated with the facility. 
 

3. Building 
The building does not have any egress signage or lighting to allow safe egress for 
occupants. There are various ADA compliance issues as outlined above. 

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

4. Site Work 
The site is shared with the Thrift Road Administrative Offices and the Department of 
Forestry building, which is funded by the state. 
 

5. Site Structures 
The two modular units have no additional site structures associated, but are joined by a 
metal porch canopy located between the two units. 
 

6. Site Utilities 
Power is delivered overhead and has separate metering from other facilities on the site. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
The foundation is concrete masonry units with a vented crawl space.  
 

2. Structural System  
The structure appears to be wood frame construction, including the floor and roof 
framing. There are numerous floor areas where ‘bounce’ was encountered, raising 
concerns over structural stability and or the presence of moisture/rot. Flooring was not 
removed for investigation. 
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3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Exterior walls are metal siding in fair condition over wood frame construction with batt 
insulation and gypsum wall board or wood paneling interiors. 
 

4. Roof System 
The low slope asphalt roof system in fair to good shape, but there are various areas 
where moisture penetration has affected the structural bearing condition as well as the 
finish trim. The roof’s eave line is not consistent showing signs of bearing compromise. It 
is evident by the presence of interior mold and ceiling/wall stains that moisture has 
penetration the exterior of the facility. 

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System  
All ceilings where present are painted gypsum wall board, most likely on the bottom of 
the roof truss framing. Lighting fixtures are mostly surface mounted. Some areas 
currently used for storage have signs of previous leaks that have left stains and also 
support the current growth of molds. 
 

2. Floor Covering System 
Most floor finishes are original and are carpeted. The toilet room is 1x1 ceramic tile in 
fair condition. Storage areas contain plywood and/or VAT tile flooring that is lose posing 
a potential hazard as a non-friable asbestos. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
Wood framing with painted gypsum wall board or wood paneling. There is a tile wainscot 
in the toilet room. Interior doors are stained or painted wood in fair condition in painted 
wood frames.  
 

4. Specialties 
None 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The building is heated by electric baseboard.  Air conditioning is provided by window 
style units.  All units are in fair to poor condition.  No mechanical ventilation is provided.  
Replacement should be considered within the next 1 to 2 years. 

2. Plumbing System 
Overall, the plumbing system is in fair to poor condition.  The fixtures also appeared to 
be in fair to poor condition.  Replacement should be considered within the next 1 to 2 
years. 
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3. Electrical Service and Distribution 
The electrical service from Allegheny power is 100 Amps at 240 Volt 1 Phase.  The 
service and distribution panel is an old GE model and is full. 

4. Electrical Devices and Systems 
The lighting is old fluorescent T-12 fixtures and should be replaced with electronic ballast 
T-8 or T-5 fixtures. 

There is no egress lighting or exit signage in the building. 

No fire alarm system was evident. 

There were no reported issues with the phone or data systems. 

5. Conveying Systems – none 
 

6. Other Systems – none 
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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V. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

Note: Prior to initiating improvements to the facility, it is recommended that a utilization 
study be conducted of the County facilities to determine if space for these programs can 
be accommodated in other facilities, thereby eliminating the need to maintain and 
improve these modular buildings. Consideration should be given to either a total 
renovation of these buildings or their discontinued use in the 2-5 year time period.  

 
 The plumbing system appeared to be in fair to poor condition.  Replacement should 

be considered within the next 1 to 2 years. 

 Remediate partitions where water penetration has caused damage and mold is 
growing. This should occur regardless of the decision to renovate or discontinue use 
of these facilities.  

 Install dedicated handicap parking and signage associated with the facility.  
 

 Install dedicated handicap ramp for access to the facility. 
 
 Door hardware is non-conforming and the existing toilet facilities are non-conforming 

to current ADA codes. Replace hardware and upgrade toilet facilities. 
 
 Replace low slope roofing materials – check structural integrity of roof framing due to 

areas of visible dipping of eave lines – replace exterior trim with aluminum to prevent 
moisture penetration. 

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Totally renovate or discontinue use of these facilities.  
 

 Replace all floor finishes including carpet, VAT tile and ceramic tile in the toilet room. 
 
 When floor finishes are removed, examine existing floor framing for soft, rotted areas 

causing ‘bounce’ in the floor. Proper ventilation of the crawl space may be an issue. 
 
 The building is heated by electric baseboard.  Air conditioning is provided by window 

style units.  All units are in fair to poor condition.  No mechanical ventilation is 
provided.  Replacement should be considered within the next 1 to 2 years. 

 
 

 The electrical service and distribution panel is an old GE model and is full. If AC is 
added, then service may need to be upgraded. 
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 Install egress lighting and exit signage in the building. 

 
 The lighting is old fluorescent T-12 fixtures and should be replaced with electronic 

ballast T-8 or T-5 fixtures. 
 
 Replace plumbing fixtures. 

 
 Replace low voltage systems.  

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 No Recommendations 
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MISCELLANEOUS FACILITIES    

 

I.  Facility Description 

 Madison County has several facilities that are used for various purposes such as recreation 
and equipment storage that are listed below. Each facility was reviewed but may only be 
used at limited times of the year or for specific events. Each facility will be defined by a 
narrative with recommendations concerning the general condition categories if they apply. 
The facility is served by overhead electric with its own meter. In addition, the FCI has not 
been applied to these structures, since they are not complete facilities with numerous 
systems.  

 

II. Facility Size 

 Varies from facility to facility. 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Noted in description if applicable. 

 

 

Outdoor Roller Rink at American Legion 
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IV. Descriptions of various facilities 

1. Narrative – Outdoor Roller Rink 

The roller rink is a paved area used by the residents of Madison County for blade based 
sports. The facility is located behind the American Legion off of Thrift Road. There are two 
small shed type out buildings used for concessions and storage. The bituminous surface 
has various cracks that have been sealed and also uneven surfaces that would be corrected 
with a mill and overlay process. There does not appear to be a compliant path to the rink 
from the nearby American Legion building. There are no associated toilet facilities with the 
rink. The facility is served by overhead electric with its own meter, but it was not known if the 
service is active at time of assessment 

a. Recommendations  

1. Immediate Recommendations  

• Replace the bleachers as they pose a hazard and do not meet current 
codes. 

2. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

• Repave the existing surface and repaint court lines. 

3. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

• None at this time 

 

Former Outdoor Bathhouse – American Legion 
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2. Narrative – Outdoor Bathhouse Building 

Madison County once had an outdoor pool and associated bath house for changing. Several 
years ago the pool was removed and the site in filled and grassed over. The bath house 
remains, but the building is unused and poses a potential liability. The structure appears in 
fair condition, but is fenced off from access. 

a. Recommendations  

1. Immediate Recommendations  

• None at this time 

2. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

• Remove the entire structure including foundations and re-grade and 
reseed the area as additional play area to the adjacent play field. 

3. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

• None at this time 

 

 

Picnic Pavilion at American Legion 
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3. Narrative – Picnic Pavilion at American Legion 

Located at the American Legion is a large wood framed picnic pavilion with brick fireplace 
and also adjacent toilet rooms. The wood structure is in need of repairs and the top 
structural purlins need to be replaced. (this portion of the structure is directly below and 
supports the metal roof), and the metal roof should be replaced due to numerous 
penetrations. Further moisture damage is causing rot on some of the structural members. 
There are also roof and fascia damage and areas of moisture penetration at the toilet 
portion of the building. Portions of the brick masonry should be re-pointed. At time of 
assessment, toilets were not observed or verified in working condition, but it is assumed 
they are non ADA compliant and are the original fixtures. The exterior floor is a concrete 
slab on grade with a considerable surface crack. The crack should be repaired to prevent 
additional; moisture penetration and also a future tripping hazard. 

a. Recommendations  

1. Immediate Recommendations  

• Replace metal roof structure 

• Replace and repair pavilion structural members 

• Repair soffit and roof portions of toilet building. 

• Re-point masonry to limit moisture penetration and freeze thaw 
issues. 

2. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

• None at this time 

3. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

• None at this time 
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Red Barn at Hoover Ridge 

4. Narrative – Red Barn at Hoover Ridge  

Hoover Ridge is a 182 acre recreational site in Madison County, named after former 
President Hoover, who gave a speech adjacent to the Red Barn. The structure is considered 
significant in the recent history of Madison. Presently the barn is used to store maintenance 
equipment used on the adjacent fields. In addition, the property includes the Clore House 
and associated barn, the Primary Building and numerous ball fields. There are no utilities 
provided to the barn. The structure has metal siding and roof in good condition, wood timber 
framing and a dirt floor. The facility is not weather tight and often storm events cause 
moisture penetration. In addition, the dirt floor is rutted from the equipment, but also 
impacted by groundhogs that have burrowed beneath, creating numerous holes and posing 
as a safety issue. The existing wood windows have missing panes and need painting. At the 
entrance to Hoover Ridge, adjacent to the soccer fields the bleachers should be replaced 
immediately due to age and deterioration. 

 

a. Recommendations  

1. Immediate Recommendations  

• Re-grade the dirt floor and add compacted gravel throughout.  

• Replace missing glass in windows and re-paint. 

• Re-place Bleachers adjacent to soccer field. 
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2. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

• If the structural integrity of the building is to be preserved, the building 
should be further weathered in. 

3. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

• None at this time 
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE – E911 DISPATCH BUILDING 

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The Madison county E911/Sheriff Building was constructed in the 1940’s as a firehouse and 
was purchased by the county in the 1980’s and renovated to present condition in 2002. 

II. Facility Size 

 7,600 square feet on approx 1.3 acres 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Renovations to the existing facility were completed in 2002 and included replacement of 
existing windows, masonry restoration and interior finishes and painting due to the change 
of use. 

 

 

 

IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
The first floor of the facility is handicap accessible and compliant with the exception of 
access to the second floor. There are also ADA compliant toilet facilities on both floors. 
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The second floor is not accessible as there is no elevator and the second means of 
egress is accommodated via an exterior painted steel stair. 
 

2. Site 
The site does have a designed ADA parking stall with proper signage. 
 

3. Building 
There does not appear to be any outstanding code items at this time. There is one safety 
concern at the roof above the Squad Room, where a roof leak has become a constant 
hazard for equipment below.  
 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
At the side parking lot, there are several cracks in the pavement that should be filled and 
the parking lot should be sealed to prolong its life.  
 
Along the east side of the building, repair work was done to a roof drainage leader and 
the grade along the building was dug-up to access the pipe. There are areas along this 
side of the building where the foundation wall is exposed and there are several large 
open areas along the foundation allowing water to drain against the building. This area 
needs top soil added and a positive slope away from the building created. This area 
should be landscaped, mulched or a combination of each 
 

2. Site Structures  
There is a rear area of the building housing the emergency generator and various 
equipment pads that is surrounded by a 9 foot tall pressure treated stockade fence that 
is in good condition. 
 

3. Site Utilities 
Reported from the E911 coordinator is that the current communication systems will need 
to undergo major changes in the near future due to it becoming obsolete. At that time, 
the facility should be evaluated for proper location and housing of the system.  
 
 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
Assumed to be spread footings, but exterior brick veneer extends below grade. At time 
of assessment, there did not appear to be any associated cracks in the masonry 
consistent with foundation issues. 
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2. Structural System  
Exterior walls are masonry bearing to receive steel joists; central bearing is steel posts 
with beams to support the joists framing. The existing gabled roof is wood framed 
trusses with plywood decking. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Exterior brick masonry, aluminum clad insulated wood double hung windows; some of 
the larger openings were framed in with woods studs and brick veneer or an insulated 
plaster (EIFS) system. There are some minor vertical cracks at the rear of the building 
that that should be examined for cause and repaired. In addition, various exterior steel 
lintel bearing plates have associated mortared joints that are cracking. These joints 
should be raked out and filled with sealant vs. moisture to prevent moisture penetration 
and lintel deterioration. There is a masonry infill area at the rear of the building where 
joints are totally exposed that needs to be re-pointed. The panel is located just behind a 
piece of equipment. 
 

4. Roof System  
The pitched roof area has a standing seam metal roof in excellent condition. The flat 
portions of the roof have a foam covered roof system that is has been problematic with 
recent leaking causing damage to interior equipment. The roofing is under warranty; 
however recent warranty callbacks and repairs have not been effective. The roof is not 
designed with adequate slope to drain and will continue to be a source of maintenance 
and roof leaks. It is recommended that the PUF roof be removed and a tapered 
membrane roofing system be installed.  
 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
The majority of occupied spaces have a suspended acoustical ceiling system installed 
below some areas of the original plaster ceilings. Some ceilings have been affected by 
leaks and there is notice of some sagging in tiles usually a sign of excessive moisture. 
Utility areas and the area and toilet rooms have painted gypsum ceilings that are in good 
condition. The sally port ceiling is a hard gypsum ceiling, which has stains associated 
with the roof leaks. 
 

2. Floor Covering System  
The majority of the facility has vinyl tile flooring and vinyl base, with the exception of 
holding cells and the sally port that have sealed concrete surfaces. In addition, the 
interior stairs and ramp have non-slip rubber surfaces and a few offices have carpeting 
and vinyl base. In general floor finishes are in good condition considering the high traffic 
volumes of the facility. 
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3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
Combination of painted concrete masonry walls and gypsum wall board partitions 
depending on function of the facility. The majority of interior doors and frames are hollow 
metal with compliant ADA hardware. 
 

4. Specialties 
None 
 
 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The building is conditioned by split system heat pumps.  They were installed in 2003 and 
are in fair to good condition.  The occupants noted that one of the air handling units 
leaks water and another stops due to condensation pan overflow.  The two systems on 
the second floor with issues should be reviewed by the local manufacturer’s 
representative for corrective action.  The systems are within their average service life.   

Plumbing System 
Overall the plumbing system appeared to be in good condition.  Domestic hot water is 
generated by an electric storage type water heater which was installed in 2003.  It 
appeared to be in good condition.  The plumbing fixtures also appeared to be in good 
condition.   

2. Electrical Service and Distribution 
The service by Allegheny Power is 800 Amps at 208 Volts 3 Phase.  The service 
entrance panel is Cutler Hammer and in good condition.  There is limited spare space 
available. The generator for the facility is rated at 250 KW and is connected via an 
automatic transfer switch with isolation by-pass.  There were no reported issues with this 
system. 

3. Electrical Devices and Systems 
Phone and data systems were current with no reported issues. Lighting is mostly 
fluorescent T-8 fixtures in good condition.  No evidence of automatic shut-off was 
present. 

4. Conveying Systems 
None 
 

5. Other Systems 
The facility has extensive communications equipment and emergency response 
requirements that should be comprehensively reviewed with department head for project 
requirements and impact. At the time of the assessment, this meeting did not occur. 
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Have manufacturer satisfactorily repair roof to prevent continued leaking, or 
otherwise remove and replace existing PUF roof system with a tapered membrane 
roofing system.  
 

 Regrade site along the east side of the building to divert stromwater away from 
foundation.  
. 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Fill cracks in the side parking lot and apply sealcoat to extend life of paving system.  
 

 Perform minor masonry restoration and joint repair where needed at the rear of the 
building.  

 
 Communications system upgrade for 911 Dispatch.  

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 No long term recommendations 
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SOCIAL SERVICES BUILDING   

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The Social Services building was constructed in the 1960’s as a commercial property. It was 
first designed and used as a bank with some of the components such as the vault still 
remaining. The building was renovated in the late 1990’s and converted over to house the 
county social services department. The facility is a two story brick exterior construction with 
dormers located on the second story provided natural light into spaces located below the 
eaves. The overall building is adjacent to the historic War Memorial building and across from 
the Courthouse.  

II. Facility Size 

 6,940 square feet on 1.2 acres (with shared parking for other community buildings.) 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Renovations to the existing facility were completed in 1997 when the Social Services 
Department took up residency. Improvements to the building included interior partitions, 
ceiling system, finishes and ADA complaint toilet rooms. In addition HVAC systems were 
upgraded as well as new electrical fixtures. 
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1.  ADA / Accessibility  
The facility is ADA accessible with an exterior concrete ramp providing access. At present 
the ramp is grandfathered, but handrail installation is required to meet current codes. The 
exterior doors do not have panic hardware and are original to the building, keyed each 
day to lock and unlock. These doors do not have a proper latching and do not meet 
today’s energy codes. 
 

2. Site  
ADA compliant parking with van access is provided, however, proper signage is not 
present. Access to the building from the parking areas is via concrete sidewalks and curb 
cuts, however, there are some connecting walks to the War Memorial that are brick and 
are not accessible. 
 

3. Building 
The major feature of the building needing attention is lack of emergency egress lighting, 
especially from offices on the second floor.  

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

4. Site Work 
Concrete sidewalks and site landscaping appear to be good condition with no major 
issues or concerns. The asphalt parking lot is in poor condition with significant cracking 
and areas of pavement where the pavement subbase is beginning to fail, causing dips in 
the pavement. Attempts have been made to patch the cracking in the past, however the 
pavement condition is beyond patching and needs repair, milled and a new overlay of 
asphalt.  
 

5. Site Structures 
There were no site structures observed.  
 

6. Site Utilities 
There are no known issues or problems with site utilities.  
 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
There is a crawl space below the first floor, believed to be for pipe runs to various areas. 
From viewing this space the foundation appears to be concrete masonry units and in 
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good condition. However, there is no interior sealant on the block and there is evidence 
of water staining, perhaps even moisture penetration allowing moisture into the space. 
 

2. Structural System 
First floor framing appears to be steel bar joist bearing on the masonry block walls. 
Second floor framing was not visible, but he roof is stick framed for the pitched roofs and 
there is also a flat roof section that is wood joist framing. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Exterior wall is natural brick masonry with concrete block backup. All vinyl windows are 
original to the building with the exception of three vinyl dormer windows installed at the 
time of renovation. There are reported problems of the double hung windows not staying 
open, suggesting failure of the spring mechanisms in the units. There are also several 
half round windows where the gasketing has failed and has fallen into the viewing 
panes. The half round windows have also had an acrylic material added on the inside of 
the window causing condensation build-up and deterioration of the window. In addition 
some windows on the first floor have moisture building up between panes suggesting 
gasket failure. As an energy loss item, these windows should be looked at for 
replacement in the near future.  
 
There are no apparent masonry issues on the exterior, however at the existing steel 
lintels over windows, the joints at the bearing ends of the lintel need to raked out and re-
caulked to allow for movement. Failure to do so will allow moisture penetration and 
potential corrosion of the steel lintels. 
 

4. Roof System 
The slope roofs have architectural tab style shingles in good condition. Both the soffit 
and the eaves are vented allowing for air movement prolonging the life of the shingles. 
There is a single ply membrane roof system on the flat portion of the roof that appears in 
good condition and all mechanical penetrations on this roof appear to have sound 
membrane curbing in good condition. At this time the only exterior work is repainting of 
the wood roof trim. 
 

 D. Secondary Systems 

5. Ceiling System 
The ceiling is mostly suspended acoustical system in good condition installed at time of 
renovation. There are some areas on the second floor that have slope gypsum wall 
board ceilings. 
 

6. Floor Covering System 
Most public areas have VCT in good condition; however, there are some signs of 
staining from previous up-keep. Most offices have carpeted areas and there appears to 
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be some creep in the carpet in some locations causing bumps or ridges leading to 
tripping hazards. Most of this condition occurs on the first floor above the crawl space. 
There may be a moisture penetration issue from the crawl space that is causing some of 
the carpet movement. At this time the recommendation is to strip and re wax all the vct 
flooring in the facility and to examine and repair the carpeting and professionally clean. 
 

7. Interior Wall and Partition Systems  
The majority of interior walls are studs with batt or acoustic batt insulation and painted 
gypsum wall board. In some instances there are original plaster walls. The majority of 
walls appear in good condition, however, there are several rooms that have signs of wall 
cracks developing that should be repaired and repainted. There are also signs of 
moisture penetration and blister that should be examined, repaired and repainted. In 
general due to the extreme use of the facility, painting of the interior should be planned 
in the next few years. 
 

8. Specialties 
There are several residential appliances that appear to be outdated and could be 
considered for replacement.  
 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The building is conditioned by split systems with gas heat.  The main system is a six 
zone VVT system.  The system appeared to be in fair condition.  However, the 
occupants complained about temperature control in the building.  The systems were 
installed in 1998.  Replacement should be considered in the next 5 to 10 years.  
Replacing VVT dampers with VAV boxes with tempering coils will resolve the 
temperature issues. 

2. Plumbing System 
Plumbing fixtures appeared to be in good condition.  Domestic hot water is generated by 
a gas-fired storage type water heater which was installed in 2009.  It appeared to be in 
good condition.  Gas piping serves all gas-fired equipment and appeared to be in good 
condition.  The building is covered with an automatic sprinkler system.  However, the 
system does not cover the entire building. 

3. Electrical Service and Distribution 
The service from Allegheny Power is rated at 400 Amps 208 Volts 3Phase.  The main 
service panel is an older 400 Amps Square D in good condition. 

4. Electrical Devices 
Lighting is mostly older fluorescent T-12 fixtures that should be replaced with more 
efficient fixtures.  No automatic shut-off was evident. 

There is no egress lighting throughout the building. 
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The phone and networking systems were all functional with no reported issues. 

The alarm/entry system was functional with no reported issues. 

The fire alarm system was functional with no reported issues however may not be 
compliant to current codes. 

5. Conveying Systems 
There is an elevator in the facility that is currently certified. Such certification should be 
maintained and monitored for code upgrades. 
 

6. Other Systems 
There are several original residential appliances that we reviewed at time of renovations. 
At this point many of the systems have outlived their normal life expectancy and should 
be considered for replacement and code upgrades. At that time codes should be 
examined for any utility upgrades as well as venting requirements.  
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Provide proper signage indicating accessible parking spaces. 
 

 Install emergency egress lighting in the building.  
 
 Strip and wax all vinyl tile flooring. Examine and repair existing carpeting in order to 

eliminate bumps or ridges and professionally clean.  
 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Replace exterior doors with insulated units with appropriate panic device exit 
hardware.  
 

 Apply masonry waterproofing to the interior of the concrete block foundation wall in 
the area of the crawl space.  

 
 Replace exterior windows with new energy efficient wood frame, aluminum clad 

windows to match the existing style.  
 
 Scrape, sand and paint wood roof edge trim and fascia.  

 
 Replace existing carpeting with new carpet tile with rubberized backing.  

 
 Repair minor cracks in drywall and plaster walls and repaint the interior.  

 
 Replace HVAC system VVT dampers with VAV boxes with tempering coils.  

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Replace HVAC split system units and controls.  
 

 Replace inefficient interior lighting.  
 
 Replace residential appliances.  
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THRIFT ROAD OFFICE BUILDING   

I.  Facility Description 

 The Thrift Road office building was renovated in 2005 including ADA upgrades and finishes 
to accommodate some of the County Administrative offices. Age of the original structure is 
not known. The building is a one story, wood framed vinyl sided facility with standing seam 
metal roof. There are two mechanical crawl spaces below the building accessible from the 
exterior. 

II. Facility Size 

 3,060 square feet  

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Renovations to the existing facility were completed in 2005 and included ADA renovation of 
men’s toilet, finishes and some new office partitions and some new lighting.  

 

 

IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
The building has been made accessible by an exterior concrete and metal plate ramp 
that met code at time of renovation. Under a new renovation, handrails should be 
upgraded on the ramp. Only the hardware to the toilet rooms is lever type and ADA 
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compliant. The stairs at the second exit require a second handrail along the egress 
route. 
 

2. Site 
The parking area has a dedicated ADA parking spot, but slope of the paving is beyond 
acceptable slopes for unloading. Proper signage is provided in front of the parking spot. 
Other portions of the site are graded in the back, but only as lawn and not used as part 
of the business of the facility. 
 

3. Building 
The building is equipped with portable fire extinguishers and corridor egress signage. 
The crawl space below the building has a dirt floor and is subject to adding moisture to 
the wood framing and insulation of the floor. There is evidence that this moisture has 
affected the insulation. Consideration should be given to replacing this insulation and 
pouring a ‘rat’ slab to with vapor barrier to limit moisture in this area.  

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
At this time there is no required site work with exception of the compliant parking space and 
signage. 

 
2. Site Structures 
In addition to the main building there is an 832 SF vinyl sided, modular building adjacent to 
the Thrift Road offices. Presently it is used for storage, but has independent heating and 
cooling systems in fair condition. The cooling is provided by through wall units and need to 
be replaced as the condensate drains directly to the interior. At this time, the plumbing 
systems are turned off. The facility is non-accessible and does not have compliant toilets. 
Interior finishes are original and need to be replaced, including the carpet, lighting and 
painting. The asphalt roof and exterior siding are in good condition. At this time there are no 
apparent leaks or moisture problems. 

 
3. Site Utilities 
Electrical utilities are run overhead and independently metered at both eh office building and 
the modular building. There were no reported issues at this time with utilities. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure  
Concrete foundation with some concrete block at what was thought to be an exterior porch 
area. Some minor cracks in the concrete should be repaired and the block is exposed and 
may allow moisture in its present condition. 
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2. Structural System 
Appears to be wood framed including floor joists and attic trusses. Walls and some interior 
partitions are load bearing. There were no reported issues at time of assessment. 

 
3. Exterior Wall Systems  
Vinyl sided wood framing with single-pane non-insulated wood and vinyl double hung 
windows and exterior aluminum storm/screens.  

 
4. Roof System  
Standing seam metal roof in need of painting and perhaps patching as the finish has worn 
off and is subjecting the base metal to the elements. Flashings should be replaced at the 
brick chimneys, both of which need re-pointing. Some aluminum gutters are loose and 
separating from the building. Downspouts in the front of the building are then piped 
underground via plastic pipe and outfall to grade at the rear of the building. Downspouts in 
the rear outfall directly to grade as the grade slopes away from the building. 

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
The majority of public spaces and office have a suspended acoustical ceiling system, and in 
the utility areas, toilet rooms etc there is a painted gypsum wall board ceiling. All areas 
appear to be in good condition. 

 
2. Floor Covering System  
Floor finishes vary, but the majority of the offices and corridors are carpeted with exception 
of utility areas and toilet rooms and area immediately inside second entry door. All areas 
have painted wood base of various heights. Flooring finishes and base are in excellent 
shape with exception of vat flooring located in storage room adjacent to Men’s toilet, which 
has some areas where tiles are curling and should be replaced. 

 
3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
The majorities of the interior walls are painted gypsum wall board with exception of board 
room and associated vestibule. The walls in this area have a gypsum wall board wainscot 
with tongue and groove knotty pine above to the ceiling line. All interior doors and frames 
are painted wood. 

 
4. Specialties 
Adjacent to the Thrift Road Offices is a one story modular trailer with permanent foundation. 
The exterior of the building is vinyl clad with vinyl windows and aluminum storm/screen 
windows. The asphalt roof is in excellent condition. The space has been previously used as 
office, but presently all areas are used for storage. Through-wall air conditioning units have 
been used to cool the building, however some condensate from the units does drain inside 
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the structure. The trailer is also serviced with electric baseboard heat. All interior finishes are 
dated and need to be replaced. Water service to the building appears to be turned off. As 
the trailer continues to sit vacant, conditions inside warrant further attention and with 
insufficient air movement and moisture presence, there is increased likelihood of mold 
growth. 

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The building is conditioned by split system heat pumps which were installed in 1986.  There 
are some supplemental electric heaters in the building.  The system is beyond its average 
service life, but appeared to be in fair condition.  Replacement should be considered within 
the next 2 to 5 years. 
 
2. Plumbing System 
Overall, the plumbing systems appeared to be in good condition.  Water is distributed 
through plastic piping.  Domestic hot water for the men’s room is generated by an 
instantaneous water heater.  Hot water for the remainder of the building is generated by an 
electric storage type water heater.  Both appeared to be in good condition.  Waste piping 
was observed to be PVC above ground and cast iron underground. 
 
3. Electrical Service and Distribution 
The service is from Allegheny Power and is rated at 200 Amps 240 Volts 1 Phase.  The 
building has two 200 Amp panels for distribution.  Both panels are full with no spare space. 
 
4. Electrical Devices and Systems 
The receptacle placement is inadequate for the building function. 
The lighting is mostly fluorescent T-8 fixtures in good/fair condition.  There was no automatic 
shut-off present. 
Some limited battery powered egress lighting was present however it is questionable 
whether these would meet current code and standards. 
There were no reported issues with the phone or data networking systems. 
 
5. Conveying Systems 
None 

 
6. Other Systems 
None 
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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V. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Install code compliant railings at exterior ramp and secondary means of egress.  
 

 Relocate ADA compliant parking area, restripe, and install proper signage. 
 
 Patch and paint existing metal roof.  

 
 Replace damaged aluminum gutter and properly re-attach to the roof edge.  

 
 Replace roof flashing at the brick chimneys.  

 
 Repoint masonry joints at existing brick chimneys.  

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Replace floor insulation at the crawl space location and pour a thinset concrete slab 
to eliminate moisture problem. Install additional foundation to provide adequate 
ventilation of crawl space.  
 

 Repair minor cracks in exposed foundation walls.  
 
 Replace Vinyl asbestos floor tile in storage room adjacent to the men’s toilet room.  

 
 Replace HVAC system.  

 
 Upgrade emergency egress lighting system.  

 
 Replace interior finishes in adjacent modular facility.  

 
 Provide upgrades to modular storage building located adjacent to the Thrift Road 

building. If the space is to be occupied, then this work would move to an immediate 
time frame. The facility should be monitored for moisture penetrations to prolong its 
useful life. 

 
 Upgrade fire alarm system.  

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 No recommendations.   
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TRANSFER STATION  

I.  Facility Description 

The County Transfer Station & Recycling Center is a centrally-located facility for collection, 
management, recycling and disposal of solid waste, recyclable materials, and other refuse 
of the residents and businesses of Madison County. At the Transfer Station, the 
community’s solid waste is transferred from collection vehicles into larger trucks, to be 
transported to a disposal or recycling destination outside the County. The Transfer Station 
commenced operations on June 1, 1999, following the closure of the County’s landfill. As a 
result of the closure of the County’s old landfill, as well as state regulations which require 
maintenance of a solid waste management plan, the County is subject to a level of 
regulatory oversight and reporting that necessitates ongoing environmental and engineering 
consulting services. The County has contracted with Waste Management, Inc. for the 
operation of the transfer station. WM charges the County a flat rate for operation of the 
facility, and separate fees for trucking solid waste from Madison to Amelia County’s landfill. 

This facility does not warrant an FCI number as it does not utilize various systems for normal 
operations. 

II. Facility Size 

 Two buildings onsite include a scale house and the primary transfer building shown below. 
The site including landfill is approx 242 acres. Also housed on site is the county shooting 
range with a pavilion and shed facilities, and the animal shelter located on an adjacent 
parcel. 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 None to date since the facility was opened in 1999.  
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility – The transfer building is a grade level dumping platform, but does 
not have any other associated spaces such. 
 

2. Site – no issues reported 
 

3. Building – no issues reported 

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work  
The site is a series of paved roads with heavy truck traffic daily, but paving sections are 
in good condition and well drained. 
 

2. Site Structures 
There are various sheds and trailers associated with the operations of the facility, but 
appeared in fair to good condition. In addition, the scale house at the beginning of the 
site was not reviewed as part of the assessment, but is considered in good condition due 
to its age.  
 

3. Site Utilities  
There are onsite well water at the transfer building and electric service as noted below. 
No existing problems reported. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
Poured concrete assumed to be reinforced due to bi-level areas of the transfer facility 
with concrete slab on grade. No reported issues at this time. 
 

2. Structural System 
Exposed pre-fabricated steel framed metal facility, with no reported issues. There are 
some reinforced concrete low height walls that serve as stops for the equipment 
operator to push trash against before lifting and dumping into the truck below – no 
reported issues with the walls. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Painted metal siding with no reported issues. 
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Transfer Station 118 
 

4. Roof System 
Standing seam metal roofing with no reported issues. 

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System  
None, as the metal fabricated building has exposed structure. 
 

2. Floor Covering System 
None, as the metal fabricated building has exposed concrete slab on grade. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
None, as the metal fabricated building has exposed structure. 
 

4. Specialties - none 

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
There is no HVAC system serving the transfer building. 
 

2. Plumbing System 
The building is served by a well and has a hose bib.  A drain is located in the building to 
collect any water from refuse or vehicles.  The systems appeared to be in fair condition.  
Replacement should be considered in 10+ years 
 

3. Electrical Service 
The service from Allegheny Power is 240 V 1 Phase and mainly for lighting and 
convenience receptacles.  The panels and controls are old and in fair condition but still 
functional. 
 

4. Electrical Devices  
The lighting was old and in fair condition but appeared to be functional and adequate. 
There were no other systems present. 
 

5. Conveying Systems – none present 
 

6. Other Systems – none present 
 

V. Recommendations  

A. There are no current recommendations for this facility.  
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WAR MEMORIAL BUILDING 

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The Madison county War Memorial Building was constructed in the 1920’s and was 
renovated in the early 90’s.  It is a two story construction with brick veneer. The facility is 
located along Main Street in the area across from the Historic Court House. The facility has 
single pane, double hung windows and a metal roof. 

II. Facility Size 

 8,980 square feet located on approx.4 acres. 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Renovations to the existing facility were completed in 2007 and included replacement of 
existing windows, masonry restoration and interior painting.  
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
Access to the facility is ADA compliant on the lower level which currently houses the circuit 
court. There is an accessible toilet room on this level as well. Access to the 2nd floor is via a 
rail mounted chair lift, which was recently repaired and is working order.  

2. Site  
The parking facilities in and around the building also service multiple other county facilities, 
but each has provided compliant spaces in close proximity to the building they serve. There 
is a designated handicap parking stall with signage adjacent to the accessible entrance of 
the first floor.  

3. Building  
Per electrical notes below, there was no egress lighting evident in the building, which should 
be addressed for occupant egress. The facility is equipped with ADA compliant hardware. 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work  
The porous pavement in the newly built parking lot needs to be repaired and cleaned. The 
plastic rings that provide structural integrality for the parking areas has become exposed in 
several areas and it appears that some have been torn up during snow removal. These 
areas should be fixed and new material placed over the exposed rings.  

Most of the parking lots at the County Complex show signs of pavement failure. Some areas 
should be milled and overlaid with new asphalt while other areas should be sealed. If these 
areas are not taken care of in the near future the pavement failure will continue to get worse 
costing more to repair the sub-grade under the parking lots before new pavement can be 
installed.  

The head-in parking along Church Street is steep and the stalls are short in length, making 
maneuvering of vehicles difficult. The parking area could be redone to make it more 
compliant with standard parking stall depth and slope.  

2. Site Structures  

The War Memorial building is adjacent to the Social Services building and forms a ‘square 
with the historic courthouse across the street.  

3. Site Utilities 

No reported issues with utilities at this time. 
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C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure  
The existing foundation is concrete with a type of cementitious parge coat that is 
compromised in several areas allowing for moisture penetration. In addition, free thaw 
cycles have created loose parge areas that will subject to further moisture damage and 
penetration. As part of a project, this should be addressed and loose areas removed and 
repaired. There is a small mechanical room below one portion of the building hat has an 
open trench drain with visible standing water present. This area also contains the some 
utility connections for the building s well as a mechanical until. The moisture present also 
has caused a large development of mold on a gypsum wall board partition 

2. Structural System 
The structural system of the building is a combination of masonry bearing and wood and 
steel framing that appears to be in good condition. 

3. Exterior Wall Systems  
The exterior wall system is a brick veneer over wood stud wall framing. There are noticeable 
vertical cracks in several areas of the brick veneer dude to age and movement of the 
structure. Most of the vertical cracks appear in the brick ‘quoins’ or raised corners of the 
brick pattern. There are also some step cracks in the veneer that should repaired. Cracks in 
masonry can often lead to moisture penetration. Existing windows are non-insluated wood 
frame units in fair condition.  

4. Roof System  
The sloped roof is covered by standing seam metal roof in good condition. However, there 
are various areas where the gutter system is not firmly adhered to the vertical fascia, 
allowing rain water to flow behind and cause damage to the soffit system, brick veneer and 
possibly penetrate the building envelope. This should be addressed immediately as soon as 
possible to prevent further moisture damage or failure of the gutter itself. 

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System  
The suspended ceiling systems have various signs of moisture staining in direct correlation 
with eh sprinkler piping installed above the ceiling. This could be the result of a leak, but 
more likely due to sweating of the piping causing condensation to stain the tiles. The tiles 
should be replaced and system evaluated for possible leaks. Such moisture can lead to 
development of mold. 

2. Floor Covering System 

The floor finishes vary with combinations of wood strip flooring, carpeting in office areas and 
the main courtroom, sheet vinyl and vct tiles in corridors and utility areas. The majority of the 
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flooring is in fair to good condition, but due to traffic volume should be scheduled for 
replacement or refinishing with regards to the wood floors. Toilet room flooring was heavily 
stained and should be replaced. 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems  
All interior wall systems are composed of painted gypsum wall board with some painted 
wood wainscot; in addition, the kitchen area of the second floor is wood logs that are 
stained.  The wall finishes appear in fair to good condition, and due to use of the facility 
should be scheduled for painting. 

4. Specialties 
The kitchen is outfitted with residential appliances and is used by the 4-H agricultural 
program.  The cabinets are solid wood and in fair condition.  Countertops are laminate and 
in good condition, but should be inspected yearly to maintain health department certification. 

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The building is conditioned by split system heat pumps.  They were installed in the early 
1990’s and are in fair to poor condition.  Air is distributed from the systems to each individual 
space through ductwork.   

2.  Plumbing System 
Overall, the plumbing systems appeared to be in fair to good condition.  Domestic hot water 
is generated by an electric storage type water heater.  Fixtures appeared to be in fair to 
good condition.  The building is protected by an automatic sprinkler system.  The lower 
conditioned areas are protected by a wet system.  The attic area is protected by a dry type 
system.  The sprinkler system is pressurized by a fire pump which appeared to be in good 
condition.   

3. Electrical Service and Distribution 
The service is from Allegheny Power at 600 Amps at 208 Volts 3 Phase.  There is no space 
available in the main distribution panel. 

The panels in the building are mainly Square-D in good condition with limited available 
space. 

4.  Electrical Devices and Systems 
The lighting is mostly fluorescent T-12 fixtures and should be replaced.  There was no 
evidence of automatic shut-off. 

The fire alarm system and devices are old and do not meet current codes. 

There was no egress lighting evident in the building. 
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There were no reported issues with the phone or data network systems. 

5. Conveying Systems 

The facility is equipped with a rail mounted lift system to provide access to the second floor 
of the facility. It was reported that he lift was in good operating order after recently being 
repaired. 

6. Other Systems – none 
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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War Memorial Building 125 
 

V. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 In the rear parking lot, replace damaged porous paving structural plastic rings and 
install new gravel topping mix over the exposed rings.  

 Replace sections of failed pavement and mill and overlay remaining parking lot 
areas.  

 Remediate mold on gypsum wall in lower level mechanical room.  

 Re-attach gutter system in several locations where detached from fascia. Patch and 
repair fascia as required.  

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Patch and repair damaged above grade foundation wall parging.  

 Clean, repoint and seal brick masonry in various locations around the building.  

 Replace inefficient interior lighting with energy efficient lamps and ballasts.  

 Upgrade fire alarm system. 

 Paint exterior exposed wood trim. 

 Install emergency egress lighting.  

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Refinish wood flooring and replace carpet and vinyl floor tile.  

 Rework head-in parking along Church Street to increase width and depth of parking 
spaces.   

 Replace HVAC System. 

 Upgrade electrical distribution system to accommodate new HVAC system.  

 Replace single glazed exterior windows. 
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 MADISON COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL  

I.  Facility Description 

 The Madison County High School is located on the corner of Route 29 and Mountaineer 
Lane, at the south end of the Town of Madison, Virginia. The High School, originally 
constructed in 1958, shares a 37.2 acre site with the adjacent William Wetsel Middle School.  
Subsequent building additions occurred in 1991. Main access to the school is off of route 29 
onto Mountaineer Lane, a state road which connects route 29 and Fairgrounds Road, 
directly adjacent to and on the North side of the school facilities. Staff and visitors parking on 
this side of the facility must cross Mountaineer Road to access the building. Bus drop off for 
students occurs on the south side of the building and is accessed from Fairgrounds Road.  

Several stand alone “outbuildings” exist behind the main high school building, including a 
stand alone greenhouse structure, a modular classroom housing the Cosmetology program 
and a metal building structure housing a local boys and girls club program. The site includes 
an athletic track and field, football stadium, with overlapping baseball field, an athletic 
fieldhouse and a multi-purpose athletic facility used for storage, wrestling and baseball 
practice. Additional athletic fields are located across Fairgrounds Road on the Hoover Ridge 
Property, adjacent to the Madison Primary School.  

       

 

II. Facility Size 

 83,000 square feet 

 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Building additions and partial renovations occurred in 1991. Partial sanitary sewer line 
replacement within the building occurred in 2007 and partial roof replacement was 
completed in the summer of 2010.   
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1.   Site 
Bleachers at football field: The bleachers for the football field on both the home and 
visitor side do not meet current accessibility codes and are very old and hazardous and 
should be replaced. 

Bleachers at track: The bleachers for the track do not meet current accessibility codes 
and are very old and hazardous and should be replaced. 

Site circulation: The design of the site dictates that at the front of the building, students, 
staff and visitors must cross Mountaineer Lane, a state road, in order to access the main 
entrance. The road is not heavily traveled, but nonetheless, is open to the public and is a 
state road, causing safety concerns. It is recommended that options be developed to re-
route the road, or otherwise consider contacting VADOT to discuss de-commissioning of 
the state road due to the existing circumstances.  

Accessible Parking: Handicapped accessible parking spaces do not meet ADA 
requirements. Properly striped and signed spaces should be provided.  

2.   Building  
Accessible Restrooms: Student toilet rooms do not meet ADA requirements. Existing 
facilities should be evaluated for cost-effective solution to provide for accessible facilities 
on each level of the building.  

Room Identification Signage: Interior room identification signage does not meet current 
ADA requirements and should be replaced with ADA compliant signage.  

Door Hardware: Existing door hardware does not meet current ADA requirements and 
should be replaced with ADA compliant hardware.   

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
Athletic Running Track: The slope at the west end of the track is failing and should be 
repaired. The fence in this area is already leaning and it is possible a portion of the track 
may soon be undermined.  

2. Site Structures 
High School Courtyard: The storm drain in the courtyard has become clogged and 
evidence of ponding water can be seen. This should be cleaned out to prevent possible 
flooding in this area. 
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3. Site Utilities 
Parking Lots: Light poles were added to the North parking lot and trenches for the power 
to the poles were never repaired. These should be patched before more damage to the 
parking lot occurs. Additionally the parking lot has numerous areas of pavement failure 
and the majority of the parking lot should be milled and overlaid with new asphalt. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
 Foundation and substructure consists of concrete slab on grade with typical spread 

footings. There is no evidence of any current issues regarding the foundation and 
substructure systems.  

2. Structural System 
 The structural system is a combination of masonry load bearing and steel structure, 

including steel columns, beams and steel floor and roof joists, with metal floor and roof 
decking. There are currently no issues with the structural system of the building.  

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
 Exterior wall systems vary and on the main high school consist of an exterior brick 

veneer, metal wall panel system in some areas, and a brick exterior veneer with 
concrete block interior walls in other areas. Considering the age of the building, the wall 
systems are in relatively good shape with some exterior masonry joint and joint repair 
needed and the interior metal panels of the curtain wall system are peeling paint and 
should be repainted.  

 Existing non-insulated exterior doors and  windows in the original section of the building 
are in poor condition and should scheduled for replacement as part of any 
comprehensive or major renovation project.  

4. Roof System 
 The original built-roof system, in order to protect and extend its original lifespan, was 

covered with sprayed polyurethane foam during the past 10+ years. The foam is in 
various stages of deteriorating condition, exposing the building to water leakage. An 
approximate 14,000 square feet of roof area was re-roofed during the summer of 2010, 
and received a new membrane roof, having the existing two roofing systems removed. It 
is recommended that the remaining roof be replaced in the near future.  

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
 Existing ceiling systems are varied and include mainly acoustical tile ceilings, with a 

small amount of plaster and gypsum board ceiling in areas. Condition of the ceilings 
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vary, and in some cases is in poor condition due to age, moisture penetration and water 
damage. Given the condition of the majority of the roof, the condition of the ceilings 
should be monitored, with any wet or damaged ceilings repaired or replaced.  

2. Floor Covering System 
 Floor coverings include terrazzo flooring, ceramic tile flooring, carpet, vinyl floor tile wood 

strip flooring, and exposed concrete in certain areas. Overall, flooring is in fair to good 
condition, with some areas in need of repair and / or replacement.  

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
 Interior partition systems include concrete masonry block, painted brick, stud and drywall 

finish and stud and plaster finish. Partitions are mainly in good condition, with some 
finish upgrades needed.  

4. Specialties 
 Interior built-in storage casework is in fair condition. There is no recommendation at this 

time, however in the event the building is renovated, the need for built-in casework 
should be confirmed programmatically, and if needed, should be replaced. It is 
recommended that future school improvements eliminate as much built-in fixtures and 
equipment as possible in order to provide more flexibility of space.  

 Existing tackboards, markerboards and chalkboards are in reasonably good condition. 
Any scheduled replacement / upgrade should be part of any Program renovations.  

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The central plant equipment is in fair to good condition.  HVAC equipment outside of the 
boiler room is in poor condition.  They are beyond their average service life.  The 
systems should be replaced within the next 2 years.  Science areas have no ventilation 
systems for odor removal.   

2. Plumbing System 
Overall, the plumbing systems are in poor condition.  The domestic water heater and 
domestic water distribution systems are in poor condition.  Plumbing fixtures throughout 
the building are in poor condition.  The grease interceptor is in poor condition.  The 
eyewash in Room 112 is also in poor condition.  There are no solids interceptor in the art 
sinks.  The solenoid valves in the gas piping in the science areas and the acid waste 
piping are in poor condition.  The above conditions should be replaced within the next 2 
to 5 years.  Emergency overflow drains or scuppers do not exist on areas of the building 
with parapets.  This will need to be addressed as part of the roof replacement. 
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3. Electrical Service and Distribution 
The school service and power distribution  is mostly a mixture of older original panels 
and switch boards that require replacement and upgraded panels and service entrance 
boards that were replaced in 1991. 

4. Electrical Devices and Systems 
The lighting is a mixture of some newer fluorescent fixtures and older style fixtures.  The 
older lighting should be replaced to more efficient fixtures.  No automatic shut off was 
evident. 

The fire alarm system and device placement is older and does not meet current codes. 

The existing intercom/clock/program systems are old and require replacement.  The 
teachers currently have no way of contacting the office. 

Data networking is continually being upgraded and no issues were currently observed. 

5. Conveying Systems 
There is an existing passenger elevator installed in the 1991 section of the building that 
provides accessibility to the second floor. There are no issues with the current elevator; 
however in event of a building renovation, controls may need to be upgraded. 

6. Other Systems 
 No Recommendations at this time.  
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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V. Recommendations 

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Replace bleachers at football field.  

 Clean out the clogged storm drain in the courtyard.  

 Install asphalt patches in the trenches that were dug to run power to the parking lot 
light poles.  

 Repair areas of pavement failure.  

 Perform roof assessment, including the development of a phased roof replacement 
approach to the entire building.  

 Replace eyewash in room 112.  

 Install electrified hardware, cameras and push-call button system for main entrance.  

 Replace the HVAC system, except the boilers, chillers and toilet exhaust and rework 
the existing power distribution to accommodate HVAC upgrades and address 
additional power needs.  

 Replace outdated electrical distribution panels.  

 Begin phased-in replacement of the outdated and inefficient light fixtures and 
switching system.   

 Provide properly striped and signed ADA compliant parking spaces.  

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Implement ADA toilet room renovations in order to provide ADA compliant toilet room 
facilities on each level of the building.  

 Install interior, ADA compliant directional and room identification signage.  

 Replace existing door hardware with ADA compliant hardware.   

 Replace bleachers at the athletic track.  

 Repair slope at the west end of the track and re-set fence.   

 Mill and overlay existing parking lots. 

 Install exhaust systems in science areas.  

 Replace domestic water heater.  
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Madison County High School 161 
 

 Continue with prioritized, phased roof replacement program 

 Complete phased-in replacement of the outdated and inefficient light fixtures and 
switching system.   

 Begin phased replacement of plumbing fixtures.  

 Replace indoor grease interceptor for kitchen with an outdoor concrete vault type. 

 Replace the solenoid valves and acid waste piping in the science areas.  

 Replace fire alarm system. 

 Replace master clock system/ 

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Re-route Mountaineer Lane or otherwise contact VADOT to discuss de-
commissioning of the state road due to the existing safety concerns.   

 Complete phased roof replacement program.  

 Replace non-insulated exterior doors and windows.   

 Replace the intercom and paging system.  

 Replace the fire alarm system.  

 Complete phased replacement of plumbing fixtures.  

 Install solids interceptor in the art room sinks.  

 Replace the clock system.   
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MADISON COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

BUS TRANSPORTATION BUILDING  

 

I.  Facility Description 

The Bus Transportation building is an insulated metal fabricated building located adjacent to 
the High School and Middle Schools of Madison County. The date of construction is 
unknown, but is comprised of steel framing and masonry infill. 

II. Facility Size 

 The size of the facility is unknown, but is used for bus repair and parking along with some 
other county equipment. In addition, there is an adjacent vehicle fueling area, complete with 
below surface fuel tanks in a containment area, pumps and an overhead canopy system. 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 No improvements or renovations to date.  
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility  
There is an accessible entrance into the building. There is an existing toilet room, 
including a shower which is not accessible. Additionally, there is a water cooler provided 
which is also not accessible.  
 

2. Site  
The site does not have marked ADA parking spaces or proper signage.  
 

3. Building  
The facility is equipped with an emergency eye wash station in the event of an injury. 
The systems appeared operable at time of assessment. 

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work  
The site has a large paved area and also areas of gravel for overflow and worker 
parking, and equipment storage. All area experience heavy bus traffic daily and paving 
sections are in fair condition with noticeable cracks and some areas of patching.  
 

2. Site Structures 
As mentioned above there is a refueling area adjacent to the main building. This is in 
good condition and serves the bus fleet of the County.  
 

3. Site Utilities  
Electrical service appears to come underground to the facility. In addition, there is a 
building mounted communications antenna associated with transportation services. 
There were no issues at time of assessment with site utilities. 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
Poured concrete assumed to be reinforced due to heavy steel framing areas of the 
facility with concrete slab on grade. No reported issues at this time. 
 

2. Structural System 
Exposed pre-fabricated steel framed metal facility, with no reported issues. There are 
also some reinforced concrete low height walls - no reported issues with the walls. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Painted metal siding with no reported issues. 
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4. Roof System 

Standing seam metal roofing with metal gutter and downspouts which  spill to grade, 
with no reported issues. 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System  
The metal fabricated building has exposed structure, with insulation located between 
structural bays. The office areas have suspended acoustic ceilings that are in fair 
condition. 
 

2. Floor Covering System 
None, as the metal fabricated building has exposed concrete slab on grade. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
Painted concrete masonry units are in good condition. Building use has worn paint finish, 
but that are no reported issue at this time. 
 

4. Specialties  
The facility is used for bus repair and hence has some portable repair equipment that 
may or may not be permanently installed. At this time there are no reported issues with 
such equipment, but should be considered in long term maintenance needs. 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The garage area is conditioned by hot water unit heaters and exhaust fans.  They 
appeared to be in fair condition.  Heating hot water is generated by a cast iron oil-fired 
boiler.  The office is air conditioned by a window style air conditioning unit.  Overall, the 
system is in fair condition.  Significant rust was observed on the hot water pump. 
 

2. Plumbing System 
Overall, the plumbing systems were observed to be in fair condition.  Plumbing fixtures 
were observed to be in fair condition.  The air compressor appeared antiquated with 
copper overhead piping for compressed air distribution. 
 

3. Electrical Service 
The service is rated at 400 Amps and is 208 Volt 3 phase. The service panel and the 
distribution panels are old Square D and in poor condition.  There are limited or no 
spares available in the panels. 
 

4. Electrical Devices  
The lighting levels in the garage are inadequate. The lighting is old and in poor condition.  
There is no egress lighting or exit signage. Receptacle placement is inadequate for the 
space function.  There are not enough outlets. 
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5. Conveying Systems – none present 
 

6. Other Systems – none present 
 

V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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MCPS Bus Transportation Building 173 
 

 

VI. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Stripe and indicate with proper signage, accessible parking spaces. 

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Repaint interior partitions and surfaces. 
 Install ADA compliant toilet and water cooler 
 Replace Hot water Pump 
 Replace Air Compressor 
 Add receptacles and panel space 
 Replace interior lighting and increase light levels. 

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Replace fire Alarm system to meet current codes. 
 

 Replace domestic water storage unit due to life expectancy of equipment. 
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PRIMARY SCHOOL BUILDING 

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The Madison Primary School was originally constructed in 1976. The single story is 
constructed of concrete masonry with brick veneer and is located on 30 acres adjacent to 
the Hoover Ridge property owned by the County. 

II. Facility Size 

 48,854 square feet 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Interior modifications have been made in the educational pods and recently some lighting 
and electrical upgrades have been completed. In the summer of 2010, new concrete 
sidewalk at the main entry was installed. 

 

IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
 Handicap Ramp at Entrance – The handicap ramp at the entrance was recently 
installed however there is a large, 2 to 3 inch, lip at the bottom of the ramp where it 
enters onto the pavement and should be removed. The ramp should be flush with the 
paved surface. Additionally truncated domes should have been placed on the ramp as a 
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detectable surface per ADA regulations. In addition, No path to the play area exists from 
the school. This should be put into place to become compliant with ADA regulations and 
to make it easier to access the play area after snow and rain. 
 

2. Site  
Approximately 30 acres including parking lots, playfields and landscaping. Front parking 
lot – There are several areas of pavement failure in the parking/bus drop off area. This 
lot should be milled and overlaid with new pavement. Rear parking lot – The parking lot 
at the rear of the school has several large areas of pavement failure. The failures in the 
parking may require more work than just milling and overlaying of pavement to replace.  
 
 

3. Building 
There is no ADA access to the current stage in the multi-purpose/cafeteria area. The 
facility also does not have a secure vestibule and the administrative offices are located 
on the interior of the building allowing visitors direct access to the facility. At present 
time, the doors are secured after start of school and visitors are then allowed in by 
controls maintained by the secretary. The toilets in the facility are presently 
grandfathered under existing codes, but all are non-ADA compliant. Door hardware 
throughout the facility is mostly lever type ADA compliant; however, corridor access to 
the pods is through a pair of doors that have round knob- non compliant hardware. 
There is one large classroom that has no direct egress to a corridor or the exterior, but 
though an adjacent space that should be modified and brought up to code. 

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

4. Site Work 
Approximately 30 acres as stated above. 
 

5. Site Structures 
Beside the school facility, there are two stand alone modular trailers and the property 
immediately adjoins the Hoover Ridge property that contains a fenced pond. 
 

6. Site Utilities 
The site is served by public water and sewer and electrical utilities come in over head. 
 
 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
Assumed typical concrete spread footings. The brick exterior extends below grade and 
no foundation is exposed. 
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2. Structural System 
Combination of steel frame and masonry bearing with steel columns exposed in 
classroom pod construction. There is an area of structural concern and that occurs in the 
gymnasium. There are large developed step cracks in all walls both in the control joint 
locations and in other areas. It is recommended that a structural engineer do a thorough 
analysis in this portion of the building. This should be done as soon as possible to 
determine causes and possible solution. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
All brick masonry veneer with concrete block back up. There are several areas where 
the masonry wall reinforcing is exposed on the outside of the building, having expanded 
and pushed out the mortar. These areas should be repaired. Additionally, it appears that 
the masonry weep holes around the building have been sealed with caulk or sealant. 
These weep holes need to be free and clear in order to work effectively and should be 
cleared of all caulking and sealant. Exterior windows are aluminum frame, non-insulated 
units in fair condition. Exterior steel doors are non-insulated units in fair to good 
condition.  
 
There is also a vertical metal panel exterior soffit system that runs the perimeter of the 
building. The underside of the main canopy is an exterior gypsum panel material. 
 
 

4. Roof System – the roof is a polyurethane foamed (PUF) covered roof that is starting to 
degrade and break down, especially in the roof top unit curbs. 

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System – the majority of the facility has a suspended acoustical tiles ceiling 
system that has areas where tiles have been replaced as partitions have changed 
locations. Areas such as the gym have exposed structures.  
 

2. Floor Covering System – the classroom pod area have mostly carpeted floors along with 
vct and vinyl base in areas adjacent to casework and wet areas. In addition, some 
planning centers are vct flooring. The multipurpose room has vct and vinyl base that has 
very heavy foot traffic, but is in good condition. The stage is wood and also is in good 
condition. The main corridor past the office area is terrazzo with tile base and is in 
excellent shape. Group toilet areas have ceramic tile floors and tile base, that is aged 
but in good condition. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems – the majority of the classroom pod demising walls 
are hollow metal demountable wall panels that have been painted. Typical of schools 
designed in the same time period utilities are not run in these walls, but group in 
planning areas central to the pod layout. In some instance the demountable walls have 
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been relocated to adjust for changing program needs. Central spaces of the pods are 
typically cmu wall construction. 
 
 

4. Specialties – The kitchen is a full service kitchen with original equipment. There were 
reported issues with dishwashing equipment and temperature requirements, but the 
facility has adjusted to work around the problem. In a renovation upgrade, equipment 
service life should be reviewed and upgraded as necessary to meet current codes. Toilet 
room partitions are original and in fair condition, many of which have been repaired and 
doors replaced with plywood panels to accommodate some sense of privacy. All fixtures 
are original do not meet current flow rates for plumbing fixtures. 

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The HVAC system is a packaged rooftop system with ductwork air distribution to each 
space.  Rooftop unit age ranged from 1993 to 2003.  Each rooftop unit serves more than 
one space resulting in temperature fluctuations.  The systems are at their average 
service life.  Replacement is recommended within the next 2 to 5 years.  The gym unit 
compressors had failed and were being fixed during our site visit. 

2. Plumbing System 
Overall, the plumbing systems were in fair condition.  Plumbing fixtures do not meet ADA 
requirements.  Waste piping in the kitchen was observed to connect directly to the 
fixtures.  There is no grease interceptor.  Kitchen staff stated that they do not prepare 
greasy food.  Domestic water is generated by an electric storage type water heater. 

3. Electrical Service and Distribution 
The electrical service is from Allegheny Power and is rated at 2000 Amps 480 Volt 3 
Phase.  The service board is an old Federal Pacific panel with a GE load break switch.  
This board is outdated and should be replaced. 

The panel boards throughout the building are a mixture of older Federal Pacific and 
newer GTE panels.  The federal pacific panels should be replaced and the newer panels 
are in good condition. 

It was reported during the visit that this school experiences frequent power surge issues. 

A small propane generator was present and it is assumed that it serves only egress 
lighting and other limited loads. 

 

 

4. Electrical Devices and Systems 
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The lighting in the building is a mixture of older fluorescent fixtures in fair condition and 
recently upgraded fluorescent T-8 lamp lighting.  The newer lighting is in good condition.  
No evidence of automatic shut off was present. 

Egress lighting was powered via the generator.  This lighting should be regularly tested 
to maintain operation and should be tested for appropriate foot candle levels. 

There is a 3 camera CCTV system present.  It was functional and in good condition. 

The intercom system is an older Dukane system.  It is in good condition but should be 
considered for replacement due to age and difficulty in obtaining replacement parts.  

The fire alarm system is and obsolete Spektronics zoned system and should be 
considered for replacement.  Device placement is not up to current code standards. 

The phone system is tied into the overall District system and is in good working 
condition. 

The data networking is tied into the District servers at the DAO and there were no 
reported difficulties. 

5. Conveying Systems  
None 
 

6. Other Systems  
None 
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Have a structural analysis completed of the Multi-purpose Room to determine the 
nature of the masonry wall cracking and follow recommendations for repair, if any.   

 Remove sealant from masonry weep holes around the perimeter of the building.  

 Perform roof assessment, including the development of a phased roof replacement 
approach to the entire building.  

 Remove 2-3 inch lip at entrance to curb ramp at the front of the school and install 
truncated dome to meet ADA requirements. 

 Perform ADA analysis, including review with local building officials and 
recommendations to cost effectively address ADA facility needs.  

 Remove and rebuild areas of pavement failure in rear parking lot, mill and overlay 
with new asphalt.  

 Cut-in and provide egress door from classroom that has no direct egress into exit 
corridor.  

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Mill and overlay front parking lot / bus drop off with new asphalt.  

 Provide ADA path to play soft play area.  

 ADA access to the stage in the multi-purpose room.  

 Replace knob hardware at entrance to classroom pods with ADA compliant 
hardware.  

 Provide ADA toilet room renovations throughout the building.  

 Replace plumbing fixtures related to ADA toilet room renovations.  

 Begin phased replacement of packaged rooftop units.  

 Repair exterior brick masonry joints where masonry reinforcing is exposed and has 
expanded.  

 Replace outdated federal Pacific electrical service switchboard.  

 Replace outdated Federal Pacific electrical panels.  
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Primary School Building 139 
 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Replace remaining plumbing fixtures.  

 Complete phased replacement of packaged rooftop units.  

 Replace paging and intercom system.  

 Upgrade / replace food service equipment, including new dishwasher.  

 Replace interior lighting with energy efficient lamps and ballasts.  

 Install new code compliant fire alarm system.  

 Replace exterior windows and doors with insulated units.  
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SCHOOL DIVISION ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE BUILDING 

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The construction date of the facility is not known, but he single story masonry with brick 
veneer structure, was formerly a school. The facility now serves as the office locations for 
the school district. In addition, there are several modular structures on site that are presently 
used for storage. Although they were not part of the assessment, physical appearance, age 
and condition of the trailers makes them a potential liability. The integrity of the structures to 
keep out the elements should be questioned and if possible, they should be removed. 
Finally, we did an assessment on a modular structure that is located adjacent to the main 
facility that currently houses an alternative education program. This assessment is 
contained at the end of this report. 

II. Facility Size 

 15,340 square feet on 14.5 acres (not including exterior modular structures) 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Renovations to the interior were completed during the conversion from school to district 
administrative offices. The majority of the work was in office fit out and finishes such as paint 
and carpeting where required. The systems of the facility had some upgrades as noted 
below. 
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility – The facility is ADA accessible as the main entry is at grade level. 
The majority of the entrances also are at grade level. However, the interior door 
hardware is non-compliant as are the approaches and push-pull clearances at entries to 
various spaces. Toilet facilities are non compliant with current codes. Under a major 
renovation, these elements would have to be brought up to code. 
 

2. Site – The site has accessible parking stalls with proper signage located near the main 
entrance. There are some concerns in the parking paving of uneven surfaces that may 
pose a tripping hazard. 
 

3. Building - From a facility standpoint, the building is in good condition. There is concern 
over the integrity of the present roofing system and its lifespan. This is noted under the 
roofing section below.  

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
Timbers along rear of building – The timbers along the rear of the building have 
deteriorated to the point that in several areas the rebar used to hold them in place 
extends several inches above the rotten timbers. This poses a liability hazard and should 
be replaced. 
 

2. Site Structures 
Several pieces of old playground equipment exist onsite and pose a potential hazard to 
children playing on them. In addition, the equipment should be removed due to its close 
proximity to the little league field that adjoins the site.  
 

3. Site Utilities 
No recommendations 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
Foundation and substructure consists of concrete slab on grade with typical spread 
footings. There is some evidence of the concrete foundation wall spalling in several 
areas. At this time it did not appear to allow moisture penetration, but the foundation is 
undergoing changes during freeze/thaw cycles that may increase such spalling. The 
areas should be monitored for further deterioration and should be addressed in the short 
term.  
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2. Structural System 
The structural system is a combination of masonry load bearing and structural steel 
framing, with steel roof joists and metal roof decking. There are currently no issues with 
the structural system of the building. 
 

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Exterior wall system consists of brick exterior veneer with concrete block interior walls.   
Overall, considering the age of the building, the wall system appears to be in relatively 
good condition; however there is some step cracking in the veneer at the front of the 
facility. The area should be re-pointed and monitored for further movement. This will 
prevent the penetration of moisture into the building envelope. 

Existing non-insulated exterior doors and windows are in fair condition and should be 
scheduled for replacement as part of any comprehensive or major renovation project.  

 
4. Roof System  

The original built-roof system, in order to protect and extend its original lifespan, was 
covered with sprayed polyurethane foam during the past 10+ years. The foam is in 
various stages of deteriorating condition, exposing the building to water leakage. It is 
recommended that the roof be replaced as part of a phased roof replacement.   

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System  
Existing ceiling systems are varied and include mainly acoustical tile ceilings, with a 
small amount of plaster and gypsum board ceiling in areas. Condition of the ceilings 
vary, and in some cases is in poor condition due to age, moisture penetration and water 
damage. Given the condition of the majority of the roof, the condition of the ceilings 
should be monitored, with any wet or damaged ceilings repaired or replaced 
 

2. Floor Covering System  
Floor coverings include ceramic tile flooring, carpet, vinyl floor tile, vinyl asbestos tile and 
exposed concrete in certain areas. Overall, flooring is in good condition, with some areas 
in need of minor repair and / or replacement. 
 

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
Interior partition systems include concrete masonry block, painted brick, stud and drywall 
finish and stud and plaster finish. Partitions are mainly in good condition, with some 
finish upgrades needed. Some offices were set up with temporary partitions and utilities 
are not wired according to code. These items should be addressed and made as part of 
permanent construction. 
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4. Specialties 
The facility houses the districts main technology network and systems have been 
modified to accommodate cooling and electrical loading. Further upgrades to these 
systems may be required as the network technology evolves. 

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
The building is heated by a two-pipe heating system.  Heating hot water is generated by 
a pair of oil-fired boilers.  They appeared to be fairly old.  The installation date was 
unknown.  Hot water is distributed to fintube radiation in each space.   

The building is air conditioned by split system which were installed in 2000 and 
appeared to be in good condition. 

The trailers are conditioned with electric baseboard and window style air conditioning 
units.  The systems are in poor condition.  No ventilation is provided.  A musty odor was 
prevalent inside. 

2. Plumbing System 
 Overall, the plumbing systems appeared to be in fair condition.  Fixtures are antiquated 
and appeared to be in fair to poor condition.  Domestic hot water is generated by an 
electric storage type water heater which appeared to be in good condition.  Installation 
date was 2002. 

Plumbing systems in the trailer are antiquated and in poor condition.  We were informed 
that they are not used by the occupants. 

3. Electrical Service 
The original function of this building was a school.  The electrical service from Allegheny 
Power is 300 KVA at 208 Volts 3 Phase. 

The service panel and other panels are mostly older Square-D panels with little labeled 
space.  Many of these circuits may not have significant use due to the revised function of 
the building. 

4. Electrical Devices 
This building also houses the room for the District servers.  The room is not adequately 
ventilated or conditioned for this function.  Proper power conditioning for this sensitive 
equipment is also in question.  This equipment was backed up by a small propane 
generator. 

The building lighting is mostly fluorescent T-12 fixtures in fair condition.  There was no 
evidence of automatic shut-off for lighting in the building. 
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Egress lighting was limited to a few battery packs and appeared to be inadequate to 
serve as code compliant egress lighting.  

5. Conveying Systems 
None 
 

6. Other Systems 
None 
 

 

F.   Alternative Education Modular Building 

Facility Description 

 The alternative education program is housed in a semi-permanent modular trailer. The 
facility has a vented concrete block foundation, metal siding and a low-pitched roof. The 
age of the facility is unknown, but at the time of the assessment, there were several 
noticeable items. First and foremost is the very noticeable odor within the facility. This is 
most likely in the form of unseen mold due to the various moisture related problem in the 
facility. There are also noticeable spongy like areas of the floor, suggesting moisture 
related problems within the floor structure. The only air exchanges in the facility are 
when windows are opened or the thru-wall air conditioning systems are operating. The 
plumbing facilities appeared adequate, but are non compliant. The building itself has an 
exterior ramp to meet ADA compliance that needs some modifications to the handrail 
system. Based on our assessment, we recommend that a new space be found to house 
this program, and that this facility be taken off-line form further use. 

 

V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI. Recommendations  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Discontinue use of on-site modular storage buildings, remove and dispose of these 
facilities and restore site area to lawn.   

 Discontinue use of modular building for alternative education, remove and dispose of 
this facility. Restore site area to lawn.  

  Perform ADA analysis, including review with local building officials and 
recommendations to cost effectively address ADA facility needs.  

 Remove wooden timbers form south side of the building, including the reinforcing 
steel bars that are protruding from the ground.  

 Remove old playground equipment on sire to eliminate liability and potential hazard.  
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School Division Administrative Office Building 168 
 

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Perform ADA building upgrades to include interior hardware and directional and 
room identification signage, as well as toilet room modifications.  

 Replace original plumbing fixtures as part of ADA modifications.  

 Replace PUF roofing system.  

 Parge exposed, spalling foundation wall along the east side of the building.  

 Repair and repoint stepped masonry joint cracking at the main entrance. Monitor for 
further movement.  

 Provide adequate ventilation and air conditioning for technology Server room.  

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 Replace oil-fired hot water boilers.  

 Replace interior lighting with energy efficient lamps and ballasts.  

 Install new code compliant fire alarm system.  
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WAVERLY YOWELL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  

 

I.  Facility Description 

 The Waverly Yowell Elementary School was constructed in 1939. It is a multi-level building 
of concrete masonry construction with brick veneer. The facility was originally built as a high 
school. Co-located on the site in the former ‘cafeteria’ building is an Early Chilldhood after 
school program that is included in a separate report. 

II. Facility Size 

 56,972 square feet on three floors located on 14.0 acres. 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 The existing facility was extensively renovated in 2000 and included replacement of existing 
windows, masonry restoration and interior finishes and HVAC, electrical and plumbing 
systems.  
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IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA / Accessibility 
The building is accessible from the lower level and use of the elevator allows movement 
to all levels and areas of the facility. The front entry is not accessible and that is where 
the main administrative offices are located. The facility is equipped with accessible 
toilets, compliant hardware and compliant drinking fountains. 
 

2. Site  
Handicap Access at bus loop – Currently no handicap ramp exists at the bus loop (main 
entry). A ramp should be installed for ADA compliance. 
 

3. Building 
Refer to mechanical section for alarm/sensors in the mechanical room where there is no 
refrigerant alarm. 

 

B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
The exterior bleachers at the girls’ softball field are very old and hazardous. They should 
be replaced. 
 

2. Site Structures 
No current conditions / recommendations. 
 

3. Site Utilities 
No current conditions / recommendations. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
There were no visible issues with the foundation or substructure. It is assumed that the 
facility has typical spread footings and masonry walls. In the new additions, the 
foundation is typical spread footings with concrete block foundations. There is no 
evidence of any current issues regarding the foundation and substructure systems. 

2. Structural System 
 The structural system is a combination of masonry load bearing and structural steel 

framing, with steel roof joists and metal roof decking. There are currently no issues with 
the structural system of the building.  
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2. Exterior Wall Systems 
Brick veneer over masonry backup. There are several concrete sills of windows, that are 
cracked, or pieces missing where the reinforcing is exposed and the sill continues to 
deteriorate. These sills should be repaired immediately to protect the reinforcing, 
eliminate the penetration of water into the facility and remainder of the masonry wall.  

 
The exterior brick wall above the library arched windows has some masonry joints that 
are in need of repointing. This appears to be related to the issue at the roof edge, where 
water is running down the face of the building, and beginning to deteriorate the mortar 
joints and wood fascia.   
 

3. Roof System 
 The roof is a combination of asphalt shingles on insulated metal deck on the sloped 
roofs and insulated built up roofing on the flat areas. All areas are in good condition, 
however, there have been reported roof leaks on the asphalt roof above the gymnasium, 
affecting the wood flooring below. Facility maintenance is aware of the problem, but has 
not been able to isolate the leak at time of the assessment. In the courtyard above the 
library window there is noticeable brick staining and fascia damage due to water from 
the associated roof and gutter. This should be addressed immediately as the water 
penetration will affect the lintel of the window. The fascia should be inspected for 
potential rot and replaced or repaired. 

 

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
All classroom spaces, corridors and public spaces have suspected acoustical ceiling 
systems in very good condition. Areas such as the gym have an exposed structure with 
painted tectum decking. Some toilet rooms have painted gypsum wall board. All ceilings 
are in good condition. There are some associated painted gypsum soffits as well and are 
in good condition. 
 

2. Floor Covering System 
The original flooring in the facility was oak strip flooring hat was refinished and is in 
excellent condition. The corridors have VCT that is in excellent condition and the toilet 
rooms have poured epoxy flooring in excellent condition. There are a few flooring issues; 
the first is in the gymnasium where present roof leak has affected the floor finish. This 
floor should receive a new finish coat once the leak has been patched. There are also 
rubber flooring treads in the stair towers where some edges are lifting. These areas 
should be re-glued with approved materials. In the media center, the carpet is creeping 
creating a tripping hazard. The carpet should be evaluated for adhesion and if moisture 
is present in the floor below. 
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3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 

Corridor walls have a tile wainscot in excellent condition with no apparent issues. The 
majority of the walls are masonry or gypsum wall board and are painted. 
 

4. Specialties 
Interior built-in storage casework is in excellent condition. There were no reported issues 
with casework or specialties 

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning  
The HVAC system was replaced in a renovation project approximately 10 years ago.  
The systems appeared to be in good condition.  Occupants noted temperature 
fluctuations in some areas.  We observed no refrigerant alarm or evacuation system in 
the mechanical room.  The systems are within their average service life.   
 

2. Plumbing System  
The plumbing systems were also replaced in the renovation project.  The systems 
appeared to be in good condition 
 

3. Electrical Service 
The service, distribution, and panels were all upgraded during a recent renovation 
project in 2000.  These systems are in good condition.  Some panel boards are full with 
little spare capacity 
 

4. Electrical Devices  
The lighting was upgraded in 2000 and is in good condition.  There was no dual level 
switching or automatic shut-off present. 
All major systems were upgraded during the recent renovation project and are in good 
condition with no reported issues. 
 

5. Conveying Systems 
There is an elevator that is fully inspected and operational with no reported issues at this 
time. 
 

6. Other Systems 
There have been numerous issues with lightning strike affecting audio visual equipment. 
The facility is grounded, but the strikes have affected numerous items and should be 
further evaluated and addressed in very near future. 
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI. Recommendations – Waverly Yowell Elementary School  

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Replace the bleachers at the girls’ softball field.  

 Repair damaged exterior concrete window sills.  

 Perform roof assessment to identify source of roof leaks in gymnasium and repair 
roof as required.  

 Add refrigerant alarm and ventilation system in mechanical room.  

 Inspect and identify source of roof related damage occurring to exterior brick wall 
and wood fascia above the library arched windows. Correct the problem, repoint 
brick as required and repair or replace wood fascia.  

 Re-glue stair treads that are lifting in stair towers to eliminate tripping hazard.  

 Re-stretch or replace carpet in the Library to eliminate tripping hazard. Evaluate 
presence of moisture in substrate and address accordingly.  

 

B. Short Term Recommendation (2-5 Years) 

 Evaluate current building grounding system to determine adequacy and whether the 
facility could benefit from the installation of a new UL listed Lightning Protection 
system, including estimate of system cost.  

 

C. Long Term Recommendation (5+ Years) 

 No recommendations 
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 WILLIAM WETSEL MIDDLE SCHOOL  

I.  Facility Description 

 The William Wetsel Middle School is located at the intersection of Route 29 and 
Mountaineer Lane, adjacent to the Madison County High Schools at the south end of the 
Town of Madison, Virginia. The Middle School, originally constructed in 1970, shares a 37.2 
acre site with the adjacent Madison County High School.  The school was partially 
renovated in 1991. Main access to the school is off of route 29 onto Mountaineer Lane, a 
state road which connects route 29 and Fairgrounds Road, directly adjacent to and on the 
North side of the school facilities. Staff and visitors parking on this side of the facility must 
cross Mountaineer Road to access the building. Bus drop off for students occurs on the 
south side of the building, behind the high school, causing a very long walk for middle 
school students for loading and unloading. This is particularly difficult in inclement weather, 
and forces the students to walk through the high school to access the middle school, still 
having to travel outside ultimately to cross between the buildings.   

Several stand alone modular classrooms are located adjacent to the southwest corner of the 
middle school. The shared site includes an athletic track and field, football stadium, with 
overlapping baseball field, an athletic fieldhouse and a multi-purpose athletic facility used for 
storage, wrestling and baseball practice. Additional athletic fields are located across 
Fairgrounds Road on the Hoover Ridge Property, adjacent to the Madison Primary School.  
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II. Facility Size 

 79,000 square feet 

III. Improvements / Renovations 

 Partial building renovation occurred in 1991. Interior lighting replacement with energy 
efficient lamps and ballasts has occurred in classrooms and the cafeteria and library.  

 

IV. Condition 

A. Code and Safety 

1. ADA/Accessibility 
 

a. Site 
Bleachers at football field: The bleachers for the football field on both the home and 
visitor side do not meet current accessibility codes and are very old and hazardous and 
should be replaced. 

Bleachers at track: The bleachers for the track do not meet current accessibility codes 
and are very old and hazardous and should be replaced. 

Site circulation: The design of the site dictates that at the front of the building, students, 
staff and visitors must cross Mountaineer Lane, a state road, in order to access the main 
entrance. The road is not heavily traveled, but nonetheless, is open to the public and is a 
state road, causing safety concerns. It is recommended that options be developed to re-
route the road, or otherwise consider contacting VADOT to discuss de-commissioning of 
the state road due to the existing circumstances.  

Accessible Parking: Handicapped accessible parking spaces do not meet ADA 
requirements. Properly striped and signed spaces should be provided.  

b. Building  
Accessible Restrooms: Student toilet rooms do not meet ADA requirements. Existing 
facilities should be evaluated for cost-effective solution to provide for accessible facilities 
on each level of the building.  

Room Identification Signage: Interior room identification signage does not meet current 
ADA requirements and should be replaced with ADA compliant signage.  

Door Hardware: Existing door hardware does not meet current ADA requirements and 
should be replaced with ADA compliant hardware.   
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B. Site Infrastructure 

1. Site Work 
Athletic Running Track: The slope at the west end of the track is failing and should be 
repaired. The fence in this area is already leaning and it is possible a portion of the track 
may soon be undermined.  
Site Erosion: A large amount of water is draining from the asphalt area on the south side of 
the building, at the main student entrance set of steps, causing flooding and an erosion 
problem. The area should be re-graded and covered with an erosion resistant material.  
 
2. Site Structures 
No current conditions / recommendations.  

3. Site Utilities 
No current conditions / recommendations. 

 

C. Primary Systems 

1. Foundation and Substructure 
 Foundation and substructure consists of concrete slab on grade with typical spread 

footings. There is no evidence of any current issues regarding the foundation and 
substructure systems.  

2. Structural System 
 The structural system is a combination of masonry load bearing and structural steel 

framing, with steel roof joists and metal roof decking. There are currently no issues with 
the structural system of the building.  

3. Exterior Wall Systems 
Exterior wall system consists of brick exterior veneer with concrete block interior walls.   
Overall, considering the age of the building, the wall system appears to be in relatively 
good condition; however there are several areas, mainly on the south side of the 
building, where the masonry wall reinforcement has expanded and kicked out the 
mortar, exposing the open joints to weather. This is likely caused by water infiltrating the 
cavity causing the condition of the masonry in this area to deteriorate. The cause of the 
water infiltration will need to be determined and remediated prior to rep airing the 
exterior brick wall. A more thorough investigation is recommended.  

Exterior doors and windows are original, non-insulated units and should be replaced as 
part of any comprehensive or major renovation project.  

4. Roof System 
 The original built-roof system, in order to protect and extend its original lifespan, was 

covered with sprayed polyurethane foam during the past 10+ years. The foam is in 
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various stages of deteriorating condition, exposing the building to water leakage. It is 
recommended that the roof be replaced as part of a phased roof replacement.   

 D. Secondary Systems 

1. Ceiling System 
 Existing ceiling systems are varied and include mainly acoustical tile ceilings, with a 

small amount of plaster and gypsum board ceiling in areas. Condition of the ceilings 
vary, and in some cases is in poor condition due to age, moisture penetration and water 
damage. Given the condition of the majority of the roof, the condition of the ceilings 
should be monitored, with any wet or damaged ceilings repaired or replaced.  

2. Floor Covering System 
 Floor coverings include ceramic tile flooring, carpet, vinyl floor tile, wood strip flooring, 

and exposed concrete in certain areas. Overall, flooring is in fair to good condition, with 
some areas in need of repair and / or replacement.  

3. Interior Wall and Partition Systems 
 Interior partition systems include concrete masonry block, painted brick, stud and drywall 

finish and stud and plaster finish. Partitions are mainly in good condition, with some 
finish upgrades needed.  

4. Specialties 
 Interior built-in storage casework is in fair condition. There is no recommendation at this 

time, however in the event the building is renovated, the need for built-in casework 
should be confirmed programmatically, and if needed, should be replaced. It is 
recommended that future school improvements eliminate as much built-in fixtures and 
equipment as possible in order to provide more flexibility of space.  

 

E. Service Systems 

1. Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
Overall, the HVAC system is in poor condition.  It is beyond its average service life.  The 
central plant is located in the high school building and is in good condition.  System 
replacement is recommended within the next 2 years. 

2. Plumbing System 
Overall, the plumbing systems are in poor condition.  The domestic water distribution 
systems are in poor condition.  Plumbing fixtures throughout the building are in poor 
condition.  The grease interceptor is in poor condition.  There are no solids interceptor in 
the art sinks.  The solenoid valves in the gas piping in the science areas and the acid 
waste piping are in poor condition.  The above conditions should be replaced within the 
next 2 to 5 years.  We also recommend video scoping the waste piping to determine its 
condition.  Emergency overflow drains or scuppers do not exist on areas of the building 
with parapets.  If an upgrade were to occur, they would have to be added to meet 
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current Code requirements.  It is good design practice to store domestic hot water at 
facilities such as this at 140 degrees F.  The storage should be adjusted to this and a 
mixing valve added to the domestic hot water system. 

3. Electrical Service and Distribution 
The school service and power distribution  is mostly a mixture of older original panels 
and switch boards that require replacement and upgraded panels and service entrance 
boards that were replaced in 1991. 

4. Electrical Devices 
The lighting is a mixture of some newer fluorescent fixtures and older style fixtures.  The 
older lighting should be replaced to more efficient fixtures.  No automatic shut off was 
evident. 

The fire alarm system and device placement is older and does not meet current codes. 

The existing intercom/clock/program systems are old and require replacement.  The 
teachers currently have no way of contacting the office. 

Data networking is continually being upgraded and no issues were currently observed. 

5. Conveying Systems 
 There presently no conveying systems in the building.  

6. Other Systems 
  No recommendations at this time.  
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V. Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  
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VI. Recommendations 

A. Immediate Recommendations  

 Replace bleachers at football field.  

 Provide properly striped and signed ADA compliant parking spaces.  

 Investigate exterior masonry wall condition on the south side of the building to 
determine cause and extent of damage and develop recommendations for repair.  

 Perform roof assessment, including the development of a phased roof replacement 
approach to the entire building.  

 

B. Short Term Recommendations (2-5 Years) 

 Implement ADA toilet room renovations in order to provide ADA compliant toilet room 
facilities on each level of the building.  

 Install interior, ADA compliant directional and room identification signage.  

 Replace existing door hardware with ADA compliant hardware.   

 Replace bleachers at the athletic track.  

 Repair slope at the west end of the track and re-set fence.   

 Repair exterior wall condition on the south side of the building.  

 Re-grade area on the south side of the building, at the main student entrance in 
order to address flooding and erosion problems.   

 Begin phased roof replacement program.  

 Replace HVAC system and rework the existing power distribution to accommodate 
the HVAC system upgrade.  

 Repalce older electrical distribution panels.  

 Complete the replacement of the remaining outdated and inefficient light fixtures.  

 Begin phased replacement of plumbing fixtures.  

 Replace indoor grease interceptor for kitchen with an outdoor concrete vault type. 

 Replace the solenoid valves and acid waste piping in the science areas.  
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C. Long Term Recommendations (5+ Years) 

 Re-route Mountaineer Lane or otherwise contact VADOT to discuss de-
commissioning of the state road due to the existing safety concerns.   

 Complete phased roof replacement program.  

 Replace the fire alarm system.  

 Complete phased replacement of plumbing fixtures.  

 Add domestic hot water circulation system including recirculation piping and pump to 
existing 80 gallon hot water heater and replace the domestic water piping.  

 Install solids interceptor in the art room sinks.  

 Replace the existing intercom and paging systems.  

 Replace outdated clock system. 
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Survey of Existing Facilities 
Each of the County facilities was surveyed in order to document existing conditions and 
develop short and long term recommendations, designed to serve as a basis for 
developing and implementing an ongoing Capital Improvement Program (CIP). Following 
the Summary of County Owned Facilities below are the Facility Assessments for each of 
the County-owned facilities.    
 

 

 

I. County Buildings and Facilities 
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II. School Facilities 
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III. Parks, Parking Lots and Miscellaneous Facilities 
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FACILITY COST INDEX 
 

 
Facility Condition Index 

 The Facility Cost Index (FCI) is used throughout the facility condition assessment 
industry as a relative indicator of a buildings condition. Based on industry-wide 
standards, if the cost to repair exceeds 60% of the cost to replace, the facility should be 
looked at more closely as a possible candidate for replacement. As a rule of thumb, an 
FCI below 10% is considered good. An FCI above 60% would suggest that the building 
is a candidate for replacement.  

 
 
Facility Condition Index (FCI) Summary 

 Facility Condition Index is a calculation based on the rated condition and replacement 
cost of a system or major building component. The table below displays the cost of a 
system relative to the other systems in a facility. For example, the replacement cost of 
roofing is approximately 4.9% of the total replacement cost of a facility. 
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FACILITY COST INDEX 

 
 

Summary of Facility Cost Index Ratings  
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Table 1 
 

Madison County Map 
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Table 2 

 
Madison County Population 

Historical Data & 10 Year Projections 
 

 
Since 2000, the population in Madison County has increased 37.55 %, which is consistent with an increase in 
the population in the State of Virginia of 38.8% over the same time period. Madison County Population is 
projected to increase an average of 11.22% over the projection period through 2030.   
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Table 3 
 

Madison County Population 
Historical Data & 10 Year Projections 

 
 

 
 

In 2000, the population between the age of 5 and 19 was 1,316, or 10.5% of the population in Madison 
County. In 2032 the projected population in the age 5 to 19 category is 2,839 or 16.48% of the projected 
population. The projections, as a percentage of overall population, indicate an increase in the school age 
population of 5.98%.  
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA Page 2 of 2 
DRAFT CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

NOTES

NO. LOCATION PROPOSED PROJECT

Department 

Priority

Committee 

Priority

Total Priority 

Ranking Projected Cost Notes 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017+

27  School Division Administration Offices 
 Discontinue use and dispose off -site of alternative education 
and storage trailers  45 10 55 5,000.00$                         5,000.00$           -$                     -$                     -$                    -$                    -$                 

28  SchoolDivision Administration Offices  Replace interior lighting 27 4 31 60,000.00$                       -$                    -$                     -$                     -$                    -$                    60,000.00$      

29  School Division Administration Offices  New fire alarm system 19 4 23 20,000.00$                        -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     20,000.00$       

30  School Division Administration Offices  ADA compliance upgrades 14 4 18 25,000.00$                       5,000.00$           -$                     10,000.00$          10,000.00$         -$                    -$                 

31  School Division Administration Offices  Replace boilers  24 5 29 50,000.00$                        -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     50,000.00$       
Sub-total 160,000.00$                      $130,000 of cost is in long term recommendations 10,000.00$          -$                     10,000.00$          10,000.00$          -$                     130,000.00$     

32 Waverly Yowell ES Gym roof repairs 45 10 55 45,000.00$ 45,000.00$ -$ -$ -$ -$ -$

1/1/2011

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT SUB-C0MMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS CAPITAL FUND PROJECTED COSTS

32  Waverly Yowell ES  Gym roof repairs 45 10 55 45,000.00$                       45,000.00$         $                     $                     $                    $                    $                 

33  Waverly Yowell ES  Electrical system surge protection 39 6 45 52,500.00$                       -$                    -$                     52,500.00$          -$                    -$                    -$                 

34  Waverly Yowell ES  Exterior masonry restoration and repair 26 6 32 15,000.00$                        15,000.00$          -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                  

35
 Waverly Yowell ES (Early Childhood 
Building)  Fire alarm system upgrade /replace egress lighting 19 4 23 22,500.00$                       -$                    22,500.00$          -$                     -$                    -$                    -$                 

36 Waverly Yowell ES ADA upgrades to Early Childhood Building 14 4 18 7,500.00$                          -$                     7,500.00$            -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                  

Sub-total 142,500.00$                      60,000.00$          30,000.00$          52,500.00$          -$                     -$                     -$                  

37 School Division
New HS stadium bleachers. Bleachers at track, and bleachers 
at girls softball field 42 9 51 350,000.00$                     350,000.00$       -$                     -$                     -$                    -$                    -$                 

38 School Division Keyless entry and video at main entrances at all schools 27 7 34 75,000.00$                        75,000.00$          -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                  

Sub-total 425,000.00$                      425,000.00$        -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                  

39 ABC Building Renovated ABC building to provide usable County office space 30 7 37 59,400.00$                       59,400.00$         -$                     -$                    -$                    -$                 

40 ABC Building Replace existing PUF roofing system 34 3 37 31,350.00$                        -$                     7,500.00$            -$                     -$                     -$                     23,850.00$       

Sub-total 90,750.00$                        $23,850 of cost is in long term recommendations 59,400.00$          7,500.00$            -$                     -$                     -$                     23,850.00$       

41 E-911 Replace existing PUF roofing system 37 10 47 10,000.00$                       10,000.00$         -$                     -$                     -$                    -$                    -$                 

42 E-911
Phased-in replacement of Emergency Communications 
System with digital technology 28 10 38 650,000.00$                      216,666.67$        216,666.67$        216,666.67$        -$                     -$                     -$                  

Sub-total 660,000.00$                      226,666.67$        216,666.67$        216,666.67$        -$                     -$                     -$                  

45 County Administration Building
Reorganize and renovate interior to obtain additional office 
space and more efficient organization of County Functions 30 7 37 55,587.00$                       -$                    55,587.00$          -$                     -$                    -$                    -$                 

46 County Administration Building Replace fire alarm system and upgrade interior lighting 27 4 31 48,500.00$                       -$                    -$                     -$                     -$                    -$                    48,500.00$      

47 County Administration Building Replace existing PUF roofing system 27 3 30 25,000.00$                       -$                    -$                     25,000.00$          -$                    -$                    -$                 

48 County Administration Building Replace metal roofing 24 2 26 60,000.00$                        -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     60,000.00$       

Sub-total 189,087.00$                      $108,500 of cost is in long term recommendations -$                     55,587.00$          25,000.00$          -$                     -$                     108,500.00$     

43  Thrift Road Offices  
 Discontinue use of Literacy Council and Rapidan Better 
Housing facility 34 10 44 10,000.00$                       -$                    -$                     10,000.00$          -$                    -$                    -$                 

44  Criglersville House 

 Renovate house and perform exterior maintenance to make 
property habitable. Upgrade or replace sewer and water 
infrastructure 

32 7 39 
35,000.00$                       -$                    35,000.00$          -$                     -$                    -$                    -$                 g

49  Sheriff Dept 
 Replace law enforcement vehicles on a two year cycle, as 
needed, using lease-purchase financing 24 6 30 682,850.00$                     94,000.00$         168,425.00$        168,000.00$        168,425.00$       84,000.00$         -$                 

50 Hoover Ridge

Continue improvements of recreational facilities including 
electric and water lines for potable water, road grading and 
gravel, additional parking improvements, concession stand 
areas and fencing

22 7 29 100,000.00$                      

20,000.00$         20,000.00$          20,000.00$          20,000.00$         20,000.00$         -$                 

51 Criglersvile School Identify future disposition of the facility -$                                   Cost and priority to be determined in the future -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                     -$                  

Total  Cost of Requested Projects 15,567,232.00$                 $1,902,350 of cost is in long term recommendations 1,177,566.67$     7,663,178.67$     2,950,461.67$     1,117,175.00$     756,500.00$        1,902,350.00$  

13,664,882.00$   1,902,350.00$  

Recommended projects beneath $20,000 Capital Improvement minimum
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NOTES

NO. LOCATION PROPOSED PROJECT

Department 

Priority

Committee 

Priority

Total Priority 

Ranking Projected Cost Notes 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017+

1 Madison County High School 
HVAC System replacement and associated electrical power 
upgrades 45 10 55 2,100,000.00$                  -$                    2,100,000.00$     -$                     -$                    -$                    

2 Madison County High School Expand cafeteria into adjacent stage 45 10 55 39,545.00$                       -$                    39,545.00$          -$                    -$                    

3 Madison County High School  Replace exterior windows and doors 45 10 55 300,000.00$                     -$                    150,000.00$        150,000.00$        -$                    -$                    

4 Madison County High School  Science room renovations and upgrades 42 10 52 175,000.00$                     5,000.00$           170,000.00$        -$                     -$                    -$                    

5 Madison County High School 
Interior lighting replacement and replacement of public 
address and fire alarm systems 42 10 52 390,000.00$                     $150,000 in long term recommendations 120,000.00$       120,000.00$        -$                     -$                    -$                    150,000.00$  

6 Madison County High School Renovate existing auditorium 40 10 50 350,000.00$                     -$                    -$                     -$                     350,000.00$       -$                    

3 500 000 00$ $ 1 750 000 00$ 1 750 000 00$ $ $

1/1/2011

SUB-C0MMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONSCAPITAL IMPROVEMENT CAPITAL FUND PROJECTED COSTS

7 Madison County High School New auditorium 40 9 49 3,500,000.00$                  -$                    1,750,000.00$     1,750,000.00$     -$                    -$                    

8 Madison County High School Convert library 40 9 49 285,000.00$                     Convert to other educational use -$                    -$                     -$                     -$                    285,000.00$       

9 Madison County High School ADA toilet room upgrades and replacement of hot water heater 39 8 47 55,000.00$                       -$                    -$                     -$                     55,000.00$         -$                    

10 Madison County High School  Roof replacement 39 8 47 655,000.00$                     $210,000 in long term recommendations 25,000.00$         105,000.00$        105,000.00$        105,000.00$       105,000.00$       210,000.00$  

11 Madison County High School  Replace kitchen grease interceptor 30 5 35 15,000.00$                       -$                    -$                     -$                     15,000.00$         -$                    

12 Madison County High School Mill and overlay existing parking lots 24 3 27 250,000.00$                      -$                     62,500.00$          62,500.00$          62,500.00$          62,500.00$          

Sub-total 8,114,545.00$                   $360,000 of cost is in long term recommendations 150,000.00$        4,457,500.00$     2,107,045.00$     587,500.00$        452,500.00$        360,000.00$   

13  William Wetsel Middle School 
 Replace HVAC system, associated power upgrades and 
complete interior lighting upgrades 45 10 55

2,340,000.00$                   -$                    2,340,000.00$     -$                     -$                    -$                    $0.00

14  William Wetsel Middle School 
Interior ADA toilet room upgrades, including plumbing fixture 
replacement 39 8 47 40,000.00$                       -$                    -$                     -$                     40,000.00$         -$                    $0.00

15  William Wetsel Middle School Roof replacement 34 5 39 750,000.00$                     $245,000 in long term recommendations 25,000.00$         120,000.00$        120,000.00$        120,000.00$       120,000.00$       245,000.00$  

16  William Wetsel Middle School  Replace grease interceptor for Kitchen 30 5 35 15,000.00$                       -$                    -$                     -$                     15,000.00$         -$                    -$               

17 Willi W t l Middl S h l R d f i d t di t i 30 5 35 5 000 00$ 5 000 00$ $ $ $ $ $17  William Wetsel Middle School Re-grade for erosion and standing water issue 30 5 35 5,000.00$                         5,000.00$           -$                     -$                     -$                    -$                    -$               

18  William Wetsel Middle School Replace public address and fire alarm systems 24 7 31 150,000.00$                     $150,000 in long term recommendations -$                    -$                     -$                     -$                    -$                    150,000.00$  

19  William Wetsel Middle School  ADA compliance upgrades 14 4 18 20,000.00$                        -$                     -$                     -$                     20,000.00$          -$                     $0.00

Sub-total 3,320,000.00$                   $395,000 of cost is in long term recommendations 30,000.00$          2,460,000.00$     120,000.00$        195,000.00$        120,000.00$        395,000.00$   

20 Madison Primary School Multi-purpose room wall repair 45 10 55 12,500.00$                       12,500.00$         -$                     -$                     -$                    -$                    -$               

21 Madison Primary School Roof replacement 39 8 47 475,000.00$                     $225,000 in long term recommendations 25,000.00$         112,500.00$        56,250.00$          56,250.00$         -$                    225,000.00$  

22 Madison Primary School Rear parking lot pavement replacement 34 8 42 50,000.00$                       50,000.00$         -$                     -$                     -$                    -$                    -$               

23 Madison Primary School HVAC system replacement / electrical system upgrades 30 5 35 960,000.00$                     $640,000 in long term recommendations -$                    80,000.00$          80,000.00$          80,000.00$         80,000.00$         640,000.00$  

24 Madison Primary School Mill and overlay front parking lot / bus drop-off 22 3 25 75,000.00$                       10,000.00$         -$                     65,000.00$          -$                    -$                    -$               

25 Madison Primary School New fire alarm system 19 4 23 20,000.00$                       $20,000 in long term recommendations -$                    -$                     -$                     -$                    -$                    20,000.00$    

26 Madison Primary School 
 ADA compliance upgrades, including plumbing fixture 
replacement 14 4 18 45,000.00$                        5,000.00$            20,000.00$          20,000.00$          -$                     -$                     -$                

Sub-total 1 637 500 00$ $885 000 of cost is in long term recommendations 102 500 00$ 212 500 00$ 221 250 00$ 136 250 00$ 80 000 00$ 885 000 00$Sub-total 1,637,500.00$                  $885,000 of cost is in long term recommendations 102,500.00$       212,500.00$        221,250.00$        136,250.00$       80,000.00$         885,000.00$  

Recommended projects beneath $20,000 Capital Improvement minimum
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Appendix I 
 

ANTICIPATED LIFESPAN OF BUILDING 
COMPONENTS  

 
 
COMPONENTS  
 
Site Work  
Landscaping ------------------------- 10-50 years 
Building walkways ------------------ 20-30 years 
Water lines --------------------------- 30-50 years 
Fire lines ------------------------------ 30-50 years 
Water supply system -------------- 30 years 
Sewer lines -------------------------- 30-50 years 
Sewage disposal system --------- 15 years 
Site electrical ------------------------ 50 years 
Storm drainage --------------------- 20-30 years 
Perimeter fencing ------------------ 15-20 years 
Parking and bus loop -------------- 20 years 
Play and athletic fields ------------ 30 years 
Playground equipment ------------ 15 years 
 
Foundation 
Basic ---------------------------------- 50+ years 
Special (fill, piling) ------------------ 50+ years 
 
Substructure 
Slab on grade ----------------------- 50+ years 
 
Superstructure 
Floor ----------------------------------- 50 years 
Roof (steel) -------------------------- 50 years 
Roof (wood) -------------------------- 30 years 
 
Exterior Closure 
Exterior wall (masonry) ----------- 50+ years 
Exterior wall (wood/EIFS) -------- 5-30 years 
Exterior trim -------------------------- 20-30 years 
Exterior soffits ----------------------- 20-30 years 
Windows/frames -------------------- 20-30 years 
Doors/frames ------------------------ 20 years 
 
Roofing 
Roof structure ----------------------- 50+ years 
Built-up roofing ---------------------- 20-30 years 
Shingle roofing ---------------------- 25-30 years 
Metal roofing ------------------------- 30 - 40years 
Single ply roofing ------------------- 10-20 years 
Roof insulation (batt) -------------- 50 years 
Roof insulation (rigid) -------------- 20-30 years 
Roof drains --------------------------- 20-30 years 
Skylights ------------------------------ 20-30 years 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interior walls (paint) ------------- 7-10 years 
Interior walls (structure) ----------- 30 years 
Vinyl wall covering ----------------- 15 years 
Interior doors ------------------------ 30 years 
Interior door hardware ------------ 15-20 years 
Terrazzo flooring ------------------- 50+ years  
Interior Construction 
Wood flooring ----------------------- 30-50 years 
Resilient flooring -------------------- 15-20 years 
Ceramic tile -------------------------- 50+ years 
Carpet --------------------------------- 10-15 years 
Ceiling (plaster, wallboard)------- 50+ years 
Acoustical ceiling tile -------------- 20-25 years 
 
Specialties 
Casework----------------------------- 20-25 years 
Chalkboards ------------------------- 20-25 years 
Toilet accessories ------------------ 15-20 years 
Lockers ------------------------------- 20 years 
Kitchen equipment ----------------- 20 years 
Fire extinguishers ------------------ 15-20 years 
Window treatment ------------------ 15-20 years 
Stage systems ---------------------- 15-20 years 
Auditorium seating ----------------- 25-30 years 
Moveable partitions ---------------- 25-30 years 
 
HVAC 
 
Heating Plant 
Steam systems --------------------- 30-40 years 
Boilers (cast iron, steel) ----------- 40-50 years 
Burners ------------------------------- 20 years 
Safety relief valves ----------------- 30 years 
Expansion tanks -------------------- 40 years 
Gas/propane fuel system --------- 40 years 
Oil fuel systems --------------------- 40 years 
Stacks/breeching ------------------- 50+ years 
Fuel oil pumps ---------------------- 30 years 
Water recirc. Pumps --------------- 30 years 
Auto. Temp controls --------------- 25-30 years 
Pneumatic air compressors ------ 15 years 
Refrigerant dryers ------------------ 10-15 years 
Louvers ------------------------------- 40 years 
Dampers ------------------------------ 20 years 
Fin tube radiation ------------------- 35 years 
Cast iron radiators ----------------- 50+ years 
Unit ventilators ---------------------- 25-30 years 
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Appendix II 
 

ANTICIPATED LIFESPAN OF BUILDING 
COMPONENTS  

 
 
COMPONENTS  
 
Cooling 
Central a/c system ----------------- 30 years 
Window a/c units ------------------- 5-15 years 
 
Air Distribution/ Exhaust 
Ductwork, diffusers, grilles ------- 40-50 years 
Ceiling fans -------------------------- 20-25 years 
 
PLUMBING 
 
Sanitary 
Cast iron piping --------------------- 35 years 
PVC piping --------------------------- 50+ years 
Sewage ejector pumps ----------- 50+ years 
Neutralization basins -------------- 50+ years 
 
Storm water 
Storm water piping ----------------- 50+ years 
Downspouts ------------------------- 30 years 
Gutters -------------------------------- 50+ years 
Sump pumps ------------------------ 30 years 
 
Domestic Cold Water 
HVAC make-up water ------------- 50+ years 
Galvanized water piping ---------- 30 years 
Copper water piping --------------- 50+ years 
Backflow prevention --------------- 20-25 years 
Constant pressure pumps -------- 30 years 
Hydro pneumatic tanks ----------- 30 years 
 
Domestic Hot Water 
Gas-fired storage ------------------- 10-15 years 
Electric-fired storage -------------- 10-15 years 
Steam fired storage ---------------- 25-30 years 
Water to water source ------------- 50+ years 
Expansion loops -------------------- 50+ years 
Temperature mixing valves ------ 15-20 years 
Recirculation pumps --------------- 15-20 years 
 
Insulation 
Hot and cold piping ---------------- 50+ years 
Equipment ---------------------------- 50+ years 
 
Natural Gas System 
Natural or low pressure ----------- 50+ years 
Meter or pressure regulator ------ 50+ years 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fire Protection 
Standpipes (wet/dry) -------------- 50+ years 
Sprinklers----------------------------- 50+ years 
 
Plumbing Fixtures 
Toilets, urinals ----------------------- 25-50 years 
Service sinks, mop receptors ---- 40-50 years 
Water coolers ----------------------- 10-20 years 
 
 
ELECTRICAL 
 
Power and Distribution 
Power supply ------------------------ 30-35 years 
Service -------------------------------- 30-35 years 
Distribution panels ----------------- 25-30 years 
Transformers ------------------------ 20 years 
Wiring --------------------------------- 30-35 years 
Receptacles ------------------------- 30-35 years 
 
Lighting 
Security lighting --------------------- 20-25 years 
Parking areas ----------------------- 20-25 years 
Interior Fixtures --------------------- 20-26 years 
 
Life-safety Systems -------------- 20-25 years 
Battery pack ------------------------- 10-15 years 
Exit signs ----------------------------- 20-25 years 
Egress lighting ---------------------- 20-25 years 
 
Fire Alarm System 
Main panel --------------------------- 20-25 years 
Remote annunciator --------------- 20-25 years 
Detection system ------------------- 20-25 years 
 
Communications 
Public address system ------------ 20 years 
Speakers/call buttons ------------- 20-25 years 
Clocks/bells -------------------------- 20-25 years 
Telephone system ----------------- 20 years 
Television system ------------------ 35-40 years 
Technology wiring ------------------ 15-20 years 
Security alarm ----------------------- 15-20 years 
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-1

CAPITAL FACILITIES INVENTORY

Date: 

Location 

Facility      

Age

Site         

Size

Building 

Size Condition 

Target Date:            

Replacement / 

Renovation

PARKS & PARKING LOTS

Type of Facility Department / Users 
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-1

CAPITAL FACILITIES INVENTORY

Date:

Location 

Facility      

Age

Site         

Size

Building 

Size 
Condition

Target Date:            

Replacement / 

RenovationType of Facility Department / Users 

COUNTY BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-1

CAPITAL FACILITIES INVENTORY

Date: 

Location 
Facility      

Age

Site        

Size

Building 

Size 
Condition

Target Date:            

Replacement / 

Renovation

SCHOOL FACILITIES

Type of Facility Department / Users 

(1)

NOTES: 

Site shared with High School 
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-2

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT REQUEST

Requesting Agency / Department:  Date Prepared:
Contact Person Phone Number:

New Request

8. Estimated Cost:
Fiscal Year Fiscal YearFiscal Year

7. Impact if Not Approved:

Fiscal YearFiscal Year

4. Location 

2. Purpose of Improvement Request (Check One)1. Project Title

3. Departmental Priority Number

5. Improvement Description:

Previously Requested But Not Approved
Delete Item Already in Current CIP
Modify Item Already in Adopted CIP

6. Improvement Justification:

Fiscal Year  

2014

Fiscal Year  

2015
Total

8. Future Estimated Recurring Costs:

a. Annual Operating Cost
b.
c.

Annual Maintenance Cost
Other Non-Capital Cost

Other (Specify)

Total

Construction
Site Preparation

Landscaping
Furniture & Equipment

Item
Fiscal Year      

2011

Fiscal Year      

2013

Fiscal Year     

2012

Professional Fees
Legal Fees
Land Acquisition
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-2A

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT REQUEST - COMPREHENSIVE / MAJOR PROJECT

Requesting Agency / Department:  Date Prepared:
Contact Person Phone Number:

New Request

8. Estimated Cost:
Fiscal Year Fiscal Year

1. Project Title 2. Purpose of Improvement Request (Check One)

3. Departmental Priority Number
Previously Requested But Not Approved

4. Location Delete Item Already in Current CIP
Modify Item Already in Adopted CIP

5. Description:

6. Justification:

7. Impact if Not Approved:

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year  

2014

Fiscal Year  

2015
Total

8. Future Estimated Recurring Costs:

a. Annual Operating Cost
b.
c.

Item
Fiscal Year      

2011

Fiscal Year     

2012

Fiscal Year      

2013

Professional Fees
Legal Fees
Land Acquisition
Site Preparation
Construction
Landscaping
Furniture & Equipment
Other (Specify)

Total

Annual Maintenance Cost
Other Non-Capital Cost
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT RATING SHEET - DEPARTMENT

Score Range

A.

1. 10

2. 7

3. 5

4. 2

B.

1. 10

2. 7

3. 5

4. 2

C.

1. 10

2. 5

3. 2

                    CIP-3

20+

  Deferrable

10-19

Improvement Expected useful Life

5-9

  Improve efficiency

Major Considerations

  Urgent

  Necessary

  Desirable

Priority Ranking

Priority Classification

  Mandatory

  Maintenance

  New Service

D.

1. 10

2. 5

3. 2

E.

1. 10

2. 5

3. 2

E.

1. 5

0TOTAL SCORE

Effect on County Revenue

Increase 

Unchanged

Decrease

Availability of State / Federal Grant Money  (If no, score 0)

Effect on Operating & Maintenance Costs

Reduce

No Change

Increase

Yes
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-4

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT RATING SHEET - COMMITTEE

Point Value

I -1
a. 10

b.

I -2 9

a.

b.

I -3 8
a.

b.

II -1 7
a.

II -2 6
a.
b.

II -3 5

Priority Level

Hazardous life safety building or site conditions that jeopardize people, programs, 
equipment; unless corrected will cause suspension of facilities use

Actions required to support functional activities

Prevents an emergency or condition dangerous to the public health, safety or welfare

Delayed Priority I
Repairs and renovations less compelling than Priority I

Deferred Maintenance 

Repairs, renovations, and improvements to facilities that unless corrected will lead to       
a loss of a facility

Damage or Deterioration to Facilities

Repairs, renovations, and improvements required for immediate compliance with local, 
state and federal agencies

Prevents an emergency or condition dangerous to the public health, safety or welfare

PRIORITY LEVEL I - URGENT                                                                                             (Year 

One)

O O ( ea

Two)

Life-Safety and Legal Compliance 

Cost-effective Measures
Repairs, renovations, and improvements required to prevent serious facilities 
deterioration and significantly higher labor costs if not immediately corrected
Energy conservation to reduce consumption with a rapid return on investment

Mission Support

II 3
a.

III -1 4
a.

III -2 3
a.

III -3 2
a.

III -4 1

a.

Actions carries out in anticipation of longer range development including land 
acquisition, infrastructure elements, and advance planning for capital projects

Repairs, renovations, and improvements that can be postponed without detriment to 
present services

Anticipating Actions

Deferred Maintenance 

Reduction in Scope

Deferral of repairs or renovations that will lead to major damage to a facility and loss of 
use, hamper program activities, or affect economies of operation

Building or site improvements uncompleted because of inadequate funding or other 
reasons. Improvements are necessary for proper functioning, economic maintenance, 
and suitable appearance of new construction. 

Project Completion
PRIORITY LEVEL III - DESIRABLE                                                        (Year Three through Five)

Delayed Deferred Maintenance

Modify scope to a smaller scale or consolidate with other project
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-5
SUMMARY OF REQUESTED PROJECT RANKINGS

No. PROJECT DESCRIPTION PROJECT CATEGORY

Department 

Priority

Committee 

Priority

Total Priority 

Ranking YES NO Cost

RECOMMENDED    

Total  Cost of Requested Projects
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-6
CAPITAL PROJECT REQUEST FOR EQUIPMENT PURCHASE OR MAJOR RENTAL

Requesting Agency / Department: Date Prepared:
Contact Person: Phone Number:

4. Cost
Per Unit Total

$ $

$ $
$ $

5. Purpose of Expenditure (check appropriate) $ $

6.

7.

8. Replaced item(s)

Maint. cost Breakdowns Rental Cost
A.

or annual rental

Installation / other costs
Trade-in or other discount
Net purchase cost or

Purchase price

3. Number of Units Requested

1. Project Title

2. Form of Acquisition

annual rental

Purchase Rental

For the weeks used, estimate:

Scheduled replacement
Present equipment obsolete
Replace worn-out equipment

Improve procedures, records, etc. 

Estimate use of requested item(s)

   Approx months (if seasonal)

Expanded service    Weeks per year
New operation
Increased safety

Reduce personnel time

   Average days per week
   Average hours per day used
   Estimated useful life in years

Comments about this request:

Prior Year's
Item Make Age

Number of similar items in Inventory

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

9. Recommended Disposition of Replacement Item(s)

Possible use by other agencies Trade-in Sale Other

Comments:

10. Submitting Authority
Submitted by Date

11. Reserved

Position
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-7

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Project Title: Project Number:

New Project Estimated
Modify Existing Useful Life
Existing Project (In Years)

Project Priority Classification:  Mandatory Maintenance Improve Efficiency New Service 
Project Priority Ranking:  Urgent Necessary Desirable Deferrable

Project Rating: Project Cost:

2014

Other:

Levy

Assessment

Recommended

Total

General Fund (Capital Improvement)

Federal / State / Local Grants

Bonds

PROPOSED FUNDING SOURCES

20152013Funding Type 2011 2012

Year(s)

Pr
oj

ec
t S

ta
tu

s

PROJECT DESCRIPTION PROJECT LOCATION

Total

2014

Other:

DEPARTMENT

Total

2011 2013 2015 Total

Legal Fees

Land Acquisition

Cost Category

Professional Fees

E-MAIL ADDRESS

Site Preparation

Construction

Landscaping

Furniture & Equipment

2012

PHONE NUMBER

CONTACT PERSON
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-8
2012  APPROVED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN SUMMARY

DESCRIPTION ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Budgeted 

Expenditures General Fund GO Bonds

Federal or 

State Grant Other Description for Other

Funding Source

TOTAL ADOPTED COUNTY PROJECTS
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-8
2013  APPROVED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN SUMMARY

DESCRIPTION ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Budgeted 

Expenditures General Fund GO Bonds

Federal or 

State Grant Other Description for Other

Funding Source

TOTAL ADOPTED COUNTY PROJECTS
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-8
2014  APPROVED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN SUMMARY

DESCRIPTION ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Budgeted 

Expenditures General Fund GO Bonds

Federal or 

State Grant Other Description for Other

Funding Source

TOTAL ADOPTED COUNTY PROJECTS
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-8
2015  APPROVED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN SUMMARY

DESCRIPTION ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Budgeted 

Expenditures General Fund GO Bonds

Federal or 

State Grant Other Description for Other

Funding Source

TOTAL ADOPTED COUNTY PROJECTS
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-8
2016  APPROVED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN SUMMARY

DESCRIPTION ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Budgeted 

Expenditures General Fund GO Bonds

Federal or 

State Grant Other Description for Other

Funding Source

TOTAL ADOPTED COUNTY PROJECTS
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-9
2012-2016 ADOPTED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN SUMMARY

SUMMARY OF ADOPTED PROJECTS

No.

TOTAL 
PROJECT COST

COMMITTED 
FUNDING 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

2011-15 

TOTAL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Project

PUBLIC SCHOOL FACILITIES

Sub-Total
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-9
2012-2016 ADOPTED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN SUMMARY

SUMMARY OF ADOPTED PROJECTS

No.

TOTAL 
PROJECT COST

COMMITTED 
FUNDING 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

2011-15 

TOTAL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Project

PARKS & RECREATION

Sub-Total
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-9
2012-2016 ADOPTED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN SUMMARY

SUMMARY OF ADOPTED PROJECTS

No.

TOTAL 
PROJECT COST

COMMITTED 
FUNDING 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

2011-15 

TOTAL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Project

TECHNOLOGY

Sub-Total
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-9
2012-2016 ADOPTED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN SUMMARY

SUMMARY OF ADOPTED PROJECTS

No.

TOTAL 
PROJECT COST

COMMITTED 
FUNDING 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

2011-15 

TOTAL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Project

VEHICLE AND CAPITAL EQUIPMENT 

Sub-Total
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-9
2012-2016 ADOPTED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN SUMMARY

SUMMARY OF ADOPTED PROJECTS

No.

TOTAL 
PROJECT COST

COMMITTED 
FUNDING 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

2012-16 

TOTAL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

COUNTY BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES

Project

Sub-Total
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MADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CIP-10
SUMMARY OF PROJECTS REQUESTED BUT NOT FUNDED

No. DESCRIPTION ADDITIONAL INFORMATION Date Requested

Department 

Priority

Committee 

Priority

Total Priority 

Ranking Cost Reason Not Approved 

TOTAL COST OF PROJECTS REQUESTED BUT NOT FUNDED
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MADISON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS AGENDA ITEM STAFF REPORT 
 
MEETING DATE: May 22, 2018 

AGENDA TITLE: 4a – Secondary Road 6-year Plan Public Hearing 

INDICATED MOTION(s): I move to approve Resolution #2018-5 that effects Madison County’s 
Secondary Six Year Plan (2018-2019 through 2023-2024) Secondary System 
Construction Budget for Fiscal Year 2018/19. 
 

AGENDA CATEGORY: Public Hearing Financial Old Business New Business Other 

STAFF LEAD: County Administrator Jack Hobbs 

TIMING: On April 24, 2018 VDOT Resident Engineer Joel DeNunzio discussed a proposed 
Secondary Road 6-year Plan with the Board. That document has been advertised for 
a public hearing by the Board of Supervisors on May 22 at 6:00 PM.  
 

DISCUSSION: The plan proposed would direct VDOT’s spending on the County’s secondary roads.  
Following the hearing and discussion, this matter will have matured and will be 
ready for Board action. 
 

FISCAL IMPACT: None. 

REFERENCES: N/A 

HISTORY: N/A 
  

RECOMMENDATION: Hold the hearing as indicated, discuss issues raised with Mr. DeNunzio, adjust the 
plan as appropriate and pass the indicated motion. 
 

ENCLOSURES: 1.  Adoption resolution and attached plan document 
2.  Public hearing notice package 
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Chairman  
R. Clay Jackson   

  
Vice-Chairman  

Jonathon Weakley 
 

BOARD MEMBERS 
Kevin McGhee 

Charlotte Hoffman  
Amber Foster  

 
 

 
 
 
 

  Madison County Board of 
Supervisors 

 
 

 
 

 
Jack Hobbs   

County Administrator 
 

Frank Thomas  
Interim County 

Attorney  
 

302 Thrift Road 
P. O. Box 705 

Madison, Virginia 22727 
(540) 948-7500 (ph) 

    (540) 948-3843 (fax) 
 

 
Resolution #2018-5 

 
At a Regular Meeting of the Madison County Board of Supervisors held at the Madison County 
Administrator Center Auditorium located at 414 N. Main Street, Madison, Virginia, on Tuesday, May 
22, 2018 at 6:00 p.m.  
 
WHEREAS, Section 33.2-331 of the 1950 Code of Virginia, as amended, provides the opportunity for 
each county to work with the Virginia Department of Transportation in developing a Secondary Six 
Year Road Plan; 
 
WHEREAS, this Board had previously agreed to assist in the preparation of this Plan, in accordance 
with the Virginia Department of Transportation policies and procedures, and participated in a 
public hearing on the proposed Plan (2018-19 through 2023-2024) as well as the Secondary 
System Construction Budget for Fiscal Year 2018/19, after duly advertised so that all citizens of the 
County had the opportunity to participate in said hearing and to make comments and 
recommendations concerning the proposed Plan and Construction Budget for FY2018-19.   
 
WHEREAS, Joel DeNunzio, Resident Engineer, Virginia Department of Transportation, appeared 
before the board and recommended approval of the Six Year Plan for Secondary Roads (2018-19 
and 2023-2024) and the Secondary System Construction Budget fir FY2018/19 for Madison County, 
Virginia.  
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that since said Plan appears to be in the best interest of the 
Secondary Road System in Madison County and of the citizens residing in the Secondary System, 
said Secondary Six Year Plan (2018-2019 through 2023-2024) Secondary System Construction 
Budget for Fiscal year 2018/19 are hereby approved on this 22nd day of May, 2018, on motion of 
Supervisor ________________________, seconded by Supervisor ___________________. 
 
A copy of the Plan approved by this Resolution is attached and made a part hereof. 
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        ____________________________________ 
        R. Clay Jackson, Chairman 
        Madison Board of Supervisors 
 
      Aye  Nay  Absent  Abstain 
 
R. Clay Jackson    ____  ____     ____     ____ 
Jonathon Weakley    ____  ____     ____     ____ 
Kevin McGhee     ____  ____     ____     ____ 
Charlotte Hoffman     ____  ____     ____     ____ 
Amber Foster     ____  ____     ____     ____ 
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PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
 
The Virginia Department of Transportation and the Board of Supervisors of Madison 
County, in accordance with Section 33.2-331 of the Code of Virginia, will conduct a joint 
public hearing in the Board Auditorium at 414 N. Main St., Madison, Virginia, at 6:00 p.m. 
on Tuesday, May 22, 2018.  The purpose of this public hearing is to receive public 
comment on the proposed Secondary Six-Year Plan for Fiscal Years 2018/19 through 
2023/24 in Madison County, and on the Secondary System Construction Budget for Fiscal 
Year 2018/19.  Copies of the proposed Plan and Budget may be reviewed online at 
www.madisonco.virginia.gov, at the Charlottesville Resident Engineer’s Office of the 
Virginia Department of Transportation, located at 701 VDOT Way, Charlottesville, or at 
the Madison County Board of Supervisors Office located at 302 Thrift Road, Madison, 
Virginia. 
 
All projects in the Secondary Six-Year Plan that are eligible for federal funds will be 
included in the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP), which documents 
how Virginia will obligate federal transportation funds. 
 
Persons requiring special assistance to attend and participate in this hearing should 
contact the Virginia Department of Transportation at (540) 829-7500.  Persons wishing to 
speak at this public hearing should contact the Madison County Board of Supervisors 
Office at (540) 948-7500. 
 
R. Clay Jackson, Chair 
Madison County Board of Supervisors  
 
Publish: May 10, 2018 
   May 17, 2018  
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VDOT Contacts for the 

FY18/19 Madison County Secondary Six-Year Plan 
 
 
Darryl W. Shifflett 
Programming & Investment Management, Culpeper District 
darryl.shifflett@VDOT.virginia.gov 
540-727-3380 
 
 
Joel DeNunzio 
VDOT Charlottesville Residency 
joel.denunzio@vdot.virginia.gov 
434-422-9373 
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“We Keep Virginia Moving”

Madison County
Secondary Six Year Plan 
Work Session April 24th, 2018
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Madison County Secondary Six Year Plan

Fund FY2019 FY2020 FY2021 FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 Total

CTB Formula
Unpaved State

$181,098 $174,049 $0 $0 $0 $0 $355,147

TeleFee $43,621 $43,621 $43,621 $43,621 $43,621 $43,621 $261,726

District Grant 
Unpaved

$0 $0 $244,379 $160,840 $213,743 $213,743 $832,705

Total $224,719 $217,670 $288,000 $204,461 $257,364 $257,364 $1,449,578
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Madison County Secondary Six Year Plan

General Information:

• CTB Formula and District Grant Unpaved- Unpaved State 

Allocations can only be spent on unpaved roads with a minimum 

traffic count of 50 vehicles per day.

• Formula State Allocations and Telefee allocations are not 

restricted to traffic counts and can be spent on both paved and 

unpaved roads.

• Madison County has over 309 miles of secondary roads in the 

state system with nearly 218 miles paved.

• Madison County has nearly 91 miles of non-hard surfaced roads; 

about 43 miles qualify for hard surfacing.  6.78 miles are 

currently in the SSYP.

3
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Madison County Secondary Six Year Plan

SSYP Recommendation:

• The Draft Secondary Six Year Plan has unallocated Unpaved 

Road funds of $213,743.  VDOT recommends that Madison 

County add one Rural Rustic Road project to the SSYP.

• The Draft Secondary Six Year Plan has unallocated Telefee 

funds of $43,621 per year.  VDOT recommends that Madison 

County allocate those funds to the countywide services 

accounts to be used for such projects as Power Dam Road 

turning improvements, turn lane from school to Fairgrounds 

Road, upcoming Whippoorwill drainage and other small projects 

within existing right of way.

4
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Madison County Secondary Six Year Plan

Approved Secondary Six Year Plan- Madison County

• Route 614, Twymans Mill Road intersection improvements – Complete

• Route 697 Bootons Lane Rural Rustic Road – funded

• Route 675 Fletcher Road Rural Rustic Road – funded FY2018

• Route 671 Forest Drive Rural Rustic Road – funded FY2019

• Route 666 Pea Ridge Drive Rural Rustic Road – funded FY2020

• Route 606 Desert Road Rural Rustic Road – funded FY2022

5
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Madison County Secondary Six Year Plan

Draft Secondary Six Year Plan- Madison County (Recommended to add one 

of the following)

• Route 603 Whippoorwill Road Rural Rustic Road

• Route 642 Duet Road Rural Rustic Road

• Route 692 Riverview Lane Rural Rustic Road 

• Route 699 Lester Utz Lane Rural Rustic Road  

• Route 709 Medley Mountain Dr Rural Rustic Road

• Route 606 Novum Road Rural Rustic Road 

• Route 623 Mt. Pisgah Church Road Rural Rustic Road

6
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MADISON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS AGENDA ITEM STAFF REPORT 
 
MEETING DATE: May 22, 2018 

AGENDA TITLE: 4b - Status Report on VDOT Study Requests 

INDICATED MOTION(s): N/A 

AGENDA CATEGORY: Public Hearing Financial Old Business New Business Other 

STAFF LEAD: County Administrator Jack Hobbs 

TIMING: VDOT safety studies requested by the Board over the past few months have been 
completed. Since it may be several months before Mr. DeNunzio’s next appearance 
at a Board meeting, it would be appropriate to officially receive and dispose of these 
on May 22. 
 

DISCUSSION: Good Hope Church Road speed study-no change to the existing 40 MPH speed limit 
are indicated. 
 
Aylor Road speed study – no changes to the speed limits (45, 40 & 35 MPH) are 
indicated but signage improvement are proposed. 
 
School zone study – a series of recommendations regarding safety in the school 
zones were made, some involving signage and some that would be handled by the 
school board. It is staff’s understanding that issues raised by this study would be 
handled by the school board. 
 
Flashing yellow arrows on Rt. 29 at Fairgrounds Road – installation is planned at 
this location during the fall of 2018; flashing yellow arrows at the other three traffic 
lights on US Route 29 would eventually be installed. 
 
A list of VDOT-related issues is attached. The public hearing on the Shelby Road R-
CUT project has not been scheduled to date. 
 

FISCAL IMPACT: None. 

REFERENCES: N/A 

HISTORY: The Board has a number of open/ongoing issues that relate to VDOT per the 
compiled list. 
 

RECOMMENDATION: Discuss new and open/ongoing items with Mr. DeNunzio. 
 

ENCLOSURES: 1.  Compiled list of Madison County transportation projects & issues (April 17, 2018) 
2. Good Hope Church Road speed study 
3. Aylor Road speed study 
4. School zone safety study 
5.  Email (5/14/2018) re flashing yellow arrows on U.S. Route 29 
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Madison County Transportation Projects & Issues 

May 16, 2018 
 

 
Current Issues 

 Public hearing on county six year secondary road plan (scheduled for 5/22) 

 VDOT involvement in reviewing subdivisions, site plans, special use permits & rezoning applications 

 Good Hope Church Road/Safety study and improvements (3/2 email) 

 Aylor Road (SR 651) speed study (4/11 email) 

 Good Hope Church Road (SR 616) speed study (4/11 email) 

 Rt 29 school signs project (being handled by school board) 

 US 29 at Shelby Road: “RCUT” (restricted crossing u-turn) intersection installation/hearing date TBD 
 
Pending Projects 

 US29 @ SR603 – sight distance 

 US29 @ SR630 – sight Distance 

 Whippoorwill Road erosion 

 Study turning movement at US29 & Fairgrounds Road (for school) 

 Town of Madison sidewalk project 
 
6-year Plan Items (VDOT’s official secondary road work program for Madison County) 
(to be updated after approval of the FY19 plan) 

 Twymans Mill Road (SR614) - Improve intersection at Rt. 706 (0.12 mi) 

 Shiftlett’s Corner Lane (SR 662) – Surface treat from SR624 to ESM (1.00 mi) 

 Bootons Lane  (SR697) – Surface treat from SR 230 to ESM (0.75 mi) 

 Fletcher Road (SR675) – Surface treat from 0.17 mi north of Greene County line to ESM 
(1.03 mi) 

 Forest Drive (SR671) – Surface treat from Rt.15 to ESM (1.40 mi) 
 
Maintenance Issues 

 Whippoorwill Road erosion 

 Fishback Road pavement 
 
 Long Term Planning 
2035 Regional Long-Range Transportation Plan (2011, per Rappahannock-Rapidan RC)  
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VDOT Speed Limit Study 

Culpeper District Traffic Engineering 

May 7, 2018 
 
Study area: 
 
Route #            616 
Street name:  Good Hope Church Road 
Jurisdiction:   Madison County 
From: 621 – Beautiful Run Road 
To:   230 – Orange Road 
Length:      1.91 miles 
AADT (year):      473 (2016) 
         
Functional Class: Rural Minor Collector 
 
Speed limit for study roadway:  The posted speed limit along Route 616 is 40 mph from Route 621 to Route 
230 in accordance with the Commonwealth Transportation Commissioner Resolution passed November 21, 
2002.  
 
Origin and Nature of Request: The study was requested by the Madison County Board of Supervisors based 
on a motion passed on Apr 10, 2018, and sent to the Culpeper District Traffic Engineering by Charlottesville 
Residency Engineer Joel DeNunzio. 
 
Study Results and Recommendation: This route is indicative of the many miles of low volume secondary 
roads in Madison and other counties throughout the Culpeper District where the traffic is local, accident 
frequencies are low, and speeds are controlled by the horizontal and vertical alignments. Guidance in the 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices states that the posted speed limit should be within 5 miles per hour 
of the measured 85th percentile speeds. Collected data showed 85th percentile speeds of 51.41 MPH, and 51.67 
MPH, with an average speed of 43 MPH. Given the roadway condition, the low crash rate (none in the most 
current three year period), and the collected speed data, it is not recommended that the existing speed limit of 40 
MPH be changed. As a part of the study the existing regulatory and warning signs were reviewed and found to 
be appropriate and in good condition. 
 
Study Details: 
A. Speed Data 
 
Location A of speed samples: 1.19 Mi S of Rt 230 
Date and time collected:  April 18-19, 2018  
85th percentile speed:  51.41 mph 
Average Speed:   43 mph 
Pace Speed:    40-49 mph 
Sampled AADT:   452 
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Location B of speed samples: 0.34 M S of Rt 230  
Date and time collected:  April 18-19, 2018 
85th percentile speed:  51.67 mph 
Average Speed:   43 mph 
Pace Speed:    35-44 mph 
Sampled AADT:   642 
 
 
B.  Road characteristics:   
  
Physical Roadway: Route 616 from Rt. 230 to Rt. 621 is a two-lane, two-way secondary route. It has a 17-19ft. 
blacktop surface with several vertical and horizontal curves. The roadway has a varying shoulder width 
generally ranging from 1-4 ft. 
 
Traffic Control Devices: The intersections of Route 616 and 230, and Route 616 and 621 are both stop 
controlled with appropriate signage. Appropriate advanced warning signage (curve warning, advisory speed, 
and stop ahead signs) are currently installed.  
 
C.  Roadside development and environment: There are 60 private entrances and 2 commercial entrances 
along Route 616 within the limits of the study. It is a mixed use area with residential, agricultural, and business 
uses. 
 
D. Parking practices and pedestrian activity: No pedestrian activity or on-street parking was observed during 
the field review 
 
E. Discussion of crash experience and relevant information:  
 
The most recent three years of recorded crashes (Jan 1, 2014 thru Dec 31, 2017) were examined for this study. 
During that time there no recorded crashes within the study limits. 
 
F. Enforcement Consensus: 
 
This speed limit recommendation has been discussed with the Virginia State Police and Madison County 
Sheriff’s Office.   
 
The Officers: 
 

 Concur 
 Oppose 
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VDOT Speed Limit Study 

Culpeper District Traffic Engineering 

May 7, 2018 
 
Study area: 
 
Route #            651 
Street name:  Aylor Road 
Jurisdiction:   Madison County 
From: Route 231 
To:   End of State Maintenance 
Length:      5.70 Miles 
AADT (year):      363 (2016) 
         
Functional Class: Rural Local 
 
Speed limit for study roadway Route 651 is currently posted at 45 MPH from Route 231 to Route 650, posted 
at 40 MPH from Route 650 to Route 652 based on a resolution dated October 22, 2001. It is an unposted 
statutory 35 MPH from Route 652 to the dead end (per VA code § 46.2-873.1. Maximum Speed Limit On 
Nonsurface-Treated Highways). 
.   
Origin and Nature of Request: The study was requested by the Madison County Board of Supervisors based 
on a motion passed on Apr 10, 2018, and sent to the Culpeper District Traffic Engineering by Charlottesville 
Residency Engineer Joel DeNunzio.  
 
Study Results and Recommendation: This route is indicative of the many miles of low volume secondary 
roads in Madison and other counties throughout the Culpeper District where the traffic is local, accident 
frequencies are low, and speeds are controlled by the horizontal and vertical alignments. Guidance in the 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices states that the posted speed limit should be within 5 miles per hour 
of the measured 85th percentile speeds. Collected data showed 85th percentile speeds of 53.96, 52.75, and 41.36 
MPH, with average speeds of 46 MPH, 42 MPH, and 32 MPH. Given the roadway condition, the low crash rate 
(one in a three year period), and the collected speed data, it is not recommended that the existing speed limits of 
45 MPH, 40 MPH, and the unposted 35 MPH be changed. Some sign upgrades are recommended as shown in 
the attached sign plan. 
 
Study Details: 
 
A. Speed Data 
 
Location of speed sample A: 0.48 Mi W of 231 
Date and time collected: 04/18/2018 at 12:00 PM thru 04/19/2018 at 12:00 PM 
85th percentile speed: 53.96 
Average Speed:  46 MPH 
Pace Speed:   45 TO 55 MPH 
Sampled AADT:  259 
 
Location of speed sample B: 1.91 Mi W of 231 
Date and time collected: 04/18/2018 at 12:00 PM thru 04/19/2018 at 12:00 PM 
85th percentile speed: 52.75 MPH 
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Average Speed:  42 MPH 
Pace Speed:   35 TO 45 
Sampled AADT:  162 
 
Location of speed sample C: 2.28 Mi W of 231 
Date and time collected: 04/18/2018 at 12:00 PM thru 04/19/2018 at 12:00 PM 
85th percentile speed: 41.36 MPH 
Average Speed:  36 MPH 
Pace Speed:   30 TO 40 
Sampled AADT:  94 
 
B.  Road characteristics:   
  
Physical Roadway: Route 651 is 5.70 miles long with 2.90 miles of blacktop surface and 2.80 miles of gravel 
surface which dead ends. The roadway width is 10- 20 ft. with 1-4 ft. shoulders. The roadway alignment 
consists of several horizontal/vertical curves within the study area.  
 
Traffic Control Devices: The Route is intersected by Route 609 (John Myers Rd), Route 650 (Oak Grove Rd), 
Route 652 (Horn Hollow Ln) north, and Route 652 (Gaar Mountain Rd) on the south. Appropriate warning 
signage (curve and intersection warning signs, and advisory speeds) are currently installed. Some sign upgrades 
are recommended as shown in the attached sign plan. 
 
C.  Roadside development and environment: In the paved roadway segment there are 38 private entrances 
connected to Route 651 including single family homes, a church, and multiple farms. In the gravel roadway 
segment nine private entrances were observed, including single family homes and farm entrances. It is a rural 
mixed use area including residential, agricultural, and business uses.  
 
D. Parking practices and pedestrian activity: No pedestrian activity or on-street parking was observed during 
the field review. 
 
E. Discussion of crash experience and relevant information:  
 
The most recent three years of recorded crashes (Jan 1, 2014 thru Dec 31, 2017) were examined for this study. 
During that time there was one recorded crash approximately 0.10 miles east of the intersection with Route 652. 
Per the crash report it was a single vehicle crash where the driver was speeding, failed to maintain control, and 
departed the roadway. Three injuries resulted due to this crash. See the attached crash rate summary for 
additional crash statistics.   
 
F. Enforcement Consensus: 
 
This speed limit recommendation has been discussed with the Virginia State Police and Madison County 
Sheriff’s Office.   
 
The Officers: 
 

 Concur 
 Oppose 
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Reported crash experience for most recent: 3 -year period

"RNS” records show crashes:
From:  2014-12(Dec)-31

To:  2017-12(Dec)-31

Functional Class: Rural Local

Facility Type 2-Way, 2-Lane, Non-Divided, No Control of Access

Route: SR-651
Between State Milepost: 0.00

and State Milepost: 5.70 for a distance of: 5.70 miles
AADT: 363 vpd

The crash rate for this section of highway is: per 100 million VMT
The injury rate for this section of highway is: per 100 million VMT
The fatality rate for this section of highway is: per 100 million VMT

For Secondary

2016 Summary of Crash Data indicates:
The average crash rate is: per 100 million VMT
The average injury rate is: per 100 million VMT
The average fatality rate is: per 100 million VMT

Tabulated Data
Crashes Injuries Fatalities % of Total

1 Total Crashes

3 Total Injuries 300.0%
0 Total Fatalities 0.0%

Crashes Injuries Fatalities Collision Type % of Total % of Total % of Total

0 0 0 1. Rear End 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 2. Angle 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 3. Head On 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 4. Sideswipe - Same Direction 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 5. Sideswipe - Opposite Direction 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 6. Fixed Object in Road 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 7. Train 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 8. Non-Collision 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
1 3 0 9. Fixed Object - Off Road 100.0% 300.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 10. Deer 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 11. Other Animal 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 12. Ped 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 13. Bicyclist 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 14. Motorcyclist 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 15. Backed Into 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0 0 0 16. Other 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
1 3 0 TOTAL 100.0% 300.0% 0.0%

1.61

The published 
Roadways within the

Note: Only crashes involving an injury or fatality or property damage exceeding $1,500 are reportable and available through the 
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV).

i.e. One crash may have three injury victims involved.

Note:  Due to the time required for DMV to process and code reported crashes, data for the previous six (6) months may not be 
available.
Note:  Crash quantities show the number of individual incidents that occur, whereas, Injury & Fatality quantities show victim totals 
which may or may not be more than one per incident.

Culpeper District

44.11

132.32

0.00

207.17

99.71

1

And, the total number of reported injuries for this section of highway is:  
And, the total number of reported fatalities for this section of highway is: 

3

0

According to our records, the total number of reported crashes for this section of highway is:

Mad-651-CrashStats.xlsx Page 1 of 1 Printed:  11:54 AM 5/3/2018
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Technical	Memorandum	

	

 
TO:    Joel DeNunzio 
    Residency Administrator 
    Charlottesville Residency 
 
FROM:    Nathan Umberger 
    District Traffic Engineer 
    Culpeper District Traffic Engineering 

DATE:	     February 2, 2018 

SUBJECT:  School Speed Zone and Operational/Safety Review  
    Route 9731 (Mountaineer Ln), Highway 29 
    (S Seminole Trail), & Route 687 (Fairground Rd), in 

Madison County 
 
 
	
Background	
This review was performed in response to a request from the Charlottesville Residency for Culpeper 
District Traffic to examine the traffic patterns/flows, and the existing school speed zones. The objective 
of this study is to offer recommendations that improve the safety, and operations, for the multiple 
modes of transportation (vehicles, pedestrians, and cyclists) within the affected school zone areas.  The 
existing School Zone Speed Limits (SZSLs) on Hwy 29 and Route 687 were established by agreements 
between the Madison County School Board and the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) in 
1986 (Hwy 29) and 2000 (Rte 687) in accordance with the Code of Virginia. 

 
Existing	Conditions	
Hwy 29  (S Seminole Trail)  is a median divided  four  lane highway, and  is classified as a Rural Principal 
Arterial with a 2016 ADT of 20,000. It has centerline and edge line striping and is signal controlled at the 
intersection with Route 9731 (Mountaineer Ln). There are no pedestrian crossings/facilities installed at 
the signal or on Hwy 29 within the vicinity of the school, and there are no other school access points on 
Hwy 29.  
 
Route 687 (Fairground Rd) is a 2 lane roadway, is classified as a Rural Major Collector with a 2016 ADT of 
1,800. It has centerline and edge  line striping. There are no pedestrian crossings/facilities  installed on 
Route 687 within the vicinity of the school entrances at Route 9734 or Route 9731. 
 
Route 9731 (Mountaineer Ln)  is a 2  lane roadway, classified as a Rural Local road, with a 2016 ADT of 
1,200. It has centerline and some edge line striping. It has three pedestrian crossings installed between 
Hwy and Route 687.  
 
Bus,	Pedestrian,	&	Bicycle	Crash	Data	
Hwy 29: In the five year period from 06/01/2012 thru 06/30/2017 there were no reported School Bus, 
Pedestrian, or Bicycle, related crashes within the area of the intersection.  Additionally there were no 
speed related crashes during school hours. 
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Route 687: In the five year period from 06/01/2012 thru 06/30/2017 there were no reported Pedestrian, 
or Bicycle related crashes in the area between Route 9731 (Mountaineer Ln) and Route 9734 (Primary 
School Rd). There was one (non‐injury) bus related crash at the intersection of Route 687 and Route 
9731 due to a vehicle improperly passing the turning bus. 
 
Route 9731: In the five year period from 06/01/2012 thru 06/30/2017 there were no reported Bus, 
Pedestrian, or Bicycle, related crashes in the area between Route 29 and Route 687. 
	
Conclusion	and	Recommendations	
Based on field visits during the intake times no major issues were observed.  The school appears to have 
good operations in so far as keeping bus drops offs/parent drop offs separated and not mixing that 
traffic. Occasionally there were minor backups on Route 9731 and it is recommended that the school 
consider implementing the following options. 
 
School Implemented Recommendations: 

 Move the actual drop off point further from Hwy 29 to allow for additional queuing – right now it is 
on the 29 side of the main door, if it could be shifted 100’ +/‐ further away from the mainline of Hwy 
29 you could have 5‐6 more car lengths of available storage. 

 During the field observation there was one bus drop off for handicapped students that stopped 
close to the door, and the unloading time was longer than most of the other busses. If they were 
able to move further down the drop lane to allow more regular vehicle drop offs to continue this 
could reduce the queuing toward Hwy 29. 

 Have school staff that are at the entrance door assist with opening car doors as parent drop offs pull 
up to encourage stops to be for a minimal time. 

 Have school staff or a Student Resource Officer act as crossing guard/traffic control for the cross 
walk closest to Hwy 29. 

o Some of the largest backups occurred when incoming traffic had to yield to several 
pedestrians (correctly, so this is good that they are yielding) but a crossing guard could serve 
to hold the pedestrians from the parking lot on the occasions of the SB Hwy 29 protected 
signal phase to allow traffic to clear rather than queue to Hwy 29 as well as stop traffic to 
allow for a safer crossing during peak traffic times. 

 
Roadway and Signing Recommendations: 
Hwy 29 (S Seminole Trail):  

 Remove the existing school speed zone and associated signing (see attached sign and pavement 
marking plan). 

 Install school zone warning signs per current guidance (see attached sign and pavement marking 
plan). 

The existing reduced speed zone is not in compliance with current VDOT guidance (IIM‐TE‐183.1 
"Requirements for the Establishment, Operation, and Maintenance of School Zone Speed Limits (SZSLs)" 
dated March 29, 2016) which “is intended to set forth a uniform, statewide practice for the 
establishment, signing, operation, and maintenance of school zones in accordance with the Code of 
Virginia §46.2‐873, the MUTCD, and standard engineering practice.”  
 Non‐compliant items include: 
 Hwy 29 is a limited access roadway north of the school entrance.  Established SZSLs should not 

be established on limited access roadways.  
 The current signs do not meet current MUTCD, or VA MUTCD standards. 
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 The current sign locations do not meet current MUTCD, or VA MUTCD standards. 
 The established SZSL does not meet warrants based on pedestrian or bicyclist‐related crashes, 

speed‐related vehicle crashes or incidents related to vehicles entering or exiting the school 
(including school buses and students driving to school), or due to insufficient stopping sight 
distance or insufficient intersection sight distance (controlled by traffic signal). 

 
Multiple states restrict the use of SZSLs at signals altogether.  Per IIM‐TE‐183.1 “Based on current 
standards the need for an SZSL is driven by a desire to provide sufficient breaks in traffic flow to allow 
pedestrians and/or vehicles to safely enter or exit the school, the traffic control signal or hybrid beacon 
may already adequately provide such breaks in traffic flow. Before establishing an SZSL, the SZSL 
engineering study should consider whether other signal timing, phasing, pedestrian signal improvement, 
and/or other operational strategies could improve site conditions and thus negate the need for a SZSL.”  
The SZSL on Hwy 29 was established prior to the signal being installed to provide sufficient breaks in 
traffic flow to allow vehicles to safely enter or exit the school.  Based on the SZSL on Route 29 being 
partially located in limited access highway area, with no pedestrian crossing facilities, no recorded bus, 
pedestrian, or bicycle crashes, and the due to the fact that the existing traffic signal provides safe gaps 
for exiting school traffic, this School Zone Speed Limit (SZSL) is recommended for removal.  Additionally 
it should be noted that the yellow change and red clearance timings on the traffic signal are 
programmed based on the established speed limit. Having a variable speed limit in the vicinity of a 
traffic signal is not recommended due to the adverse effects on safety, and signal coordination/timings. 
 
Route 687 (Fairground Rd):  

 Revise the existing SZSL, associated signing, and pavement markings (see attached sign and 
pavement marking plan/Appendix A) by shifting the reduced speed zone closer to the school 
entrance/Route 9734. 

 Upgrade the SZSL signage to current standards including solar panel power supplies (see 
Appendix A). 

 Install additional SZSL warning signs per current standards (see attached sign and pavement 
marking plan).  

The existing reduced speed zone is not in compliance with current VDOT guidance. Studies have shown 
that having the SZSL too far from the school entrance/crossing reduces compliance and effectiveness. A 
SZSLs study completed in TX (Report # FHWA/TX‐09/0‐5470‐1) found that “speeds increase as the 
relative distance within the school zone increases…” While there is no dedicated pedestrian crossing at 
this location, feedback was received stating that pedestrians do occasionally cross the road in this area 
to access the high school athletic fields. Upgrading the SZSL in this location to meet current standards is 
recommended to increase driver awareness of the potential for pedestrians, and to help provide safe 
gaps for school busses/traffic exiting Route 9734.   
 
Route 9731 (Mountaineer Ln): 

 Install oversized 15 MPH speed limit signs in place of the existing standard size signs (see 
attached sign and pavement marking plan).  

 Install “SCHOOL” pavement marking at the entrance to the school zone off of Hwy 29 and Route 
687. 

 Cut back trees and brush at the NW corner of Route 687 and Route 9731 (see attached sign and 
pavement marking plan).  

 Upgrade the existing yield sign at the parking lot exit closest to Hwy 29 (see attached sign and 
pavement marking plan). 
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 Install a right turn lane onto Route 687 (200’ turn lane with a 200’ taper) to improve operations 
and reduce queues back toward the school (see attached sign and pavement marking plan) as 
funding becomes available. 

Installing the oversized speed/school signs will increase the visibility of the signs to drivers entering the 
middle/high school area. The relocated “SCHOOL” pavement markings should be installed to increase 
driver awareness that they are entering the 15 MPH school zone as they exit Hwy 29.  Cutting back the 
trees and brush at the NW corner of Route 687 and Route 9731 will improve driver visibility to the 15 
MPH speed limit sign, as well as increasing the sight distance of drivers exiting the 15 MPH school zone. 
The existing yield sign at the intersection of the parking lot and Route 9731 has poor reflectivity. 
Replacing it will improve driver awareness of the yield condition optimizing safety and operations.  
Installing a right turn lane will improve operations and reduce queueing at the intersection of Route 687 
and Route 9731 by allowing vehicles headed south to bypass the queue of left turning  vehicles heading 
north on Route 687. 
 
School Zone Speed Limit Agreements 
There are currently two Agreements “… FOR THE PLACEMENT, INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND 
OPERATION OF SCHOOL ZONE SPEED LIMITS” in place between VDOT and the Madison County School 
Board (one for Hwy 29 dated 5/27/1986, and one for Route 687 dated 9/20/2000). They are attached to 
this study in Appendix B.  Per VDOT IIM‐TE‐183.1 “VDOT and the School Board may agree to modify, or 
remove altogether, an existing SZSL installation that does not conform to the revised Memorandum.”  
 This report recommends the removal/termination of the SZSL on Hwy 29, and the modification of the 
agreement on Route 687. A draft/suggested agreement for Route 687 is attached as Appendix C of this 
report as the existing agreement does not meet current standards. The period(s) of operation that the 
SIGNS shall operate (beacons flashing) shall be determined in coordination with VDOT and the Madison 
County School Board. 
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Appendix A  
Sign and Pavement Marking Plan 
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Appendix B  
Original Agreements For The Placement, 

Installation, Maintenance And 
Operation Of School Zone Speed Limits 
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Appendix C  
Draft/Suggested Agreement For The 
Placement, Installation, Maintenance 
And Operation Of School Zone Speed 

Limit On Route 687 
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AGREEMENT FOR THE PLACMENT, INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND 

OPERATION OF SCHOOL ZONE SPEED LIMITS 

Page 1 of 2 
IIM-TE 183.1 – School Zone Speed Limits – Attachment D (Agreement Template) January 20, 2016 

COUNTY OF 
SCHOOL: 

ROUTE   LOCATION 

WHEREAS, it is the desire of the   School Board, hereinafter referred to as BOARD, to enter into an agreement 

with the Virginia Department of Transportation, hereinafter referred to as DEPARTMENT, to furnish, install, operate, and maintain 

School Zone Speed Limit (SZSL) Signs, hereinafter referred to as SIGNS, on the following roads:            , and for a School Zone

Speed Limit of       mph, in accordance with the conditions outlined in this Agreement and with Virginia Code § 46.2-873.  The signs 

and beacons shall be in accordance with the attached diagram/sketch and as follows: 

SZSL Beacon Assembly (“Speed Limit XX mph When Flashing” sign, beacons, and R2-6P “Fines Higher” sign): 

# Route and Street Name  

(e.g. Elm St/Route 614) 

Dir. Side of road  Approx. Location of Signs (e.g. 

450’ east of Main St/Route 725) 

Sign Size 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

S4-5 “Reduced School Speed Limit Ahead” signs: 

# Route and Street Name  

(e.g. Elm St/Route 614) 

Dir. Side of road  Sign Size 

(1) 

(2) 

S5-2 “End School Zone” signs: 

# Route and Street Name  

(e.g. Elm St/Route 614) 

Dir. Side of road  Sign Size 

(1) 

(2) 

Further, the BOARD agrees that the SIGNS shall operate (beacons flashing) for the period(s) detailed below, and shall not 

operate at other times without VDOT’s written agreement: 

Weekdays when school is in session (including short school holidays and unplanned closures): 

From            am to            am,            am/pm to             am/pm, and    pm to  pm 

Weekdays when school is not in session (including Christmas/New Year’s break and summer months): 

From             am to            am,            am/pm to            am/pm, and            pm to  pm 

And for the following special events/periods where the presence of children requires a special warning to motorists: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Madison
Madison Primary, Middle, & High

687 158 Primary School Dr

Madison County

25

Route 687

Route 687/Fairgrounds Rd NB Right 500' south of Rt 687/Primary School Dr 24"x48"

Route 687/Fairgrounds Rd SB Right 520' north of Route 9731/Mountaineer Ln 24"x48"

Route 687/Fairgrounds Rd

Route 687/Fairgrounds Rd

NB Right 36"x36"

36"x36"RightSB

Route 687/Fairgrounds Rd

Route 687/Fairgrounds Rd

NB

SB

Right

Right

24"x30"

24"x30"
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AGREEMENT FOR THE PLACMENT, INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND 

OPERATION OF SCHOOL ZONE SPEED LIMITS 

Page 2 of 2 
IIM-TE 183.1 – School Zone Speed Limits – Attachment D (Agreement Template) January 20, 2016 

THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed between the BOARD and the DEPARTMENT that (1) the BOARD will bear all costs in 

connection with the purchase, installation and maintenance of the signs, posts, poles, foundations, conduits, cables, 

cabinets, signal housings, attachment hardware, lights, solar panels, and other parts and accessories necessary for 

proper and efficient operation of the SZSL SIGNS, plus the cost of electric current, (2) the SZSL SIGNS shall only be in 

operation during the times and dates noted above, (3) if the BOARD changes the school’s normal operating hours, the 

BOARD shall adjust the SZSL SIGNS hours of operation accordingly, (4) all SZSL SIGNS shall be designed, placed, and 

maintained in conformance with Section 46.2-873 of the Code of Virginia, the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 

(MUTCD) edition in effect at the time of this Agreement, and the Virginia Supplement to the MUTCD in effect at the time of 

this Agreement, (5) the BOARD shall erect the signs, posts, foundations, and beacons in accordance with the VDOT 

Standards and Specifications that are in effect at the time of this Agreement, and (6) in the event the BOARD should fail to 

operate the signs in accordance with Section 46.2-873 of the Code of Virginia or in accordance with the operating 

parameters of this Agreement, or fail to maintain the signs to the satisfaction of the DEPARTMENT, the SZSL SIGNS may 

be modified or removed by the DEPARTMENT at the expense of the BOARD. 

SIGNATURE of SCHOOL BOARD REPRESENTATIVE 

Title 

Date 

(The BOARD shall submit this AGREEMENT, and the school zone location sketch showing locations of proposed SZSL 
signs in relation to the school, to the VDOT Area Land Use Engineer) 

For DEPARTMENT Use Only 

Recommended for approval: 

      Date      (Area Land Use Engineer) 

Recommended for approval: 

      Date      (Regional Traffic Engineer) 

Approved: 

      Date        (District Engineer/Administrator)   

(Original and five copies shall be executed. Approved original to be returned to applicant. District Engineer/Administrator, Regional Traffic 

Engineer, and Area Land Use Engineer each shall receive one approved copy.)  
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From: Denunzio, Joel [mailto:joel.denunzio@vdot.virginia.gov]  
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2018 11:53 AM 
To: Jonathon Weakley <jweakley@madisonco.virginia.gov> 
Cc: Jack Hobbs <jhobbs@madisonco.virginia.gov> 
Subject: Re: flashing yellow lights at Route 29 and Fairgrounds Road 

 

Jonathon, 

Thanks for the follow up, we are planning to eventually have flashing arrows at all locations on Route 29 in 

Madison.  Farigrounds Road  is the easiest right now so we can implement first and then get the others as funds 

allow. 

 

Thanks, 

Joel 

 

 

Joel DeNunzio 

VDOT Charlottesville Residency 

joel.denunzio@vdot.virginia.gov 

434-422-9373 

 

On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 11:21 AM, Jonathon Weakley <jweakley@madisonco.virginia.gov> wrote: 

Hello Joel, 
 
I meant to also add I would like to see these arrows at all applicable lights in Madison. I know a lot has to do 
with sight distance. I think there are several more that could use this feature. I am not sure if you need me to 
specify those traffic lights or could a complete review of consideration be done on all of our lights? I 
appreciate your time. 
 
Regards, 
Jonathon 

 
From: Denunzio, Joel <joel.denunzio@vdot.virginia.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 8, 2018 9:48:04 AM 
To: Jonathon Weakley 
Cc: Jack Hobbs 
Subject: flashing yellow lights at Route 29 and Fairgrounds Road  

  

Jonathon,  

 

I discussed the possibility of flashing yellow arrows at the intersection of Route 29 and Fairgrounds Road with 

our traffic engineer.  He developed a plan to add the flashing yellow arrows and I am looking for funding the 

project.  I plan to put them in when I can allocate funds, I may be able to do it this fall. 

 

Thanks for the suggestion. 

 

Joel 

 

 

Joel DeNunzio  

VDOT Charlottesville Residency 

joel.denunzio@vdot.virginia.gov 

434-422-9373 
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MADISON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS AGENDA ITEM STAFF REPORT 
 
MEETING DATE: May 22, 2018 

AGENDA TITLE: 4c – Introduction of Opioid Litigation Attorneys 

INDICATED 
MOTION(s): 

No action is indicated at this time. 
 

AGENDA CATEGORY: Public Hearing Financial Old Business New Business Other 

STAFF LEAD: County Administrator Hobbs 

TIMING: Helen Phillips, an attorney from Phillips & Thomas Law, PLLC (Abingdon, VA) has asked 

for time on the agenda to introduce her group of lawyers who wish to present a 

proposal for mass tort litigation on the opioid situation. 

 

DISCUSSION: Although there has been some local discussion on what has been referred to as the 

“opioid crisis”, the involvement of Madison County in a class action lawsuit is new. 

 

Ms. Phillips officially asked for time before the board. However, the County’s interim 

county attorney has been contacted by another, competing group of attorneys on this 

same matter. 

 

Although standing with other local governments and other agencies is generally good 

policy, the class action idea is still developing. Staff has reached out to VACO for 

feedback on this and information gleaned from that will be provided to the Board 

when it becomes available. In the area of financial impact, the potential “winnings” 

alone might not justify the effort. In short, staff has no position on this matter as of 

this writing except to express concerns regarding the unknown quantity of time that 

would be involved in generating defensible estimates and statistics that would be used 

in such a lawsuit. 

 

FISCAL IMPACT: Unknown. 
 

REFERENCES: N/A 

HISTORY: N/A 
 

RECOMMENDATION: Staff suggests that the Board should hear the presentation. This being new, staff 
suggests that the Board should ask its legal counsel for a thorough report before taking 
any official action. 
 

ENCLOSURES:  Information from the group represented by Ms. Phillips (Wagstaff, Cartmell-
Dumas-Haugh-Chafin-Campbell) 

 Information from the other group (SHS-KaufCan-Cicala) 

 Virginia Department of Health’s Fatal Drug Overdose Quarterly Report (4Q, 2017) 
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Wagstaff, Cartmell-Dumas-Haugh-Chafin-Campbell – email 180515 

 
From: Helen Phillips [mailto:hphillips@phillipsthomaslaw.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2018 9:14 AM 

To: Jack Hobbs <jhobbs@madisonco.virginia.gov> 

Subject: Madison County Board of Supervisors Meeting May 22, 2018 

 

Good morning Jack, 

 

Thank you for agreeing to allow me to introduce to you at the Board meeting on May 22, 2018 at 6:00 

p.m. a group of lawyers experienced in mass tort litigation who wish to present a proposal for 

representing Louisa County in opioid litigation. I have attached a memorandum outlining this proposal, a 

link to a news conference these lawyers conducted last week, and information on lawyer Tom Cartmell. 

 

Please let me know if you need any additional information. I look forward to seeing you next week. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Helen E. Phillips 

Phillips & Thomas Law, PLLC 

P. O. Box 517 

Abingdon, VA 24212 

276-258-5591 

276-258-5592 (fax) 

276-525-2435 (cell) 
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MEMORANDUM 

 

TO:   The Madison County Board of Supervisors 

FROM: Wagstaff & Cartmell LLP; Dumas Law Firm, LLC; Kimberly C. Haugh PC, 

  Chafin Law Firm and Campbell Law Firm 

RE:  Potential Opioid Epidemic Claims on Behalf of Madison County, Virginia  

DATE:  April 24, 2018 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

We seek to represent Madison County, Virginia, along with other counties and 

municipalities in the United States affected by the opioid crisis.  The opioid epidemic in the 

United States is a serious public health crisis.  Drug overdose is the leading cause of death 

among individuals under 50, exceeding deaths from car accidents.  Sixty percent of drug 

overdose deaths come from opioid pain medicines, including hydrocodone (Vicodin, Lorcet, & 

Lortab), Oxycodone (Oxycontin, Percodan, Roxicet), methadone, fentanyl and morphine, as well 

as the street-drug, heroin, which sadly is on the rise from addicts transitioning from pain meds. 

Actions and deliberate inactions by the manufacturers and distributors of opioid pain 

medicines, in direct violation of statutory and common law duties, caused and continue to fuel 

the opioid epidemic.  Federal, state, county, and city governments are combatting the epidemic in 

several ways.  One way is through targeted litigation, seeking to hold the primary wrongdoers 

accountable for their actions. Damages that Madison County may seek to recover could include, 

for example: (1) reimbursement for Medicaid and other medical costs for care and treatment of 

overdose, addiction, and over-prescription; (2) additional costs of law enforcement, first 

responders, prosecutions, jails, and facilities attributable to the opioid crisis; (3) county-borne 

medical costs associated with babies born addicted to opioids; and (4) costs of social services 

and child care and protection services associated with opioid-addicted parents. 

   Madison County will not be alone if it elects to pursue these claims.  Dozens of states, 

counties, and cities have filed such claims, and eventually hundreds or more are expected to do 

so.  In addition to recovering money for public expenditures, the litigation may seek and result in 

meaningful industry reforms, injunctive relief, and compliance with existing laws that have been 

too long ignored by manufacturers and distributors while reaping enormous profits by doing so. 

 This memorandum briefly summarizes the nature and basis for opioid-related lawsuits by 

counties, cities, and states against manufacturers and distributors of opioid pain medicines.  We 

look forward to an opportunity to represent Madison County, Virginia in making these claims. 
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OVERVIEW: OPIOID EPIDEMIC LITIGATION BY PUBLIC ENTITIES 

 

 Based on recent and emerging new-case filings, we expect the formation of a federal 

Multi-District Litigation (“MDL”) to consolidate for discovery claims by states, counties, and 

cities against certain opioid drug manufacturers and distributors. Potential manufacturer 

defendants may include, among others, Purdue, Janssen, Endo, Allergan (formerly Actavis), 

Teva, Watson, and Covidien.  Potential distributor defendants may include, for example: 

McKesson, Cardinal, and AmerisourceBergen.  Causes of action in these lawsuits include, or 

may include: negligence, negligence per se, public nuisance, RICO, and unjust enrichment. 

We have attached for your review some interesting and eye-opening graphics associated 

with the opioid epidemic.   Our country has become awash in opioids.   In 2015, enough opioids 

were prescribed in the US for every American to be medicated around the clock for three 

weeks.   Since 1999, opioid overdoses have quadrupled in the US.   The attached graphics 

demonstrate the severe impact of opioids on the US.   The graphics also demonstrate the vast 

sums of money spent by manufacturers to fuel the epidemic.  There are no studies that justify use 

of opioids for long-term chronic pain, yet opioids – thanks to a steady campaign of deceptive, 

“off-label-marketing” by drug companies and distributors – have become routinely prescribed on 

a long-term basis for management of chronic pain, despite their extremely addictive properties. 

Manufacturers and distributors have legal duties under Federal Law to maintain controls 

against diversion of controlled substances into other than legitimate medical use.   They also 

must disclose to the government any suspicious orders of controlled substances.   Manufacturers 

and distributors have neglected these duties for increased profit. In fact, major distributors have 

been fined by the Federal Government for failing to meet their legal duties regarding opioids. 

 We have extensive experience in MDL litigation against Big Pharma. Few firms in the 

country, and none in our region that we know of, have more MDL litigation experience, 

particularly involving the pharmaceutical industry. These cases are complex and hard fought.  

Our lawyers have served as Leads and on Plaintiff Steering Committees in numerous MDL’s, 

including:  Celebrex/Bextra; Avandia; Pelvic Mesh; Kugel Hernia Mesh; Risperdal; Benicar; 

IVC-Filter and Zoloft.  We will be happy to provide resumes for our MDL lawyers upon request. 

We anticipate playing a significant role in the anticipated Opioid MDL. We would welcome the 

opportunity to represent Virginia counties such as Madison County. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Our law firms have extensive experience representing public–entity clients and 

successfully pursuing claims of this nature. We look forward to providing you with further 

information on request and investigating and pursuing Madison County’s claims on its behalf. 
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Click on the link below to see the news conference held 

on May 10, 2018 

 

wcyb.com/news/virginia-news/attorneys-announce-

lawsuit-against-drug-companies-for-impact-on-swva-

opioid-crisis 
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From: Windsor, James L. [mailto:jlwindsor@kaufcan.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2018 12:54 PM 
To: Sean Gregg <sdgregg@sdgregglaw.com>; Frank Thomas <FThomas@thvalaw.com> 
Cc: Spivey, W. Edgar <wespivey@kaufcan.com> 
Subject: Madison County/Opioid Initiative 
 
 
Good afternoon Sean and Frank: 
 
I have talked with Sean and traded messages with Frank and wanted to go ahead and furnish 
you with some information for your consideration. I will try to catch up with you this week. As set 
forth below, our legal team is representing a number of Virginia localities in evaluating 
damages/increased costs incurred by local governments due to the opioid crisis. In fact, we 
have filed the only two suits to be filed by any Virginia locality against the manufacturers, 
distributors and others relating to the opioid epidemic: (a) suit for $100,000,000 on behalf of the 
City of Alexandria and (b) suit for $30,000,000 on behalf of Dickenson County. I will forward 
both of these suits to you by separate email. With respect to the foregoing, I am attaching the 
following: 
 
1. Executive Summary, in both short and long form. 
 
2. Biographical materials on Sanford Heisler Sharp and my firm, Kaufman & Canoles.  Until 
early 2017, former Federal District Court Judge Kevin Sharp was the Chief Judge for the 
Federal District Court for the Middle District of Tennessee, sitting in Nashville.  He left the bench 
and joined the national law firm of Sanford Heisler (now, Sanford Heisler Sharp) in large part 
because of its lengthy track record of success with high stakes public interest litigation all across 
the country and the platform it supplied him to address the opioid-related fallout he saw from the 
bench on an all too frequent basis.  My partner, Ed Spivey, comes into this by virtue of his prior 
experience with big tobacco, having represented the Virginia Attorney General’s office for many 
years in connection with the tobacco industry’s landmark settlement of state claims for tobacco-
related public healthcare costs.  
 
Our legal team is representing many localities across Virginia and will be speaking to/meeting 
with various local government officials and/or presenting to boards or councils in a number of 
jurisdictions in the coming weeks.  We would be delighted to speak with or come to meet with 
you and your board, administrator, sheriff and others as you recommend who may have an 
interest in or be affected by this horrific tragedy facing our communities and country.  If I can 
answer any questions or provide additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Thank you for your consideration.  
 
Best regards, Jim 
 

 
 
The information contained in this electronic message is legally privileged and confidential under applicable law, and is intended only 
for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are hereby notified that 
any use, distribution, copying or disclosure of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in 
error, please notify Kaufman & Canoles at (757) 624-3000 or by return e-mail to helpdesk@kaufcan.com, and purge the 
communication immediately without making any copy or distribution. 
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Proposed Opioid Epidemic Cost Recovery Action  
 
Introduction: Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP, Kaufman Canoles, LLP, and the Cicala Law Firm PLLC 
have joined forces to help cities and counties in Virginia recover the economic losses caused by the 
national opioid epidemic. We hope to be able to assist you in your efforts to address this issue. 
 
The Opioid Epidemic: America is experiencing an opioid epidemic that has resulted in economic, social 
and emotional damage to virtually every community in the United States and tens of thousands of 
Americans. It is indiscriminate and ruthless, and kills 91 Americans every day.  In 2016, more than 
64,000 people died of drug overdoses, the majority of which deaths were related to opioids.  
 
Our Proposed Action: Our proposed approach is very Virginia-centric, keeping any litigation in 
Virginia in order to maximize client control over and vision into the proceedings. We propose to 
prosecute claims against the companies that we have identified as having most significantly contributed 
to and profited from the opioid epidemic in Virginia. Our claims arise from the established misconduct 
of the companies that manufacture, distribute, sell, and administer opioids along the pharmaceutical 
supply chain. Because our team includes national firms, we also have the ability to pursue claims in the 
Multidistrict Litigation (“MDL”) venued in Cleveland, Ohio if that becomes advisable or is preferred. 
 
Step One – Data Collection and Analysis: The first step in assisting to recover the losses your 
jurisdiction has incurred as a result of the opioid epidemic is determining what those losses may amount 
to. This step, which would involve no cost to our clients, entails us utilizing a matrix we have developed 
to assist in determining what damages may be recoverable and where in their organizational structure 
and budgets they can find the data that demonstrates those damages. 
  
Step Two – Filing Suit: Should your jurisdiction decide to pursue a lawsuit against the pharmaceutical 
defendants, we are prepared to file such a suit. We propose that four categories of defendants be 
considered in the lawsuit, including the pharmaceutical manufacturers that produced and falsely 
marketed opioids (Purdue, Mallinckrodt, and Endo), the pharmaceutical distributors that failed to stop 
and report the excessive flow of opioids into your city or county (McKesson, Cardinal Health, and 
AmerisourceBergen), the pharmaceutical retailers, or pharmacies, that failed to report and continuously 
filled suspicious opioid prescriptions (CVS, Walgreens), and the pharmacy benefits managers that 
controlled the drug formularies that frequently favored opioids over safer treatments and allowed for 
opioids to be reimbursed by municipal and other payers (Express Scripts, OptumRx).  
 
In terms of the structure of the litigation, Virginia offers an unusual procedural mechanism known as the 
Multiple Claimant Litigation Act. This Virginia statute will allow us to bring a collective action on behalf 
of multiple client cities and counties while pursuing the litigation in Virginia state court, thereby allowing 
us to leverage the combined value of multiple clients’ claims for damages and allowing our municipality 
clients to divide any costs among multiple clients. The causes of action that we anticipate bringing 
against the defendants will include: negligence for failing to engage in the manufacturing, marketing, 
sale, distribution, and reimbursement of opioids with the standard of care that the law required of them; 
creating a public nuisance for flooding Virginia municipalities with excessive amounts of opioids that 
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have caused great damage to those municipalities; conspiracy for working in concert of action to 
accomplish the above; violation of the Virginia Consumer Protection Act against the Manufacturer 
Defendants for misrepresenting both the benefits and risks of opioids in their marketing of the drugs; 
unjust enrichment for knowingly profiting as a result of their illegal conduct with regard to opioids; fraud 
against the Manufacturer Defendants making misrepresentations about opioids that Virginia 
municipalities and others relied upon to their detriment; and breach of fiduciary duty and breach of 
contract actions against PBMs. 
 
Our Terms: Our only compensation in this matter will be based on a contingency fee that we will collect 
only in the event that your city or county collects a monetary recovery in this litigation. We would retain 
25% of any monetary recovery as our full compensation in this matter. We believe that a 25% 
contingency is a figure that is fair and reasonable while allowing us to return the maximum recovery to 
municipalities that are struggling to cope with the costs of the opioid epidemic.  All litigation involves 
certain costs, such as filing fees, copying and transcripts, travel expenses, and expert witness expenses. 
We will advance all costs of the litigation so our municipal clients will not be responsible for paying 
those costs as they become due, however, we would use any monetary recovery to reimburse the costs 
of the litigation. In the event that no monetary recovery is achieved, our collective municipal clients will 
be responsible for reimbursing those costs, due to a Virginia Bar rule that prohibits us from offering to 
assume ultimate responsibility for the costs of litigation. 
 
Who We Are: Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP is a national public interest law firm that specializes in 
litigating class action employment discrimination cases, qui tam and whistleblower matters, wage and 
hour actions, financial services and ERISA claims, consumer fraud and discrimination matters. The Firm 
has offices in Washington, DC, New York City, San Francisco, San Diego, and Nashville, with forty 
attorneys recruited from top law firms and top law schools and more than thirty legal assistants from the 
best undergraduate programs. The Firm is currently assisting a number of counties and cities in the 
investigation of their potential legal claims against opioid manufacturers, distributors, and retailers who 
may have contributed to the present opioid epidemic. 
 
Tracing its origins to 1919, Kaufman & Canoles is the largest law firm headquartered in southeastern 
Virginia and has offices in Norfolk, Richmond and Tysons Corner as well as several other Virginia cities. 
The Litigation Group at Kaufman & Canoles has earned a reputation as a skilled and highly formidable 
team. Built around a core of experienced trial lawyers who have tried many complex jury and non-jury 
cases in both federal and state courts throughout Virginia and around the  country,  Kaufman & Canoles’ 
litigation practice is one of Virginia’s most successful and well- regarded trial sections.  
 
The Cicala Law Firm PLLC is led by Joanne Cicala, an attorney with over 20 years experience who now 
practices primarily from her office near Austin, Texas.  Before establishing The Cicala Law Firm, Ms. 
Cicala was one of five equal managing partners at the New York firm Kirby McInerney, founded over 
65 years ago.  Ms. Cicala joined Kirby in 1997 to focus on antitrust, consumer and securities class 
actions.  She later launched Kirby’s health care practice and established the firm’s Texas office.  While 
at Kirby, Ms. Cicala and her team, among many other successes,  effectively prosecuted protracted 
Medicaid Fraud claims against the nation’s leading prescription drug manufacturers on behalf of the City 
of New York, 43 New York Counties and the State of Iowa.  These efforts resulted in the recovery of 
many hundreds of millions of dollars for the relevant Medicaid programs.   
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Executive Summary of Proposed Opioid Epidemic Cost 
Recovery Action for Virginia Cities and Counties 

 
Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP, Kaufman Canoles, P.C., and the Cicala Law Firm PLLC have joined 

forces to help cities and counties in Virginia and across the country recover the economic losses caused 
by the national opioid epidemic. Below is a brief summary of the opioid crisis that municipalities are 
facing and the legal assistance we can provide to help Virginia cities and counties recover those losses. 
We hope to be able to assist you in your efforts to address this issue. 
 
The Opioid Epidemic and the Harm It Has Caused 

America is experiencing an opioid epidemic that has resulted in economic, social and emotional 
damage to virtually every community in the United States and tens of thousands of Americans. It is 
indiscriminate and ruthless, and kills 91 Americans every day.  In 2016, more than 64,000 people died 
of drug overdoses, the majority of which deaths were related to opioids.  

The devastating impact of opioid abuse cannot be overstated. After years of decreasing death 
rates in the United States, death rates are now on the rise, fueled by an increase in opioid-related drug 
overdose deaths. Drug overdoses are now the leading cause of death for Americans under the age of 50. 
The number of Americans who die of drug overdose deaths this year will roughly equal the number of 
Americans who died in the Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan wars combined. 

The opioid abuse epidemic sweeping this nation, including the Commonwealth of Virginia, was 
caused by a fraudulent marketing scheme – one of the largest in history – conceived in the corporate 
boardrooms of some of America’s largest pharmaceutical manufacturers. Several such manufacturers 
devised a plan to promote prescription opioids—highly addictive narcotics—as an appropriate analgesic 
for patients suffering from chronic pain. The pharmaceutical manufacturers aggressively carried out this 
multi-year, national campaign to mislead unsuspecting doctors and consumers about the inherent risk of 
addiction associated with opioids. Indeed, opioids are so addictive that the United States Drug 
Enforcement Administration (“DEA”) has regulated them as “controlled substances” for more than 40 
years.  

While the pharmaceutical manufacturers collected billions of dollars in revenues because of their 
deceptive acts, widespread opioid abuse has devastated patients, families, and communities. Many large 
pharmaceutical distributors and pharmacies further facilitated opioid abuse by failing to monitor the drug 
supply chain and stem the diversion of opioids to the black market. Integral  to these supply chain actors’ 
scheme were Pharmacy Benefits Managers (PBMs), the companies that are responsible for administering 
prescription drug coverage benefits and for creating the formularies that determine which drugs will be 
paid for by insurance carriers. PBMs allowed dangerous opioids to be placed on drug formularies 
reimbursed by public and private insurers alike, not because of the medical necessity of opioids, but 
because of the PBMs’ financial interests. By developing, marketing, distributing and/or selling opioids 
that they knew could lead to debilitating addiction and, eventually, death, these companies placed profit 
above principle and people’s lives. 
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While opioids have affected nearly every corner of the country, Virginia has been hit particularly 
hard by this catastrophe. The Virginia Department of Health estimates that 1,138 people died in the 
Commonwealth from opioid overdoses in 2016.  This represents more than 200 percent of the number 
of opioid overdose deaths recorded in 2007, at which point the opioid crisis had already been unleashed 
on the nation.  There are now more opioid overdose deaths in Virginia than deaths resulting from 
automobile accidents or gun violence. 

Virginia cities and counties have not been immune to the scourge of opioids. They have been 
committing a significant amount of public money and resources to ease the strain that the opioid scourge 
leaves in its wake. Fire and emergency medical services are over-utilized because of an increased number 
of opioid-related overdoses. Police are burdened by opioid-related crimes related to heroin sales, 
prescription opioid theft, diversion, and prescription opioid sales on the black market. Foster care 
services now have to deal with the children of addicts. Local and regional jails are populated with inmates 
who are there as a result of opioid related crimes and are often in need of exorbitantly expensive 
healthcare treatment as a result of opioid addiction and the health problems it causes. Local funds have 
been diverted from other services to pay for anti-overdose kits for police, fire fighters, and other 
government workers. The list of harms is long, and we are prepared to assist in recovering the costs that 
have been incurred in trying to address those harms. 

 
Our Proposed Action 

Accordingly, we propose to prosecute claims against the companies that we have identified as 
having most significantly contributed to and profited from the opioid epidemic in Virginia. As described 
in more detail below, our proposed approach is very Virginia-centric, keeping any litigation in Virginia 
in order to maximize client control over and vision into the proceedings.  In addition, we have devised 
an innovative theory affecting the universe of defendants we propose including (i.e. Pharmacy Benefits 
Managers) which we think adds substantial value to the proposed claims and distinguishes our approach 
from that being pursued by many others. 

Our claims arise from the established misconduct of the companies that manufacture, distribute, 
sell, and administer opioids along the pharmaceutical supply chain.  

Even though the pharmaceutical manufacturers knew that opioids were historically used only to 
treat short-term acute pain or for palliative care, the prospect of big profits overrode warnings about the 
potential to ignite an addiction crisis. They initiated a large-scale marketing campaign in the late 1990s 
to persuade doctors and patients to use opioids for chronic pain such as back pain, arthritis, joint pain, 
and migraines.  The pharmaceutical manufacturers spent, and continue to spend, millions upon millions 
of dollars on promotional materials and activities designed to falsely deny or trivialize the risks of 
opioids, while overstating their benefits for patients with chronic pain. They disseminated false and 
misleading medical propaganda directly though their sales representatives and indirectly through third-
parties, including physicians known to be on the Big Pharma payrolls and professional and advocacy 
groups funded by the pharmaceutical manufacturers themselves. Pharmaceutical manufacturers engaged 
in this campaign for the express purpose of changing commonly-held and scientifically-based 
understandings of the toxic nature of opioids so that doctors and patients would feel comfortable using 
these dangerous narcotics for purposes other than acute pain and palliative care. 

Pharmaceutical manufacturers pursued this strategy, even though they knew patients were much 
more likely to become addicted and suffer other adverse effects from the long-term use of opioids. The 
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pharmaceutical manufacturers knew—and had known for years—that with prolonged use, the 
effectiveness of opioids in a patient decreases, requiring higher doses and markedly increasing the risk 
of significant side effects and addiction. 

The pharmaceutical manufacturers knew that their misrepresentations about opioids’ benefits and 
risks were not supported by scientific evidence. Nevertheless, they continue to misrepresent the benefits 
and risks of long-term opioid use nationwide and in Virginia and continue to fail to correct their past 
misrepresentations. 

The pharmaceutical manufacturers’ efforts to mislead the public were successful and have 
resulted in a windfall of profits. Opioids are now the most prescribed class of drugs; they generated $11 
billion in revenue for drug companies in 2014 alone. While Americans represent only 5 percent of the 
world’s population, they consume 80 percent of the world production of opioids. 

The pharmaceutical manufacturers were not alone in their responsibility for causing and 
exacerbating the opioid crisis. Companies that distribute prescription drugs could have and should have 
been able to stem the excess flow of opioids into Virginia. Drug distributors receive opioids from drug 
manufacturers and transfer the opioids to hospitals, pharmacies, doctors, and other healthcare providers 
who then dispense the drugs to patients. Distributors are supposed to play a monitoring role in the drug 
delivery system by refusing to fill suspicious orders and reporting suspected drug diversion to authorities. 
The drug distributors ignored these responsibilities. When presented with the opportunity to make record 
profits by distributing steadily increasing amounts of opioids into Virginia they chose profits over ethics 
and unleashed a cycle of addiction and death. Even though the distributors knew there were obvious 
problems in their supply chains, such as unusually large orders from small pharmacies or orders from 
physicians with a known reputation for engaging in drug diversion activities, the distributors continued 
to push opioids into Virginia.  They also lobbied to increase reporting thresholds. 

Similarly, pharmacies have legal obligations to report and refuse to fill suspicious prescriptions. 
Like the distributors, big pharmacy chains chose to turn a blind eye to what were plainly excessive opioid 
prescriptions in order to benefit their bottom lines. The pharmacies’ conduct enabled an environment 
where drug diversion to the black market would occur and addiction would flourish. 

Finally, the manufacturer, wholesaler, and retailer defendants’ scheme could not have been 
successful had the controlled substances at issue not been paid for, reimbursed, or covered by public and 
private pharmacy benefit plans. PBMs are the gatekeepers to the vast majority of opioid prescriptions 
filled in the United States. PBMs, such as Caremark, Express Scripts, and Optum Rx, reimburse between 
80% and 95% of all prescriptions written in the United States. PBMs control drug formularies which set 
the criteria and terms under which pharmaceutical drugs are reimbursed.  In this way, PBMs control 
prescription drug utilization overall.   

We believe that PBMs are a necessary party to any discussion of opioid-related fraud perpetrated 
by pharmaceutical supply chain actors, and its ramifications. Neither courts nor the governmental entities 
left to clean up the opioid crisis can address the flow of opioids without addressing the parties that are 
capable of in fact controlling that flow, across all manufacturers, retailers, and distributors. Further, 
PBMs’ complicity in the overall fraudulent scheme is likely intentional given the nature of the financial 
arrangements between PBMs and drug manufacturers and others in the supply chain. Drug manufacturers 
compete for PBM formulary placement (preferred placement results in greater utilization) and create 
incentives to keep certain drugs on and off formularies. Manufacturers pay rebates to PBMs based on 
utilization, provide bonuses for moving product and hitting volume targets, and pay lucrative 
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administrative fees to maximize PBM profits. Much of this activity is not transparent to anyone, 
including those who in good faith hire PBMs to manage their benefits and follow the law. 

We intend to hold all of these responsible parties accountable for the harm they caused Virginia 
cities and counties to suffer. 
 
Our Process 

Step One: Data Collection and Analysis 
We propose that our representation would take the form of a two-step process. The first step, 

which would involve no cost to our clients, entails us helping our city or county client to determine the 
scope of the damages they have incurred.  

We have developed a matrix that can assist cities and counties in determining what damages may 
be recoverable and where in their organizational structure and budgets they can find the data that 
demonstrates those damages.  Once we obtain the data that we have collectively searched for, we will 
analyze the numbers and provide our client with an estimate of what their potential damages recovery 
could be.  At that point, our client will be able to make an informed decision about whether it is in its 
economic and other best interests to pursue a lawsuit against the pharmaceutical defendants in order to 
recover damages. 

Our client will incur no costs to this point (apart from the cost of the time its employees spend in 
assisting us with data collection – a burden our team is sensitive to and will work hard to minimize), as 
the data collection and analysis processes will be performed by our attorney team, and the time that our 
attorneys spend on these processes will be compensated as part of a contingency fee if we are successful 
in recovering damages.   

If, at the conclusion of step one, our client determines that it is not in its best interest to pursue a 
lawsuit against the pharmaceutical defendants, it may decide to decline to pursue a lawsuit.  In such an 
event, our client will incur no obligations or costs. If, however, our client decides that it is in its best 
interests to endeavor to recover the damages it has suffered as a result of the opioid epidemic, we will 
proceed to step two, and file a lawsuit against the pharmaceutical defendants on our client’s behalf.    
 

Step Two: Filing Suit 
Should our client decide to pursue a lawsuit against the pharmaceutical defendants, we are 

prepared to file such a suit. We propose that four categories of defendants be considered in the lawsuit. 
The first category of defendants are the pharmaceutical manufacturers that produced and falsely 
marketed opioids. These companies operate under names such as Purdue, Mallinckrodt, and Endo.  The 
second category of defendants are the pharmaceutical distributors that failed to stop and report the 
excessive flow of opioids into Virginia. These companies operate under names such as McKesson, 
Cardinal Health, and AmerisourceBergen. The third category of defendants are the pharmaceutical 
retailers, or pharmacies, that failed to report and continuously filled suspicious opioid prescriptions.  The 
large pharmacy defendants are more well known by the general public, and include CVS and Walgreens, 
amongst others. The fourth category of defendants are the pharmacy benefits managers that, as described 
above, controlled the drug formularies that frequently favored opioids over safer treatments and allowed 
for opioids to be reimbursed by municipal and other payers.  
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In terms of the structure of the litigation, Virginia offers a procedural mechanism known as the 
Multiple Claimant Litigation Act. This Virginia statute will allow us to bring a collective action on behalf 
of multiple cities and counties while pursuing the litigation in Virginia state court, thereby allowing us 
to leverage the combined value of multiple clients’ claims for damages. The Multiple Claimant Litigation 
Act specifically allows us to join multiple plaintiffs’ claims into one action for purposes of discovery 
and pre-trial motions provided that at least six plaintiffs have joined the litigation. Based on our 
discussions with dozens of Virginia cities and counties to this point, we are highly optimistic that far 
more than six cities and counties will be eager to join the litigation in Virginia.  

The causes of action that we anticipate bringing against the defendants will include the following: 
negligence for failing to engage in the manufacturing, marketing, sale, distribution, and reimbursement 
of opioids with the standard of care that the law required of them; creating a public nuisance for flooding  
Virginia cities and counties with excessive amounts of opioids that have caused great damage to those 
entities; conspiracy for working in a concert of action to accomplish the above; violation of the Virginia 
Consumer Protection Act against the Manufacturer Defendants for misrepresenting both the benefits and 
risks of opioids in their marketing of the drugs; unjust enrichment for knowingly profiting as a result of 
their illegal conduct with regard to opioids; fraud against the Manufacturer Defendants for making 
misrepresentations about opioids that others relied upon to their detriment; and breach of fiduciary duty 
and breach of contract actions against PBMs.  

We anticipate that the pharmaceutical defendants will present several defenses to our causes of 
action and we have developed well-considered and, we believe, meritorious responses to all of the 
anticipated defenses.  

In the event that the litigation does not settle on mutually agreeable terms, our client’s lawsuit 
would, pursuant to the terms of the Multiple Claimant Litigation Act, be tried locally. Our team includes 
highly experienced trial attorneys and we have no reservations about trying a case that we believe in as 
much as we believe in this litigation.         
 
Who We Are 

Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP is a national public interest law firm that specializes in litigating 
class action employment discrimination cases, qui tam and whistleblower matters, wage and hour 
actions, financial services and ERISA claims, consumer fraud, and housing and prison discrimination 
matters. The Firm has offices in Washington, DC, New York City, San Francisco, San Diego, and 
Nashville, with forty attorneys recruited from top law firms and top law schools and more than thirty 
legal assistants from the best undergraduate programs. The Firm is currently assisting a number of 
counties and cities in the investigation of their potential legal claims against opioid manufacturers, 
distributors, and retailers who may have contributed to the present opioid epidemic. 

David Sanford and Jeremy Heisler founded the Firm in 2004 with the intent of litigating only 
social justice cases that add significant value to individuals in society and improve the well-being of our 
communities. Since opening its doors, the Firm has successfully prosecuted thousands of cases and 
recovered more than one billion dollars for individual clients and the United States government. The 
Firm has also achieved unparalleled success in prompting extraordinary systemic changes in corporate 
America. Ross B. Brooks is Co-Chair of the Firm’s whistleblower practice, which has included 
numerous matters to recover funds defrauded from government healthcare  programs under the federal 
False Claims Act and its state counterparts.  Brooks has also represented governmental entities (including 
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municipalities), labor unions, and individuals in consumer fraud class actions and other civil litigation 
and healthcare cost recovery efforts.  

In April 2017, the Firm opened a new office in Nashville, Tennessee, which is managed by Kevin 
H. Sharp—the former Chief Judge of the United States District for the Middle District of Tennessee. 
Judge Sharp, Mr. Sanford, Mr. Heisler, and the Firm continue to litigate important social justice cases 
and achieve favorable outcomes in the public’s interest. Due to Judge Sharp’s intimate knowledge of his 
jurisdiction’s battle with the opioid epidemic, he shares a deep concern for the individuals devastated by 
addiction and a unique insight into the manufacturers and distributors that feed the crisis. In addition to 
Judge Sharp, the Sanford Heisler Sharp team includes several experiences attorneys that are committed 
to helping municipalities recover the costs of the opioid epidemic. We have the skills, the experience, 
and the financial resources to see this litigation through to a successful resolution. 

Tracing its origins to 1919, Kaufman & Canoles, P.C. is the largest law firm headquartered in 
southeastern Virginia and has offices in Norfolk, Richmond and Tysons Corner as well as several other 
Virginia cities. The Litigation Group at Kaufman & Canoles has earned a reputation as a skilled and 
highly formidable team. Built around a core of experienced trial lawyers who have tried many complex 
jury and non-jury cases in both federal and state courts throughout Virginia and around the  country,  
Kaufman & Canoles’ litigation practice is one of Virginia’s most successful and well- regarded trial 
sections. Members of the team have been recognized by their peers for excellence and have been awarded 
recognition by all the major rating services, including, among others, Best Lawyers in America, 
Chambers USA’s America’s Leading Lawyers for Business, Virginia Business’ Legal Elite, Law & 
Politics’ Virginia’s Super Lawyers, Martindale-Hubbell and many others. In addition, members of the 
team currently hold and have held positions of prominence within state and local bar organizations 
associated with trial practice in Virginia and lecture regularly on trial practice topics. 

The Cicala Law Firm PLLC is led by Joanne Cicala, an attorney with over 20 years experience 
who now practices primarily from her office near Austin, Texas.  Before establishing The Cicala Law 
Firm, Ms. Cicala was one of five equal managing partners at the New York firm Kirby McInerney, 
founded over 65 years ago.  Ms. Cicala joined Kirby in 1997 to focus on antitrust, consumer and 
securities class actions.  She later launched Kirby’s health care practice and established the firm’s Texas 
office.  While at Kirby, Ms. Cicala and her team, among many other successes,  effectively prosecuted 
protracted Medicaid Fraud claims against the nation’s leading prescription drug manufacturers on behalf 
of the City of New York, 43 New York Counties and the State of Iowa.  These efforts resulted in the 
recovery of many hundreds of millions of dollars for the relevant Medicaid programs.  Ms. Cicala has 
also represented the State of Michigan, numerous Taft-Hartley Funds and the San Antonio Fire & Police 
Pension Fund in addition to private entities, consumer classes and individuals in complex commercial 
matters and cost containment negotiations.  Now managing her own firm, Ms. Cicala most recently has 
been retained by Webb County, Texas to pursue claims against Big Pharma in connection with the 
damages wrought because of the epidemic described here.  The Webb complaint was filed on January 
25, 2018 in the United States District Court, Southern District of Texas, Laredo Division.  Sanford 
Heisler is co-counsel to the Cicala Law Firm, PLLC in the Webb matter. 
 
Our Terms  

As noted above, our only compensation in this matter will be based on a contingency fee that we 
will collect only in the event that our client collects a monetary recovery in this litigation. We would 
retain 25% of any monetary recovery as our full compensation in this matter. We believe that a 25% 
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contingency is a figure that is fair in that it would provide us with enough compensation to make this 
litigation economically viable for our firms while still allowing us to return the maximum amount 
possible to our client cities and counties that are struggling to cope with the costs of the opioid epidemic.  

All litigation involves certain costs, such as filing fees, copying and transcripts, travel expenses, 
and expert witness expenses. Sanford Heisler Sharp will advance all costs of the litigation so our 
municipal clients will not be responsible for paying those costs as they become due; however, we would 
use any monetary recovery to reimburse the costs of the litigation. In the event that no monetary recovery 
is achieved, due to a Virginia Bar rule that prohibits us from offering to assume ultimate responsibility 
for the costs of litigation, our client cities and counties would collectively share the out of pocket costs 
pro rata according to the amount of damages each locality seeks to recover in comparison to the whole.  
In that scenario, our clients would still have no responsibility or liability for attorneys’ fees. 
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Your only criteria 

for selecting a law 

firm should be its 

commitment to do 

all the right things to 

help you succeed. 

We can. And we will.

kaufCAN.com

Opioid Litigation Team
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W. Edgar Spivey  |  Member
150 West Main Street
Norfolk, VA 23510
T (757) 624.3196
F (888) 360.9092
wespivey@kaufcan.com 

Ed is a member of the litigation section at Kaufman & Canoles. He has a diverse civil 
litigation and arbitration practice that has involved the representation of international, 
national and local businesses, as well as individuals. Ed’s areas of practice include 
complex commercial litigation, securities litigation, stockbroker and investment 

adviser disputes, shareholder litigation, insurance coverage disputes, products liability defense, and 
land use/real estate litigation. Ed served for several years as Special Counsel to the Commonwealth 
of Virginia Office of Attorney General in nationwide arbitration against tobacco product manufacturers. 
He received his B.A. from the University of Virginia and his J.D. from the University of Virginia School 
of Law.

R. Johan Conrod Jr.  |  Member
150 West Main Street
Norfolk, VA 23510
T (757) 624.3183
F (888) 360.9092
rjconrod@kaufcan.com 

Johan is a member of the firm’s Litigation Practice Group. His practice focuses on 
complex commercial litigation, including manufacturing and distribution disputes, 
insurance coverage matters, business torts, Section 1983 suits, tax disputes, 
media/defamation claims, shareholder/LLC member disputes, including breach of 

fiduciary duty claims against directors, officers and LLC managers, and real property litigation. Johan 
received his B.A. from Liberty University and his J.D. from the University of Virginia School of Law, 
where he served on the Managing and Editorial Boards at the Virginia Law Review.

Patrick H. O’Donnell  |  Member
150 West Main Street
Norfolk, VA 23510
T (757) 624.3196
F (888) 360.9092
phodonnell@kaufcan.com 

Pat is a member of the firm’s Litigation Practice Group and specializes in the 
areas of Civil Litigation, White Collar Criminal Defense, Government Contracts and 
Construction Law and U.S. export control law (ITAR and EAR). He received his B.S. 
from Radford University and his J.D. from the University of Virginia School of Law.
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Lauren Tallent Rogers  |  Associate
150 West Main Street
Norfolk, VA 23510
T (757) 624.3004
F (888) 360.9092
ltrogers@kaufcan.com 

Lauren is an associate in the firm’s Norfolk office where she is a member of the 
Environmental Law and Intellectual Property & Franchising teams and focuses her 
practice on complex commercial litigation. Lauren handles a broad range of civil 
litigation matters including breach of contract cases, business entity disputes, 

property matters, and appeals to the Supreme Court of Virginia and the Court of Appeals for the Fourth 
Circuit. She is also a member of the firm’s Diversity Committee.

Prior to joining Kaufman & Canoles, Lauren served as a law clerk to the Honorable Mark S. Davis, U.S. 
District Judge for the Eastern District of Virginia. Lauren graduated with honors from the University of 
Kansas and magna cum laude from Washington & Lee University School of Law, where she was on 
the Editorial Board of the Washington & Lee Law Review.

Luke J. Bresnahan  |  Associate
150 West Main Street
Norfolk, VA 23510
T (757) 624.3222
F (888) 360.9092
ljbresnahan@kaufcan.com 

Luke is an associate in the firm’s Norfolk office and a member of the Litigation, 
Consumer Finance, and Eminent Domain Practice Groups. He earned his B.A. from 
the University of Virginia and his J.D. from the University of Virginia School of Law.
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David Sanford and Jeremy Heisler founded the Firm in 2004 
with the intent of litigating only social justice cases that 
add significant value to individuals in society and improve 
the well-being of our communities. Since opening its doors, 
the Firm has successfully prosecuted thousands of cases 
and recovered more than one billion dollars for individual 
clients and the United States government. The Firm has also 
achieved unparalleled success in prompting extraordinary 
systemic changes in corporate America. 

The Firm, with David Sanford as lead counsel, litigated a high-
profile, gender discrimination class action against Novartis 
Pharmaceuticals Corporation. After a seven-week trial, the 
jury returned a plaintiffs’ verdict and awarded the injured 
parties $253 million. This judgment stands as the largest Title 
VII jury verdict since the legislation was enacted. 

In addition to a significant number of other qui tam actions, in 
2012 Sanford Heisler acted as lead counsel for a relator in an 
off-label marketing and illegal kickbacks case against Amgen 
Corporation. The Firm participated in a global settlement of 
$762 million. 

In 2013, the Firm joined Squire Patton Boggs in successfully 
representing the “Angola Three” in their civil rights suit 
against the warden and officers at the infamous Louisiana 
State Penitentiary in Angola, Louisiana. The civil action 
challenged the constitutionality of being held in solitary 
confinement for more than 40 years. 

In April 2017, the Firm opened a new office in Nashville, 
Tennessee, which is managed by Kevin H. Sharp—the former 
Chief Judge of the United States District for the Middle 
District of Tennessee. Judge Sharp, Mr. Sanford, Mr. Heisler, 
and the Firm continue to litigate important social justice 
cases and achieve favorable outcomes in the public’s interest.

Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP is a 
national public interest law firm that 
specializes in litigating class action 
employment discrimination cases, qui 
tam and whistleblower matters, wage and 
hour actions, financial services and ERISA 
claims, consumer fraud, and housing 
and prison discrimination matters. The 
Firm has offices in Washington, DC, New 
York City, San Francisco, San Diego, and 
Nashville, with forty attorneys recruited 
from top law firms and top law schools and 
more than thirty legal assistants from the 
best undergraduate programs. The Firm is 
currently assisting the City of Chattanooga, 
the City of Memphis, and Shelby County, 
Tennessee in the investigation of their 
potential legal claims against opioid 
manufacturers, distributors, and retailers 
who may have contributed to the present 
opioid epidemic.

New York             Washington, DC             San Francisco             San Diego             Nashville
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Kevin Sharp

David Sanford

Nashville Managing Partner

Chairman

The Honorable Kevin H. Sharp is the Managing Partner of the Nashville office and the 
newest named partner at Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP. He recently stepped down as 
Chief Judge of the United States District for the Middle District of Tennessee to join 
Sanford Heisler, LLP. Judge Sharp was nominated to the bench in 2010 by President 
Barack Obama and unanimously confirmed by the United States Senate in May 2011. 
During his tenure, Judge Sharp presided over more than 4,000 civil and criminal cases, 
including several high-profile cases: Young v. Giles County Board of Ed. (granting 
an injunction against school officials who prevented a student from wearing a t-shirt that read “Some People are Gay. Get Over 
It!”); Rodriguez v. Providence Community Corrections, Inc. (halting the practice of a private probation company, in violation of the 
Fourteenth Amendment, seeking to jail probationers when the only violation alleged was nonpayment of court costs and fines); 
Marshall v. ESPN, Inc., et al. (a case garnering national attention addressing the right of publicity by college athletes). He also 
conducted 75 trials and 60 contested evidentiary hearings concerning complex, multi-party commercial litigation, a variety of class 
action matters, intellectual property disputes, criminal prosecutions, and law enforcement’s use of excessive force. 

Due to Judge Sharp’s intimate knowledge of his jurisdiction’s battle with the opioid epidemic, he shares a deep concern for the 
individuals devastated by addiction and a unique insight into the manufacturers and distributors that feed the crisis. 

Judge Sharp served in the United States Navy and is a graduate of Vanderbilt University School of Law and Christian Brothers 
College in Memphis, Tennessee. 

David Sanford is the Chairman and Co-Founder of Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP. Mr. 
Sanford has served as lead counsel in more than 50 class actions and numerous qui tam 
fraud cases around the country and has represented more than 100 attorneys, who 
served as general counsel, in-house counsel, and outside counsel, in their discrimination 
claims, contract disputes, employment matters, and severance packages. 

In 2010, Mr. Sanford served as lead counsel in a gender discrimination class action 
against Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation. He secured a $253 million verdict on behalf of nearly 7,000 female employees—the 
largest Title VII verdict since the legislation was enacted. The United Nations recognized this case in 2011 as one of the top ten cases 
in the world (and the only case from the United States) advancing women’s rights. Mr. Sanford has recently obtained favorable 
settlements in class action gender discrimination cases against Sanofi-Aventis, Daiichi Sankyo, and Qualcomm, Inc. 

Among his current representations, Mr. Sanford serves as lead counsel in gender discrimination class action suits against Merck & 
Co., Inc. and KPMG, LLP and Big Law giants Sedgwick and Chadbourne & Parke LLP (now Norton Rose Fulbright). 

Mr. Sanford’s extraordinary accomplishments as an advocate of women’s rights in the workplace have resulted in: Chambers & 
Partners ranking him as a Chambers USA 2017 Leader in the Field of New York for Labor & Employment; Law360 recognizing him as 
an Employment MVP in 2014, 2015, and 2016; American Lawyer, Corporate Counsel, and the National Law Journal naming him a Top 
Employment Lawyer; and the National Law Journal inducting him into the Elite Trial Lawyers Hall of Fame in 2015. 

Mr. Sanford is a graduate of Stanford Law School, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and Vassar College.
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Jeremy Heisler

Ross Brooks

Vice Chairman

Partner

Jeremy Heisler is the Vice Chairman and Co-Founder of Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP. In 
2012, he secured a $99 million settlement against Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation 
to resolve a nationwide wage and hour collective action. Mr. Heisler has also been 
instrumental in spearheading a $28 million settlement with three AT&T subsidiaries for 
denying overtime pay to a class of managers and a $19.2 million settlement with GE 
Capital for overcharging consumers with illegal fees. Currently, Mr. Heisler is prosecuting 
a $50 million wage and hour collective action against MetLife, Inc. 

Mr. Heisler’s counsel has been reflected in his clients’ successes as well as in his advocacy before the U.S. Supreme Court. He 
recently co-authored an amicus brief for the Court on behalf of women’s rights organizations and individuals in Mach Mining v. Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission. 

Mr. Heisler is a graduate of Brooklyn Law School and Brooklyn College.

Ross Brooks is a Partner in the New York office of Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP and 
a co-chair of the Firm’s whistleblower practice. At the Firm, Mr. Brooks represents 
whistleblowers in actions brought under the False Claims Act (“FCA”), the Dodd-Frank 
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, the IRS Whistleblower Law, and other 
whistleblower statutes. 

Mr. Brooks has been involved in the recovery of hundreds of millions of dollars on behalf 
of the government. Notably, he was plaintiffs’ counsel in the following cases: United States ex rel. Gale v. Omnicare, Inc. ($120 million 
non-intervened settlement arising from a long-term care pharmacy’s engagement in a scheme to pay kickbacks to nursing homes 
to induce drug purchases); United States ex rel. Gipson et al. v. Pathway Genomics Corporation ($4.1 million intervened settlement 
arising from a genetic testing manufacturer’s engagement in a scheme to pay kickbacks to physicians to induce purchases of generic 
testing products); United States ex rel. Simmons v. Meridian Surgical Partners, LLC ($5.1 million non-intervened settlement arising 
from Meridian’s engagement in a scheme to pay kickbacks to physicians to induce referrals of patients to ambulatory surgical 
centers); United States ex rel. Ohlmeyer v. City of New York ($1.4 million intervened settlement arising from the City of New York’s 
failure to provide adequate psychological counseling to special education students). 

Mr. Brooks also represents governmental entities, labor unions, and individuals in consumer fraud class actions. He served as outside 
counsel to New York’s Nassau County in a consolidated consumer fraud action, alleging that over 40 drug manufacturers engaged in 
unlawful price inflation which defrauded the Medicaid program of millions of dollars in drug reimbursements. 

Mr. Brooks is a graduate of The University of Chicago Law School and Cornell University, cum laude.
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Grant Morris 

Saba Bireda

Of Counsel

Senior Litigation Counsel

Grant Morris is Of Counsel to Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP in its Washington, DC office. 
At the Firm, Mr. Morris represents whistleblowers in actions brought under the False 
Claims Act and victims of mismanaged investments, among other plaintiffs with claims 
of wage-and-hour violations and employment discrimination.

Mr. Morris has served as lead counsel in more than 30 class actions. Mr. Morris 
originated and litigated with Mr. Sanford the largest gender discrimination class action 
against Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation. He was also instrumental in securing a $99 million settlement against Novartis 
Pharmaceuticals Corporation to resolve a nationwide wage and hour collective action. Moreover, Mr. Morris has assisted various 
branches of the NAACP across the country, including its national office, in reviewing and litigating discrimination complaints.

Prior to working with Sanford Heisler Sharp, Mr. Morris served as Senior Counsel for First American Bankshares in Washington, DC. 
Mr. Morris has also worked in the Office of General Counsel at the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Systemic Division 
and in the Office of General Counsel at the National Labor Relations Board Appellate Court Branch. Mr. Morris clerked for Justice 
John D. Butzner at the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.

Mr. Morris is a graduate of Catholic University’s Columbus School of Law and George Washington University.

Saba Bireda is a Senior Litigation Counsel in the Washington, DC office of Sanford Heisler 
Sharp, LLP. At the Firm, Ms. Bireda is part of the litigation team representing plaintiffs 
in a $155 million class action, gender discrimination lawsuit against Chadbourne & Parke 
LLP (now Norton Rose Fulbright). Ms. Bireda has counseled numerous clients to the 
successful resolution of their race and gender discrimination claims. She also recently 
co-authored an amicus brief for the U.S. Supreme Court on behalf of members of 
Congress in Wells Fargo/Bank of America v. City of Miami. 

Ms. Bireda came to Sanford Heisler Sharp from the U.S. Department of Education where she served as a member of the senior 
political staff for three years. At ED, Ms. Bireda led complex investigations of for-profit colleges and universities accused of 
defrauding students. Ms. Bireda also worked with the Department of Justice and state attorneys general on investigations and 
lawsuits concerning the deceptive practices of for-profit schools. She was part of the cross-agency leadership team that investigated 
the now bankrupt Corinthian Colleges, Inc. and orchestrated loan forgiveness for more than 40,000 former Corinthian students. 

Ms. Bireda began her legal career as an attorney at an international law firm where she worked on several white-collar cases involving 
Big Pharma and she counseled Fortune 500 companies on business litigation matters.
 
Ms. Bireda is a graduate of Harvard Law School and Stanford University. 
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Andrew Miller 

Leigh Anne St. Charles

Associate

Associate

Andrew Miller is an Associate in the Washington, DC office of Sanford Heisler Sharp, 
LLP. Mr. Miller represents whistleblowers and victims of consumer fraud and unfair and 
deceptive business practices, among other plaintiffs with claims related to wrongful 
termination. 

Prior to joining Sanford Heisler Sharp, Mr. Miller worked as a prosecutor in Suffolk 
County, Massachusetts and an Associate at a boutique plaintiffs’ firm specializing in qui 
tam litigation. As a prosecutor for three years, Mr. Miller handled hundreds of multifaceted investigations of alleged criminal conduct 
and tried 30 cases to jury verdict, including cases of narcotics distribution, firearms violations, and sexual abuse of children. Mr. Miller 
has also worked extensively on combating fraud. He has litigated several matters against some of the world’s largest pharmaceutical 
companies. 

At Harvard Law School, Mr. Miller was elected as a member of the Harvard Legal Aid Bureau, where he represented victims of 
fraudulent mortgage lending practices and individuals who were being evicted from their homes following foreclosures. Before law 
school, Mr. Miller worked as a public school teacher in Madrid, Spain. 

Mr. Miller is a graduate of Harvard Law School and New York University, magna cum laude.

Leigh Anne St. Charles is an Associate in the Nashville office of Sanford Heisler Sharp, 
LLP. Ms. St. Charles recently joined the Firm to hold bad actors, such as those who 
contributed to the opioid epidemic, accountable for their egregious harms.

Prior to joining Sanford Heisler Sharp, Ms. St. Charles was an associate at Arnold & 
Porter Kaye Scholer, LLP in Washington, DC, where her practice involved a variety of 
complex commercial litigation matters in both federal and state courts. Ms. St. Charles 

also represented clients in a variety of pro bono matters, including amicus briefs before the Supreme Court of the United States, 
tenant advocacy, asylum and immigration petitions, and employment discrimination.

At Columbia Law School, Ms. St. Charles was a James Kent scholar and a notes editor for the Journal of Law and Social Problems. She 
also served as a board member for the American Constitution Society and Workers’ Rights Student Coalition, and tutored students 
through the Harlem Tutorial Project.

Ms. St. Charles is a graduate of Columbia Law School and Western Kentucky University.
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Hannah Wolf
Associate

Hannah Wolf is an Associate in the Nashville office of Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP. At the 
Firm, Ms. Wolf represents victims of consumer fraud and unfair and deceptive business 
practices, among other plaintiffs with claims related to wrongful termination.

Prior to joining Sanford Heisler Sharp, Ms. Wolf clerked for the Honorable Martha Craig 
Daughtrey of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. She also worked as a Law 
Fellow at Southern Migrant Legal Services, where she represented farmworkers in cases 
involving discrimination, wage and hour, and civil rights issues.

At New York University School of Law, Ms. Wolf was a Root-Tilden-Kern scholar and an articles editor for the Journal of Legislation & 
Public Policy. She also interned with the Southern Poverty Law Center in Atlanta and the Global Alliance Against Traffic in Women in 
Bangkok. Before law school, Ms. Wolf spent a year in Amman, Jordan as a Fulbright Scholar.

Ms. Wolf is a graduate of New York University School of Law and Cornell University.
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METHODS, CONSIDERATIONS, AND LIMITATIONS
This quarterly report contains the most recent number of drug related deaths in Virginia for the previous quarter. The numbers represented in this report are preliminary, subject to

change, and are most likely slightly under reported at the time of publication due to operational practices and limitations (specifically case turnaround time for reports) within the

agency; therefore updates and/or changes to numbers previously published in past reports should be expected. It is highly recommended that when citing these data and reports, the

edition number is included.

Data analyzed in the report is obtained from the Virginia Medical Examiner Database System (VMEDS). VMEDS is an internal agency database which contains detailed information on all

deaths reported to the OCME. Data presented in this report is based upon accepted cases of either full autopsy or external exams. All manners of fatal drug overdoses (accident,

homicide, suicide, and undermined) are included in this report.

Due to the nature of law enforcement and OCME death investigation, all deaths presented in this report are based upon locality of occurrence and not residential status of the decedent. 

The numbers and rates of these death by locality of injury and drug name/drug category are available in separate documents (http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/medical-examiner/forensic-

epidemiology/).

This report compiles data on drugs causing or contributing to death in fatal drug overdose cases. This report does not include data on drugs detected, but not contributing or causing

death.

Often, drug-related deaths have more than one drug causing or contributing to death. Therefore, deaths in which multiple categories of drugs caused or contributed to death will

be represented once within each drug category, but multiple times within the entire report. Example: a fatal cocaine, heroin, and alprazolam overdose death will be counted in

the cocaine summary, the heroin summary, and the benzodiazepine summary.

Prescription Opioids analyzed in this report include buprenorphine, codeine, hydrocodone,

hydromorphone, levorphanol, meperidine, methadone, morphine, oxycodone, oxymorphone,

pentazocine, propoxyphene, tapentadol, and tramadol and are included in the category of

‘Prescription Opioids’. Benzodiazepines analyzed in this report include alprazolam, clonazepam,

diazepam, flurazepam, lorazepam, midazolam, nordiazepam, oxazepam, temazepam, and triazolam

and are included in the category of ‘Benzodiazepines’.

Projected estimates for 2017 (entire year) are calculated based upon initial counts by quarter, average

toxicology turnaround time at the time of the report, the date of data analysis, and previous quarter

fatality trend review.

Rate calculations are based upon Virginia population projections. These population estimates

came from the Virginia Department of Health, Division of Health Statistics

(http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/HealthStats/stats.htm).

Quarters are based upon calendar year and are defined as follows:

 Quarter 1 (Q1)- January 1st - March 31st

 Quarter 2 (Q2)- April 1st – June 30th

 Quarter 3 (Q3)- July 1st – September 31st

 Quarter 4 (Q4)- October 1st – December 31st
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MAIN TAKEAWAYS

• Fatal drug overdose has been the leading method of unnatural death in Virginia since 2013 and 

the leading method of accidental death since 2014

• Opioids have been the driving force behind the large increases in fatal overdoses since 2013

• In 2015 statewide, the number of illicit opioids deaths surpassed Rx opioid deaths. This trend 

continued at a greater magnitude in 2016 and 2017

• There has not been a significant increase or decrease in fatal Rx opioid overdoses over the 10 

year time span (2007-2016)

• Fentanyl (Rx, illicit, and analogs) caused or contributed to death in over 50% of fatal overdoses 

in 2017

• Rural areas of Virginia have the highest mortality rates due to Rx opioids while urban areas 

have the highest mortality rates due to illicit opioids

• Virginia experienced the largest increase (38.9%) in the number of fatal overdoses on record in 

2016 compared to 2015. Although 2017 numbers surpassed those of 2016, the rate of change 

(7.5% increase) was not as significant as that seen in 2016 compared to 2015. 
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Data for 2017 is Not Final

At the time of this analysis, approximately 40 

cases from 2017 remained open, awaiting 

additional reports to certify cause and manner of 

death. These remaining cases may or may not be 

fatal drug overdoses and are not represented in 

this analysis. Therefore, numbers for 2017 are 

preliminary and subject to change.
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TOP 3 METHODS OF UNNATURAL DEATH

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Motor Vehicle Related 1124 928 841 823 878 877 832 808 879 890 956

Gun Related 836 818 843 868 863 835 852 901 940 1057 1028

Fatal Drug Overdose 721 735 713 690 819 799 913 994 1028 1428 1534
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Total Number of Motor Vehicle, Gun, and Drug Related Fatalities by Year of Death, 2007-2017
(Data for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

The leading methods of unnatural death in Virginia since 2007 have been motor vehicle collisions, gun-related deaths, and

fatal drug overdoses (these methods of death include all manners of death: accident, homicide, suicide, and undetermined).

In 2013, fatal drug overdose became the leading method of unnatural death in the Commonwealth. This trend has continued

to worsen at a greater magnitude due mainly to illicit opioids (heroin, illicit fentanyl, and fentanyl analogs).

1 Top 3 methods of death (motor vehicles, guns, and drugs) include all manners of death (accident, homicide, suicide, and undetermined)
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ALL DRUGS

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Q4 205 195 183 179 232 240 248 263 262 375 390

Q3 152 180 157 170 191 199 217 257 270 359 376

Q2 188 162 172 159 215 190 230 246 243 332 372

Q1 176 198 201 182 181 170 218 228 253 362 396

Total Fatalities 721 735 713 690 819 799 913 994 1028 1428 1534
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Total Number of Fatal Drug Overdoses by Quarter and Year of Death, 2007-2017
(‘Total Fatalities’ for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

The total number of fatal drug overdoses statewide has increased each year. In 2013, fatal drug overdose became the

number one method of unnatural death in the Commonwealth, surpassing both motor vehicle-related fatalities and gun-

related fatalities. In 2014, fatal drug overdose became the leading cause of accidental death in Virginia. The number of all

fatal overdoses in 2016 compared to 2015 increased by 38.9%---a record setting statistic---and preliminary estimates

indicate an over 7.5% increase in the number of all fatal overdoses from 2016 to 2017.
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ALL DRUGS
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First Quarter, 2007-2017

188 162 172 159 215 190 230 246 243 332 372
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Second Quarter, 2007-2017

152 180 157 170 191 199 217 257 270 359 376
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Third Quarter, 2007-2017

205 195 183 179 232 240 248 263 262 366 390
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Fourth Quarter, 2007-2017
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FATAL DRUG OVERDOSES BY 

NAME/CATEGORY

• Benzodiazepines

• Cocaine

• Fentanyl

• Heroin

• Prescription Opioids (excluding Fentanyl)
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BENZODIAZEPINES

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Q4 36 51 45 50 59 63 51 51 55 52 54

Q3 26 40 44 47 53 33 53 58 44 48 38

Q2 45 29 31 42 59 34 73 64 28 56 49

Q1 34 34 41 44 46 42 61 64 53 59 59

Total Fatalities 141 154 161 183 217 172 238 237 180 215 200
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Total Number of Fatal Benzodiazepine Overdoses by Quarter and Year of Death, 2007-2017
(‘Total Fatalities’ for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

The number of fatal benzodiazepine-related overdoses has fluctuated each year. It is very uncommon for a decedent to

fatally overdose on one or more benzodiazepines alone. However, when a person ingests other substances (e.g. alcohol,

opiates, methamphetamine) in addition to larger, nontherapeutic amounts of benzodiazepines, the user is potentially

creating a lethal cocktail of mixed substances. Fatal benzodiazepine overdoses often had one or more prescription opioids

(excluding fentanyl) causing or contributing to death; however, this proportion has slowly decreased in recent years from

nearly 90% in 2007 to 59.0% in 2017.
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BENZODIAZEPINES
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BENZODIAZEPINES

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Alprazolam 65 98 105 135 158 119 158 157 127 155 154

Clonzepam 2 2 1 2 4 12 24 29 20 12 13

Diazepam 69 45 51 50 59 53 69 62 47 52 40
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Total Number of Fatal Benzodiazepine Overdoses by Drug Name and Year of Death, 2007-2017
(Data for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

1 Flurazepam, lorazepam, midazolam, nordiazepam, oxazepam, temazepam and triazolam were excluded from this analysis because of low annual case counts (<20 deaths per year)
2 Each benzodiazepine is tallied by each time it caused or contributed to death (analyzed from either toxicology or the cause of death statement)  and therefore the  total number of benzodiazepines will far 

exceed the actual number of fatalities
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COCAINE

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Q4 36 19 20 20 26 16 44 34 46 67 101

Q3 30 22 18 19 31 20 31 44 56 79 104

Q2 44 30 14 27 38 24 40 34 36 66 96

Q1 45 33 28 27 25 24 22 33 36 80 96

Total Fatalities 155 104 80 93 120 84 137 145 174 292 397
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Total Number of Fatal Cocaine Overdoses by Quarter and Year of Death, 2007-2017
(‘Total Fatalities’ for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

The total number of fatal cocaine-related overdoses statewide has been slowly increasing since 2013. Fatal cocaine

overdoses from 2007-2015 typically occurred as the only substance causing or contributing to death, or in addition to lethal

combinations of one or more opioid prescription drugs (excluding fentanyl) (36.6%), heroin (24.6%), and/or alcohol at or

above the legal limit of 0.08% BAC (16.0%). In 2016 and 2017, over 54% of cocaine deaths also included fentanyl (Rx, illicit,

or analogs). The number of fatal cocaine overdoses in 2017 compared to 2016 increased by 36.0%.
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Q4 14 19 13 19 11 15 58 28 59 180 203

Q3 8 22 8 9 11 11 14 35 53 141 199

Q2 14 12 12 18 16 13 19 42 72 158 175

Q1 12 15 10 18 16 11 11 29 41 145 193

Total Fatalities 48 68 43 64 54 50 102 134 225 624 770
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Total Number of Fatal Fentanyl Overdoses by Quarter and Year of Death, 2007-2017
(‘Total Fatalities’ for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

FENTANYL
The total number of fatal fentanyl-related drug overdoses has sharply increased since 2012; which coincides with the

dramatic increase in fatal heroin overdoses. Prior to 2013, most fentanyl-related deaths were due to illicit use of

pharmaceutically produced fentanyl. However, in late 2013, early 2014, law enforcement investigations and toxicology testing

demonstrated an increase in illicitly produced fentanyl. By 2016, most fatal fentanyl-related overdoses were due to illicitly

produced fentanyl and fentanyl analogs, and not pharmaceutically produced fentanyl, with an increase of 177.3% in fentanyl

deaths from 2015. For statistical purposes, ‘fentanyl’ includes all pharmaceutically produced fentanyl, illicitly produced

fentanyl, and fentanyl analogs. The number of fatal fentanyl overdoses in 2017 compared to 2016 increased by 23.4%.

1 Historically, fentanyl has been categorized as a prescription opioid because it is mass produced by pharmaceutical companies. However, law enforcement 

investigations and toxicology results have demonstrated that several recent fentanyl seizures have not been pharmaceutically produced, but illicitly produced. This illicit 

form of fentanyl is produced by international drug traffickers who import the drug into the United States and often, mix it into heroin being sold. This illicitly produced 

fentanyl has been the biggest contributor to the significant increase in the number of fatal opioid overdoses in Virginia.
2 Illicit and pharmaceutically produced fatal fentanyl overdoses are represented in this analysis. This includes all different types of fentanyl analogs  (acetyl fentanyl, 

furanyl fentanyl, etc.)
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FENTANYL

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2016 2017

Prescription 4 8 4 6 6 6 1 4

Unknown 1 4 7 4 4 5 4 2

Illicit 140 146 130 170 183 164 194 197
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Total Number of Fatal Fentanyl Overdoses by Fentanyl Origin and Month of of Death, 2016-2017

In 2016, the OCME began collecting information on the suspected origin of fentanyl (pharmaceutical production, illicit

production, or unknown) on all fatal overdoses involving fentanyl. The determination is made by reviewing the examination

report, toxicology report, police report, and several other sources of information collected during the death investigation

process. This classification is more subjective than objective, but still provides detailed insight to the current proportion of

illicitly produced fentanyl in Virginia that is contributing to fatal overdoses. In 2017, it was estimated that nearly 96% of fatal

fentanyl overdoses were due to the illicitly produced versions of the drug.

1 Historically, fentanyl has been categorized as a prescription opioid because it is mass produced by pharmaceutical companies. However, recent law enforcement 

investigations and toxicology results have demonstrated that several recent fentanyl seizures have not been pharmaceutically produced, but illicitly produced. This illicit 

form of fentanyl is produced by international drug traffickers who import the drug into the United States and often, mix it into heroin being sold. This illicitly produced 

fentanyl  has been the biggest contributor to the significant increase in the number of fatal opioid overdoses in Virginia.
2 Illicit and pharmaceutically produced fatal fentanyl overdoses are represented in this analysis. This includes all different types of fentanyl analogs  (acetyl fentanyl, 

furanyl fentanyl, etc.) 299



FENTANYL ANALOGS

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2014 2015 2016 2017*

3-Methyl Fentanyl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0

Acetyl Fentanyl 0 1 0 1 0 5 14 12 8 8 12 13 8 6 18 11

Butyryl Fentanyl 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0

Carfentanil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2

Cyclopropyl Fentanyl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 14 14

Despropionyl Fentanyl** 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 28 43 50 70 47 13 12

Furanyl Fentanyl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 24 13 42 22 11 0 1

Methoxyacetyl Fentanyl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2

Para-Fluoroisobutyryl Fentanyl*** 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 16 9 9 14 6

Total Fentanyl Analog Fatalities 0 1 0 1 0 6 16 12 30 60 68 103 100 66 46 39
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Total Number of Fatal Fentanyl Analog Overdoses by Quarter and Year of Death, 2014-2017

Fentanyl analogs are a category of illicitly produced opioids very similar to fentanyl, but slightly different in their chemical

structure. Fentanyl analogs began appearing in Virginia in 2014 and have risen dramatically since the beginning of 2016. In

fatal overdoses, fentanyl analogs are often found with fentanyl and/or two different fentanyl analogs together, and/or heroin

or cocaine, or due to the analog itself, without other drugs detected. Fentanyl analogs are illicitly produced and are

extremely potent, and can be blamed in part for the significant rise in fatal overdoses due to opioids. For statistical

purposes, ‘fentanyl’ includes all pharmaceutically produced fentanyl, illicitly produced fentanyl, and fentanyl analogs.

1 Each fentanyl analog is tallied by each time it caused or contributed to death (analyzed from either toxicology or the cause of death statement)  and therefore the  total number of 

analogs will far exceed the actual number of fatalities

2 Despropionyl fentanyl is a major metabolite of furanyl fentanyl. Therefore, numbers presented in the ‘despropionyl fentanyl’ category  control for furanyl fentanyl (despropionyl 

deaths without furanyl fentanyl). 

3 In certain cases, specialized testing  through an outside laboratory is needed for toxicology testing. In this laboratory, their testing for para-fluoroisobutyryl fentanyl and para-

fluorobutyryl fentanyl cannot distinguish between the two analogs and therefore in this analysis, the two drugs are grouped together under ‘para-fluoroisobutyryl fentanyl’ 300
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Q4 35 23 32 11 20 34 59 66 84 129 135

Q3 18 27 23 11 29 38 48 74 90 98 151

Q2 17 22 24 14 27 40 62 51 92 111 142

Q1 30 17 28 12 25 23 44 50 76 110 130

Total Fatalities 100 89 107 48 101 135 213 241 342 448 558
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Total Number of Fatal Heroin Overdoses by Quarter and Year of Death, 2007-2017
(‘Total Fatalities’ for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

HEROIN
The total number of fatal heroin-related overdoses have been increasing since 2010. Fatal heroin overdoses often occur as

the primary drug causing death, but more recently, fentanyl and/or fentanyl analogs in addition to heroin have caused fatal

overdoses. Fatal heroin overdoses increased by 24.6% in 2017 when compared to 2016.
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Q4 0 4 0 0 2 3 3 7 9 14 25

Q3 2 2 0 1 0 0 3 5 4 11 24

Q2 2 1 1 0 6 1 2 3 9 17 18

Q1 2 2 4 0 0 0 2 6 7 10 21

Total Fatalities 6 9 5 1 8 4 10 21 29 52 88
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Total Number of Fatal Methamphetamine  Overdoses by Quarter and Year of Death, 
2007-2017

(‘Total Fatalities’ for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

METHAMPHETAMINE
From 2007 to 2014, fatal methamphetamine overdoses were relatively uncommon compared to other drugs/drug categories.

In 2014, the number of fatal methamphetamine overdoses began to increase. Over the 10 year time span (2007-2016), fatal

methamphetamine overdoses most frequently had one or more prescription opioids (excluding fentanyl) causing or

contributing to death (28.3%), fentanyl (Rx, illicit, and/or analogs) (17.9%), and/or heroin (14.5%). Fatal methamphetamine

overdoses increased by 69.2% in 2017 when compared to 2016.
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Q4 116 116 104 112 149 144 121 125 116 113 135

Q3 86 96 97 107 106 101 113 122 104 127 132

Q2 107 96 100 86 126 93 119 122 77 107 116

Q1 92 114 116 121 115 97 106 130 101 125 121

Total Fatalities 401 422 417 426 496 435 459 499 398 472 504
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Total Number of Fatal Prescription Opioid Overdoses (Excluding Fentanyl) by Quarter and Year 
of Death, 2007-2017

(‘Total Fatalities’ for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

PRESCRIPTION OPIOIDS (EXCLUDING FENTANYL)
Since 2007, fatal prescription (Rx) opioid overdoses have been the leading category of drugs causing or contributing to

death in the Commonwealth, with historically, oxycodone being the most common drug. Given the transition in fatal fentanyl

overdoses from pharmaceutically produced fentanyl (2007-2014) to nearly all illicitly produced fentanyl (2015-present),

fentanyl needs to be removed from the Rx opioid category and analyzed separately. This allows one to see the significant

impact the drug is having on fatal overdose numbers in Virginia. By removing fentanyl from this Rx category, it is to be

expected that Rx opioid fatalities from 2007-2013 to be slightly undercounted because true Rx fentanyl overdoses are

excluded and combined with all ‘fentanyl’ to capture recent trends of illicit fentanyl in Virginia.

1 ‘Prescription Opioids (excluding fentanyl)’ calculates all deaths in which one or more prescription opioids caused or contributed to death, but excludes fentanyl from the 

required list of prescription opioid drugs used to calculate the numbers. However, given that some of these deaths have multiple drugs on board, some deaths may have 

fentanyl in addition to other prescriptions opioids, and are therefore counted in the total number. Analysis must be done this way because by excluding all deaths in which 

fentanyl caused or contributed to death,  the calculation would also exclude other prescription opioid deaths (oxycodone, methadone, etc.) from the analysis and would 

thereby undercount the actual number of fatalities due to these true prescription opioids. 308
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PRESCRIPTION OPIOIDS (EXCLUDING FENTANYL)
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FATAL DRUG OVERDOSES OF 

SPECIAL INTEREST

• Synthetic Opioids and Fentanyl Analogs 

• All Opioids (Fentanyl, Heroin, and/or         

Prescription Opioids)

• Heroin and/or Fentanyl
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SYNTHETIC OPIOIDS AND FENTANYL ANALOGS

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2014 2015 2016 2017

U-47700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 5 3 3 6 1

Total Fentanyl Analog
Fatalities

0 1 0 1 0 6 16 12 30 60 68 103 100 66 46 37
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Total Number of Fatal Fentanyl Analog Overdoses by Quarter and Year of Death, 2014-2017

Synthetic opioids are a large group of chemically manufactured drugs typically used as narcotic analgesics (fentanyl,

oxycodone, and methadone are examples of synthetic opioids), whereas opiates like heroin and morphine are made from

opium poppy plants. Fentanyl analogs and U-47700, while different, are synthetic opioids that are made illegally. Novel

synthetic opioids like fentanyl analogs and U-47700 need to be monitored because as state and federal efforts are

continually being made to schedule novel drugs, drug traffickers are persistently trying to stay one step ahead of the law by

synthesizing and introducing novel synthetic opioids into the drug market.

1 Each fentanyl analog is tallied by each time it caused or contributed to death (analyzed from either toxicology or the cause of death statement)  and therefore the  

total number of analogs will far exceed the actual number of fatalities
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Q4 156 151 136 131 168 179 202 201 208 298 309

Q3 104 134 122 116 136 137 158 202 213 275 312

Q2 130 120 128 109 156 134 173 185 195 272 285

Q1 126 133 144 142 141 122 150 187 196 293 321

Total Fatalities 516 538 530 498 601 572 683 775 812 1138 1227
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Total Number of Fatal Opioid Overdoses by Quarter and Year of Death, 2007-2017
(‘Total Fatalities’ for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

ALL OPIOIDS

1 ‘All Opioids’ include all versions of fentanyl, heroin, prescription opioids, U-47700, and opioids unspecified
2 ‘Opioids Unspecified’ are a small category of deaths in which the determination of heroin and/or one or more prescription opioids cannot be made due to specific 

circumstances of the death. Most commonly, these circumstances are a result of death several days after an overdose, in which the OCME cannot test for toxicology 

because the substances have been metabolized out of the decedent’s system. 
3 Fatal opioid numbers have changed slightly from past reports due to the removal of fentanyl from the category of prescription opioids, as well as the addition of  

buprenorphine, levorphanol, meperidine, pentazocine, propoxyphene, and tapentadol added to the list of prescription opioids.

From 2007-2015, opioids (fentanyl, heroin, U-47700, and/or one or more prescription opioids) made up approximately 75%

of all fatal drug overdoses annually in Virginia. However, this percentage is increasing each year due to the significant

increase in fatal fentanyl and/or heroin overdoses which began in late 2013 and early 2014. Fatal opioid overdoses

increased by 7.8% in 2017 when compared to 2016.
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Fourth Quarter, 2007-2017

ALL OPIOIDS

1 ‘All Opioids’ include all versions of fentanyl, heroin, prescription opioids, U-47700, and opioids unspecified
2 ‘Opioids Unspecified’ are a small category of deaths in which the determination of heroin and/or one or more prescription opioids cannot be made due to specific 

circumstances of the death. Most commonly, these circumstances are a result of death several days after an overdose, in which the OCME cannot test for toxicology 

because the substances have been metabolized out of the decedent’s system. 314



2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Opioids 516 538 530 498 601 572 683 775 812 1138 1227

Non-Opioids 205 197 183 192 218 227 230 219 216 290 307
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Total Number of Fatal Opioid Overdoses vs. Non-Opioid Overdoses by Year of Death, 2007-2017
(Data for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

OPIOIDS VS. NON-OPIOIDS

1 ‘All Opioids’ include all versions of fentanyl, heroin, prescription opioids, U-47700, and opioids unspecified
2 ‘Opioids Unspecified’ are a small category of deaths in which the determination of heroin and/or one or more prescription opioids cannot be made due to specific 

circumstances of the death. Most commonly, these circumstances are a result of death several days after an overdose, in which the OCME cannot test for toxicology 

because the substances have been metabolized out of the decedent’s system. 
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

All Opioids 516 538 530 498 601 572 683 775 812 1138 1227

Prescription Opioids (excluding fentanyl) 401 422 417 426 496 435 459 499 398 472 504

Fentanyl and/or Heroin 148 157 150 112 153 185 309 353 471 814 940
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Total Number of Prescription Opioid (Excluding Fentanyl), Fentanyl and/or Heroin, and All 
Opioid Overdoses by Year of Death, 2007-2017

(‘Total Fatalities’ for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

OPIOIDS- A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE
Prescription opioids are a group of drugs that are commercially made by pharmaceutical companies in certified laboratories

that act upon the opioid receptors in the brain. Historically, fentanyl has been one of these drugs. However, in late 2013,

early 2014, illicitly made fentanyl began showing up in Virginia and by 2016, most fatal fentanyl overdoses were of illicit

production of the drug. Separating fentanyl from the grouping of prescription opioids for this reason demonstrates a slight

decrease in fatal prescription opioid overdoses in 2015 and a dramatic increase in the number of fatal fentanyl and/or heroin

overdoses. This has caused the significant rise in all fatal opioid overdoses in the Commonwealth since 2012.

1 ‘All Opioids’ include all versions of fentanyl, heroin, prescription opioids, and opioids unspecified
2 Illicit and pharmaceutically produced fatal fentanyl overdoses are represented in this analysis. This includes all different types of fentanyl analogs  (acetyl fentanyl, furanyl

fentanyl, etc.)
3 ‘Prescription Opioids (excluding fentanyl)’ calculates all deaths in which one or more prescription opioids caused or contributed to death, but excludes fentanyl from the 

required list of prescription opioid drugs used to calculate the numbers. However, given that some of these deaths have multiple drugs on board, some deaths may have 

fentanyl in addition to other prescriptions opioids, and are therefore counted in the total number. Analysis must be done this way because by excluding all deaths in which 

fentanyl caused or contributed to death,  the calculation would also exclude other prescription opioid deaths (oxycodone, methadone, etc.) from the analysis and would 

thereby undercount the actual number of fatalities due to these true prescription opioids. 317



Heroin Fentanyl Oxycodone Methadone Morphine Hydrocodone Oxymorphone Codeine Tramadol Hydromorphone Buprenorphine

2007 100 48 113 152 70 91 6 26 23 16 1

2008 89 68 126 145 68 77 24 29 28 8 1

2009 107 43 130 142 77 67 23 28 25 19 3

2010 48 64 156 134 53 92 48 21 37 25 2

2011 101 54 166 159 72 88 80 39 17 21 8

2012 135 50 174 111 71 77 62 39 43 27 6

2013 213 102 180 104 84 69 52 54 31 40 1

2014 241 134 185 113 89 85 51 36 42 27 10

2015 342 225 166 68 69 55 53 28 40 35 11

2016 448 624 187 79 117 53 48 31 33 28 16

2017* 558 770 179 84 94 64 92 87 41 51 22
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Total Number of Fatal Opioid Overdoses by Drug Name and Year of Death, 2007-2017
(Data for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

1 Illicit and pharmaceutically produced fatal fentanyl overdoses are represented in this analysis. This includes all different types of fentanyl analogs  (acetyl fentanyl, 

furanyl fentanyl, etc.)
2 Levorphanol, meperidine, pentazocine, propoxyphene, and tapentadol were excluded from this analysis due low annual case counts (<20 deaths)

ALL OPIOIDS
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Fentanyl (No Heroin) 48 68 43 64 52 50 96 112 129 366 382

Heroin (No Fentanyl) 100 89 107 48 99 135 207 219 246 190 170

Fentanyl and Heroin 0 0 0 0 2 0 6 22 96 258 388

Total Fatalities 148 157 150 112 153 185 309 353 471 813 940
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Total Number of Fatal Fentanyl and/or Heroin Overdoses by Year of Death, 2007-2017
(‘Total Fatalities’ for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

FENTANYL AND/OR HEROIN
The total number of fatal fentanyl and/or heroin overdoses have significantly increased since late 2012. It is important to

look at these two drugs together because as heroin became more popular in 2010, fentanyl occasionally began showing up

as an additive to the heroin. By late 2013 and early 2014, some heroin being sold on the street was actually completely

fentanyl, unbeknownst to the user. It is essential to look at these fentanyl (no heroin), heroin (no fentanyl), and fentanyl and

heroin combination deaths together because users never know exactly what is in the illegal drugs purchased off the streets.

Fatal fentanyl and/or heroin overdoses increased by 15.6% in 2017 when compared to 2016.

1 Illicit and pharmaceutically produced fatal fentanyl overdoses are represented in this analysis. This includes all different types of fentanyl analogs  (acetyl fentanyl, 

furanyl fentanyl, etc.)
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ALL DRUGS

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017*

Benzodiazepines 141 154 161 183 217 172 238 237 180 215 200

Cocaine 155 104 80 93 120 84 137 145 174 292 397

Fentanyl 48 68 43 64 54 50 102 134 225 624 770

Heroin 100 89 107 48 101 135 213 241 342 448 558

Methamphetamine 6 9 5 1 8 4 10 21 29 52 88

Prescription Opioids (excluding Fentanyl) 401 422 417 426 496 435 459 499 398 472 504

All Opioids 516 538 530 498 601 572 683 775 812 1138 1227
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Total Number of Fatal Drug Overdoses Drug Name/Category and Year of Death, 2007-2017
(‘Total Fatalities’ for 2017 is a Predicted Total for the Entire Year)

1 Deaths may be represented in more than one category due to groupings of drug categories (e.g. heroin)
2 ‘All Opioids’ includes all versions of fentanyl, heroin, prescription opioids, U-47700, and opioids unspecified  
3 ‘Opioids Unspecified’ are a small category of deaths in which the determination of heroin and/or one or more prescription opioids cannot be made due to specific 

circumstances of the death. Most commonly, these circumstances are a result of death several days after an overdose, in which the OCME cannot test for toxicology because 

the substances have been metabolized out of the decedent’s system. 
4 Historically, fentanyl has been categorized as a prescription opioid because it is mass produced by pharmaceutical companies. However, recent law enforcement 

investigations and toxicology results have demonstrated that several recent fentanyl seizures have not been pharmaceutically produced, but illicitly produced. This illicit form of 

fentanyl is produced by international drug traffickers who import the drug into the United States and often, mix it into heroin being sold. This illicitly produced fentanyl has been 

the biggest contributor to the significant increase in the number of fatal opioid overdoses in Virginia.
5 Illicit and pharmaceutically produced fatal fentanyl overdoses are represented in this analysis. This includes all different types of fentanyl analogs  (acetyl fentanyl, furanyl 

fentanyl, etc.)
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CONTACT INFORMATION

This report is compiled by the Virginia Department of Health, Office of the Chief Medical Examiner. For additional information

regarding these or other statistics, please contact:

Kathrin "Rosie" Hobron, MPH

Statewide Forensic Epidemiologist

Virginia Department of Health

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner

804-786-6063

kathrin.hobron@vdh.virginia.gov

http://www.vdh.state.va.us/medexam/
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PLAINTIFF’S ORIGINAL COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, Dickenson County, Virginia, by and through the undersigned attorneys, 

(hereinafter “Plaintiff,” “County,” or “Dickenson”) against Defendants: Purdue Pharma, L.P.; 

Purdue Pharma, Inc.; The Purdue Frederick Company, Inc.; Abbott Laboratories; Abbott 

Laboratories, Inc.; Mallinckrodt PLC; Mallinckrodt LLC, Endo Health Solutions, Inc.; Endo 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.; Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc.; Cephalon, Inc.; Barr Laboratories, Inc.; 

Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc.; Ortho-McNeil-Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc.; Janssen 

Pharmaceutica, Inc.; Watson Laboratories, Inc.; Allergan PLC; Actavis Pharma, Inc.; Actavis, 

LLC; Insys Therapeutics, Inc. (collectively, “Manufacturer Defendants”); McKesson Corporation, 

McKesson Medical-Surgical Inc.; Cardinal Health, Inc.; AmerisourceBergen Drug Corporation; 

(collectively, “Distributor Defendants”); Express Scripts Holding Company; Express Scripts, Inc.; 

CVS Health Corporation (in its pharmacy benefit management capacity); Caremark Rx, L.L.C.; 

CaremarkPCS Health, L.L.C. d/b/a CVS/Caremark; Caremark, L.L.C.; UnitedHealth Group 

Incorporated; Optum, Inc.; OptumRx Inc.; (collectively, “PBM Defendants”); and DOES 1 

through 100 inclusive (collectively, “Defendants”) alleges as follows: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. Defendants have caused an opioid epidemic that has resulted in economic, social 

and emotional damage to virtually every community in the United States and tens of thousands of 

Americans. It is indiscriminate and ruthless. It has impacted across demographic lines harming 

every economic class, race, gender and age group. It is killing Americans—over one hundred (100) 

every day.1 Prescription and illegal opioids account for more than sixty percent (60%) of overdose 

                                                 
1 Drug overdose deaths in the United States continue to increase in 2015, CTRS FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, 
https://www.cdc.gov/drugoverdose/epidemic/index.html.  
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deaths in the United States, a toll that has quadrupled over the past two decades, according to the 

United States Centers for Disease Control (“CDC”). Drug overdose deaths in 2015 far 

outnumbered deaths from auto accidents or guns.”2 

2. Prescription drug manufacturers, wholesalers/distributors, and pharmacy benefit 

managers (“PBMs”), have created this epidemic. The manufacturers make the opioids and 

misrepresent the truth about their efficacy and addictive properties. The wholesalers distribute the 

opioids from the point of manufacture to the point of delivery to the patient. And the PBMs control, 

through their formularies, which drugs go where and how they are paid for.  

3. Each defendant group profits enormously from the movement of the opioid 

products. Each has incentives to move certain drugs over others. Defendants themselves create the 

incentives and share in their perversity—usually without disclosure to those who reasonably rely 

on Defendants to abide by their Federal, State and common law duties. They do so at the expense 

of Plaintiff, the County of Dickenson, and communities like it nationwide. 

4. Each defendant group bears culpability in the crisis and is a necessary party to 

addressing the damage it has wreaked, including the costs of abatement. The drug manufacturers’ 

lies would matter not, if the drugs themselves were not distributed. And no drug would reach any 

community were it not on a PBM formulary, which specifies which drugs will be covered and, in 

turn, paid for by private or public insurers. 

5. The devastating impact of opioid abuse cannot be overstated. After years of 

decreasing death rates in the United States, they are now on the rise fueled by an increase in opioid-

related drug overdose deaths. Drug overdoses are now the leading cause of death for Americans 

                                                 
2 Drug Overdoses Now Kill More Americans Than Guns, CBS NEWS, Dec. 9, 2016, 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/drug-overdose-deaths-heroin-opioid-prescription-painkillers-more-than-guns/.  
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under the age of fifty (50). The number of Americans who died of drug overdose deaths in 2017 

was roughly equal the number of Americans who died in the Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan wars 

combined.3  

6. The County of Dickenson has been hit particularly hard by the opioid epidemic.  

Despite a population of less than 16,000 people, there were 465 deaths in Dickenson County due 

to opioid overdoses in 2016.4  Dickenson County is among eight Virginia counties considered by 

the Centers for Disease Control as vulnerable to the rapid dissemination of HIV and hepatitis C 

infections among people who inject drugs.5 Dickenson County is first in the state and sixth in the 

nation in overdose deaths per-capita.6  Like the surrounding counties of Lee, Scott, and Wise, “as 

much as 85% of all drug cases in…Dickenson count[y] involve prescription drugs.”7  

7. The opioid problem in Dickenson reflects the overwhelming epidemic affecting the 

entire Commonwealth.  In 2016, Virginia’s state health commissioner declared the state’s opioid 

addiction problem a public health emergency.  On average, three Virginians die of a drug overdose 

and over two dozen are treated in emergency departments for drug overdoses each day.8  Fatal 

drug overdoses in the first half of 2016 increased by 35% compared to the same period in 2015.9 

                                                 
3 Nicholas Kristof, Opioids, a Mass Killer We’re Meeting With a Shrug, NEW YORK TIMES, Jun. 22, 2017, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/22/opinion/opioid-epidemic-health-care-bill.html 
4 VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, VIRGINIA OPIOID ADDICTION INDICATORS (2016), 
https://public.tableau.com/views/VirginiaOpioidAddictionIndicators/VAOpioidAddictionIndicators?:embed=y&:dis
play_count=yes&:showVizHome=no  
5 Dickenson County Year in Review, Dickenson Star, Jan. 2, 2018, 
http://www.thecoalfieldprogress.com/dickenson_star/dickenson-county-year-in-review/article_fdcbbdbe-eaae-11e7-
9df9-8bce61d3fc0f.html 
6 Id. 
7 U.S. ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, PRESCRIPTION DRUG ABUSE IN SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA: RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE 
SUMMIT 3 (2012), http://approject.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/summit-report_final20130417.pdf 
8 Dr. Melissa Levine, State Health Commissioner Telebriefing on Opioid Addiction Public Health Emergency (Nov. 
21, 2016) (transcript available at http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/commissioner/opioid-addiction-in-virginia/). 
9 Id. 
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More Virginians die each year from drug overdoses than motor vehicle accidents.10  

8. Defendants’ opioid-related misconduct causes heroin abuse. A 2015 study found 

that four out of five heroin users reported that their addiction started with opioid pain relievers.11 

In this way, prescription opioids—now, thanks to Defendants, provided to patients for everyday 

conditions such as chronic knee pain—can operate as a “gateway” drug to heroin use and 

involvement with the illegal drug market. 

9. In addition, Dickenson is now having to allocate substantial taxpayer dollars, 

resources, staff, energy and time to address the damage the opioid scourge has left in its wake and 

to address its many casualties. Fire and emergency medical services are over-utilized because of 

an increased number of opioid-related overdoses. The burden on law enforcement is substantially 

increased by opioid-related crimes related to prescription opioid theft, diversion, and sales on the 

black market.  Courts, social workers, schools treatment centers, intervention programs, clinics, 

employee benefit plans and others directly spending on opioids and opioid antagonists have all 

been harmed.  Nearly every aspect of the County’s services and budget has been significantly and 

negatively impacted by this Defendant-made epidemic.  

10. Defendants’ efforts to deceive and make opioids widely accessible have also 

resulted in windfall profits to Defendants. Opioids are now the most prescribed class of drugs; they 

generated $11 billion in revenue for drug companies in 2014 alone. While Americans represent 

                                                 
10 Andrew Barnes and Katherine Neuhausen, Virginia Commonwealth University School of Medicine, “The Opioid 
Crisis Among Virginia Medicaid Beneficiaries,” 
https://hbp.vcu.edu/media/hbp/policybriefs/pdfs/Senate_OpioidCrisisPolicyBrief_Final.pdf 
 
11 NAT’L SAFETY COUNCIL, PRESCRIPTION NATION 2016: ADDRESSING AMERICA’S DRUG EPIDEMIC 9 (2016), 
http://www.nsc.org/RxDrugOverdoseDocuments/Prescription-Nation-2016-American-Drug-Epidemic.pdf 
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only five percent (5%) of the world’s population, they consume eighty percent (80%) of the 

world’s production of prescription opioids.12  

11. The recipe for generating sky-high revenues is clear: patients who are prescribed 

opioids become physically and psychologically dependent on the drugs, purchasing more and more 

of them. By introducing and injecting a massive supply of opioids into the far larger population of 

patients with chronic pain, Defendants have generated a loyal customer base: hundreds of 

thousands of patients whose addiction guarantees an insatiable demand for the drugs and 

consistently high profits. 

12. Then when these opioid-addicted patients can no longer legally obtain opioids, they 

seek the drugs on the black market or turn to heroin, which provides a similar high to prescription 

opioids.  

13. The misconduct begins with Manufacturer Defendants who deliberately polluted 

the national marketplace, including in Dickenson County, with falsehoods regarding the efficacy 

of opioids to treat chronic pain and the risks of addiction. Using hired guns, advertising, and 

marketing materials, the Manufacturers promoted fictitious concepts of “pseudoaddiction,” 

advocated that signs of addiction should be treated with more opioids, falsely claimed that opioid 

dependence and withdrawal could be easily managed, and denied the risks of higher and protracted 

opioid dosages.   

14. Wholesale distributors, such as the Distributor Defendants, could have and should 

have been able to stem the excess flow of opioids into Virginia and Dickenson, but they did not.  

Wholesale drug distributors receive prescription opioids from drug manufacturers and transfer the 

opioids to hospitals, pharmacies, doctors, and other healthcare providers who then dispense the 

                                                 
12 Dina Gusovsky, Americans Consume Vast Majority of the World’s Opioids, CNBC, Apr. 27, 2016 9:13 AM, 
http://www.cnbc.com/2016/04/27/americans-consume-almost-all-of-the-global-opioid-supply.html 
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drugs to patients. Distributors are required by federal and state law to control and report unlawful 

drug diversions. The Distributor Defendants purposefully ignored these responsibilities, lobbied 

for higher reporting thresholds and pocketed profits at the expense of Dickenson.  

15. PBMs are a necessary party to any discussion of opioid-related misconduct 

committed by pharmaceutical supply chain actors, and its ramifications. The Manufacturer and 

Distributer Defendants’ efforts to promote their scheme to distribute unnecessary opioids would 

not have succeeded had the opioids not been paid for, reimbursed, or covered by public and private 

pharmacy benefit plans. 

16. Neither courts nor the governmental entities left to clean up the opioid crisis can 

address the flow of opioids or the costs of abatement without including the parties that are in fact 

capable of controlling that flow, across all manufacturers and distributors, i.e. the PBMs.  

17. PBMs are the gatekeepers to the vast majority of opioid prescriptions filled in the 

United States. Caremark, Express Scripts, and OptumRx (all named defendants here) manage the 

drug benefits for approximately ninety-five percent (95%) of the United States’ population or 253 

million American lives.13 PBMs control drug formularies which set the criteria and terms under 

which pharmaceutical drugs are reimbursed. In this way, PBMs control prescription drug 

utilization overall. 

18. PBMs’ complicity in the overall misconduct at issue is purposeful given the nature 

of the financial arrangements between PBMs and drug manufacturers and others in the supply 

chain. Drug manufacturers compete for PBM formulary placement (preferred placement results in 

                                                 
13 Brittany Hoffman-Eubanks, The Role of Pharmacy Benefit Managers in American Health Care: Pharmacy 
Concerns and Perspectives: Part 1, PHARMACY TIMES, Nov. 14, 2017, http://www.pharmacytimes.com/news/the-
role-of-pharmacy-benefit-mangers-in-american-health-care-pharmacy-concerns-and-perspectives-part-1 
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greater utilization and greater profits) and pay PBMs incentives to avoid pre-authorization 

requirements that would slow down flow. 

19. PBMs require, and receive, incentives from Manufacturer Defendants to keep 

certain drugs on and off formularies. These incentives include the payment of rebates by 

Manufacturer Defendants to PBMs based on utilization, bonuses for moving product and hitting 

volume targets, and the payment of lucrative administrative fees to maximize PBM profits. Much 

of this activity is not transparent to anyone, including those who in good faith hire PBMs to manage 

their benefits.  

20. Juliette Cubanski, of the Kaiser Family Foundation recently explained the PBMs’ 

power as follows: “[p]harmaceutical companies negotiate with PBMs for greater market exposure 

for their products by offering steeper rebates in exchange for favorable formulary placement.  The 

alternative is that PBMs place drugs on non-preferred tiers or don’t cover medications on their 

formulary at all.”14 

21. According to a STAT report “the deals these companies strike with drug makers 

are kept secret, so no one besides the PBM knows how much of the rebate is actually passed on to 

consumers. In some cases, they keep more than what they pay the maker for the drug.”15 

22. Thus, PBMs secretly serve as middlemen between the manufacture and the 

availability of opioids. The PBM formularies determine what drugs (a) will be available (or not 

available) to patients; (b) for what diagnosis, efficacious or otherwise; (c) in what quantities; (d) 

at what co-pay; (e) what level of authorization will be required; and (f) what alternative beneficial 

drugs will not be available. PBMs collude with Manufacturers who pay fees in the form of rebates, 

                                                 
14 Jaclyn Cosgrove, What the $52-billion Cigna purchase of Express Scripts means for consumers, LA TIMES, 
March 12, 2018, http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-cigna-mergers-20180312-htmlstory.html 
15 Haider Warraich, A costly PBM trick: set lower copays for expensive brand-name drugs than for generics, STAT, 
March 12, 2018, https://www.statnews.com/2018/03/12/pbm-copays-brand-name-drugs-generics/ 
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administrative fees and others, in order to ensure good placement on the formulary to the financial 

benefit of the PBMs. This leads to more prescriptions and more pills available to the general public, 

many of which find their way to the black market. PBMs have in their exclusive power the ability 

to limit the number of pills available for legitimate and illegitimate consumption. Even though 

PBMs were well aware of the effect of their decisions about formulary placement, they chose to 

make decisions purely for their own financial gain. 

23. PBMs not only control the majority of this country’s prescriptions through their 

formularies, they generate massive profits from that work. “[N]early one third of all expenditures 

on branded drugs in 2015 were eventually rebated back. And, most of these rebates directly 

benefited the PBM.”16 

24. PBMs can extract rebates and other incentives from Manufacturer Defendants 

because of the PBMs’ market power. Today, PBMs have leveraged their position as the middlemen 

and now impact almost every aspect of the prescription drug marketplace.  

25. “The position of the three major PBMs at the center of the drug distribution system 

appears to be unassailable for now. Last year CalPERS, California’s public employee benefits 

system, awarded OptumRx a five-year, $4.9-billion contract to manage prescriptions for nearly 

500,000 members and their families enrolled in non-HMO health plans. The only other finalists in 

the bidding were CVS Caremark and Express Scripts,”17 all defendants here.  

                                                 
16 Wayne Winegarden, To Improve Pharmaceutical Pricing, Reform PBMs And Fix Health Care’s Systemic Problems, 
FORBES, Apr. 4, 2017, https://www.forbes.com/sites/econostats/2017/04/04/to-improve-pharmaceutical-pricing-
reform-pbms-and-fix-health-cares-systemic-problems/#4da58c5a3322 
17 Michael Hiltzik, How ‘price cutting’ middlemen are making crucial drugs vastly more expensive, LOS ANGELES 
TIMES, Jun. 9, 2017, http://www.latimes.com/business/hiltzik/la-fi-hiltzik-pbm-drugs-20170611-story.html 
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26. The power of the PBMs has evolved over time. Originally mere claims processors, 

PBMs now play a major role in managing pharmaceutical spending and enhancing health benefits 

for end-users.18 

27. PBMs quietly became an integral part of the pharmaceutical supply chain—that is, 

the path a drug takes from the manufacturing facility to a bathroom medicine cabinet—following 

the passage of the Medicare Modernization Act in 2003.19 

28. Because PBMs are the intermediary between drug manufacturers, pharmacies, and 

ultimately patients, these companies control everything from pharmacy reimbursements to what 

drugs are covered under formularies.20 In these ways, the PBMs control which drugs enter the 

marketplace. Their fingerprints are on nearly every opioid prescription filled and they profit in 

myriad ways on every pill.  

29. The harm caused by the PBMs is not just financial: “[t]he PBMs and insurers are 

harming the health of patients with chronic and rare diseases by limiting access and charging them 

retail for drugs they buy at deep discounts.”21 

30. As one news outlet described it, “[o]ne overlooked culprit worsening the epidemic, 

however, comes straight from our health care system: pharmacy benefit managers, or PBMs. To 

improve their bottom line, they’re blocking access to prescriptions that can help prevent 

overdoses.”22  

                                                 
18 Zacks Equity Research, PBM Industry Shows Strength: 3 Stocks in Focus, NASDAQ, Dec. 13, 2017, http://www
.nasdaq.com/article/pbm-industry-shows-strength-3-stocks-in-focus-cm891506 
19 Jessica Wapner, Understanding the Hidden Villain of Big Pharma: Pharmacy Benefit Managers, NEWSWEEK, Mar. 
17. 2017, http://www.newsweek.com/big-pharma-villain-pbm-569980 
20 Matthew Kandrach, PBM stranglehold on prescription drug market demands reform, THE HILL, May 2, 2017, 
http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/healthcare/331601-pbm-stranglehold-on-prescription-drug-market-demands-
reform 
21 Jonathan Wilcox, PBMs Must Put Patients First, HUFFINGTON POST, Feb. 28, 2017, https://www.huffingtonpost.
com/entry/pbms-must-put-patients-first_us_58b60bd8e4b02f3f81e44dcc 
22 Peter J. Pitts, Pharmacy benefit managers are driving the opioid epidemic, SW NEWS MEDIA, Nov. 21, 2017, 
http://www.swnewsmedia.com/shakopee_valley_news/news/opinion/guest_columns/pharmacy-benefit-managers-
are-driving-the-opioid-epidemic/article_2f6be2a1-c7a3-5f8d-9f3e-, 61d29d25c84b.html 
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31. Although PBMs are perhaps the only collective group of Defendants that has been 

almost entirely overlooked in opioid epidemic-related litigation up to this point, the full extent of 

the unlawful conduct of all the Defendants has been largely unknown until very recently. That is 

because Defendants undertook efforts to purposefully conceal their unlawful conduct, by 

manipulating and distorting public information, knowledge, and facts; negligently and recklessly 

failing to make public or otherwise produce nonpublic information, over which the Defendants 

had exclusive possession, dominion, and control, that would have revealed the truth; and by 

deliberately and fraudulently concealing the truth. 

32. Virginia and Dickenson County have experienced a significant spike in opioid-

related abuse and deaths in recent years. The CDC found that Virginia was one of the states with 

a statistically significant increase in drug overdose death rates from 2015 to 2016.23 The CDC 

estimated that 1,405 people died from drug overdoses in Virginia in 2016.24  

33. Accordingly, Plaintiff brings this action to recover damages and costs it has 

incurred as a result of the prescription drug abuse problem in Dickenson.  Plaintiff seeks to recover 

those costs and damages from the Defendants because they are the entities that have substantially 

contributed to and profited from the scourge of opioid abuse in Dickenson.   

34. Plaintiff also seeks an order compelling the abatement and removal of the public 

nuisance the Defendants have created, knew their misconduct would likely create and from which 

they profited, by ceasing their unlawful promotion, distribution, reimbursement and sale of 

opioids, as well as treble damages, punitive damages and attorneys’ fees and costs in addition to 

granting any other equitable relief authorized by law. 

                                                 
23 Drug Overdose Death Data, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION, last updated Dec. 19, 2017, 
https://www.cdc.gov/drugoverdose/data/statedeaths.html 
24 Id. 
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II. VENUE AND JURISDICTION 

35. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Virginia 

Code § 17.1-513. 

36. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants pursuant to Virginia Code § 

8.01-328.1 because they conduct business in Virginia, purposefully direct or directed their actions 

toward Virginia, caused tortious injury in Virginia, consented to be sued in Virginia by registering 

an agent for service of process, and/or consensually submitted to the jurisdiction of Virginia when 

obtaining a manufacturer or distributor license and have the requisite minimum contacts with 

Virginia necessary to constitutionally permit the Court to exercise jurisdiction. 

37. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Virginia Code § 8.01-262 in that the 

Defendants regularly conduct substantial business activity in Dickenson County, Virginia and the 

causes of action alleged herein arose in Dickenson County, Virginia.  

38. Defendants are regularly engaged in the business of manufacturing, marketing, 

distributing, dispensing and reimbursing prescription opioids in Virginia and, specifically, in 

Dickenson County, including to Dickenson’s own current and former employees. Defendants’ 

activities in Dickenson in connection with the manufacture, marketing, distribution, dispensation 

and reimbursement of prescription opioids was, and is, continuous and systematic, and gives rise 

to the causes of action alleged herein. 

III. PARTIES 

A. PLAINTIFF 

39. Dickenson County is a political subdivision of the Commonwealth of Virginia.   

40. Dickenson County derives its governmental powers from the laws of the 

Commonwealth of Virginia.  

B. MANUFACTURER DEFENDANTS 
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41. Defendant, PURDUE PHARMA, L.P., is a limited partnership organized under the 

laws of Delaware. Defendant, PURDUE PHARMA, INC., is a New York corporation with its 

principal place of business in Stamford, Connecticut, and Defendant, THE PURDUE 

FREDERICK COMPANY, INC., is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in 

Stamford, Connecticut.  

42. PURDUE PHARMA, L.P. may be served through its registered agent: The 

Prentice-Hall Corporation System, Inc., 2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400, Wilmington, Delaware 

19808. PURDUE PHARMA INC. may be served through its registered agent: The Prentice-Hall 

Corporation System, Inc., 80 State Street, Albany, New York 12207. THE PURDUE 

FREDERICK COMPANY may be served through its registered agent: The Prentice-Hall 

Corporation System, Inc., 2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400, Wilmington, Delaware 19808. 

43. PURDUE PHARMA, L.P., PURDUE PHARMA, INC., and THE PURDUE 

FREDERICK COMPANY, INC. are referred to collectively as “Purdue.”  

44. In Virginia and nationally, Purdue is engaged in the manufacture, promotion, and 

distribution of opioids, including: (a) OxyContin (OxyContin hydrochloride extended release), a 

Schedule II opioid agonist tablet first approved in 1995 and marketed by Purdue for the 

“management of pain severe enough to require daily, around-the-clock, long-term opioid treatment 

and for which alternative treatment options are inadequate.” OxyContin was indicated, or legally 

approved, for the “management of moderate to severe pain when a continuous, around-the-clock 

opioid analgesic is needed for an extended period of time.”; (b) MS OxyContin (morphine sulfate 

extended release), a Schedule II opioid agonist tablet first approved in 1987 and indicated for the 

“management of pain severe enough to require daily, around-the-clock, long-term opioid treatment 

and for which alternative treatment options are inadequate.” 
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45. OxyContin is Purdue’s best-selling opioid. Since 2009, Purdue’s national annual 

sales of OxyContin have fluctuated between $2.47 billion and $2.99 billion, up almost four-fold 

from 2006 sales of $800 million. OxyContin constitutes roughly thirty percent (30%) of the entire 

market for analgesic drugs (painkillers). 

46. Purdue transacts business in Virginia, targeting the Virginia market for its products, 

including the opioids at issue in this lawsuit. Purdue hires employees to service the Virginia 

market. For example, Purdue recently advertised online that it was seeking a Territory Business 

Manager to operate out of Bristol, Virginia, and another Territory Business Manager to operate 

out of Richmond South, Virginia.25  On information and belief, Purdue also directs advertising and 

informational materials to impact Virginia physicians and potential users of Purdue products. 

Purdue possesses a Virginia out of state manufacturer license. 

47. Defendant, ABBOTT LABORATORIES, is an Illinois corporation with its 

principal place of business in Abbott Park, Illinois. Defendant, ABBOTT LABORATORIES, 

INC., is an Illinois corporation with its principal place of business in Abbott Park, Illinois. 

48. ABBOTT LABORATORIES and ABBOTT LABORATORIES, INC. are both 

registered to do business in Virginia and have been since at least October 4, 2013.  Both may be 

served in Virginia through their registered agent: The Corporation Service Company, 4701 Cox 

Road, Suite 285, Glen Allen, Virginia.  

49. Defendants ABBOTT LABORATORIES and ABBOTT LABORATORIES, INC. 

are referred to collectively as “Abbott.” 

                                                 
25https://www.google.com/search?q=purdue+pharma+job+virginia&oq=purdue+pharma+job+virginia&aqs=chrome
..69i57.7359j0j9&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-
8&safe=active&ibp=htl;jobs&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjhv_fM_9_ZAhVDtFMKHUq2CakQiYsCCCkoAA#fpstate=tl
detail&htidocid=7crc6THcWHB7I7Y_AAAAAA%3D%3D&htivrt=jobs 
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50. Abbott was primarily engaged in the promotion and distribution of opioids 

nationally due to a co-promotional agreement with Defendant Purdue. Pursuant to that agreement, 

between 1996 and 2006, Abbott actively promoted, marketed, and distributed Purdue’s opioid 

products as set forth above. 

51. Abbott, as part of the co-promotional agreement, helped make OxyContin into the 

largest selling opioid in the nation. Under the co-promotional agreement with Purdue, the more 

Abbott generated in sales, the higher the reward. Specifically, Abbott received twenty-five to thirty 

percent (25-30%) of all net sales for prescriptions written by doctors its sales force called on. This 

agreement was in operation from 1996-2002, following which Abbott continued to receive a 

residual payment of six percent (6%) of net sales up through at least 2006. 

52. With Abbott’s help, sales of OxyContin went from a mere $49 million in its first 

full year on the market to $1.6 billion in 2002. Over the life of the co-promotional agreement, 

Purdue paid Abbott nearly half a billion dollars. 

53. In 2007, Purdue settled criminal and civil charges against it for misbranding 

OxyContin and agreed to pay the United States $635 million. At the time, this was one of the 

largest settlements with a drug company for marketing misconduct. 

54. Abbott transacts business in Virginia, targeting the Virginia market for its products, 

including the opioids at issue in this lawsuit. Abbott hires employees to service the Virginia 

market. For example, Abbott recently advertised online that it was seeking a Laboratory 

Technician for the Richmond, Virginia, a Coronary Account Manager for Charlottesville, Virginia, 

and Territory Representative, DBS for Alexandria, Virginia.26  On information and belief, Abbott 

                                                 
26 https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&ei=wuSiWqjaEo3azwLA-
6_oCw&q=ABBOTT+LABORATORIES+jobs+virginia&oq=ABBOTT+LABORATORIES+jobs+virginia&gs_l=p
sy-ab.3...64303.67196.0.67351.15.10.0.0.0.0.584.1084.5-2.2.0....0...1.1.64.psy-
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also directs advertising and informational materials to impact Virginia physicians and potential 

users of Abbott products. 

55. Abbott and Purdue’s conspiring with PBMs to drive opioid use is well established.  

As described in an October 28, 2016 article from Psychology Today entitled America’s Opioid 

Epidemic:  

Abbott and Purdue actively misled prescribers about the strength and safety 
of the painkiller [OxyContin]. To undermine the policy of requiring prior 
authorization, they offered lucrative rebates to middlemen such as Merck 
Medco [now Express Scripts, a defendant herein] and other pharmacy 
benefits managers, on condition that they eased availability of the drug and 
lowered co-pays. The records were part of a case brought by the state of 
West Virginia against both drug makers alleging inappropriate and illegal 
marketing of the drug as a cause of widespread addiction. …  One reason 
the documents are so troubling is that, in public at least, the drug maker was 
carefully assuring authorities that it was working with state authorities to 
curb abuse of OxyContin. Behind the scenes, however, as one Purdue 
official openly acknowledged, the drug maker was “working with Medco 
(PBM) [now Express Scripts] to try to make parameters [for prescribing] 
less stringent.27 

56. Defendant, MALLINCKRODT PLC, is an Irish public limited company with its 

corporate headquarters in Staines-upon-Thames, United Kingdom. Its principal executive offices 

are located at 3 Lotus Park, The Causeway, Staines-Upon-Thames, Surrey, TW18 3AG, United 

Kingdom and it may be served through its registered agent in the United States: CT Corporation 

System, 120 South Central Avenue, Suite 400, Clayton, Missouri 63105. 

57. Defendant, MALLINCKRODT LLC, is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

MALLINCKRODT PLC and is a Delaware limited liability company with its principal place of 

business in St. Louis, Missouri. MALLINCKRODT LLC is registered to do business in Virginia 

                                                 
ab..13.2.1083...0j0i22i30k1.0.VtU5QZ7lGP0&ibp=htl;jobs&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj3o4W_geDZAhWFvlMKHX5
GDLwQiYsCCCkoAA#fpstate=tldetail&htidocid=7MBAw2y9JNZKVNMnAAAAAA%3D%3D&htivrt=jobs 
27 American Society of Addiction Medicine, America’s Opioid Epidemic – Court released documents show drug 
makers blocked efforts to curb prescribing, PSYCHOLOGY TODAY, Oct. 28, 2016, https://www.psychologytoday.com/
blog/side-effects/201610/america-s-opioid-epidemic 
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and has been since at least October 4, 2013. Mallinckrodt LLC may be served in Virginia through 

its registered agent: CT Corporation System, 4701 Cox Road, Suite 285, Glen Allen, Virginia 

23060. 

58. MALLINCKRODT PLC and MALLINCKRODT LLC are referred to collectively 

as “Mallinckrodt.” 

59. In Virginia and nationally, Mallinckrodt is engaged in the manufacture, promotion, 

and distribution of Roxicodone and oxycodone among other drugs. Mallinckrodt transacts business 

in Virginia, targeting the Virginia market for its products, including the opioids at issue in this 

lawsuit, which Mallenckrodt has sold in Virginia. On information and belief, Mallinckrodt hires 

employees to service the Virginia market and also directs advertising and informational materials 

to impact Virginia physicians and potential users of Mallinckrodt products.  

60. Defendant, ENDO HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC., is a Delaware corporation with 

its principal place of business in Malvern, Pennsylvania. Defendant, ENDO 

PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., is a wholly owned subsidiary of ENDO HEALTH SOLUTIONS, 

INC. and is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in Malvern, Pennsylvania.  

61. ENDO HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC. may be served through its registered agent:  

The Corporation Trust Company, Corporation Trust Center, 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, 

Delaware 19801.  ENDO PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. may be served  through its registered 

agent, The Corporation Trust Company, Corporation Trust Center, 1209 Orange Street, 

Wilmington, Delaware 19801.  

62. ENDO HEALTH SOLUTIONS, INC. and ENDO PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. 

are referred to collectively as “Endo”. 

63. Endo develops, markets, and sells prescription drugs, including the opioids 

Opana/Opana ER, Percodan, Percocet, and Zydone, throughout the United States, including 
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Virginia. Opioids made up roughly $403 million of Endo’s overall revenues of $3 billion in 2012. 

Opana ER yielded $1.15 billion in revenue from 2010 to 2013, and it accounted for ten percent 

(10%) of Endo’s total revenue in 2012. Endo, by itself and through its subsidiary, Qualitest 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., also manufactures and sells generic opioids such as oxycodone, 

oxymorphone, hydromorphone, and hydrocodone products across the United States, including 

Virginia. 

64. Endo transacts business in Virginia, targeting the Virginia market for its products, 

including the opioids at issue in this lawsuit. Endo hires employees to service the Virginia market. 

For example, Endo recently posted online that it was seeking a Specialty Sales Consultant to work 

out of its Richmond, Virginia location.28  On information and belief, Endo also directs advertising 

and informational materials to impact Virginia physicians and potential users of Endo products.  

65. Defendant, TEVA PHARMACEUTICALS USA, INC., is a Delaware corporation 

with its principal place of business in North Whales, Pennsylvania and is a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Teva Pharmaceutical Industries, Ltd., an Israeli corporation. 

66. Defendant, CEPHALON, INC. is a Delaware corporation with its principal place 

of business in Frazer, Pennsylvania. In 2011, Teva Ltd. acquired Cephalon, Inc. 

67. Defendant, BARR LABORATORIES, INC., is a Delaware corporation with its 

principal place of business in Horsham, Pennsylvania. In 2008, Teva Pharmaceutical Industries 

acquired Barr Laboratories, Inc. 

                                                 
28https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&ei=EumiWrqUHMjBzgKl65_ICg&q=ENDO+HEALTH+SOLUTIO
NS,+INC.+jobs+virginia&oq=ENDO+HEALTH+SOLUTIONS,+INC.+jobs+virginia&gs_l=psy-
ab.3...155352.155352.0.155764.1.1.0.0.0.0.364.364.3-1.1.0....0...1.1.64.psy-ab..0.0.0....0.Mvfb-
eZuOfE&ibp=htl;jobs&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjm3JmQhuDZAhUKXlMKHbpJCb0QiYsCCCkoAA#fpstate=tldetail
&htidocid=J6XwduKDNlT-vHtgAAAAAA%3D%3D&htivrt=jobs 
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68. TEVA PHARMACEUTICALS USA, INC. has a Virginia taxpayer number and 

may be served through its registered agent: Corporate Creations Network Inc., 3411 Silverside 

Road Tatnall Building, Suite 104, Wilmington, Delaware 19810. CEPHALON, INC. may be 

served at 41 Moores Road, Frazer, Pennsylvania 19355. BARR LABORATORIES, INC. is 

registered to do business and Virginia may be served in Virginia through its registered agent: 

Corporate Creations Network Inc., 6802 Paragon Place Suite 410, Richmond, Virginia 23230. 

69. Teva manufactures, promotes, distributes and sells both brand name and generic 

versions of opioids nationally, and in Dickenson. 

70. Teva, Cephalon, and Barr transact business in Virginia, targeting the Virginia 

market for its products, including the opioids at issue in this lawsuit. Barr hires employees to 

service the Virginia market, and operates a manufacturing plant in Lynchburg, Virginia. On 

information and belief, Teva, Cephalon, and Barr also direct advertising and informational 

materials to impact Virginia physicians and potential users of their products.  

71. Defendant, JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., is a Pennsylvania 

corporation with is principal place of business in Titusville, New Jersey. JANSSEN 

PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. was formerly known as ORTHO-MCNEIL-JANSSEN 

PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., which in turn was formerly known as JANSSEN 

PHARMACEUTICA, INC. 

72. Defendant, ORTHO-MCNEIL-JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., now 

known as JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., is a Pennsylvania corporation with its 

principal place of business in Titusville, New Jersey. 

73. Defendant, JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICA, INC., now known as JANSSEN 

PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., is a Pennsylvania corporation with its principal place of business 

in Titusville, New Jersey. 
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74. JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. may be served at 1125 Trenton-

Harbourton Road, Titusville, New Jersey 08560. 

75. JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., ORTHO-MCNEIL-JANSSEN 

PHARMACEUTICALS, INC, and JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICA, INC. are collectively 

referred to as “Janssen.” 

76. Janssen is or has been engaged in the manufacture, promotion, distribution, and sale 

of opioids nationally and in Dickenson, including the following: (a) Duragesic, (b) Nucynta and 

(c) Nucynta ER. Together, Nucynta and Nucynta ER accounted for $172 million in sales in 2014. 

Prior to 2009, Duragesic accounted for at least $1 billion in annual sales. 

77. Janssen transacts business in Virginia, targeting the Virginia market for its 

products, including the opioids at issue in this lawsuit. Janssen hires employees to service the 

Virginia market. For example, Janssen recently advertised online that it was seeking a District 

Manager to operate out of Arlington, Virginia.29  On information and belief, Janssen also direct 

advertising and informational materials to impact Virginia physicians and potential users of their 

products.  

78. Defendant, WATSON LABORATORIES, INC., is a Nevada corporation with its 

principal place of business in Corona, California, and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Defendant, 

ALLERGAN PLC (f/k/a Actavis, Inc., f/k/a Watson Pharmaceuticals, Inc.), a public limited 

company incorporated under the laws of the State of Ireland with its headquarters and principal 

place of business in Dublin, Ireland.  

                                                 
29 https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&ei=KeuiWtb-
D4mxzwKTg6CoCw&q=janssen+jobs+virginia&oq=janssen+jobs+virginia&gs_l=psy-
ab.3...23190.24380.0.25837.7.7.0.0.0.0.511.948.0j1j1j5-1.3.0....0...1.1.64.psy-
ab..5.1.242...0i7i30k1j0i8i7i30k1.0.Z9oevDVYbek&ibp=htl;jobs&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjKo5GxieDZAhWOtlMK
HbslD8wQiYsCCCkoAA#fpstate=tldetail&htidocid=kZ61d5_IbdmdWVOxAAAAAA%3D%3D&htivrt=jobs 
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79. Defendant, ACTAVIS PHARMA, INC. (f/k/a Actavis, Inc.) is a Delaware 

corporation with its principal place of business in New Jersey and was formerly known as Watson 

Pharma, Inc.  

80. Defendant, ACTAVIS, LLC, is a Delaware limited liability company with its 

principal place of business in Parsippany, New Jersey.  

81. Each of these defendants is owned by Defendant, ALLERGAN PLC, which uses 

them to market and sell its drugs in the United States. Upon information and belief, ALLERGAN 

PLC exercises control over these marketing and sales efforts and profits from the sale of 

Allergan/Actavis products ultimately inure to its benefit. 

82. WATSON LABORATORIES, INC. may be served through its registered agent: 

Corporate Creations Network Inc., 8275 South Eastern Avenue, #200, Las Vegas, Nevada 89123. 

ACTAVIS, LLC may be served through its registered agent: Corporate Creations Network Inc., 

3411 Silverside Road Tatnall Building, Suite 104, Wilmington, Delaware 19810.  ACTAVIS 

PHARMA, INC. is registered to do business in Virginia may be served in Virginia through its 

registered agent: Corporate Creations Network Inc., 6802 Paragon Place #410, Richmond, Virginia 

23230.  

83. ALLERGAN PLC, ACTAVIS LLC, ACTAVIS PHARMA, INC., and WATSON 

LABORATORIES, INC. are collectively referred to as “Actavis.” 

84. Actavis manufactures, promotes, sells and distributes opioids, including the 

branded drugs Kadian and Norco, a generic version of Kadian, and generic versions of Duragesic 

and Opana throughout the United States, including Virginia, and in Dickenson. Actavis acquired 

the rights to Kadian from King Pharmaceuticals, Inc. on December 30, 2008 and began marketing 

Kadian in 2009. 
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85. Actavis transacts business in Virginia, targeting the Virginia market for its 

products, including the opioids at issue in this lawsuit. Actavis hires employees to service the 

Virginia market. For example, Actavis recently advertised online that it was seeking a 

Pharmaceutical Sales Representative to operate out of Manassas, Virginia. Actavis also direct 

advertising and informational materials to impact Virginia physicians and potential users of their 

products.  

86. Defendant, INSYS THERAPEUTICS, INC. (“Insys”), is a Delaware corporation 

with its headquarters and principal place of business in Chandler, Arizona. Insys may be served 

through its registered agent: The Corporation Trust Company, Corporation Trust Center, 1209 

Orange Street, Wilmington, Delaware 19801. 

87. Insys manufactures, promotes, distributes and sells prescription opioids such as 

Subsys. These opioids are manufactured in the United States and promoted, distributed, and sold 

across the United States— including in Virginia and Dickenson County. 

88. Insys transacts business in Virginia, targeting the Virginia market for its products, 

including the opioids at issue in this lawsuit, which it has sold in Virginia. On information and 

belief, Insys hires employees to service the Virginia market, and also directs advertising and 

informational materials to impact Virginia physicians and potential users of their products.  

89. The manufacturer defendants listed above are all engaged in the manufacturing of 

opioids. The manufacturer defendants listed above are collectively referred to herein as the 

“Manufacturer Defendants.” 

90. The failure of all Manufacturer Defendants to effectively monitor and report 

suspicious orders of prescription opioids, their aggressive misinformation campaign aimed at 

increasing public consumption of highly addictive opioids, including in Dickenson, their failure to 

forthrightly provide accurate information to the United States Food and Drug Administration 
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(“FDA”), their failure to adhere to FDA regulations regarding misbranding, their failure to 

implement measures to prevent the filling of suspicious orders, and their perverse utilization of so-

called “patient advocacy” groups to evade FDA regulations concerning consumer drug-marketing 

greatly contributed to a vast increase in opioid overuse and addiction. Manufacturer Defendants’ 

conduct thus directly caused a public-health and law-enforcement crisis across this country, 

including in Dickenson. 

C. DISTRIBUTOR DEFENDANTS 

91. Defendant McKESSON CORPORATION (“McKesson”) is a Delaware 

corporation with its principal place of business in San Francisco, California.  

92. McKesson has been registered to do business in Virginia since at least January 1, 

2018 and does substantial business in Virginia. McKesson has a Virginia taxpayer number and 

may be served in Virginia through its registered agent: Corporation Service Company, 100 

Shockoe Slip, 2nd Floor, Richmond, Virginia 23219. 

93. McKesson is the largest pharmaceutical distributor in North America. It distributes 

pharmaceuticals to retail pharmacies and institutional providers in all 50 states, including Virginia. 

94. Upon information and belief, McKesson is one of the largest distributors of opioid 

pain medications in the country, including Virginia. In 2015, McKesson had a net income in excess 

of $1.5 billion.  

95.  In its 2017 Annual Report, McKesson states that it “partner[s] with pharmaceutical 

manufacturers, providers, pharmacies, governments and other organizations in healthcare to help 

provide the right medicines, medical products and healthcare services to the right patients at the 

right time, safely and cost-effectively.”30 

                                                 
30 McKesson 2017 Annual Report found at investor.mckesson.com/sites/mckesson.investorhq.businesswire.com/files/
report/file/2017_McKesson_Annual_R eport_0.pdf 
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96. According to the 2017 Annual Report, McKesson “pharmaceutical distribution 

business operates and serves thousands of customer locations through a network of 27 distribution 

centers, as well as a primary redistribution center, two strategic redistribution centers and two 

repackaging facilities, serving all 50 states and Puerto Rico.”31 

97. McKesson hires employees to service the Virginia market. For example, McKesson 

recently advertised online that it was seeking a Delivery Driver to operate out of Chesapeake, 

Virginia, a Senior Accountant to operate out of Richmond, Virginia, and a Client Service Rep to 

operate out of Richmond, Virginia.   

98. Defendant MCKESSON MEDICAL-SURGICAL INC. (“McKesson Medical-

Surgical”) is a Virginia corporation with its principal place of business in Richmond, Virginia. 

99. McKesson Medical-Surgical has been registered to do business in Virginia since at 

least January 1, 2018 and does substantial business in Virginia. McKesson Medical-Surgical may 

be served in Virginia through its registered agent: Corporation Service Company, 100 Shockoe 

Slip, 2nd Floor, Richmond, Virginia 23219. 

100. McKesson Medical-Surgical engages in business in Virginia as a wholesale 

distributor of pharmaceuticals, including opioids. 

101. Defendant CARDINAL HEALTH, INC. (“Cardinal”) is an Ohio corporation with 

its principal place of business in Dublin, Ohio. Cardinal distributes pharmaceuticals to retail 

pharmacies and institutional providers to customers in all 50 states, including Virginia.  

102. Cardinal may be served in through its registered agent: CT Corporation System, 

4400 Easton Commons Way Suite 125, Columbus, Ohio 43219.  

                                                 
31 Id. 
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103. Cardinal, through its many subsidiaries, including Cardinal Health Care Services, 

Inc., possesses out-of-state pharmaceutical distribution licenses in Virginia, has been registered to 

do business in Virginia since at least October 4, 2013 and may be served in Virginia through its 

registered agent: CT Corporation System, 4701 Cox Road, Suite 285, Glen Allen, Virginia 23060. 

104. Upon information and belief, Cardinal is one of the largest distributors of opioid 

pain medications in the country, including Virginia.  

105. Defendant AMERISOURCEBERGEN CORPORATION (“Amerisource”) is a 

Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in Chesterbrook, Pennsylvania. 

Amerisource distributes pharmaceuticals to retail pharmacies and institutional providers to 

customers in all 50 states, including Virginia.  

106. Amerisource has been registered to do business in Virginia since at least October 

4, 2013 and may be served in Virginia through its registered agent: CT Corporation System, 4701 

Cox Road, Suite 285, Glen Allen, Virginia 23060.  

107. According to its 2016 Annual Report, Amerisource is “one of the largest global 

pharmaceutical sourcing and distribution services companies, helping both healthcare providers 

and pharmaceutical and biotech manufacturers improve patient access to products and enhance 

patient care.”32 

108. Amerisource hires employees to service the Virginia market. For example, 

Amerisource recently advertised online that it was seeking a Warehouse Associate I for the Night 

Shift to operate out of Glen Allen, Virginia, a Warehouse Associate II for the Day Shift to operate 

out of Glen Allen, Virginia, and a Dispatcher/Operations to operate out of Herndon, Virginia. 

                                                 
32 Amerisource 2016 Annual Report found at http://www.amerisourcebergen.com/investor/phoenix.zhtml
?c=61181&p=irol-irhome 
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109. Upon information and belief, Amerisource is one of the largest distributors of 

opioid pain medications in the country, including Virginia.  

110. The distributor defendants listed above are all engaged in the wholesale distribution 

of opioids. The distributor defendants listed above are collectively referred to herein as the 

“Distributor Defendants.” 

111. The Distributor Defendants purchased opioids from manufacturers, such as the 

Manufacturer Defendants herein, and sold them to pharmacies throughout Virginia, including in 

Dickenson. The Distributor Defendants played an integral role in opioids being distributed across 

Virginia, including Dickenson.  

112. The failure of all Distributor Defendants to effectively monitor and report 

suspicious orders of prescription opioids and to implement measures to prevent the filling of 

invalid and medically unnecessary prescriptions greatly contributed to the vast increase in opioid 

overuse and addiction. Distributor Defendants’ conduct thus directly caused a public-health and 

law-enforcement crisis across this country, including in Dickenson. 

D. PHARMACY BENEFIT MANAGER DEFENDANTS 

113. The Pharmacy Benefit Manager Defendants (“PBM Defendants”) are defined 

below. At all relevant times the PBM Defendants acted as the gatekeepers of prescription drugs 

including opioids. Pharmacy benefit managers (“PBMs”) negotiate with drug manufacturers to 

offer preferred drug formulary placement for the manufacturers’ drugs. PBMs establish 

reimbursement rates for the drugs dispensed. PBMs earn revenue from at least the following 

sources: fees from health plans and insurers, fees related to formulary creation and drug placement 

from drug manufacturers administrative fees from drug manufacturers, rebates and other 
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incentives such as volume target bonuses negotiated with drug manufacturers, and fees from 

maintaining pharmacy networks.33 

114. Defendant, EXPRESS SCRIPTS HOLDING COMPANY (“ESHC”), is a Delaware 

corporation with its principal place of business in St. Louis, Missouri. ESHC may be served 

through its registered agent: Corporation Service Company, 251 Little Falls Drive, Wilmington, 

Delaware 19808.  

115. Defendant, EXPRESS SCRIPTS, INC. (“ESI”), is incorporated in the State of 

Delaware with its principal place of business located in St. Louis, Missouri. ESI is a pharmacy 

benefit management company, and a wholly-owned subsidiary of ESHC. ESI has been registered 

to do business in Virginia since at least 1987 and has an active license with the Virginia 

Department of Health Professions (the original of which was applied for in 1991).  ESI may be 

served in Virginia through its registered agent: Corporation Service Company, 100 Shockoe Slip, 

2nd Floor, Richmond, Virginia 23219. 

116. ESHC and ESI are collectively referred to as “Express Scripts”.  

117. In 2012, ESI acquired its rival, Medco Health Solutions Inc., in a $29.1 billion deal. 

As a result of the merger, ESHC was formed and became the largest PBM in the nation, filing a 

combined 1.4 billion prescriptions for employers and insurers.34  

118. According to the Pharmacy Benefit Management Institute, in 2015, Express Scripts 

was the top ranking PBM nationwide with twenty-six percent (26%) of the industry market share.35  

                                                 
33 Health Policy Brief, On behalf of payers, pharmacy benefit managers negotiate rebates from drug makers in 
exchange for preferred formulary placement, HEALTH AFFAIRS, Sep. 14, 2017, https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/
10.1377/hpb20171409.000178/full/ 
34 Peter Frost, Express Scripts closes $29.1-billion purchase of Medco, LOS ANGELES TIMES (Apr. 3, 2012), 
http://articles.latimes.com/2012/apr/03/business/la-fi-medco-20120403 
35 PBM Market Share, by Total Prescription Claims, 2015, PHARMACY BENEFIT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE, INDUSTRY 
RESEARCH, https://www.pbmi.com/PBMI/Research/Industry_Research/PBMI/Research/PBMI___Industry_Research
.aspx?hkey=22023612-80c4-4ada-a17e-85e7dfcbc1f8 
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119. Express Scripts derives substantial revenue managing pharmacy benefits in 

Virginia through several different means, including, but not limited to, providing services and its 

formulary to (i) the Express Scripts Medicare for the Commonwealth of Virginia Retiree Health 

Benefits Program36, (ii) the Virginia Private Colleges Benefits Consortium, which covers as many 

as 7,000 lives37, and (iii) workers’ compensation insurance programs in Virginia such as the 

Virginia Association of Counties Group Self-Insurance Risk Pool (VACORP).38  Upon 

information and belief, these are some of the many ways in which Express Scripts reimburses for 

claims in Dickenson, including opioids. 

120. Express Scripts publishes employment vacancies related to its Virginia PBM 

business activities on its website.39  

121. At all times relevant hereto, Express Scripts offered pharmacy benefit management 

services, including mail order pharmacy services, nationwide and maintained a national formulary 

or formularies that are used nationwide, including in Dickenson. At all times relevant hereto, those 

formularies included opioids, including those at issue in this case.  At all times relevant hereto, 

those formularies allowed for the dispensing and reimbursement of such opioids in Virginia, 

including in Dickenson.  

122. Defendant, CVS HEALTH CORPORATION (“CVS Health”), formerly known as 

CVS Caremark Corporation, is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business located 

                                                 
36 The Virginia Private Colleges Benefits Consortium, http://www.cicv.org/Benefits-Consortium.aspx  
37 State Retiree Health Benefits Program—Fact Sheet #8A, Prescription Drugs—Medicare—Eligible Participants. 
https://www.dhrm.virginia.gov/docs/default-source/benefitsdocuments/ohb/factsheets/sheet-
8aA894A6CA3857.pdf?sfvrsn=0  
38 VACORP, Understanding the Virginia Workers’ Compensation Claims Process, 2016, http://www.vacorp.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/02/Workers-Compensation-VACORP.pdf;  
39 Express Scripts employment listings in Virginia, e.g., (i) Infusion Nurse RN – Accredo, Richmond, Virginia 
(https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=f5ccf1a9c43b2c03&tk=1c85ulcckafthav0&from=serp&vjs=3);   (ii) Infusion 
Nurse RN Per Diem - Accredo. Roanoke, Virginia 
(https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=7d1b16bc59d5d0d0&tk=1c85ulcckafthav0&from=serp&vjs=3); and (iii) 
Infusion Nurse RN – Accredo, Ashburn, Virginia (https://www.glassdoor.com/job-listing/infusion-nurse-rn-accredo-
express-scripts-JV_IC1130338_KO0,25_KE26,41.htm?jl=2627435077&ctt=1520618868067)  
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in Woonsocket, Rhode Island. CVS Health may be served through its registered agent: The 

Corporation Trust Company, Corporation Trust Center, 1209 Orange, Street, Wilmington, 

Delaware 19801.  

123. Defendant, CAREMARK RX, L.L.C., is a Delaware limited liability company 

whose principal place of business is at the same location as CVS Health. On information and belief, 

CVS Health is the direct parent company of CAREMARK RX, L.L.C. According to CVS Health’s 

2016 Annual Report, Defendant CAREMARK RX, L.L.C. is “the parent of [CVS Health]’s 

pharmacy services subsidiaries, is the immediate or indirect parent of many mail order, pharmacy 

benefit management, infusion, Medicare Part D, insurance, specialty mail and retail specialty 

pharmacy subsidiaries, all of which operate in the United States and its territories.” CAREMARK 

RX, L.L.C. may be served through its registered agent: The Corporation Trust Company, 

Corporation Trust Center, 1209 Orange, Street, Wilmington, Delaware 19801.  

124. Defendant, CAREMARKPCS HEALTH, L.L.C., is a Delaware limited liability 

company whose principal place of business is at the same location as CVS Health. On information 

and belief, CVS Health is the direct or indirect parent company of CAREMARKPCS HEALTH, 

L.L.C. CAREMARKPCS HEALTH, L.L.C. is registered to do business in Virginia and may be 

served in Virginia through its registered agent: CT Corporation System, 4701 Cox Road, Suite 

285, Glen Allen, Virginia 23060. 

125. Defendant, CAREMARK, L.L.C., is a California limited liability company whose 

principal place of business is at the same location as CVS Health. On information and belief, 

CAREMARK RX, L.L.C. is the sole member of CAREMARK, L.L.C.  CAREMARK, L.L.C. is 

registered to do business in Virginia and may be served by its registered agent: CT Corporation 

System, 4701 Cox Road, Suite 285, Glen Allen, Virginia 23060.  
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126. Defendants CAREMARK RX, L.L.C., CAREMARKPCS HEALTH, L.L.C., and 

CAREMARK, L.L.C. are collectively referred to as “Caremark.” 

127. CVS Health describes itself in a September 3, 2014 press release as a “pharmacy 

innovation company helping people on their path to better health. Through our 7,700 retail 

pharmacies, 900 walk-in medical clinics, a leading pharmacy benefits manager with nearly 65 

million plan members, and expanding specialty pharmacy services, we enable people business and 

communities to manage health in more affordable, effective ways. This unique integrated model 

increases access to care, delivers better health outcomes and lowers overall health care costs.” In 

2016, CVS Health reported an operating income of $10 billion.  

128. In the above-referenced September 3, 2014 press release CVS Health announced 

its change of name from CVS Caremark Corporation to CVS Health. CVS Health explained that 

it was changing its name “to reflect its broader health care commitment and its expertise in driving 

the innovations needed to shape the future of health.” CVS Health explained that the newly-named 

company included “its pharmacy benefit management business, which is known as 

CVS/Caremark.” In that same press release, CHS Health touted, “[f]or our patients and customers, 

health is everything and…we are advising on prescriptions [and] helping manage chronic and 

specialty conditions.” [emphasis supplied].  

129. According to the Pharmacy Benefit Management Institute, CVS Health (Caremark) 

was the second highest ranking PBM in 2015 with twenty-five percent (25%) of the industry 

market share.40 

130. At all times relevant hereto, CVS Health and Caremark offered pharmacy benefit 

management services nationwide and maintained a national formulary or formularies that are used 

                                                 
40 Pharmacy Benefit Management Institute, Industry Research, supra note 31. 
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nationwide, including in Dickenson. At all times relevant hereto, those formularies included 

opioids, including those at issue in this case.  At all times relevant hereto, those formularies 

allowed for the dispensing and reimbursement of such opioids in Virginia, including in Dickenson.  

131. At all times relevant hereto, CVS Health, through Caremark, derives substantial 

revenue providing pharmacy benefits in Virginia through several different means including, but 

not limited to, providing services and its formulary to the Piedmont Community Health Plan41, the 

Fairfax County Public Schools,42 and the University of Virginia Health Plan.43   

132. Defendant, UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INCORPORATED (“UnitedHealth”), a 

Delaware corporation with its principal place of business located in Minnetonka, Minnesota, is a 

diversified managed health care company with two business platforms. UnitedHealth serves 

approximately 115 million individuals throughout the United States. For 2016, UnitedHealth 

reported an operating income of $12.9 billion.  

133. On information and belief, UnitedHealth is the parent company of 

UnitedHealthCare of the Mid-Atlantic, Inc., UnitedHealthCare of Wisconsin, Inc. and 

UniteHealthCare Plan of the River Valley, Inc. (collectively “UHC Subs”).  All of the UHC Subs 

are registered to do business in Virginia, are licensed with the Virginia State Corporation 

Commission’s Bureau of Insurance and may be served in Virginia through their registered agent: 

CT Corporation System, 4701 Cox Road, Suite 285, Glen Allen, Virginia 23060. 

134. Defendant, OPTUM, INC., is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of 

business located in Eden Prairie, Minnesota. OPTUM, INC. is a health services company 

                                                 
41 Piedmont Community Health Plan, Prescription Drugs, https://www.pchp.net/index.php/group-coverage-
providers/provider-prescription-drugs.html  
42 Fairfax County Public Schools, Prescription Benefits, https://www.fcps.edu/node/32873  
43 University of Virginia Health Plan, Important Guidelines, 2010, 
http://www.hr.virginia.edu/uploads/documents/media/UVA_Health_ImportantGuidelines2010.pdf  
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managing the subsidiaries that administer UnitedHealth’s pharmacy benefits, including 

OPTUMRX, INC. On information and belief, OPTUM, INC. is a subsidiary of UnitedHealth.  

135. Defendant, OPTUMRX, INC. (“OptumRx”), is a California corporation with its 

principal place of business located in Irvine, California. OptumRx operates as a subsidiary of 

OptumRx Holdings, LLC, which in turn operates as a subsidiary of OPTUM, INC. OptumRx 

operates as the PBM for UnitedHealth. 

136. UnitedHealth and OPTUM, INC. may be served through their registered agent: CT 

Corporation System, Inc., 1010 Dale Street North, St. Paul, Minnesota 5517. 

137. OptumRx has been registered to do business in Virginia since at least 2008 and may 

be served in Virginia through its registered agent: CT Corporation System, 4701 Cox Road, Suite 

285, Glen Allen, Virginia 23060.  

138. According to the Pharmacy Benefit Management Institute, OptumRx 

(UnitedHealth) was the third highest ranking PBM in 2015 with twenty-two (22%) of the industry 

market share.44  

139. In one case, OptumRx, which is owned by UnitedHealth, suggested that a member 

taking Butrans consider switching to a “lower cost alternative,” such as OxyContin or extended-

release morphine, according to a letter provided by the member. Mr. Wiggin, the UnitedHealthcare 

spokesman, said the company’s rules and preferred drug list “are designed to ensure members have 

access to drugs they need for acute situations, such as post-surgical care or serious injury, or 

ongoing cancer treatment and end of life care, as well as for long-term use after alternatives are 

tried.”45 

                                                 
44 Pharmacy Benefit Management Institute, Industry Research, supra note 31. 
45 Thomas and Ornstein, supra note 16. 
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140. “UnitedHealthcare places morphine on its lowest-cost drug coverage tier with no 

prior permission required, while in many cases excluding Butrans. And it places Lyrica, a non-

opioid, brand-name drug that treats nerve pain, on its most expensive tier, requiring patients to try 

other drugs first.”46  

141. At all times relevant hereto, OptumRx derives substantial revenue providing 

pharmacy benefits in Virginia through several different means, including, but not limited to, 

providing services and formulary management for (i) the Eastern Virginia Medical School,47 and 

(ii) the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) Employee Health and 

Welfare Plan48 and Prescription Drug Benefits.49 

142. At all times relevant hereto, OptumRx offered pharmacy benefit management 

services nationwide and maintained a national formulary or formularies that are used nationwide, 

including in Dickenson. At all times relevant hereto, those formularies included opioids, including 

those at issue in this case.  At all times relevant hereto, those formularies allowed for the dispensing 

and reimbursement of such opioids in Virginia, including in Dickenson. 

143. The opioids at issue in this case were reimbursed by the PBM Defendants. Without 

the PBM Defendant reimbursement for the opioids at issue herein, the opioids would not have 

entered the marketplace and the entire scheme would have failed. 

                                                 
46 Id. 
47 Eastern Virginia Medical School, Student Wellness Program, 2017, 
http://www.evms.edu/about_evms/administrative_offices/human_resources/student_health_insurance/ ; Eastern 
Virginia Medical School,  Student Injury and Sickness Insurance Plan, 2014-2015, 
https://www.uhcsr.com/uhcsrBrochures/Public/ClientBrochures/2014-193-1_Brochure.pdf  
48 Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (“WMATA”) Transit Employees’ Health and Welfare Plan, 
Plan Benefit Overview, http://www.tehw.org/plan-benefits/plan-benefit-overview.aspx 
49 Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (“WMATA”) Transit Employees’ Health and Welfare Plan, 
Prescription Drug Benefits, http://www.tehw.org/plan-benefits/health-and-welfare-benefits/prescription-drug-
benefits.aspx 
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E. DOE DEFENDANTS 

144. Doe DEFENDANTS 1 to 100 are sued herein under fictitious names because after 

diligent and good faith efforts their names, identities, and capacities, whether individual, corporate, 

associate, or otherwise, are presently unknown to Plaintiff. Plaintiff will make the names or 

identities of said Defendants known to the Court after the information has been ascertained. 

Plaintiff is informed and believes, and based thereupon alleges, that each of the Defendants 

designated herein as a DOE DEFENDANT has taken part in and participated with, and/or aided 

and abetted, some or all of the other Defendants in some or all of the matters referred to herein and 

the Plaintiff is informed and believes, and on such information and belief alleges, that each of the 

Defendants named as a DOE is responsible in some manner for the events and occurrences alleged 

in this Complaint and is liable for the relief sought herein. 

IV. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

A. BACKGROUND ON PRESCRIPTION OPIOIDS 

145. The term opioid includes (a) all drugs derived in whole or in part from the 

morphine-containing opium poppy plant such as morphine, laudanum, codeine, thebaine, 

hydrocodone, oxycodone, and oxymorphone, and (b) synthetic opioids like fentanyl or 

methadone.50 

146. Prior to the 1990’s, doctors used opioid pain relievers sparingly, and only in the 

short term, for cases of acute injury or illness, during surgery or end-of-life (“palliative”) care.51 

Doctors’ reluctance to use opioids for an extended period of time was due to the legitimate fear of 

causing addiction.52 

                                                 
50 21 U.S.C. § 812 Schedule II (2012).  
51 Meldrum ML, Progress in Pain Research and Management, Vol. 25 Seattle, WA: IASP Press; 2003.  
52 Id. 
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147. Beginning in the late 20th century, however, and continuing through today, the 

pharmaceutical industry acted to dramatically expand the marketplace for opioids. As set forth 

below, pharmaceutical actors facilitated this expansion in three ways. First, pharmaceutical 

manufacturers engaged in a misinformation campaign which altered public perception of opioids, 

and deceived doctors, federal regulators, and the general public about their addictive qualities. 

Second, PBMs ensured that opioids were widely available, regularly prescribed and reimbursed.   

Third, opioid manufacturers and wholesalers/distributors flouted their federally imposed 

requirements to report suspicious opioid orders to the DEA and state agencies. These facilitated 

an explosion in the illegitimate marketplace for prescription opioids. 

148. As a result of Defendants’ wrongful conduct, the number of prescriptions for 

opioids increased sharply, reaching nearly 250 million prescriptions in 2013, almost enough for 

every person in the United States to have a bottle of pills. This represents an increase of three 

hundred percent (300%) since 1999. 

B. IMPACT ON VIRGINIA AND DICKENSON COUNTY 

149. While the Defendants have profited from the alarming rate of opioids used in the 

United States, communities across the country have suffered. According to the CDC, the nation is 

experiencing an opioid-induced “public health epidemic.” The CDC reports that prescription 

opioid use contributed to 16,651 overdose deaths nationally in 2010; 16,917 in 2011; and 16,007 

in 2012. Based on the latest data, nearly two million Americans met criteria for prescription opioid 

abuse and dependence in 2013.53 Aggregate costs for prescription opioid overdose, abuse, and 

dependence were estimated at over $78.5 billion (in 2013 dollars).54  

                                                 
53 Wolters Kluwer Health, Costs of US prescription opioid epidemic estimated at $78.5 billion, SCIENCE DAILY, Sept. 
14, 2016, https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/09/160914105756.htm 
54 Id. 
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150. While Defendants were reaping billions of dollars in profits off their wrongful 

conduct, Plaintiff has been required to allocate substantial public monies and resources to combat 

the opioid crisis in Dickenson and deal with its fallout.  

151. Plaintiff has incurred and continues to incur substantial costs because of 

Defendants’ conduct as described herein, including, but not limited to, costs of increased county 

services with respect to law enforcement, first responders such as emergency medical services, 

detention centers and jails, county courts, prevention and treatment centers, community outreach 

programs, equipment and supplies, victim services supports, drug abuse prevention programs in 

schools, inmate services including housing, health and support staff, intervention programs, 

increased costs associated with its own employee benefits plan, together with general societal 

costs, and lost productivity costs.   

152. According to the CDC, in Virginia there were 1,405 drug overdose deaths in 2016, 

with opioids being the main driver, a 34.7 percent increase over drug overdose deaths in 2015.55  

153.    The CDC in 2012 reported that there were between 72 and 82.1 painkiller 

prescriptions per 100 people in Virginia.56   

154. The CDC reports that Dickenson’s mortality rates due to drug poisoning doubled 

in the nine (9) year period between 1999 and 2007, with Dickenson County having one of the 

highest rates of drug-related deaths in Virginia. 57  These drug-related deaths grew steadily from a 

16-17.9 death per 100,000 population in 1999 to over 30 in 2007, with the rate staying over 30 

                                                 
55 CDC Drug Overdose Data, https://www.cdc.gov/drugoverdose/data/statedeaths.html 
56 German Lopez, The growing number of lawsuits against opioid companies, explained, VOX, Feb. 27, 2018, 
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/6/7/15724054/opioid-companies-epidemic-lawsuits 
57 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Drug Poisoning Mortality Rates in the United States, 1999-2016, 
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data-visualization/drug-poisoning-mortality/ 
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from 2007-2016.58  During the same period (1999-2007) the population decreased from 16,516 in 

1999 to 15,971 in 2007, with the population rate steadily declining to 14,968 in 2016.  

155. Data reveals a dramatic increase in opioid abuse and deaths in recent years.  The 

Virginia Department of Health numbers estimates the 1,136 overdose deaths from prescription 

painkillers, heroin, and heroin synthetics statewide in 2016 was 40 percent higher than the 811 

deaths from the same cause in 2015.59 In just the first nine months of 2016, the state recorded 822 

opioid overdose deaths compared with 811 in all of 2015.60 There was a 77% increase in fatal 

opioid overdoses in the five years from 2011-2016.61 “[T]he [statewide] numbers are so big they 

almost don’t seem real,” declared Attorney General Mark Herring in 2017, “[w]e have too many 

empty bedrooms, too many empty chairs at kitchen tables.”62 

156. There are several factors that point to the severity of the opioid crisis in Virginia. 

A recent Virginia Commonwealth University study found that “[a]t least two Virginians die from 

prescription opioid and heroin overdoses every day.”63  The state estimates that its Medicaid 

program spent $26 million on opioid use and misuse in 2013.64 The number of babies in Virginia 

born with neonatal abstinence syndrome (NAS), resulting from opioids being used during 

pregnancy, has continued to rise with the NAS birth rate doubling from 2.9 per 1,000 live births 

                                                 
58 Id. 
59 AG Mark Herring announces policy proposals on heroin and opioid abuse, DAILY PRESS, September 18, 2017, 
http://www.dailypress.com/health/dp-nws-herring-heroin-20170918-story.html 
60 Katie Demeria, Va. board creates new opioid prescription guidelines, RICHMOND TIMES-DISPATCH, Feb. 20, 2017, 
http://www.richmond.com/life/health/va-board-creates-new-opioid-prescription-guidelines/article_34ceace4-24f7-
5125-9445-680f6f7bede4.html 
61 Dr. Melissa Levine, State Health Commissioner Telebriefing on Opioid Addiction Public Health Emergency 
(Nov. 21, 2016) (transcript available at http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/commissioner/opioid-addiction-in-virginia/). 
62 Patricia Sullivan, Va. attorney general urges collaboration in battling opioid crisis, THE WASHINGTON POST, May 
26, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/virginia-news/va-attorney-general-urges-collaboration-in-battling-
opioid-crisis/2017/05/24/2c1ca6b2-3fcc-11e7-9869-bac8b446820a_story.html?utm_term=.a760b4a4fa85 
63Andrew Barnes and Katherine Neuhausen, Virginia Commonwealth University School of Medicine, “The Opioid 
Crisis Among Virginia Medicaid Beneficiaries,” 
https://hbp.vcu.edu/media/hbp/policybriefs/pdfs/Senate_OpioidCrisisPolicyBrief_Final.pdf 
64 Id. 
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in 2011 to 6.1 per 1,000 live births in 2015.65 In 2016, state health officials found that more than 

770 Virginia newborns, out of nearly 96,000 live births, were diagnosed with NAS.66 The number 

of infants diagnosed with NAS quadrupled from 2012-2016.67 

157. Like other Virginia localities, Dickenson has also had to allocate resources to 

preventing and addressing opioid abuse by children and teenagers. A study of child overdose 

deaths in Virginia between 2009 and 2013 found that “[n]early two-thirds of child overdose 

victims were teenagers between the ages of 13 and 17.”68 Prescription medications, specifically 

methadone and oxycodone, “caused or contributed to more child deaths than any other substance 

(68%).”   

158. In response to the high number of nonviolent drug offenders in the County, 

Dickenson developed a Drug Court in 2009, requiring increased training for the judiciary and staff, 

and pay for increased police and probation services. 

159. With the increase in prescription opioid abuse, Virginia localities such as 

Dickenson County have seen an increase an illegal drug use, including the use of heroin and 

fentanyl, and more drug-related arrests.   

160. The impact on Dickenson must be considered in the context of its size and the rapid 

onset of the epidemic.  The County is only 334 square miles with a population of less than 16,000. 

The Dickenson County Sherriff’s Office serves the entire County with approximately 22 sworn 

                                                 
65 Virginia Neonatal Perinatal Collaborative Receives State Support For Pregnant Women With Substance Use 
Disorders, Infants With Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome, June 28, 2017, 
http://www.alexandrianews.org/2017/06/new-virginia-neonatal-perinatal-collaborative-committed-to-improving-
birth-outcomes-receives-state-support-to-enhance-care-for-pregnant-women-with-substance-use-disorders-and-
infants-with-neonatal-ab/ 
66 Id. 
67 Id. 
68 Allison A. Clevenger, Overdose Poisoning Deaths to Children in Virginia, 2009-2013: Executive Summary and 
Recommendations, Virginia Department of Health Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, April 2017, 
http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/content/uploads/sites/18/2017/04/CFRT-Poisoning-Report-Short-Report.pdf. 
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officers and there is only one hospital within the County limits.   

161. Retail drug summary reports available through the DEA’s Automation of Reports 

and Consolidated Orders System (“ARCOS”) confirm that the western edge of Virginia, which 

includes Dickenson County, has experienced the same startling trend of increasing opioid use as 

is seen nationwide. The ARCOS Data table below reflects transactional data for Schedule II opioid 

drugs submitted by the drug manufacturers and distributors doing business in Virginia. The volume 

of Schedule II opioid drugs distributed in the western edge of Virginia between 2000 and 2016 

reflects an increase of two hundred and sixty-four percent (264%) in opioid consumption during 

that period.69  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
69 The ARCOS transactional data reflected in this chart includes the following drugs categorized as opioids: codeine, 
buprenorphine, dihydrocodeine, oxycodone, hydromorphone, hydrocodone, levorphanol, meperidine (pethidine), 
methadone, morphine, opium (powdered), oxymorphone, alfentanil, remifentanil, sufentanil base, tapentadol, and 
fentanyl base. The ARCOS transaction data reflected in this chart includes the following regions of Virginia: 
Dickenson County, City of Bristol, Lee County, Norton City, Russell County, Scott County, Washington County, and 
Wise County.  
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a. The Manufacturer Defendants’ Campaign to Normalize Widespread 
Opioid Use 

162. Unsatisfied with the market for opioid use in the context of acute and palliative 

care, during the 1980s and 1990s the Manufacturer Defendants introduced new opioid drugs and 

began promoting their use for chronic pain therapy in an effort to increase the number of people 

taking opioids. 

163. Those new drugs included, but were not limited to: Purdue’s MS Contin (introduced 

1987) and OxyContin (1995); Janssen’s Duragesic (1990), Nucynta (2008), and Nucynta ER 

(2011); Cephalon’s Actiq (1998) and Fentora (2006); Endo’s Opana and Opana ER (2006); and 

Insys’ Subsys (2012).  

164. Recognizing the enormous financial possibilities associated with expanding the 

opioid market, the Manufacturer Defendants rolled out a massive and concerted campaign to 

misrepresent the addictive qualities of their product, and to push opioids as safe, effective drugs 

for the treatment of chronic pain associated with conditions such bad backs, arthritis, headaches 

and the like. 

165. In connection with this scheme, each Manufacturer Defendant spent, and continues 

to spend, millions of dollars on promotional activities and materials that falsely deny or minimize 

the risks of opioids while overstating the benefit of using them for chronic pain. As just one 

example, on information and belief, the Manufacturer Defendants spent more than $14 million on 

medical journal advertising of opioids in 2011, nearly triple what they spent in 2001. 

166. Further, each Defendant promoted the use of opioids for chronic pain through sales 

representatives who visited individual doctors and medical staff in their offices and small group 

speaker programs.  Defendants devoted massive resources to direct such sales contacts with 

doctors.  In 2014 alone, Defendants spent $168 million on detailing branded opioids to doctors, 
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including $108 million by Purdue, $34 million by Janssen, $13 million by Cephalon, $10 million 

by Endo, and $2 million by Actavis.  These amount to twice as much as Defendants spent on 

detailing in 2000. 

167. The deceptive marketing schemes included, among others, (a) the hiring of certain 

physicians, “hired guns,” to pollute the marketplace with false information regarding the efficacy 

and risks of opioids for chronic pain treatment; (b) false or misleading materials, speaker programs, 

webinars, and brochures by purportedly neutral third parties that were really designed and 

distributed by the Manufacturer Defendants; (c) false or misleading direct, branded advertisements 

and marketing materials; and (d) the misuse of treatment guidelines. 

168. The Manufacturer Defendants’ misinformation campaign worked as intended. 

Across the country, demand for prescription opioids exploded, including in Dickenson. Doctors 

and medical professionals, swayed by the Manufacturer Defendants’ sophisticated propaganda 

machine, began prescribing prescription opioids for ailment ranging from headaches to neck pain 

to fibromyalgia. That unleashed a wave of addiction—increasing the demand for opioids yet 

further.   The Manufacturer Defendants’ profits soared. 

b. The Manufacturer Defendants’ Hired Guns 

(1) DR. PORTENOY AND WEBSTER 

169. The Manufacturer Defendants’ campaign of deception regarding the addictive 

nature of opioids was rooted in two pieces of purportedly “scientific” evidence. The first piece of 

evidence was a five-sentence Letter to the Editor published in 1980 in the New England Journal 

of Medicine. The letter was drafted by Hershel Jick, a doctor at Boston University Medical Center, 

with the help of a graduate student, Jane Porter. It noted, anecdotally, that a review of “current 

files” did not indicate high levels of addiction among hospitalized medical patients who received 

narcotic preparation treatment. In full, the letter reads: 
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Recently, we examined our current files to determine the incidence of 
narcotic addiction in 39,946 hospitalized medical patients who were 
monitored consecutively. Although there were 11,882 patients who 
received at least one narcotic preparation, there were only four cases of 
reasonably well-documented addiction in patients who had no history of 
addiction. The addiction was considered major in only one instance. The 
drugs implicated were meperidine in two patients, Percodan in one, and 
hydromorphone in one. We conclude that despite widespread use of 
narcotic drugs in hospitals, the development of addiction is rare in medical 
patients with no history of addiction.70 
 

170. The second major piece of “evidence” used by Manufacturer Defendants was a 

1986 study by Dr. Russell Portenoy in the medical journal Pain. The study, which had a patient 

cohort of merely 38 patients, claimed that opioids could be used for long periods of time to treat 

non-cancer related chronic pain without any risk of addiction. The rationale behind the study was 

that patients in pain would not become addicted to opioids because their pain drowned out the 

euphoria associated with opioids. As such, the study concluded that opioids should be freely 

administered to patients with fibromyalgia, headaches, finicky backs, and a host of other issues. 

According to Portenoy and his co-author, Dr. Kathleen Foley, “opioid maintenance therapy can be 

a safe, salutary and more humane alternative … in those patients with intractable non-malignant 

pain and no history of drug abuse.”71  Portenoy’s study also cited Jick’s one-paragraph letter to the 

New England Journal of Medicine. 

171. Dr. Portenoy’s study dovetailed perfectly with Manufacturer Defendants’ 

marketing strategy and, within a decade, Dr. Portenoy was financed by “at least a dozen 

companies, most of which produced prescription opioids.”72 

                                                 
70 Addiction rate in patients treated with narcotics, 302(2) New Eng. J. Med. 123 (Jan. 10, 1980). 
71 Portenoy RK, Foley KM, Chronic use of opioid analgesics in non-malignant pain: report of 38 cases, 25 Pain 171 
(1986). 
72 Meier B., Pain Killer: A Wonder Drug’s Trail of Addiction and Death, New York, NY: St. Martin’s Press; 2003. 
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172. Dr. Portenoy went on to serve as one of the pharmaceutical industry’s most vocal 

advocates, regularly appearing at conferences and gatherings of medical professionals to promote 

the use of opioids for chronic, long-term pain. 

173. The Manufacturer Defendants disseminated fraudulent and misleading messages to 

reverse the popular and medical understanding of opioids and risks of opioid use. They 

disseminated these messages directly, through their sales representatives, in speaker groups led by 

physicians the Manufacturer Defendants recruited for their support of their marketing messages, 

through unbranded marketing and through industry-funded front groups. 

174. These statements were not only unsupported by or contrary to the scientific 

evidence, they were also contrary to pronouncements by and guidance from the FDA and CDC 

based on that same evidence. 

175. Hired guns like Dr. Portenoy promoted opioid analgesics and the myth that opioids 

could be liberally prescribed for non-cancer related chronic pain, without any risk of addiction. 

176. Others like Dr. Portenoy would speak at academic conferences to primary care 

physicians in an effort to destigmatize opioids and encouraged liberal prescription of narcotics for 

the treatment of non-cancer related chronic pain. They claimed that opioid analgesics have no 

“ceiling dosage” in that prescribing physicians should increase dosages for patients as high as 

necessary to treat non-cancer related chronic pain. Invariably, the key piece of “data” cited in 

support of the proposition that opioids could be safely used to treat chronic pain was the New 

England Journal of Medicine letter. 

177. The Manufacturer Defendants also paid Dr. Lynn Webster, the co-founder and 

Chief Medical Director of Lifetree Clinical Research, an otherwise unknown pain clinic in Salt 

Lake City, Utah, to promote opioids. Dr. Webster was President of the American Academy of Pain 

Medicine (“AAPM”) in 2013. He is a Senior Editor of Pain Medicine, the same journal that 
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published Endo special advertising supplements touting Opana ER. Dr. Webster was the author of 

numerous continuing medical education programs (“CMEs”) sponsored by Cephalon, Endo and 

Purdue. At the same time, Dr. Webster was receiving significant funding from the Manufacturer 

Defendants (including nearly $2 million from Cephalon). 

178. In the years that have followed, both the New England Journal of Medicine letter 

and Dr. Portenoy’s 1986 study have been expressly disavowed. Neither actually demonstrates that 

opioids can be safely prescribed for long-term, chronic pain. 

179. In a taped interview in 2011, Dr. Portenoy admitted that the information the 

Manufacturer Defendants were pushing was false. “I gave innumerable lectures in the late 1980s 

and ‘90s about addiction that weren’t true,” Dr. Portenoy told a fellow doctor in 2010. “It was the 

wrong thing to do.”73 

I gave so many lectures to primary care audiences in which the Porter 
and Jick article was just one piece of data that I would then cite. I would 
cite 6 to 7 maybe 10 different avenues of thought or evidence, none of 
which represents real evidence. And yet what I was trying to do was to 
create a narrative so that the primary care audience would look at this 
information in total and feel more comfortable about opioids in a way 
they hadn’t before … Because the primary goal was to de-stigmatize, we 
often left evidence behind.” 
 
It was clearly the wrong thing to do and to the extent that some of the 
adverse outcomes now are as bad as they have become in terms of endemic 
occurrences of addiction and unintentional overdose death, it’s quite scary 
to think about how the growth in that prescribing driven by people like me 
led, in part, to that occurring.74 
 

180. As to the New England Journal of Medicine letter, Dr. Jick, in an interview with 

Sam Quinones decades after the letter was published, stated: “[t]hat particular letter, for me, is 

                                                 
73 Thomas Catan and Evan Perez, A Pain-Drug Champion Has Second Thoughts, The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 17, 
2012). 
74 Live interview with Dr. Russell Portenoy. Physicians Responsible for Opioid Prescribing. https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=DgyuBWN9D4w. Accessed December 3, 2017 (emphases added). 
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very near the bottom of a long list of studies that I’ve done. It’s useful as it stands because there’s 

nothing else like it on hospitalized patients. But if you read it carefully, it does not speak to the 

level of addiction in outpatients who take these drugs for chronic pain.”75 

181. The New England Journal of Medicine itself has since disavowed the letter, stating 

“[the letter] was heavily and uncritically cited as evidence that addiction was rare with long-term 

opioid therapy.”76 “We believe,” the journal provided, “that this citation pattern contributed to the 

North American opioid crisis by helping to shape a narrative that allayed prescribers’ concerns 

about the risk of addiction associated with long-term opioid therapy.”77 

(2)  DEFENDANT-FUNDED ORGANIZATIONS 

182. Manufacturer Defendants also funded multiple organizations to advocate for the 

use of opioids to treat chronic pain. The names of the organizations suggest neutrality, but they 

were anything but. They included the American Pain Foundation (“APF”); the American Academy 

of Pain Management (which received funding from Manufacturer Defendants Endo, Janssens, and 

Purdue); the American Pain Society (“APS”), the American Geriatrics Society (“AGS”), and the 

Pain Care Forum (“PCF”). 

(A) American Pain Foundation 

183. The most prominent nonparty advocate for opioids, funded by Defendants, was the 

American Pain Foundation (“APF”). APF received more than $10 million in funding from opioid 

manufacturers from 2007 until it closed its doors in May 2012. Endo alone provided more than 

half that funding; Purdue was next, at $1.7 million. 

                                                 
75 Harrison Jacobs, This one-paragraph letter may have launched the opioid epidemic, BUSINESS INSIDER, Mar. 26, 
2016, http://www.businessinsider.com/porter-and-jick-letter-launched-the-opioid-epidemic-2016-5 
76 376 New Eng. J. Med. 2194, 2194–95 (2017). 
77 Id. 
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184. APF issued education guides for patients, reporters, and policymakers that touted 

the benefits of opioids for chronic pain and trivialized their risks, particularly the risk of addiction. 

APF also launched a campaign to promote opioids for returning veterans, which has contributed 

to high rates of addiction and other adverse outcomes – including death – among returning soldiers. 

APF also engaged in a significant multimedia campaign — through radio, television, and the 

internet — to educate patients about their “right” to pain treatment, namely opioids. All of the 

programs and materials were available nationally and were intended to reach Virginia consumers, 

physicians, patients, and third-party payers. 

185. Dr. Perry Fine (an opioid advocate from the University of Utah who received 

funding from Janssen, Cephalon, Endo, and Purdue), Dr. Portenoy, and Dr. Scott Fishman (an 

advocate the University of California who authored Responsible Opioid Prescribing, a publication 

sponsored by Cephalon and Purdue), all served on APF’s board and reviewed its publications. 

Another board member, Lisa Weiss, was an employee of a public relations firm that worked for 

both Purdue and APF. 

186. In 2009 and 2010, more than eighty (80%) of APF’s operating budget came from 

pharmaceutical industry sources. Including industry grants for specific projects, APF received 

about $2.3 million from industry sources out of total income of about $2.85 million in 2009; its 

budget for 2010 projected receipts of roughly $2.9 million from drug companies, out of a total 

income of about $3.5 million. By 2011, APF was entirely dependent on incoming grants from 

Defendants Purdue, Cephalon, Endo, and others to avoid using its line of credit.  

187. APF held itself out as an independent patient advocacy organization. It often 

engaged in grassroots lobbying against various legislative initiatives that might limit opioid 

prescribing, and thus the profitability of its sponsors. It was often called upon to provide “patient 

representatives” for Defendants’ promotional activities, including for Purdue’s “Partners Against 
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Pain” and Janssen’s “Let’s Talk Pain”. But in reality, APF functioned as an advocate for the 

interests of the Manufacturer Defendants, not patients. Indeed, as early as 2011, Purdue told APF 

that the basis of a grant was Purdue’s desire to “strategically align its investments in nonprofit 

organizations that share [its] business interests.”  

188. APF caught the attention of the United States Senate Finance Committee in May 

2012 as the Committee sought to determine the links, financial and otherwise, between the 

organization and the manufacturers of opioid painkillers. The investigation raised red flags as to 

APF’s credibility as an objective and neutral third party; the Manufacturer Defendants stopped 

funding it. Within days of being targeted by the Senate investigation, APF’s board voted to 

dissolve the organization “due to irreparable economic circumstances.” APF “cease[d] to exist, 

effective immediately.”78 

   (B) The American Academy of Pain Medicine 

189. The American Academy of Pain Medicine (“AAPM”), with the assistance, 

prompting, involvement, and funding of the Manufacturer Defendants, issued treatment guidelines 

and sponsored and hosted CME programs for doctors essential to the Manufacturer Defendants’ 

deceptive marketing of chronic opioid therapy. 

190. AAPM has received over $2.2 million in funding since 2009 from opioid 

manufacturers. AAPM maintained a corporate relations council, whose members paid $25,000 per 

year (on top of other funding) to participate in activities and conferences. Defendants Endo, 

Purdue, Cephalon, and Actavis were members of the council.  

                                                 
78 Charles Ornstein and Tracy Weber, Senate Panel Investigates Drug Companies’ Ties to Pain Groups, WASH. POST, 
May 8, 2012, https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/senate-panel-investigates-drug-companies-
ties-to-pain-groups/2012/05/08/gIQA2X4qBU_story.html 
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191. AAPM was viewed internally by Endo as “industry friendly,” with Endo advisors 

and speakers among its active members. Endo attended AAPM conferences, funded its corporate 

events, and distributed its publications. The conferences sponsored by AAPM promoted opioids – 

37 out of roughly 40 sessions at one conference alone were opioid-focused.  

192. AAPM’s presidents have included the same opioid advocates mentioned above, 

Drs. Fine, Portenoy, Webster and Fishman. Dr. Fishman, a past AAPM president, stated that he 

would place the organization “at the forefront” of teaching that “the risks of addiction are ... small 

and can be managed.”79 

193. AAPM’s staff understood that they and their industry funders were engaged in a 

common task.  The Manufacturer Defendants were able to influence AAPM through both their 

significant and regular funding and the leadership of pro-opioid advocates within the organization. 

    (C) The Pain Care Forum 

194. On information and belief, the Manufacturer Defendants also combined their 

efforts through the Pain Care Forum (“PCF”), which began in 2004 as an APF project with the 

stated goals of offering “a setting where multiple organizations can share information” and 

“promote and support taking collaborative action regarding federal pain policy issues.” APF 

President Will Rowe described the forum as “a deliberate effort to positively merge the capacities 

of industry, professional associations, and patient organizations.” 

195. PCF is comprised of representatives from opioid manufacturers and distributors 

(including Cephalon, Endo, Janssen, and Purdue); doctors and nurses in the field of pain care; 

professional organizations (including AAPM, APS, and American Society of Pain Educators); 

patient advocacy groups (including APF and American Chronic Pain Association (“ACPA”)); and 

                                                 
79 Interview by Paula Moyer with Scott M. Fishman, M.D., Professor of Anesthesiology and Pain Medicine, Chief of 
the Division of Pain Medicine, Univ. of Cal., Davis (2005), available at http://www.medscape.org/viewarticle/500829 
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other like-minded organizations, almost all of which received substantial funding from the 

Manufacturer Defendants. 

196. PCF, for example, developed and disseminated “consensus recommendations” for 

a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (“REMS”) for long-acting opioids that the FDA 

mandated in 2009 to communicate the risks of opioids to prescribers and patients. This was critical 

because a REMS that went too far in narrowing the uses or benefits or highlighting the risks of 

chronic opioid therapy would undermine the Manufacturer Defendants’ marketing efforts. On 

information and belief, the recommendations claimed that opioids were “essential” to the 

management of pain, and that the REMS “should acknowledge the importance of opioids in the 

management of pain and should not introduce new barriers.”  The Manufacturer Defendants 

worked with PCF members to limit the reach and manage the message of the REMS, which 

enabled them to maintain, not undermine, their deceptive marketing of opioids for chronic pain. 

197. All of these purportedly neutral, industry-funded organizations took aggressive 

stances to convince doctors and medical professionals that America was suffering from an 

epidemic of untreated pain — and that opioids were the solution. Their efforts were successful 

nationwide, including in Dickenson. 

c. The Manufacturer Defendants’ False and Misleading Direct 
Advertising and Marketing of Opioids  

198. The Manufacturer Defendants have intentionally made false and misleading 

statements regarding opioids in their advertising and marketing materials disseminated 

nationwide, including in Dickenson. They have, among other things, (1) downplayed the serious 

risk of addiction; (2) created and promoted the imaginary concept of “pseudoaddiction”, 

advocating that when signs of actual addiction begin to appear, the patient should be treated with 

more opioids; (3) exaggerated the effectiveness of screening tools to prevent addiction; (4) claimed 
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that opioid dependence and withdrawal are easily managed; (5) denied the risks of higher dosages; 

(6) described their opioid products as “steady state” – falsely implying that these products are less 

likely to produce the high and lows that fuel addiction – or as less likely to be abused or result in 

addiction; (7) touted the effectiveness of screening or monitoring patients as a strategy for 

managing opioid abuse and addiction; (8) stated that patients would not experience withdrawal if 

they stopped using their opioid products; (9) stated that their opioid products are effective for 

chronic pain without disclosing the lack of evidence for the effectiveness of long-term opioid use; 

and (10) stated that abuse-deterrent formulations are tamper- or crush-resistant and harder to abuse 

or misuse. 

199. The Manufacturer Defendants have also falsely touted the benefits of long-term 

opioid use, including the supposed ability of opioids to improve function and quality of life, even 

though there was no scientifically reliable evidence to support the Manufacturer Defendants’ 

claims. 

200. The Manufacturer Defendants engaged in deceptive direct-to-physician marketing, 

promoting the use of opioids for chronic pain through controlled and trained sales representatives 

who visited individual doctors and medical staff in their offices and small group speaker programs. 

201. On information and belief, throughout the relevant time period these sales 

representatives have spread (and may continue to spread) misinformation regarding the risks and 

benefits of opioids to hundreds of thousands of doctors.  

202. Actavis was notified by the FDA in 2010 that certain brochures were “false or 

misleading because they omit and minimize the serious risks associated with the drug, broaden 

and fail to present the limitations to the approved indication of the drug, and present 

unsubstantiated superiority and effectiveness claims.” The FDA also found that “[t]hese violations 
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are a concern from a public health perspective because they suggest that the product is safer and 

more effective than has been demonstrated.”80 

203. Through these means, and likely others still concealed, the Manufacturer 

Defendants collaborated to spread deceptive messages about the risks and benefits of long-term 

opioid use in patient education brochures and pamphlets, websites, ads and other marketing 

materials 

204. For example: 

(a) Actavis’s predecessor caused a patient education brochure, Managing 
Chronic Back Pain, to be distributed beginning in 2003 that admitted that opioid addiction 
is possible, but falsely claimed that it is “less likely if you have never had an addiction 
problem.” Based on Actavis’s acquisition of its predecessor’s marketing materials along 
with the rights to Kadian, it appears that Actavis continued to use this brochure in 2009 and 
beyond. 

(b) Cephalon and Purdue sponsored APF’s Treatment Options: A Guide for 
People Living with Pain (2007), which suggests that addiction is rare and limited to extreme 
cases of unauthorized dose escalations, obtaining duplicative prescriptions, or theft. This 
publication is available today.81 

(c) Endo sponsored a website, “PainKnowledge,” which claimed in 2009 that 
“[p]eople who take opioids as prescribed usually do not become addicted.”  Another Endo 
website, PainAction.com, stated “Did you know?  Most chronic pain patients do not 
become addicted to the opioid medications that are prescribed for them.”  Endo also 
distributed an “Informed Consent” document on PainAction.com that misleadingly 
suggested that only people who “have problems with substance abuse and addiction” are 
likely to become addicted to opioid medications. 

(d) Endo distributed a pamphlet with the Endo logo entitled Living with 
Someone with Chronic Pain, which stated that “[m]ost health care providers who treat 
people with pain agree that most people do not develop an addiction problem.” 

(e) Janssen reviewed and distributed a patient education guide entitled Finding 
Relief: Pain Management for Older Adults (2009), which described as “myth” the claim 

                                                 
80 Letter from Thomas Abrams, Dir., Div. of Drug Mktg., Advert., & Commc’ns, U.S. Food & Drug Admin., to Doug 
Boothe, CEO, Actavis Elizabeth LLC (Feb. 18, 2010), available at 
http://www.fdanews.com/ext/resources/files/archives/a/ActavisElizabethLLC.pdf 
81 Available at https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/277605/apf-treatmentoptions.pdf 
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that opioids are addictive, and asserted as fact that “[m]any studies show that opioids are 
rarely addictive when used properly for the management of chronic pain.” 

(f) Janssen currently runs a website, Prescriberesponsibly.com (last updated 
July 2, 2015), which claims that concerns about opioid addiction are “overestimated.”82 

(g) Purdue sponsored APF’s A Policymaker’s Guide to Understanding Pain & 
Its Management – which claims that less than 1% of children prescribed opioids will 
become addicted and that pain is undertreated due to “misconceptions about opioid 
addiction[].” This publication is still available online.83  

(h) Consistent with the Manufacturer Defendants’ published marketing 
materials, upon information and belief, detailers for the Manufacturer Defendants in 
Virginia have minimized or omitted and continue to minimize or omit any discussion with 
doctors or their medical staff in Virginia about the risk of addiction; misrepresented the 
potential for abuse of opioids with purportedly abuse-deterrent formulations; and routinely 
did not correct the misrepresentations noted above. 

(i) Endo, on information and belief, has distributed and made available on its 
website opana.com a pamphlet promoting Opana ER with photographs depicting patients 
with physically demanding jobs like construction worker and chef, misleadingly implying 
that the drug would provide long-term pain-relief and functional improvement 

(j) On information and belief, Purdue also ran a series of ads, called “Pain 
vignettes,” for OxyContin in 2012 in medical journals. These ads featured chronic pain 
patients and recommended OxyContin for each. One ad described a “54-year-old writer 
with osteoarthritis of the hands” and implied that OxyContin would help the writer work 
more effectively. 

(k) The New York Attorney General found in its settlement with Purdue that 
through March 2015, the Purdue website In the Face of Pain failed to disclose that doctors 
who provided testimonials on the site were paid by Purdue,84 and concluded that Purdue’s 
failure to disclose these financial connections potentially misled consumers regarding the 
objectivity of the testimonials.85 

                                                 
82 Available at, http://www.prescriberesponsibly.com/articles/opioid-pain-management 
83 Available at, http://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/277603/apf-policymakers- guide.pdf 
84 See New York State Office of the Attorney General, A.G. Schneiderman Announces Settlement with Purdue Pharma 
That Ensures Responsible and Transparent Marketing Of Prescription Opioid Drugs By The Manufacturer (August 
20, 2015), https://ag.ny.gov/press-release/ag-schneiderman-announces-settlement-purdue-pharma-ensures-
responsible-and-transparent (last accessed December 20, 2017) 
85 The New York Attorney General, in a 2016 settlement agreement with Endo, found that opioid “use disorders appear 
to be highly prevalent in chronic pain patients treated with opioids, with up to 40% of chronic pain patients treated in 
specialty and primary care outpatient centers meeting the clinical criteria for an opioid use disorder.” Endo had claimed 
on its www.opana.com website that “[m]ost healthcare providers who treat patients with pain agree that patients 
treated with prolonged opioid medicines usually do not become addicted,” but the New York Attorney General found 
that Endo had no evidence for that statement. Consistent with this, Endo agreed not to “make statements that . . . 
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205. The Manufacturer Defendants falsely instructed doctors and patients that the signs 

of addiction should not be seen as warnings but are actually signs of undertreated pain and should 

be treated by prescribing more opioids. The Manufacturer Defendants called this phenomenon 

“pseudoaddiction” and falsely claimed that pseudoaddiction is substantiated by scientific 

evidence. Dr. Webster was a leading proponent of this notion, stating that the only way to 

differentiate the two was to increase a patient’s dose of opioids.86 

206. Other examples of the Manufacturer Defendants’ advocacy for the fictional concept 

of “pseudoaddiction” include, but are not limited to: 

(a) Cephalon and Purdue sponsored Responsible Opioid Prescribing (2007), 
which taught that behaviors such as “requesting drugs by name”, “demanding or 
manipulative behavior,” seeing more than one doctor to obtain opioids, and hoarding, are 
all signs of pseudoaddiction, rather than true addiction. The 2012 edition of Responsible 
Opioid Prescribing remains for sale online.87 

(b) On information and belief, Janssen sponsored, funded, and edited the Let’s 
Talk Pain website, which in 2009 stated: “pseudoaddiction . . . refers to patient behaviors 
that may occur when pain is under-treated….Pseudoaddiction is different from true 
addiction because such behaviors can be resolved with effective pain management.” 

(c) Endo sponsored a National Initiative on Pain Control (“NIPC”) CME 
program in 2009 entitled Chronic Opioid Therapy: Understanding Risk While Maximizing 
Analgesia, which, upon information and belief, promoted pseudoaddiction by teaching that 
a patient’s aberrant behavior was the result of untreated pain. Endo appears to have 
substantially controlled NIPC by funding NIPC projects; developing, specifying, and 
reviewing content; and distributing NIPC materials. 

(d) Purdue published a pamphlet in 2011 entitled Providing Relief, Preventing 
Abuse, which, upon information and belief, described pseudoaddiction as a concept that 
“emerged in the literature” to describe the inaccurate interpretation of [drug- seeking 
behaviors] in patients who have pain that has not been effectively treated.” 

(e) Upon information and belief, Purdue sponsored a CME program titled “Path 
of the Patient, Managing Chronic Pain in Younger Adults at Risk for Abuse”. In a role 
play, a chronic pain patient with a history of drug abuse tells his doctor that he is taking 
twice as many hydrocodone pills as directed. The narrator notes that because of 

                                                 
opioids generally are non-addictive” or “that most patients who take opioids do not become addicted” in New York. 
Upon information and belief, Endo continues to make these false statements elsewhere. 
86 Lynn Webster & Beth Dove, Avoiding Opioid Abuse While Managing Pain (2007). 
87 See Scott M. Fishman, M.D., Responsible Opioid Prescribing: A Physician’s Guide (2d ed. 2012). 
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pseudoaddiction, the doctor should not assume the patient is addicted even if he persistently 
asks for a specific drug, seems desperate, hoards medicine, or “overindulges in unapproved 
escalating doses.” The doctor treats this patient by prescribing a high-dose, long acting 
opioid. 

207. However, Defendants’ own hired gun has now conceded that pseudoaddiction is 

fictional.  Dr. Webster has acknowledged that “[pseudoaddiction] obviously became too much of 

an excuse to give patients more medication.”88. 

208. The 2016 CDC Guidelines also reject the concept of pseudoaddiction. The 

Guidelines explain that “[p]atients who do not experience clinically meaningful pain relief early 

in treatment . . . are unlikely to experience pain relief with longer-term use,” and that physicians 

should “reassess[] pain and function within 1 month” in order to decide whether to “minimize risks 

of long-term opioid use by discontinuing opioids” because the patient is “not receiving a clear 

benefit.”89 

209. The Manufacturer Defendants also falsely claimed that there were addiction risk 

screening tools – such as patient contracts, urine drug screens, and other similar strategies – that 

allowed them to reliably identify and safely prescribe opioids to patients predisposed to addiction. 

210. In addition, the Manufacturer Defendants widely spread misleading information 

about the risks of addiction associated with increasing dosages of opioids over time, and 

downplayed the risks created by the tolerance for opioids that patients would develop after 

consuming the drugs over a period of time.  

211.  For example,  

(a) On information and belief, Actavis’s predecessor created a patient brochure 
for Kadian in 2007 that stated, “Over time, your body may become tolerant of your current 

                                                 
88 John Fauber, Painkiller Boom Fueled by Networking, Milwaukee Wisc. J. Sentinel, Feb. 18, 2012 
89 CDC Guidelines for Prescribing Opioids for Chronic Pain, available at https://www.cdc.gov/drugoverdose/
prescribing/guideline.html 
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dose. You may require a dose adjustment to get the right amount of pain relief. This is not 
addiction.” 

(b) Cephalon and Purdue sponsored APF’s Treatment Options: A Guide for 
People Living with Pain (2007), which claims that some patients “need” a larger dose of 
an opioid, regardless of the dose currently prescribed. The guide stated that opioids have 
“no ceiling dose” and are therefore the most appropriate treatment for severe pain. This 
guide is still available online.90 

(c) Endo sponsored a website, “PainKnowledge,” which, upon information and 
belief, claimed in 2009 that opioid dosages may be increased until “you are on the right 
dose of medication for your pain.” 

(d) Endo distributed a pamphlet edited by an opioid advocate entitled 
Understanding Your Pain: Taking Oral Opioid Analgesics (2004 Endo Pharmaceuticals 
PM-0120). In Q&A format, it asked “If I take the opioid now, will it work later when I 
really need it?” The response is, “The dose can be increased. . . .You won’t ‘run out’ of 
pain relief.”91 

(e) Janssen, on information and belief, sponsored a patient education guide 
entitled Finding Relief: Pain Management for Older Adults (2009), which was distributed 
by its sales force. This guide listed dosage limitations as “disadvantages” of other pain 
medicines but omitted any discussion of risks of increased opioid dosages. 

(f) On information and belief, Purdue’s In the Face of Pain website promoted 
the notion that if a patient’s doctor does not prescribe what, in the patient’s view, is a 
sufficient dosage of opioids, he or she should find another doctor who will. 

(g) Purdue sponsored APF’s A Policymaker’s Guide to Understanding Pain & 
Its Management, which taught that dosage escalations are “sometimes necessary,” even 
unlimited ones, but did not disclose the risks from high opioid dosages. This publication is 
still available online.92 

(h) In 2007, Purdue sponsored a CME entitled Overview of Management 
Options that was available for CME credit and available until at least 2012. It taught that 
NSAIDs and other drugs, but not opioids, are unsafe at high dosages. 

                                                 
90 Available at, https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/277605/apf- treatmentoptions.pdf 
91 Margo McCaffery & Chris Pasero, Endo Pharm., Understanding Your Pain: Taking Oral Opioid Analgesics 
(Russell K Portenoy, M.D., ed., 2004). 
92 Available at, http://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/277603/apf-policymakers- guide.pdf 
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(i) Seeking to overturn the criminal conviction of a doctor for illegally 
prescribing opioids, APF and others argued to the United States Fourth Circuit Court of 
Appeals that “there is no ‘ceiling dose’” for opioids.93 

212. These claims conflict with the scientific evidence, as confirmed by the FDA and 

CDC. As the CDC explains in its 2016 Guidelines, “there is now an established body of scientific 

evidence showing that overdose risk is increased at higher opioid dosages.”94 

213. The Manufacturer Defendants also falsely and misleadingly emphasized or 

exaggerated the risks of competing products like NSAIDs, so that doctors and patients nationwide, 

and in Dickenson, would look to opioids first for the treatment of chronic pain. The Manufacturer 

Defendants deceptively describe the risks from NSAIDs while failing to disclose the risks from 

opioids.95  

214. The Manufacturer Defendants, both individually and collectively, made, promoted, 

and profited from their misrepresentations about the risks and benefits of opioids for chronic pain 

even though they knew that their misrepresentations were false and misleading. The history of 

opioids, as well as research and clinical experience over the last 20 years, established that opioids 

were highly addictive and responsible for a long list of very serious adverse outcomes. The 

Manufacturer Defendants had access to scientific studies, detailed prescription data, and reports of 

adverse events, including reports of addiction, hospitalization, and deaths – all of which made clear 

the harms from long-term opioid use and that patients are suffering from addiction, overdoses, and 

death in alarming numbers.  

                                                 
93 Brief of the American Pain Foundation (APF), the National Pain Foundation, and the National Foundation for the 
Treatment of Pain in Support of Appellant and Reversal of the Conviction, United States v. Hurowitz, No. 05-4474 
(4th Cir. Sept. 8, 2005) at 9 
94 2016 CDC Guidelines supra note 83. 
95 See, e.g., Case Challenges in Pain Management: Opioid Therapy for Chronic Pain (Endo) (describing massive 
gastrointestinal bleeds from long-term use of NSAIDs and recommending opioids), 
http://www.painmedicinenews.com/download/BtoB_Opana_WM.pdf (last accessed December 19, 2017). 
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215. Notwithstanding their knowledge, in order to maximize profits, the Manufacturer 

Defendants continued to advocate in the false and deceptive manners described herein with the 

goal of increasing opioid use, purposefully ignoring the foreseeable consequences of their activity 

in terms of addiction and public health throughout the United States, and in Dickenson.  

216. More recently, the FDA and CDC have issued pronouncements based on actual 

medical evidence that conclusively expose the known falsity of the Manufacturer Defendants’ 

misrepresentations. 

217. A very recent study in the Journal of the American Medical Association has further 

confirmed the falsity of defendants’ representations.  This study followed patients with chronic 

back, hip or knee pain who were treated with opioids and non-opioids over a 12-month period.  The 

study concluded that there was no significant difference in pain control but pain intensity was 

significantly better for non-opioid users, and adverse medication-related side effects were 

significantly more common for opioid users.  The Study recommended against initiation of opioid 

therapy for moderate to severe chronic osteoarthritis pain.96 

d. The Manufacturer Defendants’ Misuse of Treatment Guidelines 

218. In addition, treatment guidelines have been particularly important in securing 

acceptance for chronic opioid therapy. They are relied upon by doctors, especially the general 

practitioners and family doctors targeted by the Manufacturer Defendants, who are neither experts 

nor trained in the treatment of chronic pain. Treatment guidelines not only directly inform doctors’ 

prescribing practices, but are cited throughout the scientific literature and referenced by third-party 

payors in determining whether they should cover treatments for specific indications. 

                                                 
96 Erin E. Krebs, MD, MPH; Amy Gravely, MA; Sean Nugent, BA; et al, Effect of Opioid vs Nonopioid Medications 
on Pain-Related Function in Patients With Chronic Back Pain or Hip or Knee Osteoarthritis Pain, JAMA, March 6, 
2018 
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Pharmaceutical sales representatives employed by Endo, Actavis, and Purdue discussed treatment 

guidelines with doctors during individual sales visits including visits throughout Virginia and 

Dickenson. 

(1) FEDERATION OF STATE MEDICAL BOARDS (FSMB) 

219. The Federation of State Medical Boards (“FSMB”) is a trade organization 

representing the various state medical boards in the United States. The state boards that comprise 

the FSMB membership have the power to license doctors, investigate complaints, and discipline 

physicians. The FSMB finances opioid- and pain-specific programs through grants from 

Defendants. 

220. Since 1998, the FSMB has been developing treatment guidelines for the use of 

opioids for the treatment of pain. The 1998 version, Model Guidelines for the Use of Controlled 

Substances for the Treatment of Pain (“1998 Guidelines”) was produced “in collaboration with 

pharmaceutical companies” and taught not that opioids could be appropriate in limited cases after 

other treatments had failed, but that opioids were “essential” for treatment of chronic pain, 

including as a first prescription option. 

221. A 2004 iteration of the 1998 Guidelines and the 2007 book, Responsible Opioid 

Prescribing, also made the same claims as the 1998 Guidelines. These guidelines were posted 

online and were available to and intended to reach physicians nationwide, including in this district. 

222. The publication of Responsible Opioid Prescribing was backed largely by drug 

manufacturers. In all, 163,131 copies of Responsible Opioid Prescribing were distributed by state 

medical boards (and through the boards, to practicing doctors). The FSMB website describes the 
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book as the “leading continuing medication (CME) activity for prescribers of opioid 

medications.”97 

223. Defendants relied on 1998 Guidelines to convey the alarming message that “under-

treatment of pain” would result in official discipline, but no discipline would result if opioids were 

prescribed as part of an ongoing patient relationship and prescription decisions were documented. 

FSMB turned doctors’ fear of discipline on its head: doctors, who used to believe that they would 

be disciplined if their patients became addicted to opioids, were taught instead that they would be 

punished if they failed to prescribe opioids to their patients with chronic pain. 

(2) AAPM/APS GUIDELINES 

224. American Academy of Pain Medicine (“AAPM”) and the American Pain Society 

(“APS”) are professional medical societies, each of which received substantial funding from 

Defendants from 2009 to 2013. In 1997, AAPM issued a “consensus” statement, The Use of 

Opioids for the Treatment of Chronic Pain, that endorsed opioids to treat chronic pain and claimed 

that the there was little risk of addiction or overdose in pain patients. 98 The Chair of the committee 

that issued the statement, Dr. J. David Haddox, was at the time a paid speaker for Purdue. The sole 

consultant to the committee was Dr. Portenoy. The consensus statement, which also formed the 

foundation of the 1998 Guidelines, was published on the AAPM’s website and remained until 

2011 and was taken down only after a doctor complained, though it lingers on the internet 

elsewhere. 

225. AAPM and APS issued their own guidelines in 2009 (“2009 Guidelines”) and 

continued to recommend the use of opioids to treat chronic pain. Fourteen of the 21 panel members 

                                                 
97 Responsible Opioid Prescribing, Scott M. Fishman published by Waterford Life Services (2007) 
98 The Use of Opioids for the Treatment of Chronic Pain, APS & AAPM (1997). Available at 
http://opi.areastematicas.com/generalidades/OPIOIDES.DOLORCRONICO.pdf (as viewed 3/31/2016). 
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who drafted the 2009 Guidelines, including Dr. Portenoy and Dr. Fine, received support from 

Defendants Janssen, Cephalon, Endo, and Purdue. 

226. The 2009 Guidelines promote opioids as “safe and effective” for treating chronic 

pain, despite acknowledging limited evidence, and conclude that the risk of addiction is 

manageable for patients regardless of past abuse histories. One panel member, Dr. Joel Saper, 

Clinical Professor of Neurology at Michigan State University and founder of the Michigan 

Headache and Neurological Institute, resigned from the panel because of his concerns that the 

2009 Guidelines were influenced by contributions that drug companies, including Defendants, 

made to the sponsoring organizations and committee members. These AAPM/APS Guidelines 

have been a particularly effective channel of deception and have influenced not only treating 

physicians, but also the body of scientific evidence on opioids; the Guidelines have been cited 732 

times in academic literature, were disseminated nationwide and in Dickenson during the relevant 

time period, were reprinted in the Journal of Pain and are still available online. 

227. The Manufacturer Defendants widely cited and promoted the 2009 Guidelines 

without disclosing the lack of evidence to support their conclusions. 

228. The extent of the Manufacturer Defendants’ influence on treatment guidelines is 

demonstrated by the fact that independent guidelines – the authors of which did not accept drug 

company funding – reached very different conclusions. 

229. The 2012 Guidelines for Responsible Opioid Prescribing in Chronic Non- Cancer 

Pain, issued by the American Society of Interventional Pain Physicians (“ASIPP”), warned that 

“[t]he recent revelation that the pharmaceutical industry was involved in the development of opioid 

guidelines as well as the bias observed in the development of many of these guidelines illustrate 

that the model guidelines are not a model for curtailing controlled substance abuse and may, in 

fact, be facilitating it.” ASIPP’s Guidelines further advise that “therapeutic opioid use, specifically 
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in high doses over long periods of time in chronic non-cancer pain starting with acute pain, not 

only lacks scientific evidence, but is in fact associated with serious health risks including multiple 

fatalities, and is based on emotional and political propaganda under the guise of improving the 

treatment of chronic pain.” ASIPP recommends long-acting opioids in high doses only “in specific 

circumstances with severe intractable pain” and only when coupled with “continuous adherence 

monitoring, in well-selected populations, in conjunction with or after failure of other modalities of 

treatments with improvements in physical and functional status and minimal adverse effects.”99 

230. Similarly, the 2011 Guidelines for the Chronic Use of Opioids, issued by the 

American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine, recommend against the “routine 

use of opioids in the management of patients with chronic pain,” finding “at least moderate 

evidence that harms and costs exceed benefits based on limited evidence.”100 

231. The Clinical Guidelines on Management of Opioid Therapy for Chronic Pain, 

issued by the United States Department of Veterans Affairs (“VA”) and Department of Defense 

(“DOD”) in 2010, notes that their review revealed a lack of solid evidence-based research on the 

efficacy of long-term opioid therapy.101 

ii. The PBM Defendants Ensured that Opioids Were Regularly Prescribed and 
Flooded the Market. 

232. PBMs are brokers between payers (representing patients), drug manufacturers, and 

retailers and they influence which drug products are used most frequently and set prices for 

pharmacies. 

                                                 
99 Laxmaiah Manchikanti, et al., American Society of Interventional Pain Physicians (ASIPP) Guidelines for 
Responsible Opioid Prescribing in Chronic Non-Cancer Pain: Part 1, Evidence Assessment, 15 Pain Physician 
(Special Issue) S1-S66; Part 2 – Guidance, 15 Pain Physician (Special Issue) S67-S116 (2012). 
100 American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine’s Guidelines for the Chronic Use of Opioids 
(2011). 
101 Management of Opioid Therapy for Chronic Pain Working Group, VA/DoD Clinical Practice Guideline for 
Management of Opioid Therapy for Chronic Pain (May 2010). Available at 
http://www.healthquality.va.gov/guidelines/Pain/cot/COT_312_Full- er.pdf (accessed March 31, 2016). 
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233. The big three PBMs manage the drug benefits for nearly 95% of the population.102 

They control what drugs are covered by virtually all health insurance providers for over 260 

million people. PBMs made almost $260 billion last year.103 In 2015 they covered most of the 4 

billion retail prescriptions that were covered in the United States.104 They are key participants and 

play a crucial role in the administration and reimbursement of prescription drugs.105 

234. PBM influence is notable especially considering the lack of competition in the PBM 

space. Market concentration is an important indicator of a company’s ability to earn extraordinary 

returns, and several segments in the United States pharmaceutical distribution system are highly 

concentrated.106  

235. With this kind of monopolistic structure, the top three PBMs have almost exclusive 

control over the dissemination of opioids. In concert with drug manufacturers who provide them 

with assorted complicated payments as incentives,107 PBMs choose which drugs appear on their 

formularies, thus determining which drugs will be reimbursed. No drug will leave a pharmacy if 

it is not paid for. Thus, PBMs control which drugs are dispensed and which drugs enter 

communities such as Dickenson. 

236. Every PBM Defendants’ formulary is influenced by its financial arrangements with 

drug manufacturers. 

                                                 
102 Hoffman-Eubanks, supra note 8. 
103 John Breslin, Health care experts call for more transparency into PBMs, PATIENTDAILY, Dec. 20, 2017, 
https://patientdaily.com/stories/511298841-health-care-experts-call-for-more-transparency-into-pbms 
104 Lydia Ramsey and Skye Gould, A huge pharma middleman just lost its biggest customer — and it shows how drug 
pricing really works, BUSINESS INSIDER, Apr. 25, 2017, http://www.businessinsider.com/express-scripts-esrx-anthem-
not-renewing-pbm-2017-4 
105 Health Policy Brief, supra note 29. 
106 Neeraj Sood, Tiffany Shih, Karen Van Nuys, Dana Goldman, Follow the Money: The Flow of Funds In the 
Pharmaceutical Distribution System, HEALTH AFFAIRs, Jun. 13, 2017, https://www.healthaffairs.
org/do/10.1377/hblog20170613.060557/full/ 
107 Health Policy Brief, supra note 29. 
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237. For example, notwithstanding its express assurance to its customers that it “agrees 

to act as a fiduciary in good faith, with candor and due diligence in connection with the 

performance of [its PBM contract] and any negotiations related thereto,”108 OptumRx  then 

proceeds to define its formulary as follows:  

“A list of prescription drugs administered by PBM that has been evaluated 
by the PBM for inclusion on its formulary (‘Formulary’)… [T]he drugs 
included on the PBM's Formulary may be modified by PBM, with prior 
approval by [client], from time-to-time as a result of factors including, but 
not limited to, medical appropriateness, manufacturer rebate arrangements 
and patent expirations.”109[emphasis added] 

238. Notably, OptumRx does not explain how “manufacturer rebate arrangements” 

impact its formulary design.  

239. Express Scripts likewise is paid by drug manufacturers based on formulary design: 

Express Scripts contracts for its own account with pharmaceutical 
manufacturers to obtain rebates attributable to the utilization of certain 
prescription products by individuals who receive benefits from clients for 
whom we provide PBM services. Rebate amounts vary based on the volume 
of utilization as well as the benefit design and formulary position applicable 
to utilization of a product. Express Scripts often pays all or a portion of the 
rebates it receives to a client based on the client’s PBM services agreement. 
Express Scripts retains the financial benefit of the use of any funds held 
until payment is made to a client. In connection with our maintenance and 
operation of the systems and other infrastructure necessary for managing 
and administering the rebate process, Express Scripts also receives 
administrative fees from pharmaceutical manufacturers participating in the 
rebate program discussed above. The services provided to participating 
manufacturers include making certain drug utilization data available, as 
allowed by law, for purposes of verifying and evaluating the rebate 
payments. The administrative fees paid to Express Scripts by manufacturers 

                                                 
108 United Healthcare Services, Inc. and Employees Retirement System of Texas, Pharmacy Benefit Management 
Services Executed Contract, Section 2.3 (2016), https://ers.texas.gov/Doing-Business-with-ERS/PDFs/Contract-for-
Pharmacy-Benefit-Management-Services-for-the-HealthSelect-Prescription-Drug-Program.pdf 
109 United Healthcare Services, Inc. and Employees Retirement System of Texas, Pharmacy Benefit Management 
Services Executed Contract, Section 4.1(h)(i) (2016), https://ers.texas.gov/Doing-Business-with-ERS/PDFs/Contract-
for-Pharmacy-Benefit-Management-Services-for-the-HealthSelect-Prescription-Drug-Program.pdf 
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for participation in the rebate program do not exceed 3.5% of the AWP of 
the rebated products.”110 

240. It is notable that Express Scripts does not commit to share all of the rebates it 

receives from drug manufacturers with its clients, nor does it commit to share any of the 

administrative fees.  Nor does it explain all of the services for which it receives the administrative 

fees.  Nor does it explain how any of these payments actually influence its formulary design. Also 

noteworthy is that Express Scripts pegs its administrative fees to Average Wholesale Price (AWP), 

which is a reported price higher than any Express Scripts customer pays for any drug.  

241. Express Scripts’ standard contract language contemplates that it will derive even 

further revenue from drug manufacturers in other vaguely described arrangements, none of which 

are shared with its customers:  

[I]f any, ESI and ESI’s wholly-owned subsidiaries derive margin from fees 
and revenue in one or more of the ways as further described [herein] ESI 
and ESI’s wholly-owned subsidiaries act on their own behalf, and not for 
the benefit of or as agents for [its customers]. ESI and ESI’s wholly-owned 
subsidiaries retain all proprietary rights and beneficial interest in such fees 
and revenues described in the Financial Disclosure and, accordingly, 
[customer] acknowledges that neither it, any Member, nor the Plan, has a 
right to receive, or possesses any beneficial interest in, any such fees or 
revenues”111 

242. A standard Caremark PBM Contract reflects similar perverse incentives. It explains 

that “‘Manufacturer’ means a pharmaceutical company that has contracted with Caremark (or its 

affiliate or agent) to offer discounts for pharmaceutical products in connection with Caremark's 

                                                 
110 Express Scripts, Inc. and Oklahoma City Municipal Facility Authority, Pharmacy Benefit Management Agreement, 
pg. 30, Exhibit E (2008),  http://nationalprescriptioncoveragecoalition.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/WebPage-
2.pdf 
111 Express Scripts, Inc. and Oklahoma City Municipal Facility Authority, Pharmacy Benefit Management Agreement, 
pp. 8-9, Section 6.4 (2008),  http://nationalprescriptioncoveragecoalition.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/WebPage-
2.pdf 
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Formulary Services.”112[emphasis added] 

243. And, “Manufacturer Payments” include revenues received by Caremark,  

“from each of the following sources: 1) payments received in accordance 
with agreements with pharmaceutical manufacturers for formulary 
placement and, if applicable, drug utilization; 2) rebates, regardless of how 
categorized; 3) market share incentives; 4) commissions; 5) any fees 
received for the sale of utilization data to a pharmaceutical manufacturer; 
6) educational grants; 7) administrative management fees; and 8) all 
compensation from manufacturers including rebates paid by a manufacturer 
as a result of product inflation caps and/or guarantees negotiated by the 
Service Provider.”113 

244. Caremark’s standard PBM contract further explains: 

“that, in lieu of billing Member County a ‘per Claim’ fee for Services, 
Caremark shall retain 100% of the Rebates as reasonable compensation for 
the Services. Customer and Member County understand and agree that 
neither they nor any Participant will share in the Rebate monies collected 
from Manufacturers by Caremark.”114 
 

245. Caremark also explains that it will encourage the use of its “Preferred Drugs” (those 

where it has the most lucrative arrangement with a drug manufacturer) over “non-Preferred" drugs.   

Its standard contract language states that Caremark will encourage the use of “Preferred Drugs” 

by: 

“(i) identifying appropriate opportunities for converting a prescription from 
a non-Preferred Drug to a Preferred Drug, and (ii) contacting the Participant 
and the prescriber to request that the prescription be changed to the 
Preferred Drug. A Preferred Drug is one on the Performance Drug List, 
which has been developed by Caremark as a clinically appropriate and 
economically advantageous subset of the Caremark Formulary, as revised 
by Caremark from time to time.”115 [emphasis added] 

                                                 
112 CaremarkPCS Health, L.P. and the National Association of Counties, Managed Pharmacy Benefit Service 
Agreement, pg. 10, Section 10(f) (2006), http://www.nassauclerk.com/agendaindex/Ordinances/other/CS-08-125.pdf 
113 CaremarkPCS Health, L.L.C. and Florida Department of Management Services, Pharmacy Benefit Management 
Services contract, pg. 7, Section 1.1 (2015), https://www.dms.myflorida.com/content/download/107930/607791/
2015_PBM_Contract_REDACTED_FINAL.pdf 
 
114 CaremarkPCS Health, L.P. and the National Association of Counties, Managed Pharmacy Benefit Service 
Agreement, pg. 4, Section 2.1 (2006), http://www.nassauclerk.com/agendaindex/Ordinances/other/CS-08-125.pdf 
115 CaremarkPCS Health, L.P. and the National Association of Counties, Managed Pharmacy Benefit Service 
Agreement, pg. 3, Section 1.11 (2006), http://www.nassauclerk.com/agendaindex/Ordinances/other/CS-08-125.pdf 
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246. People with chronic pain thus are at the mercy of PBMs and their self-serving 

formularies. Yet PBMs make it more difficult to get pain medication that is less addictive and 

easier to get opioids, because opioids are generally cheaper than non-opioid alternatives and opioid 

manufacturers have provided rich incentives, as described above. According to a study by the New 

York Times and ProPublica of 35.7 million people on Medicare prescription drug plans, in the 

second quarter of 2017 only one-third of them had access to pain medication less addictive than 

opioids.116  

247. Even when they were asked to limit accessibility to opioids, PBMs refused. The 

seeds of the opioid epidemic were sown with early over prescription of OxyContin. In 2001, when 

officials in the West Virginia state employee health plan tried to get Purdue, which manufactured 

OxyContin, to require pre-authorization, Purdue refused.117 Using the financial quid pro quo it had 

with the state’s PBM, it paid Merck Medco (now Express Scripts) to prevent insurers from limiting 

access to the drug: 

The strategy to pay Merck Medco extended to other big pharmacy benefit 
managers and to many other states, according to a former Purdue official 
responsible for ensuring favorable treatment for OxyContin. The payments 
were in the form of “rebates” paid by Purdue to the companies. In return, 
the pharmacy benefit managers agreed to make the drug available without 
prior authorization and with low copayments. 

“That was a national contract,” Bernadette Katsur, the former Purdue 
official, who negotiated contracts with pharmacy benefit managers, said in 
an interview. “We would negotiate a certain rebate percentage for keeping 
it on a certain tier related to copay or whether it has prior authorization. We 
like to keep prior authorization off of any drug.”118 

                                                 
116 Thomas and Ornstein, supra note 16. 
117 David Armstrong, Drug maker thwarted plan to limit OxyContin prescriptions at dawn of opioid epidemic, STAT, 
Oct. 26, 2016, https://www.statnews.com/2016/10/26/oxycontin-maker-thwarted-limits/ 
118 Id. 
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248. PBMs are “driving patients to opioids, away from abuse-deterrent form (ADF) and 

less addictive forms of opiates through formulary and pricing strategies.”119 

249. Not only do PBMs place roadblocks in the way of limiting excessive opioid 

prescriptions, they also make it more difficult to obtain Abuse Deterrent Formula (ADF) opioids. 

These pills are more difficult to physically alter (crushing to snort or dissolving to inject) and 

therefore are less prone to abuse.120 The three major PBMs carry at most 3 of the 10 FDA approved 

ADF opioids, while CVS Caremark, which has nearly 90 million members, carries none.121 A 

study by Tufts CSSD found that ninety-six percent (96%) of all prescription opioids were non-

ADF in 2015.122 

250. This denial was endorsed by the Institute for Clinical and Economic Review, a 

private organization funded in part by some of the largest health plans and PBMs, that claimed 

that ADF opioids provided neither financial nor societal benefits, even though they were given 

data showing that ADF OxyContin could prevent 4,300 cases of abuse and save $300 million over 

a five-year period.123 

ICER ignored research that demonstrated abuse deterrent Oxy reduced 
abuse by 20 percent and reduced the average daily dose of OxyContin from 
80mg to 60mg. Perhaps even more important, it reduced sharing and selling 
of the drug for getting high (“diversion”) by nearly 90 percent. The 
diversion of generic painkillers is responsible for as many as 63 percent of 
fatal prescription drug overdoses. ICER consciously decided to ignore the 
human cost of this deadly behavior. 

What the ICER report ignores entirely is that one of the factors driving 
abuse and addiction is the inappropriate use of generic opioids for 

                                                 
119 Charles L. Bennett MD PhD MPP, Do you have pain, cancer, or diabetes? Your PBM may now be your doctor for 
these illnesses, COLLABRX, Dec. 27, 2017, http://www.collabrx.com/pain-cancer-diabetes-pbm-may-now-doctor-
illnesses/ 
120 Pitts, supra note 17. 
121 Bennett, supra note 104. 
122 Pitts, supra note 17.  
123 Robert Goldberg & Peter Pitts, ICER Perpetuates the Opioid Crisis, Morning Consult, MORNING CONSULT, May 
11, 2017, https://morningconsult.com/opinions/icer-perpetuates-opioid-crisis/ 
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conditions that have non-opioid, on-label options. Fifty-two percent of 
patients diagnosed with osteoarthritis receive an opioid pain medicine as 
first-line treatment, as do 43 percent of patients diagnosed with 
fibromyalgia and 42 percent of patients with diabetic peripheral 
neuropathy.124 

251.  What is inconceivable is that PBMs, while making it easy to obtain generic highly 

addictive opioids, make it harder to obtain treatment. The NY Times/ProPublica study found that 

insurers have erected more hurdles to approving addiction treatments than for the addictive 

substances themselves.125 Only after being subject to much public pressure and congressional 

investigations did some insurers remove the barriers to addiction treatment. 

252. A 2008 study by the Mayo Clinic126 found that patients who were weaned off 

opioids and followed a non-drug treatment experienced less pain than when they were on opioids 

and had improved functioning. Some plans cover these costs but others do not.127  

253. The efforts to artificially increase the number of opioids prescriptions, implemented 

by PBMs, directly and predictably caused a corresponding increase in opioid abuse. In a 2016 

report, the CDC explained that “[o]pioid pain reliever prescribing has quadrupled since 1999 and 

has increased in parallel with [opioid] overdoses.”128 Many abusers start with legitimate 

prescriptions. For these reasons, the CDC concluded that efforts to rein in the prescribing of 

opioids for chronic pain are critical “[t]o reverse the epidemic of opioid drug overdose deaths and 

                                                 
124 Id. 
125 Thomas and Ornstein, supra note 16. 
126 Available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18804915 
127 Barry Meier and Abby Goodnough, New Ways To Treat Pain Meet Resistance, THE NEW YORK TIMES, Jun. 22, 
2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/23/business/new-ways-to-treat-pain-without-opioids-meet-resistance.html
?mcubz=1,  
128 Rose A Rudd, et al., Increases in Drug and Opioid Overdose Deaths – United States, 2000-2014, MORBIDITY AND 
MORTALITY WKLY REP., Jan. 1, 2016, https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6450a3.htm (emphasis 
added) 
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prevent opioid-related morbidity.”129 The PBMs’ role in increasing prescriptions played an 

enormous role in the current opioid epidemic. 

254. There are steps the PBMs could take. They could make it easier to access other non-

addictive forms of pain relief. They could require doctors to start treating pain first with non-opioid 

pain medications as recommended by the CDC and turn to opioids as a last resort. They could 

cover alternative, non-medication treatments for pain. They could make addiction treatment more 

accessible. They could make their pricing more transparent so everyone could see if they were 

being improperly influenced by manufacturers to make choices for financial, not medical reasons. 

No single actor is to blame for this epidemic, but PBMs play a unique role in controlling which 

pain medications reach the marketplace—and which do not—through their self-serving formulary 

design. 

iii. Manufacturer and Distributor Defendants Violated their Requirements to 
Prevent Diversion and Report Suspicious Orders under Virginia and Federal 
Law. 

255. In addition to their common law duties, Manufacturer and Distributor Defendants 

are subject to statutory and regulatory requirements under Virginia law. Virginia imposes 

numerous substantive requirements on parties involved in the distribution chain of opioids and 

other controlled substances. These requirements include providing adequate inventory control and 

security of opioids to prevent diversion, and reporting suspicious orders of opioids to the Virginia 

Board of Pharmacy. Virginia law also explicitly requires parties involved in the distribution chain 

of controlled substances such as opioids to comply with the requirements of the Controlled 

Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. § 801 et seq. (the “CSA”), and its implementing regulations. Virginia, 

in adopting the requirements of the CSA and its implementing regulations, indicated that it, like 

                                                 
129 Id. 
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Congress when it passed the CSA, had concerns about “the widespread diversion of [controlled 

substances] out of legitimate channels into the illegal market.” H.R. Rep. No. 91-1444, 1970 

U.S.C.C.A.N. 4566, 4572. 

256. The opioid epidemic was further fueled by Defendants’ failure to follow the 

specific mandates in Virginia law and the CSA requiring them to help ensure that highly addictive 

drugs are not diverted to illegal use. The brunt of the opioid epidemic could have been, and should 

have been, prevented if Defendants had fulfilled their duties set by statute, regulation, and common 

law. Defendants, who operate at every level of the opioid supply chain, had an obligation and duty 

to act. They did not—and the country, including Dickenson, paid the price. 

257. Recognizing that highly addictive drugs like opioids can be easily abused and 

diverted to the black market, Virginia, in the Virginia Drug Control Act, and Congress, in the CSA, 

sought to combat diversion of prescription narcotics by providing for a closed system of drug 

distribution in which manufacturers and wholesalers/distributors must register with the Virginia 

Board of Pharmacy and the DEA. Every registrant, in turn, is charged with being vigilant in 

deciding whether a customer, be it a pharmacy, wholesaler, or end customer, can be trusted to 

deliver or use controlled prescription narcotics only for lawful purposes. See, e.g. Va. Code Ann. 

§ 54.1-3435; Va. Code Ann. § 54.1-3303; 21 U.S.C. § 823(e). Specifically, every registrant is 

required to “maintain effective control against diversion of particular controlled substances into 

other than legitimate medical, scientific, and industrial channels,” 21 U.S.C. § 823(b)(1). 

258. In particular, the CSA and its implementing regulations require all registrants to (1) 

report suspicious orders of prescription opioids to the DEA, and (2) perform required due diligence 

prior to filling any suspicious orders. See 21 U.S.C. § 823(b)(1); 21 C.F.R. § 1301.74(b). 

Registrants must further report to the Virginia Board of Pharmacy any time they cease distribution 

of a suspicious order pursuant to CSA requirements. Va. Code Ann. § 54.1-3435. 
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259. In addition, the Code of Federal Regulations requires all registrants—including 

defendant manufacturers and wholesalers/distributors—to “design and operate a system to disclose 

to the registrant suspicious orders of controlled substances.” 21. C.F.R. § 1301.74(b). Virginia 

regulations require that registrants “provide and maintain appropriate inventory controls in order 

to detect and document any theft, counterfeiting, or diversion of prescription drugs.” 18 VAC 110-

50-90. 

260. On information and belief, Manufacturer and Distributor Defendants knowingly, 

recklessly, and/or negligently supplied suspicious quantities of prescription opioids to obviously 

suspicious physicians and pharmacies in and around Dickenson, without disclosing suspicious 

orders as required by regulations and otherwise circumventing their statutory obligations under 

Virginia and Federal law.  

261. Defendants’ refusal to report and investigate suspicious orders had far-reaching 

effects. The DEA is required to annually set production quotas for regulated drugs. In the context 

of opioids, however, the DEA has cited the difficulty of determining an appropriate production 

level to ensure that adequate quantities are available for legitimate medical use. That is because 

there are no direct measures available to establish legitimate medical need. The DEA’s difficulty 

in setting production quotas was compounded by the fact that the Manufacturer and Distributor 

Defendants failed to report suspicious orders of opioids and failed to maintain effective controls 

against diversion. The Defendants’ deliberate failures thus prevented the DEA from realizing the 

full extent of opioid diversion for years. 

262. The Defendants could have (and should have) reported and stopped the flow of 

prescription opioids into the black market. But they intentionally, recklessly, and/or negligently 

failed to investigate, report, and halt suspicious orders. Accordingly, as a direct result of the 
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Defendants’ misconduct, substantial and dangerous quantities of prescription opioids were 

illegally diverted to and overprescribed in Dickenson. 

 MANUFACTURER DEFENDANTS 

263. The Manufacturer Defendants are required to design and operate a system to detect 

suspicious orders, and to report such orders to law enforcement. (See 21 C.F.R. § 1301.74(b); 21 

U.S.C. § 823). They have not done so. 

264. Upon information and belief, the Manufacturer Defendants collected, tracked, and 

monitored extensive data concerning suspicious physicians and pharmacies, obtained from the 

Distributor Defendants who supplied the Manufacturer Defendants with distribution data in 

exchange for rebates or other consideration so Manufacturer Defendants could better drive sales. 

265. In return for this payment, the distributor identified to the manufacturer the product, 

volume and the pharmacy to which it sold the product. 

266. For example, IMS Health furnished Purdue and other Manufacturer Defendants 

with fine grained information about the prescribing habits of individual doctors and the ordering 

habits of individual pharmacies. 

267. The Manufacturer Defendants had access to and possession of the information 

necessary to monitor, report, and prevent suspicious orders and to prevent diversion, but instead 

they utilized the data to understand which regions and which doctors to target through their sales 

force. 

268. With the knowledge of improper diversion, the Manufacturer Defendants could 

have but failed to report each instance of diversion to the DEA while rolling out marketing 

campaigns to churn its prescription opioid sales. 
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269. Indeed, upon information and belief, the Manufacturer Defendants withheld from 

the DEA information about suspicious orders – and induced others to do the same – to obfuscate 

the extent of the opioid epidemic. Upon information and belief, the Manufacturer Defendants knew 

that if they or the other defendants disclosed suspicious orders, the DEA would become aware that 

many opioids were being diverted to illegal channels, and would refuse to increase the production 

quotas for opioids. 

270. The Department of Justice has recently confirmed the suspicious order obligations 

clearly imposed by law, fining Mallinckrodt $35 million for failure to report suspicious orders of 

controlled substances, including opioids, and for violating recordkeeping requirements.130 Among 

the allegations resolved by the settlement, the government alleged “Mallinckrodt failed to design 

and implement an effective system to detect and report suspicious orders for controlled substances 

– orders that are unusual in their frequency, size, or other patterns. . . [and] Mallinckrodt supplied 

distributors, and the distributors then supplied various U.S. pharmacies and pain clinics, an 

increasingly excessive quantity of oxycodone pills without notifying DEA of these suspicious 

orders.”131  Mallinckrodt agreed that its “system to monitor and detect suspicious orders did not 

meet the standards outlined in letters from the DEA Deputy Administrator, Office of Diversion 

Control, to registrants dated September 27, 2006 and December 27, 2007.”132 

271. Purdue also unlawfully and unfairly failed to report or address illicit and unlawful 

prescribing of its drugs, despite knowing about it for years. Through its extensive network of sales 

representatives, Purdue had and continues to have knowledge of the prescribing practices of 

                                                 
130 See U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Mallinckrodt Agrees to Pay Record $35 Million Settlement for Failure to Report 
Suspicious Orders of Pharmaceutical Drugs and for Recordkeeping Violations, Jul. 11, 2017, 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/mallinckrodt-agrees-pay-record-35-million-settlement-failure-report-suspicious-
orders 
131  Id. (internal quotation omitted). 
132 2017 Mallinckrodt MOA at p. 2-3. 
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thousands of doctors and could identify doctors who displayed red flags for diversion, such as 

those whose waiting rooms were overcrowded, whose parking lots had numerous out-of-state 

vehicles, and whose patients seemed young and healthy or homeless. Using this information, 

Purdue has maintained a database since 2002 of doctors suspected of inappropriately prescribing 

its drugs.133 Rather than report these doctors to state medical boards or law enforcement authorities 

(as Purdue is legally obligated to do) or cease marketing to them, Purdue used the list to 

demonstrate the high rate of diversion of OxyContin – the same OxyContin that Purdue had 

promoted as less addictive – in order to persuade the FDA to bar the manufacture and sale of 

generic copies of the drug because the drug was too likely to be abused. In an interview with the 

Los Angeles Times,134 Purdue’s senior compliance officer acknowledged that in five years of 

investigating suspicious pharmacies, Purdue failed to take action – even where Purdue employees 

personally witnessed the diversion of its drugs. The same was true of prescribers; despite its 

knowledge of illegal prescribing, Purdue did not report until years after law enforcement shut down 

a Los Angeles clinic that prescribed more than 1.1 million OxyContin tablets and that Purdue’s 

district manager described internally as “an organized drug ring.” In doing so, Purdue protected 

its own profits at the expense of public health and safety. 

272. In 2016, the New York Attorney General found that, between January 1, 2008 and 

March 7, 2015, Purdue’s sales representatives, at various times, failed to timely report suspicious 

prescribing and continued to detail those prescribers even after they were placed on a “no-call” 

list.135 

                                                 
133  See Scott Glover and Lisa Girion, OxyContin maker closely guards its list of suspect doctors, LOS ANGELES TIMES, 
Aug. 11, 2013,  http://articles.latimes.com/2013/aug/11/local/la-me-rx-purdue-20130811 
134  See Harriet Ryan et al., More than 1 million OxyContin pills ended up in the hands of criminal and addicts. What 
the drugmaker knew, LOS ANGELES TIMES, Jul. 10, 2016, http://www.latimes.com/projects/la-me-oxycontin-part2/ 
135  See NY Purdue Settlement, at 6-7, available at https://ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Purdue- AOD-Executed.pdf 
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273. As Dr. Mitchell Katz, director of the Los Angeles County Department of Health 

Services, said in a Los Angeles Times article, “Any drug company that has information about 

physicians potentially engaged in illegal prescribing or prescribing that is endangering people’s 

lives has a responsibility to report it.”136 The New York Attorney General’s settlement with Purdue 

specifically cited the company for failing to adequately address suspicious prescribing. Yet, on 

information and belief, Purdue continues to profit from the prescriptions of such prolific 

prescribers. 

274. Like Purdue, Endo has been cited for its failure to set up an effective system for 

identifying and reporting suspicious prescribing. In its settlement agreement with Endo, the New 

York Attorney General found that Endo failed to require sales representatives to report signs of 

abuse, diversion, and inappropriate prescribing; paid bonuses to sales representatives for detailing 

prescribers who were subsequently arrested or convicted for illegal prescribing; and failed to 

prevent sales representatives from visiting prescribers whose suspicious conduct had caused them 

to be placed on a no-call list. 

275. The New York Attorney General also found that, in certain cases where Endo’s 

sales representatives detailed prescribers who were convicted of illegal prescribing of opioids, 

those representatives could have recognized potential signs of diversion and reported those 

prescribers but failed to do so. 

276. On information and belief, the other Manufacturer Defendants have engaged in 

similar conduct in violation of their responsibilities to prevent diversion. 

                                                 
136  Glover and Girion, supra note 118. 
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277. The Manufacturer Defendants’ actions and omission in failing to effectively 

prevent diversion and failing to monitor, report, and prevent suspicious orders have enabled the 

unlawful diversion of opioids into Dickenson’s community. 

b. DISTRIBUTOR DEFENDANTS 

278. The same legal duties to prevent diversion, and to monitor, report, and prevent 

suspicious orders of prescriptions opioids that were incumbent upon the Manufacturer Defendants 

are also legally required of the Distributor Defendants under Virginia and federal law. 

279. All opioid distributors are required to maintain effective controls against opioid 

diversion. They are required to create and use a system to identify and report to law enforcement 

downstream suspicious orders of controlled substances, such as orders of unusually large size, 

orders that are disproportionate, orders that deviate from a normal pattern, and/or orders of unusual 

frequency. To comply with these requirements, distributors must know their customers, must 

conduct due diligence, must report suspicious orders, and must terminate orders if there are 

indications of diversion. 

280. Under Virginia law and the CSA, anyone authorized to handle controlled 

substances must track their shipments. The DEA’s Automation of Reports and Consolidation 

Orders System (“ARCOS”) is an automated drug reporting system that records and monitors the 

flow of Schedule II controlled substances from the point of manufacture through distribution to 

the point of sale. ARCOS accumulates data on distributors’ controlled substances and transactions, 

which are then used to identify diversion. Each person or entity that is registered to distribute 

controlled substances such as opioids must report each acquisition and distribution transaction to 

the DEA. See 21 U.S.C. § 827; 21 C.F.R. § 1304.33. Each registrant must also maintain a complete, 
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accurate and current record of each substance manufactured, imported, received, sold, delivered, 

exported, or otherwise disposed of. 

281. Each registrant must also comply with the security requirements to prevent 

diversion set forth in 18 VAC 110-50-90 and 21 C.F.R. § 1301.71. 

282. The DEA has provided guidance to distributors on how to combat opioid diversion. 

On information and belief, since 2006 the DEA has conducted one-on-one briefings with 

distributors regarding downstream customer sales, due diligence, and regulatory responsibilities. 

On information and belief, the DEA also provides distributors with data on controlled substance 

distribution patterns and trends, including data on the volume and frequency of orders and the 

percentage of controlled versus non-controlled purchases. On information and belief, the DEA has 

also hosted conferences for opioid distributors and has participated in numerous meetings and 

events with trade associations. 

283. On September 27, 2006, and December 27, 2007, the DEA Office of Diversion 

Control sent letters to all registered distributors providing guidance on suspicious order monitoring 

and the responsibilities and obligations of registrants to prevent diversion. 

284. As part of the legal obligation to maintain effective controls against diversion, the 

distributor is required to exercise due care in confirming the legitimacy of each and every order 

prior to filling. Circumstances that could be indicative of diversion include ordering excessive 

quantities of a limited variety of controlled substances while ordering few if any other drugs; 

ordering a disproportionate amount of controlled substances versus non-controlled prescription 

drugs; ordering excessive quantities of a limited variety of controlled substances in combination 

with lifestyle drugs; and ordering the same controlled substance from multiple distributors. 

285. Reporting an order as suspicious will not absolve a distributor of responsibility if 

the distributor knew, or should have known, that the prescription opioids were being diverted. 
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Indeed, reporting a suspicious order, then filling said order with knowledge it may be suspicious 

constitutes a failure to maintain effective controls against diversion under 18 VAC 110-50-90 and 

21 U.S.C. §§ 823 and 824. 

286. On information and belief, the Distributor Defendants’ own industry group, the 

Healthcare Distribution Management Association, published Industry Compliance Guidelines 

titled “Reporting Suspicious Orders and Preventing Diversion of Controlled Substances” 

emphasizing the critical role of each member of the supply chain in distributing controlled 

substances. These industry guidelines stated: “At the center of a sophisticated supply chain, 

distributors are uniquely situated to perform due diligence in order to help support the security of 

controlled substances they deliver to their customers.” 

287. Opioid distributors have admitted to the magnitude of the problem and, at least 

superficially, their legal responsibilities to prevent diversion. They have made statements assuring 

the public they are supposedly undertaking a duty to curb the opioid epidemic. 

288. These assurances, on their face, of identifying and eliminating criminal activity and 

curbing the opioid epidemic, create a duty for the Distributor Defendants to take reasonable 

measures to do just that. 

289. Despite their duties to prevent diversion, the Distributor Defendants have 

knowingly or negligently allowed diversion.137 The DEA has repeatedly taken action to attempt to 

force compliance, including 178 registrant actions between 2008 and 2012, 76 orders to show 

                                                 
137 Scott Higham and Lenny Bernstein, The Drug Industry’s Triumph Over the DEA, WASH. POST, Oct. 15, 2017, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2017/investigations/dea-drug-industrycongress/?utm_term=.75e86
f3574d3; Lenny Bernstein, David S. Fallis, and Scott Higham, How drugs intended for patients ended up in the hands 
of illegal users: ‘No one was doing their job,’ WASH. POST, Oct. 22, 2016, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/how-drugs-intended-for-patients-ended-up-in-the-hands-of-illegal-
users-no-one-was-doing-their-job/2016/10/22/10e79396-30a7-11e6-8ff7-7b6c1998b7a0_story.html
?utm_term=.3076e67a1a28 
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cause issued by the Office of Administrative Law Judges, and 41 actions involving immediate 

suspension orders.138 The Distributor Defendants’ wrongful conduct and inaction have resulted in 

numerous civil fines and other penalties, including: 

(a) In May 2008, McKesson entered into a settlement with the DEA on claims 
that McKesson failed to maintain effective controls against diversion of controlled 
substances. McKesson allegedly failed to report suspicious orders from rogue Internet 
pharmacies around the Country, resulting in millions of doses of controlled substances 
being diverted. McKesson’s system for detecting “suspicious orders” from pharmacies was 
so ineffective and dysfunctional that at one of its facilities in Colorado between 2008 and 
2013, it filled more than 1.6 million orders, for tens of millions of controlled substances, 
but it reported just 16 orders as suspicious, all from a single consumer. 

(b) In a 2017 Administrative Memorandum of Agreement between McKesson 
and the DEA, McKesson admitted that it “did not identify or report to [the] DEA certain 
orders placed by certain pharmacies which should have been detected by McKesson as 
suspicious based on the guidance contained in the DEA Letters.” McKesson was fined 
$150,000,000. 

(c) On November 28, 2007, the DEA issued an Order to Show Cause and 
Immediate Suspension Order against a Cardinal Health facility in Auburn, Washington, for 
failure to maintain effective controls against diversion. 

(d) On December 5, 2007, the DEA issued an Order to Show Cause and 
Immediate Suspension Order against a Cardinal Health facility in Lakeland, Florida, for 
failure to maintain effective controls against diversion. 

(e) On December 7, 2007, the DEA issued an Order to Show Cause and 
Immediate Suspension Order against a Cardinal Health facility in Swedesboro, New Jersey, 
for failure to maintain effective controls against diversion. 

(f) On January 30, 2008, the DEA issued an Order to Show Cause and 
Immediate Suspension Order against a Cardinal Health facility in Stafford, Texas, for 
failure to maintain effective controls against diversion. 

(g) In 2008, Cardinal paid a $34 million penalty to settle allegations about 
opioid diversion taking place at seven of its warehouses in the United States.139 

                                                 
138 Evaluation and Inspections Div., Office of the Inspector Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, The Drug Enforcement 
Administration’s Adjudication of Registrant Actions 6 (2014), available at 
https://oig.justice.gov/reports/2014/e1403.pdf (last accessed January 8, 2018) 
139 Lenny Bernstein and Scott Higham, Cardinal Health fined $44 million for opioid reporting violations, WASH. 
POST, Jan. 11, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/cardinal-health-fined-44-million-for-
opioid-reporting-violations/2017/01/11/4f217c44-d82c-11e6-9a36-1d296534b31e_story.html?utm_term=.
0c8e17245e66 
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(h) On February 2, 2012, the DEA issued another Order to Show Cause and 
Immediate Suspension Order against a Cardinal Health facility in Lakeland, Florida, for 
failure to maintain effective controls against diversion. 

(i) In 2012, Cardinal reached an administrative settlement with the DEA 
relating to opioid diversion between 2009 and 2012 in multiple states. 

(j) In December 2016, the Department of Justice announced a multi-million 
dollar settlement with Cardinal for violations of the Controlled Substances Act.140 On 
information and belief, in connection with the investigations of Cardinal, the DEA 
uncovered evidence that Cardinal’s own investigator warned Cardinal against selling 
opioids to a particular pharmacy in Wisconsin that was suspected of opioid diversion. 
Cardinal did nothing to notify the DEA or cut off the supply of drugs to the suspect 
pharmacy. Cardinal did just the opposite, pumping up opioid shipments to the pharmacy to 
almost 2,000,000 doses of oxycodone in one year, while other comparable pharmacies were 
receiving approximately 69,000 doses/year. 

(k) In 2007, AmerisourceBergen lost its license to send controlled substances 
from a distribution center in Florida amid allegations that it was not controlling shipments 
of prescription opioids to Internet pharmacies.141 

(l) In 2012, AmerisourceBergen was implicated for failing to protect against 
diversion of controlled substances into non-medically necessary channels. 

290. Although distributors have been penalized by law enforcement authorities, these 

penalties have not changed their conduct. They pay fines as a cost of doing business in an industry 

that generates billions of dollars in revenue and profit. 

291. Once the DEA started to enforce suspensions of registrations to distribute 

controlled substances, rather than comply, manufacturers and defendants spent at least $102 

million to undermine the DEA’s ability to do so. 

292. On February 19, 2014, acting at the behest of industry lobbyists, Representative 

Tom Marino introduced the “Ensuring Patient Access and Effective Drug Enforcement Act” as a 

supposed effort to define “imminent danger” in the 1970 act. A DEA memo noted that this bill 

                                                 
140 Press Release, United States Dep’t of Justice, Cardinal Health Agrees to $44 Million Settlement for Alleged 
Violations of Controlled Substances Act, Dec. 23, 2016, https://www.justice.gov/usao-md/pr/cardinal-health-agrees-
44-million-settlement-alleged-violations-controlled-substances-act 
141 AmerisourceBergen Plant license pulled, BOSTON NEWS, Apr. 25, 2007, http://archive.boston.com/news/education/
higher/articles/2007/04/25/amerisourcebergen_plant_license_pulled/ 
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would essentially destroy the agency’s power to file an immediate suspension order of any 

suspicious drug shipments. 

293. This bill required that the DEA demonstrate that the company’s actions had shown 

“substantial likelihood of an immediate threat,” whether in death, serious bodily harm or drug 

abuse before a suspension order can be sought. It also gave drug companies the ability to submit 

“corrective action” plans before any penalties could be issued. The law essentially makes it 

impossible for the DEA to halt any suspicious narcotic shipments before opioids are diverted to 

the illegal black market. 

294. The Distributor Defendants’ failure to prevent the foreseeable injuries from opioid 

diversion created an enormous black market for prescription opioids, which market extended to 

Dickenson. Each Distributor Defendant knew or should have known that the opioids reaching 

Dickenson were not being consumed for legitimate medical purposes and that the amount of 

opioids flowing to Dickenson was far in excess of what could be consumed for medically necessary 

purposes. 

295. The Distributor Defendants negligently or intentionally failed to adequately control 

their supply lines to prevent diversion. A reasonably prudent distributor of Schedule II controlled 

substances would have anticipated the danger of opioid diversion and protected against it by, for 

example, taking greater care in hiring, training, and supervising employees; providing greater 

oversight, security, and control of supply channels; looking more closely at the pharmacists and 

doctors who were purchasing large quantities of commonly-abused opioids in amounts greater 

than the populations in those areas would warrant; investigating demographic or epidemiological 

facts concerning the increasing demand for narcotic painkillers in and around Dickenson; 

providing information to pharmacies and retailers about opioid diversion; and in general, simply 
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following applicable statutes, regulations, professional standards, and guidance from government 

agencies and using a little bit of common sense. 

296. It was reasonably foreseeable that the Distributor Defendants’ conduct in flooding 

the market in and around Dickenson with highly addictive opioids would allow opioids to fall into 

the hands of children, addicts, criminals, and other unintended users. 

297. It is reasonably foreseeable that when unintended users gain access to opioids, 

tragic preventable injuries will result, including addiction, overdoses, and death. 

298. The Distributor Defendants knew or should have known that the opioids being 

diverted from their supply chains would contribute to the opioid epidemic faced by Dickenson, 

and would create access to opioids by unauthorized users, which, in turn, perpetuates the cycle of 

addiction, demand, illegal transactions, economic ruin, and human tragedy. 

299. The Distributor Defendants were aware of widespread prescription opioid abuse in 

and around Dickenson, but, on information and belief, they nevertheless persisted in a pattern of 

distributing commonly abused and diverted opioids in geographic areas and in such quantities, and 

with such frequency that they knew or should have known these commonly abused controlled 

substances were not being prescribed and consumed for legitimate medical purposes. 

300. The use of opioids by Dickenson’s citizens who were addicted or who did not have 

a medically necessary purpose could not occur without the knowing cooperation and assistance of 

the Distributor Defendants. If the Distributor Defendants adhered to effective controls to guard 

against diversion, Dickenson and its citizens would have avoided significant injury 

301. The Distributor Defendants made substantial profits over the years based on the 

diversion of opioids into Dickenson. 

302. The Distributor Defendants’ intentional distribution of excessive amounts of 

prescription opioids to Dickenson showed an intentional or reckless disregard for the safety of 
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Dickenson and its citizens. Their conduct poses a continuing threat to the health, safety, and 

welfare of Dickenson.  

V. CAUSES OF ACTION 

COUNT I 
PUBLIC NUISANCE 

VIOLATION OF VA. CODE ANN. § 15.2-900 
(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 

306. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent paragraphs by reference.  

307. This action is brought by Plaintiff pursuant to Va. Code Ann. § 15.2-900 to abate 

the public nuisance created by Defendants, and to recover costs Plaintiff has already incurred and 

future costs the Plaintiff expects to incur in its provision of emergency services that are 

reasonably required to abate the public nuisance created by Defendants. 

308. Each Defendant, acting alone or with one or more co-defendants, created a 

condition that was and continues to be dangerous to the public and has injured those inhabitants 

of Dickenson County who have come within its influence.  Each Defendant, acting alone or in 

concert, injured the property of Dickenson County. 

310. The Manufacturer Defendants knew or should have known that their promotion of 

opioid use would create a public nuisance: 

(a) The Manufacturer Defendants have engaged in massive production, 
promotion, and distribution of opioids for use by the residents of Dickenson; 

(b) The Manufacturer Defendants’ actions created and expanded the market 
for opioids, promoting its wide use for pain management; 

(c) The Manufacturer Defendants misrepresented the benefits of opioids for 
chronic pain and fraudulently concealed, misrepresented, and omitted the serious adverse 
effects of opioids, including the addictive nature of the drugs;  

(d) The Manufacturer Defendants knew or should have known that their 
promotion would lead to addiction and other adverse consequences and that the larger 
community would suffer as a result. 
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303. The Manufacturer Defendants’ actions were a substantial factor in making opioids 

widely available and widely used. The Manufacturer Defendants’ actions were a substantial 

factor in doctors and patients not accurately assessing and weighing the risks and benefits of 

opioids for chronic pain. Without the Manufacturer Defendants’ actions, opioid use would not 

have become so widespread, and the enormous public health hazard of opioid overuse, abuse, and 

addiction that now exists would have been averted. 

304. The Manufacturer Defendants also knowingly, intentionally, recklessly, and/or 

negligently funneled massive quantities of prescription opioids to physicians and other prescribers 

who they knew or should have known wrote suspicious prescriptions and/or wrote prescriptions 

for known abusers of prescription opioids. 

305. The Manufacturer Defendants knowingly, intentionally, recklessly, and/or 

negligently disseminated prescription opioids to distributors who they knew or should have known 

failed to implement effective controls and procedures to guard against theft, diversion, and abuse 

of prescription opioids. 

306. The Manufacturer Defendants also knowingly enabled and/or failed to prevent the 

illegal diversion of prescription opioids into the black market, including “pill mills” known for 

providing opioids to known drug abusers, and known drug dealers, knowing that such opioids 

would be illegally trafficked and abused. 

307. The Manufacturer Defendants knowingly and intentionally financially incentivized 

the PBM Defendants to place their opioids on the PBMs formularies irrespective of medical 

necessity, resulting in widespread and unnecessary overuse. 

308. The Distributor Defendants’ nuisance-causing activities include failing to 

implement effective controls and procedures in their supply chains to guard against theft, 
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diversion and misuse of prescription opioids, and failing to adequately design and operate a system 

to detect, halt, and report suspicious orders of prescription opioids. 

309. The Distributor Defendants also knowingly and intentionally enabled and/or 

failed to prevent the illegal diversion of prescription opioids into the black market, including 

“pill mills” known for providing opioids to known drug abusers, and known drug dealers, knowing 

that such opioids would be illegally trafficked and abused. 

310. The PBM Defendants knowingly and intentionally chose to include opioids on their 

formularies that were more addictive to users because they generated greater profits.  This failure 

led directly to the increased likelihood of addiction. 

311. The PBM Defendants knowingly and intentionally chose to include opioids that 

were easier to misuse (for example, by crushing them into powder and mixing them with liquid in 

order to inject them) instead of Abuse Deterrent Formulations (“ADFs”) which tended to be more 

expensive.  This choice directly led to the ease with which the pills could be misused. 

312. The PBM Defendants knowingly and intentionally made it more expensive or more 

difficult to obtain knowingly efficacious non-opioid medications for pain.  This led directly to the 

increased sale and use of opioids. 

313. The PBM Defendants knowingly and intentionally chose not to include certain 

medications that would prevent overdoses or made them more difficult or expensive to obtain. 

314. The PBM Defendants chose not to cover or provide less coverage for drug 

treatment. 

315. The PBM Defendants knowingly and intentionally created their formularies to 

ensure that an excessive number of pills were made available to users for use and abuse. 
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316. The public nuisance created by the Defendants endangers the life, health and safety 

of Dickenson’s residents. 

317. The public nuisance created by Defendants interferes with the reasonable and 

comfortable use of Dickenson’s property and resources. 

318. The public nuisance created by Defendants’ actions has caused and continues to 

cause significant harm to the community that includes but is not limited to: 

(a) Opioid-related drug overdose deaths; 

(b) The disease of opioid addiction and other diseases related to long-term 
opioid use; 

(c) Infants born addicted to opioids due to prenatal exposure, causing severe 
withdrawal symptoms and lasting developmental impacts; 

(d) Other child abuse and neglect resulting from opioid abuse; 

(e) Crime associated with illegal drug use and opioid sales; 

(f) Unemployment resulting from an inability to work while addicted to 
opioids; 

(g) Blight, vagrancy, property damage, and property crime. 

319. Defendants controlled the creation and supply of a new secondary market for 

opioids – providing both the supply of narcotics to sell and the demand of addicts to buy them. 

The result of Defendants’ actions is not only an explosion of prescription opioids on the black 

market, but also a marked increase in the availability of heroin and synthetic opioids. 

320. The diversion of opioids into the secondary, criminal market by Defendants and 

the increase in the number of individuals who abuse or are addicted to opioids has placed 

unnecessary and excessive demands on the medical, public health, law enforcement, and financial 

resources of Dickenson County. 
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321. Adults and children in Dickenson County who have never taken opioids have also 

suffered the costs of the Defendants’ public nuisance. Many have endured both the emotional and 

financial costs of caring for loved ones addicted to or injured by opioids, and the loss of 

companionship, wages, or other support from family members who have used, abused, become 

addicted to, overdosed on, or been killed by opioids. 

322. Public resources are being unreasonably consumed in efforts to address the opioid 

epidemic, thereby eliminating available resources which could be used to benefit the public at 

large in Dickenson. 

331. The public nuisance created, perpetuated, and maintained by Defendants can be 

abated and further recurrence of such harm and inconvenience can be abated. 

332. Dickenson has incurred significant costs to date in its efforts to provide services 

that were reasonably necessary to abate the public nuisance created, perpetuated, and maintained 

by Defendants.  Dickenson expects to incur significant costs going forward to ameliorate the 

harm caused by Defendants. 

333. As a direct and proximate result of the public nuisance, Dickenson County has 

sustained (and continues to sustain) harm by spending a substantial amount of money trying to 

fix the societal harms caused by the Defendants’ nuisance-causing activity, including, but not 

limited to, the costs of healthcare, emergency medical services, social services, prevention, 

treatment, intervention, law enforcement, lost tax revenues, direct spending on opioids and 

opioid antagonists, and lost communal benefits of Dickenson County’s limited and diverted 

resources as set forth more fully above. 
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COUNT II 
COMMON LAW PUBLIC NUISANCE 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 

334. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent paragraphs by reference.  

335. This action is brought by Plaintiff to abate the public nuisance created by 

Defendants, and to recover costs Plaintiff has already incurred and future costs the Plaintiff 

expects to incur in its provision of emergency services that are reasonably required to abate the 

public nuisance created by Defendants. 

336. Under common law, a public nuisance is a condition that is dangerous to the 

public. A public nuisance adversely impacts an entire community or significant portion of the 

public. Therefore, a cause of action for public nuisance exists where a defendant’s conduct 

negatively affects the community at large.  The public nuisance complained of herein includes 

the oversaturation, unlawful availability, and abuse of opioids in Dickenson County as well as 

the adverse social and environmental outcomes associated with widespread and/or illegal opioid 

use. 

337. Each Defendant, acting alone or with one or more co-defendants, created a 

condition that was and continues to be dangerous to the public and has injured those inhabitants 

of Dickenson County who have come within its influence.  Each Defendant, acting alone or in 

concert, injured the property of Dickenson County. 

338. The Manufacturer Defendants knew or should have known that their promotion of 

opioid use would create a public nuisance: 

(a) The Manufacturer Defendants have engaged in massive production, 
promotion, and distribution of opioids for use by the residents of Dickenson; 

(b) The Manufacturer Defendants’ actions created and expanded the market 
for opioids, promoting its wide use for pain management; 
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(c) The Manufacturer Defendants misrepresented the benefits of opioids for 
chronic pain and fraudulently concealed, misrepresented, and omitted the serious adverse 
effects of opioids, including the addictive nature of the drugs;  

(d) The Manufacturer Defendants knew or should have known that their 
promotion would lead to addiction and other adverse consequences and that the larger 
community would suffer as a result. 

339. The Manufacturer Defendants’ actions were a substantial factor in making opioids 

widely available and widely used. The Manufacturer Defendants’ actions were a substantial 

factor in doctors and patients not accurately assessing and weighing the risks and benefits of 

opioids for chronic pain. Without the Manufacturer Defendants’ actions, opioid use would not 

have become so widespread, and the enormous public health hazard of opioid overuse, abuse, and 

addiction that now exists would have been averted. 

340. The Manufacturer Defendants also knowingly, intentionally, recklessly, and/or 

negligently funneled massive quantities of prescription opioids to physicians and other prescribers 

who they knew or should have known wrote suspicious prescriptions and/or wrote prescriptions 

for known abusers of prescription opioids. 

341. The Manufacturer Defendants knowingly, intentionally, recklessly, and/or 

negligently disseminated prescription opioids to distributors who they knew or should have known 

failed to implement effective controls and procedures to guard against theft, diversion, and abuse 

of prescription opioids. 

342. The Manufacturer Defendants also knowingly enabled and/or failed to prevent the 

illegal diversion of prescription opioids into the black market, including “pill mills” known for 

providing opioids to known drug abusers, and known drug dealers, knowing that such opioids 

would be illegally trafficked and abused. 
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343. The Manufacturer Defendants knowingly and intentionally financially incentivized 

the PBM Defendants to place their opioids on the PBMs formularies irrespective of medical 

necessity, resulting in widespread and unnecessary overuse. 

344. The Distributor Defendants’ nuisance-causing activities include failing to 

implement effective controls and procedures in their supply chains to guard against theft, 

diversion and misuse of prescription opioids, and failing to adequately design and operate a system 

to detect, halt, and report suspicious orders of prescription opioids. 

345. The Distributor Defendants also knowingly and intentionally enabled and/or 

failed to prevent the illegal diversion of prescription opioids into the black market, including 

“pill mills” known for providing opioids to known drug abusers, and known drug dealers, knowing 

that such opioids would be illegally trafficked and abused. 

346. The PBM Defendants knowingly and intentionally chose to include opioids on their 

formularies that were more addictive to users because they generated greater profits.  This failure 

led directly to the increased likelihood of addiction. 

347. The PBM Defendants knowingly and intentionally chose to include opioids that 

were easier to misuse (for example, by crushing them into powder and mixing them with liquid in 

order to inject them) instead of Abuse Deterrent Formulations (“ADFs”) which tended to be more 

expensive.  This choice directly led to the ease with which the pills could be misused. 

348. The PBM Defendants knowingly and intentionally made it more expensive or more 

difficult to obtain knowingly efficacious non-opioid medications for pain.  This led directly to the 

increased sale and use of opioids. 

349. The PBM Defendants knowingly and intentionally chose not to include certain 

medications that would prevent overdoses or made them more difficult or expensive to obtain. 
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350. The PBM Defendants chose not to cover or provide less coverage for drug 

treatment. 

351. The PBM Defendants knowingly and intentionally created their formularies to 

ensure that an excessive number of pills were made available to users for use and abuse. 

352. The public nuisance created by the Defendants endangers the life, health and safety 

of Dickenson’s residents. 

353. The public nuisance created by Defendants interferes with the reasonable and 

comfortable use of Dickenson’s property and resources. 

354. The public nuisance created by Defendants’ actions has caused and continues to 

cause significant harm to the community that includes but is not limited to: 

(a) Opioid-related drug overdose deaths; 

(b) The disease of opioid addiction and other diseases related to long-term 
opioid use; 

(c) Infants born addicted to opioids due to prenatal exposure, causing severe 
withdrawal symptoms and lasting developmental impacts; 

(d) Other child abuse and neglect resulting from opioid abuse; 

(e) Crime associated with illegal drug use and opioid sales; 

(f) Unemployment resulting from an inability to work while addicted to 
opioids; 

(g) Blight, vagrancy, property damage, and property crime. 

355. Defendants controlled the creation and supply of a new secondary market for 

opioids – providing both the supply of narcotics to sell and the demand of addicts to buy them. 

The result of Defendants’ actions is not only an explosion of prescription opioids on the black 

market, but also a marked increase in the availability of heroin and synthetic opioids. 
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356. The diversion of opioids into the secondary, criminal market by Defendants and 

the increase in the number of individuals who abuse or are addicted to opioids has placed 

unnecessary and excessive demands on the medical, public health, law enforcement, and financial 

resources of Dickenson County. 

357. Adults and children in Dickenson County who have never taken opioids have also 

suffered the costs of the Defendants’ public nuisance. Many have endured both the emotional and 

financial costs of caring for loved ones addicted to or injured by opioids, and the loss of 

companionship, wages, or other support from family members who have used, abused, become 

addicted to, overdosed on, or been killed by opioids. 

358. Public resources are being unreasonably consumed in efforts to address the opioid 

epidemic, thereby eliminating available resources which could be used to benefit the public at 

large in Dickenson. 

358. The public nuisance created, perpetuated, and maintained by Defendants can be 

abated and further recurrence of such harm and inconvenience can be abated. 

359. Dickenson has incurred significant costs to date in its efforts to provide services 

that were reasonably necessary to abate the public nuisance created, perpetuated, and maintained 

by Defendants.  Dickenson expects to incur significant costs going forward to ameliorate the 

harm caused by Defendants. 

360. As a direct and proximate result of the public nuisance, Dickenson County has 

sustained (and continues to sustain) harm by spending a substantial amount of money trying to 

fix the societal harms caused by the Defendants’ nuisance-causing activity, including, but not 

limited to, the costs of healthcare, emergency medical services, social services, prevention, 

treatment, intervention, law enforcement, lost tax revenues, direct spending on opioids and 
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opioid antagonists, and lost communal benefits of Dickenson County’s limited and diverted 

resources as set forth more fully above. 

COUNT III 
VIOLATION OF THE VIRGINIA CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 

VA. CODE ANN. § 59.1-196, ET SEQ. 
(AGAINST MANUFACTURER DEFENDANTS) 

361. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent paragraphs by reference. 

362. The Virginia Consumer Protection Act (“CPA”) seeks to provide a remedy to unfair 

and unethical standards of business interactions between suppliers and the consuming public.  Va. 

Code Ann. § 59.1-197.  

363. The CPA specifically prohibits sellers from “[m]isrepresenting that goods or 

services have certain quantities, characteristics, ingredients, uses, or benefits.” Va. Code Ann. § 

59.1-200(A)(5). As alleged herein, each Manufacturer Defendant violated the CPA by representing 

that opioids have uses or benefits in treating chronic that they do not have, and by representing 

that opioids do not have the characteristic of being dangerously addictive.  

364. Defendants engaged in the above-described acts intentionally and with knowledge 

that harm might result, and thus willfully violated the CPA under Va. Code Ann. § 59.1-204.  

365. Unless enjoined from doing so, Defendants will continue to violate the CPA. 

366. Plaintiff seeks reimbursement of all monies paid for Defendants’ products by 

Plaintiff. 

367. Pursuant to the CPA, Plaintiff is entitled to three times the damages it sustained by 

the Defendants, as the Defendants’ willfully and knowingly violated the CPA. Va. Code Ann. § 

59.1-204(A). 

368. As a proximate result of Defendants’ deceptive acts, Defendants have caused 

Plaintiff to incur excessive costs related to responding to the opioid crisis. These costs include, but 
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are not limited to, the costs of healthcare, emergency medical services, social services, prevention, 

treatment, intervention, law enforcement, lost tax revenues, direct spending on opioids and opioid 

antagonists, and lost communal benefits of Dickenson County’s limited and diverted resources as 

set forth more fully above. 

COUNT IV 
FRAUD 

(AGAINST MANUFACTURER DEFENDANTS) 
 

369. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent paragraphs by reference. 

370. Defendants, individually and acting through their employees and agents, and in 

concert with each other, made misrepresentations and omissions of facts material to Plaintiff and 

its residents to induce them to purchase, administer, and consume opioids as set forth herein. 

371. Defendants’ representations and assertions to Plaintiff, healthcare providers, and 

consumers contained intentional misrepresentations and material omissions as to the risks 

associated with opioids. 

372. Defendants intentionally made inaccurate representations regarding the adverse 

medical conditions associated with the use of opioids and such false representations were made 

with the intent to mislead. 

373. Defendants knew or reasonably should have known that the representations made to 

Plaintiff and the public-at large regarding the risks of opioids were false or incomplete and 

misrepresented material facts regarding the use of opioids for chronic pain. 

374. Defendants had a duty to provide accurate information regarding the risks and side 

effects associated with opioids to consumers, including healthcare providers and the Plaintiff. 

375. Defendants willfully, knowingly, and deceptively withheld material facts regarding 

the risks and side effects associated with opioids from Plaintiff, healthcare providers, and 

consumers. 
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376. Plaintiff and its residents reasonably relied on the representations made by 

Defendants, which caused Plaintiff, through its programs, departments, and agencies, to incur 

costs, including, but not limited to the costs of healthcare, emergency medical services, social 

services, prevention, treatment, intervention, law enforcement, lost tax revenues, direct spending 

on opioids and opioid antagonists, and lost communal benefits of Dickenson County’s limited and 

diverted resources as set forth more fully above.  

377. Plaintiff, healthcare providers, and consumers were justified in their reliance on 

Defendants to educate them as to the risks and dangerous and potentially life-threatening side 

effects associated with opioid use.  

378. Defendants’ conduct was willful, wanton, and malicious and was directed at Plaintiff 

and their residents. 

379. The reprehensible nature of the Defendants’ conduct further entitles Plaintiff to an 

award of punitive damages. 

380. As a proximate and legal result of Defendants’ fraudulent misrepresentations, 

Plaintiff has suffered and will continue to suffer damages and is therefore entitled to recover for 

those damages. 

COUNT V 
COMMON LAW CIVIL CONSPIRACY 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 

381. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent paragraphs by reference. 

382. The Defendants acted in concert for the purpose of increasing the use of opioids 

and fraudulently selling and distributing as many opioids as possible, causing significant harm to 

Dickenson County. 

383. The Manufacturer and Distributor Defendants violated Virginia law and the CSA 

by, inter alia: 
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(a) fraudulently making false or misleading statements, falsely 
marketing opioids as safe for treatment of chronic pain; suppressing 
evidence to the contrary, and improperly inducing physicians to prescribe 
opioids for chronic pain; 

(b) evading controls on opioid diversion, increasing opioid quotas; 

(c) failing to design and operate a system to disclose suspicious orders 
of controlled substances, failing to provide and maintain appropriate 
inventory controls; 

384. The conspiracy would not have succeeded absent the PBM’s placement of opioids 

on the formulary.  The formulary controlled which opioids were paid for, reimbursed, and covered 

by public and private pharmacy benefit plans.  The PBMs exacerbated the opioid crisis by 

choosing drugs to put on their formularies that provided the largest profit to themselves, regardless 

of the addictive quality of the drug and whether there was an alternative available and limiting 

access to competing less-additive alternatives. 

385. The PBM and Manufacturer Defendants coordinated to ensure that the maximum 

number of Manufacturers’ opioids were prescribed and sold, and the PBM Defendants got the 

maximum profit at the expense of patients. 

386. Each of the participants in the conspiracy received revenue, directly or indirectly, 

and/or otherwise benefitted from the scheme to promote opioids as safe and non-addictive. 

387. At all relevant times, each Defendant was a knowing and willing participant in the 

conspiracy, and reaped profits from the conspiracy in the form of increased sales, distributions, 

rebates and kick-backs.  Distributor Defendants received kick-backs from Manufacturer Defendants 

if they reached particular monthly goals. PBM Defendants received rebates and other financial 

incentives to promote the Manufacturer Defendants’ drugs to ensure they were widely sold.   

388. All participants of the enterprise described herein were aware of Defendants’ control 

over the activities of the conspiracy in promoting opioids for use in every situation in which a patient 
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is in pain.  Each part of the conspiracy benefited from the existence of the other parts. 

389. The persons engaged in the conspiracy are systematically linked through contractual 

relationships, financial ties, and continuing coordination of activities. 

390. Dickenson has been injured by reason of these violations in that it has incurred cost, 

including, but not limited to the costs of healthcare, emergency medical services, social services, 

prevention, treatment, intervention, law enforcement, lost tax revenues, direct spending on opioids 

and opioid antagonists, and lost communal benefits of Dickenson County’s limited and diverted 

resources as set forth more fully above. The County would not have incurred these costs had 

Defendants not conspired together.  The injuries suffered by the County were directly and 

proximately caused by Defendants’ actions and inactions. 

391. Plaintiff was directly and proximately harmed by the Defendants’ civil conspiracy. 

COUNT VI 
NEGLIGENCE PER SE 

(AGAINST MANUFACTURER DEFENDANTS) 
 

393. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent paragraphs by reference. 

394. The Manufacturer Defendants failed to perform their statutory and regulatory 

obligations under the Virginia Drug Control Act, Va. Code Ann. § 54.1-3400 et seq., and the CSA, 

which were enacted to promote safety and to prevent exactly the type of harm that occurred as a 

result of Defendants’ failures.  

395. The Virginia Drug Control Act imposes certain specific responsibilities upon drug 

manufacturers, such as the Manufacturer Defendants, who manufacture and sell pharmaceutical 

drugs in Virginia. Va. Code Ann. § 54.1-3457. Among those responsibilities is the requirement 

that drug manufacturers refrain from the “dissemination of any false advertisement” in the 

promotion of their drugs. Id. “Advertisement” is defined as “all representations disseminated in 
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any manner or by any means, other than by labeling, for the purpose of inducing, or which are 

likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of drugs or devices.” Va. Code Ann. § 54.1-

3401.  

396. The Manufacturer Defendants continually violated their duty to Plaintiff and its 

residents by making and/or disseminating false advertisements about opioids, including but not 

limited to: 

a. Making misleading statements about the true risk of addiction; 

b. Making deceptive statements concerning the ability of opioids to improve patient 
function long-term; 

c. Making deceptive statements about the efficacy of opioids for long-term treatment 
of chronic pain; and 

d. Promoting chronic opioid therapy as safe and effective for long term use for high-
risk patients. 

397. Manufacturer Defendants, by disseminating false and/or misleading advertisements, 

encouraged physicians to over-prescribe opioids to Plaintiff’s residents, leading to addiction. As a 

result, Plaintiff was saddled with the costs of harms arising from its residents’ addictions. 

398. The Manufacturer Defendants also failed to maintain effective controls against 

diversion, failed to report suspicious orders to law enforcement and perform due diligence prior to 

filling orders, and failed to design and operate a system to disclose suspicious orders of controlled 

substances, as required by the CSA. 

399. Va. Code Ann.§ 54.1-3457 and the CSA were enacted, at least in part, to prevent 

the harms that can arise as a result of false advertisements and statements by drug manufacturers 

such as the Manufacturer Defendants and the other violations of the CSA as described herein.  

400. Plaintiff is among the persons and entities intended to benefit from the protections 

of Va. Code Ann. § 54.1-3457 and the CSA, and the harm that has occurred as a result of the 
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Manufacturer Defendants’ violations are among the types of harm that the statutes were intended 

to prevent. 

401. Therefore, as a proximate result of the false advertising and violations of the CSA, 

the Manufacturer Defendants have caused Plaintiff to incur excessive costs related to responding 

to the opioid crisis. These costs include, but are not limited to, the costs of healthcare, emergency 

medical services, social services, prevention, treatment, intervention, law enforcement, lost tax 

revenues, direct spending on opioids and opioid antagonists, and lost communal benefits of 

Dickenson County’s limited and diverted resources as set forth more fully above. 

COUNT VII 
NEGLIGENCE PER SE 

(AGAINST DISTRIBUTOR DEFENDANTS) 

402. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent paragraphs by reference. 

403. The Distributor Defendants failed to perform their statutory and regulatory 

obligations under the Virginia Drug Control Act, Va. Code Ann. § 54.1-3400 et seq., and the CSA, 

which were enacted to promote safety and to prevent exactly the type of harm that occurred as a 

result of Defendants’ failures.  

404. Virginia and federal law impose certain specific responsibilities on Distributor 

Defendants, including the responsibility to design and operate a system to disclose suspicious 

orders of controlled substances. Va. Code Ann. § 54.1-3435.1(4); 21 C.F.R. § 1301.74(b). 

Furthermore, if Distributor Defendants cease distribution of opioids and certain other drugs “to a 

pharmacy, licensed physician dispenser, or licensed physician dispensing facility located in the 

Commonwealth due to suspicious orders of controlled substances” and inform the Virginia Board 

of Pharmacy within five days of the cessation. Va. Code Ann. § 54.1-3435. “‘[S]uspicious orders 

of controlled substances’ means, relative to the pharmacy’s, licensed physician dispenser’s, or 

licensed physician dispensing facility’s order history and the order history of similarly situated 
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pharmacies, licensed physician dispensers, or licensed physician dispensing facilities, (i) orders of 

unusual size, (ii) orders deviating substantially from a normal pattern, and (iii) orders of unusual 

frequency.” Id. 

405. Distributor Defendants are further required to “provide and maintain appropriate 

inventory controls in order to detect and document any theft, counterfeiting, or diversion of 

prescription drugs.” 18 VAC 110-50-90.   

406. Distributor Defendants failed or refused to disclose suspicious orders to the DEA, 

the Board of Pharmacy, and boards whose licensees have prescribing authority, in violation of 

Virginia law and regulation and therefore failed to meet their duties as registered distributors of 

controlled substances. 

407. The laws and regulations described above were enacted, at least in part, to 

prevent the harms that can arise as a result of an overabundance of opioids being made available 

in communities.  

408. Plaintiff is among the persons and entities intended to benefit from the protections 

of these laws and regulations. The harm that has occurred is a proximate result of the Distributor 

Defendants’ failure to abide by their legal obligations. 

409. As a proximate result of failing to report and/or continuing to fill suspicious 

transactions, the Distributor Defendants have caused Plaintiff to incur excessive costs related to 

responding to the opioid crisis. These costs include, but are not limited to, the costs of healthcare, 

emergency medical services, social services, prevention, treatment, intervention, law enforcement, 

lost tax revenues, direct spending on opioids and opioid antagonists, and lost communal benefits 

of Dickenson County’s limited and diverted resources as set forth more fully above. 

COUNT VIII 
NEGLIGENCE 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 
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410. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent paragraphs by reference. 

411. Defendants have a duty to Plaintiff to employ a reasonable standard of care in the 

sale, distribution, dispensing, reimbursement and promotion of prescription opioids.  This includes 

a duty to not create a foreseeable risk of harm to others.  

412. Defendants breached this duty by failing to take any action to prevent or reduce the 

unnecessary, non-medical or criminal use of opioids. Collectively, and individually, Defendants 

made prescription opioids available to the marketplace with the knowledge that they were likely 

being used for non-medical purposes and/or posed an inherent danger to patients who were using 

them for other than acute pain or palliative care.  

413. Defendants were negligent in failing to monitor and guard against third-party 

misconduct and participated and enabled such misconduct. 

414. Defendants placed their profit motives above their legal duty and enabled, 

encouraged and caused the over-prescribing and distribution of opioids.  

415. All Defendants knew of the highly addictive nature of prescription opioids and 

knew of the high likelihood of foreseeable harm to patients and communities from prescription 

opioid addiction and diversion.  Defendants breached their duties when they failed to act with 

reasonable care to prevent the diversion of prescription opioids. 

416. A negligent and/or intentional violation of the Defendants’ duties poses distinctive 

and significant dangers to the Plaintiff and its residents, including epidemic levels of addiction and 

the diversion of opioids for illegitimate purposes.  

417. As a proximate result of the failure to prevent the over prescription and excessive 

distribution of opioids, the Defendants have caused the Plaintiff to incur excessive costs related to 

responding to the opioid crisis. These costs include but are not limited to, the costs of healthcare, 
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emergency medical services, social services, prevention, treatment, intervention, law enforcement, 

lost tax revenues, direct spending on opioids and opioid antagonists, and lost communal benefits 

of Dickenson County’s limited and diverted resources as set forth more fully above. 

COUNT IX 
GROSS NEGLIGENCE 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 

418. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent paragraphs by reference. 

419. Defendants’ scheme to optimize profits regardless of the effect on Dickenson was 

undertaken and executed intentionally.  

420. Defendants’ failure to take any action to prevent or reduce the unnecessary, non-

medical, or criminal use of opioids was grossly negligent in that it was done with indifference and 

an utter disregard of prudence that amounts to complete neglect of the safety of others and had a 

great probability of causing substantial harm. 

421. Defendants’ utter disregard of prudence was such that it is shocking to any fair-

minded person. 

422. As a proximate result of their grossly negligent conduct, the Defendants have 

caused the Plaintiff to incur excessive costs related to responding to the opioid crisis. These costs 

include but are not limited to, the costs of healthcare, emergency medical services, social services, 

prevention, treatment, intervention, law enforcement, lost tax revenues, direct spending on opioids 

and opioid antagonists, and lost communal benefits of Dickenson County’s limited and diverted 

resources as set forth more fully above. 

COUNT X 
WILLFUL AND WANTON NEGLIGENCE 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 

423. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent paragraphs by reference. 
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424. Defendants’ scheme to optimize profits regardless of the effect on Dickenson was 

undertaken and executed intentionally.  

425. Defendants’ failure to take any action to prevent or reduce the unnecessary, non-

medical, or criminal use of opioids was willfully and wantonly negligent in that it was done in 

conscious disregard of the rights of Dickenson and its residents and/or with reckless indifference 

to the consequences of their actions.  

426. At all relevant times, Defendants were aware, from their knowledge of existing 

circumstances and conditions, that their conduct would probably cause injury to Dickenson and its 

residents. 

427. As a proximate result of their willfully and wantonly negligent conduct, the 

Defendants have caused the Plaintiff to incur excessive costs related to responding to the opioid 

crisis. These costs include but are not limited to, the costs of healthcare, emergency medical 

services, social services, prevention, treatment, intervention, law enforcement, lost tax revenues, 

direct spending on opioids and opioid antagonists, and lost communal benefits of Dickenson 

County’s limited and diverted resources as set forth more fully above. 

428. Furthermore, Defendants should be held liable for punitive damages to Dickenson 

because they had prior knowledge of the specific dangerous conditions their willful and wanton 

negligence created, they consciously disregarded that knowledge and continued to engage in their 

exceedingly dangerous course of conduct, and the harm inflicted on Dickenson and its residents 

by Defendants’ conduct was the natural and probable result of that conduct. 

COUNT XI 
UNJUST ENRICHMENT 

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS) 
 

429. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding and subsequent paragraphs by reference. 
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430. As an intended result of their intentional wrongful conduct as set forth in this 

Complaint, Defendants have knowingly profited and benefited from opioid purchases made by 

Plaintiff.  

431. In exchange for opioid purchases, and at the time Plaintiff and its residents made 

these payments, Plaintiff and its residents expected that Defendants had not misrepresented any 

material facts regarding opioids, and had complied with their legal obligations in the manufacture, 

marketing, distribution, dispensation, and reimbursement of opioids.  

432. Defendants have been unjustly enriched in the form of profits because of their 

wrongful conduct, and as a matter of equity, Defendants should be required to disgorge their 

unjustly obtained profits from purchases of opioids made by Dickenson County. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Dickenson County, prays that the Court enter judgement 

against the Defendants, jointly and severally, as follows: 

(1)  awarding compensatory damages in an amount not less than $30,000,000, or  
as determined at trial; 

(2) awarding punitive damages in the amount of $350,000 per defendant;   

(3) awarding treble damages, as well as all costs and expenses of maintaining this 
action, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, pursuant to statute where appropriate; 

(4) awarding pre- and post-judgment interest; 

(5) compelling the defendants to abate and remove the public nuisance they have 
caused by immediately ceasing the unlawful conduct described throughout this 
Complaint; 

(6) such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

 Plaintiff demands a trial by jury. 

[signature page follows] 
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BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

COUNTY OF MADISON

PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION

DATE: Type of Supplement

Interdepartmental transfer (same fund)

FY2018 x Interfund transfer

Revenue/Expense offset

Use of contingency

x Other use of fund balance not in original budget

PURPOSE:

track repairs and flooring replacement at the alternative education building.

Account type Fund Name Department Debit Credit

10‐499999 Revenue GF Use of Fund Balance 73,868.00          

10‐09‐96‐96100‐9832 Expense GF Transfers Transfer to School CIP Fund 73,868.00          

32‐4105100 Revenue Schl CIP Transfer from GF 73,868.00          

32‐09‐92‐94100‐8121 Expense Schl CIP Capital Outlay School Projects 73,868.00          

147,736.00      147,736.00        

Amount for Board to vote on ‐ GF 73,868.00       

Amount for Board to vote on ‐ School CIP 73,868.00       

Upon approval by the Board of Supervisors, the County Administrator shall forward a signed copy of the proposed supplemental

appropriation to the County Finance Director.

Jack Hobbs, County Administrator Date

GL Account Reference

Note:  A debit charged to a budgeted expense line increases the  appropriated expense; a credit charged to a budgeted expense line item decreases the appropriated 

expense.  A credit charged to a budgeted revenue line item increases the anticipated revenue available.

5/22/2018

To appropriate portion of GF assigned fund balance for School Captial Projects to the School CIP Fund in order to fund

Object Code/Source

FY2018 Proposed Supplemental Appropriation#35_05222018
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************************************************* 

 
Call to Order 

Pledge of Allegiance & Moment of Silence 

 

1. Determine Presence of a Quorum / Adopt Agenda  

2. Public Comment 

3. Reports from Constitutional Officers 

4. Reports from County Departments 

5. Reports from Committees and Organizations 

a. Foothills Housing Corporation ....................................................................................... Executive Director John Reid 

Agenda 

Regular Meeting 

Madison County Board of Supervisors 

Tuesday, May 8, 2018 at 4:00 p.m. 

County Administration Building, Auditorium 

414 N Main Street, Madison, Virginia 22727 
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6. Finance ....................................................................................................................................................... Finance Director Costello 

a. Claims  

b. Supplemental Appropriation Requests  

i. Commonwealth Attorney Reimbursement Supplement 

c. Quarterly Budget Performance Review  

7. Approval of Minutes: April 24 and May 2, 2018 Meetings 

 

8. Old Business:   

a. Criglersville School Advisory Committee ........................................................................ County Administrator Hobbs 

b. Appointments to Piedmont Workforce Network ................................................................................ Supervisor Foster 

 

9. New Business:  

a. County Vehicle Use & Driver Policy ............................................................................. County Administrator Hobbs 

b. Sale of Timber from Shelby Road Property.................................................................... County Administrator Hobbs 

c. Proclamation - Older Americans Month (May 2018) …...........……. Deputy Clerk Frye  

d. Graves' Mountain Lodge Fireworks Permit………………County Administrator Hobbs  

10. Information/Correspondence 

a. Kemper-Fry-Strother/Sons of Confederate Veterans Invitations ..................................................... Deputy Clerk Frye 

b. Status Report on Projects ................................................................................................. County Administrator Hobbs 

11. Public Comment  

12. Closed Session 

a. Emergency Services Coordinator (Personnel) 

b. Discussion on Criglersville School Advisory Committee (Personnel) 

c. Rappahannock-Rapidan Community Services Board (Personnel) 

 

13. Adjourn 
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MADISON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS AGENDA ITEM STAFF REPORT 
 
MEETING DATE: May 22, 2018 

AGENDA TITLE: 10a – Criglersville School Property Repurposing Advisory Committee Charter 

INDICATED 
MOTION(s): 

I move to approve the revised edition of the Criglersville School Property 
Repurposing Advisory Committee Charter.  
 

AGENDA CATEGORY: Public Hearing Financial Old Business New Business Other 

STAFF LEAD: County Administrator Hobbs 

TIMING: A staff proposal on the formation of a group that would advise the Board on potential 

uses of the Criglersville School was presented to the Board on March 13, 2018. 

Committee members were appointed on May 8, and a May 23 tour of the property is 

being planned for that group. 

 

DISCUSSION: Although a committee has been appointed and the charter proposal discussed, the 

charter has not been officially approved by the Board. 

 

An edition with adjustments mentioned during the May 8 meeting has been prepared. 

Staff has also taken the liberty of sharing this edition with the Committee members 

with the suggestion that the Board would appreciate constructive criticism on the 

document. 

 

FISCAL IMPACT: N/A  
 

REFERENCES: N/A 

HISTORY: The potential reuse and/or demolition of the Criglersville School property has been a 
discussion item in the community for a very long time. 
 

RECOMMENDATION: Staff suggests that the Board should discuss refinements to the charter proposal and 
direct the staff adjustments it wants to make. 
 

ENCLOSURES:  Criglersville School Property Repurposing Advisory Committee member list  

 Criglersville School Property Repurposing Advisory Committee charter proposal 
(revised). 
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Criglersville School Property Repurposing Advisory Committee 
May 16, 2018 

 

Member Address Email Home Phone # Daytime Phone Appointed Term Expires 

Connie M. Aylor 222 Church Hill Road 

Etlan, VA 22719 

connie.aylor59@gmail.com 540/923-4654  May 8, 2018 October 30, 2018 

Daniel Crigler 935 Good Hope Church Road 

Aroda, VA 22709 

jdc@ldassociatesinc.com 540/718-5602  May 8, 2018 October 30, 2018 

Charles M. Fisher 2408 South Blue Ridge Turnpike 

Rochelle, VA 22738 

unofarm1@aol.com 540/672-294 540/748-4155 May 8, 2018 October 30, 2018 

Lynn Graves General Delivery 

Syria, VA 22743 

lynn@gravesmountain.com 540/923-4156 540/923-4231 May 8, 2018 October 30, 2018 

Charlotte Hoffman 2633 N. Seminole Trail 

Brightwood, VA 22715 

choffman@madisonco.virginia.gov 540/948-4605  May 8, 2018 October 30, 2018 

Clay Jackson P.O. Box 711 

Madison, VA 22727 

cjackson@madisonco.virginia.gov 703/772-5132  May 8, 2018 October 30, 2018 

Maxwell Lacy P.O. Box 4 

Oak Park, VA 22730 

maxlacy@vabb.com 540/718-8889  May 8, 2018 October 30, 2018 
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Criglersville School Property Repurposing Advisory Committee Charter 
Tentative – May 8, 2018 

 

Mission 
The purpose of the Criglersville School Property Repurposing Advisory Committee (the 
“Committee”) is to study the real estate owned by Madison County known as the Criglersville 
School property, including all buildings and grounds at the site, and to advise the Madison County 
Board of Supervisors (the “Board”) on that property’s future use. 

Backgound 
There being no other apparent feasible alternative, the Board is considering the demolition of the 
Criglersville School building which would involve a significant outlay of County funds.  
 
The Criglersville School has been vacant for many years. Although much study has been put into 
the sale or reuse of the building and grounds, progress has been stymied by the presence of asbestos 
in the school building, the property being in a flood plain, the remoteness of the property from 
high traffic areas and distance to utility services, the use of the former dwellings on the property 
as a polling place and a museum, and the sheer cost of improvement or demolition. Through the 
work of the Committee, the Board desires to find an appropriate and affordable reuse of the 
property to relieve the burden and liability associated with then demolition or, alternatively, the 
ownership and maintenance of a vacant and deteriorating building. 

Authority and Responsibilities 
Discovery 
The Committee is expected to accumulate, review, and compile information on the property to 
include ideas for its future use. The Committee may, in its discretion, hold community feedback 
sessions or public hearings for the purpose of facilitating a dialog with interested parties. 

Public Information 
The Committee’s activities shall be undertaken such that facts and ideas are openly and fairly 
presented to Madison County residents. The Committee’s working papers should be promulgated 
via posting on the Madison County web site.  

Evaluation 
As it evaluates long term options for the property, the Committee should consider the benefit of 
any such future use to Madison County residents, risk factors, long term fiscal sustainability, 
impact on the neighborhood, laws and regulations (including zoning), costs and other important 
factors. 

Recommendation 
The Committee shall present a concise report of its findings and recommendations to the Board in 
September October 2018. 

Organization 
Membership  
The Committee shall consist of at least five but no more than seven members. Any individual 
assigned by the Board to assist the Committee shall be considered a non-voting, ex officio member 
of the committee.  Committee members are considered uncompensated volunteers. 
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Committee members shall be appointed by the Board on the basis of their familiarity with the 
Criglersville School property and appreciation of its history, construction and real estate 
improvement, and the development and operation of community and nonprofit organizations. 
Current and former members of the Board and the Madison County Planning Commission are 
deemed qualified for appointment to the Committee. The Committee chair shall be designated by 
the Board.  
 
Term and Authority 
The Committee is created as a temporary body. The Committee shall have no legal responsibilities 
and is formed for the sole purpose of advising and making recommendations to the Board. It is 
expected that the Committee will have completed its work upon delivery of a full and final report 
to the Board by September 30October 31, 2018. 
 
Operation 
The Committee shall operate under Roberts Rules of Order. A quorum of any meeting of the 
Committee shall consist of a majority of its voting members. As a public body appointed by the 
Board, the Committee is subject the provisions of the Virginia Freedom of Information Act and 
the State and Local Government Conflict of Interest Act; all meetings times and locations shall be 
properly advertised, open to the public and documented via written minutes.  
 
Support 
The County Administrator or his designee shall serve as principal staff for the Committee. The 
Board may, in its sole discretion, provide nominal funding for the Board’s activities if requested 
by the Committee. 
 
Meetings 
The Committee shall convene at least two times per month.   Committee meetings shall be held in 
person and not via by teleconference or email. It is intended that the Committee would be a 
temporary body and disbanded as of October November 1, 2018 unless additional duties are 
assigned to it by the Board. 
 
Agenda, Minutes, and Reports 
The Committee chair, in collaboration with the staff designee, shall be responsible for organizing 
and establishing the agendas for meetings.  An agenda, together with relevant materials, shall be 
transmitted to Committee members at least 2 days in advance of the meeting.  Minutes for all 
meetings shall be drafted by the staff designee, reviewed by the committee chair, and approved by 
committee members at the following meeting. 
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MADISON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS AGENDA ITEM STAFF REPORT 
 
MEETING DATE: May 22, 2018 

AGENDA TITLE: 10b – Building Official Mutual Aid 

INDICATED 
MOTION(s): 

I move to authorize the Count Administrator to execute the Second 
Amendment to the Emergency Mutual Aid Agreement (Acting Building Official) 
between Madison County and Culpeper County.  

AGENDA CATEGORY: Public Hearing Financial Old Business New Business Other 

STAFF LEAD: County Administrator Hobbs 

TIMING: This arrangement was presented to the Board on September 26, 2017. An initial term 

ran to December 1, 2017, and on November 14, 2017 an extension to (effectively) April 

29 was approved. A second extension of this arrangement to October 31, 2018 with 

one allowable 6-month “renewal” has been offered by Culpeper County. 

 

DISCUSSION: Although Madison County has not been billed for services under this contract, an 

extension would be appropriate given the County’s situation. 

 

FISCAL IMPACT: Funding required is difficult to forecast and would be requested as services are 
required and that information becomes available.  
 

REFERENCES: N/A 

HISTORY: Per the above. 
 

RECOMMENDATION: Staff suggests that the Board should authorize this extension per the indicated motion. 
 

ENCLOSURES:  Proposed contract extension 

 Archive information on this matter 
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MADISON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS AGENDA ITEM STAFF REPORT 
 
MEETING DATE: May 22, 2018 

AGENDA TITLE: 10c – Sale of Timber from Shelby Road Property 

INDICATED 
MOTION(s): 

I move that the Board authorize a timber brokerage contract with Environmental Timber 
Management LLC for the Shelby Road property subject to review by the Interim County 
Attorney. 
 

AGENDA CATEGORY: Public Hearing Financial Old Business New Business Other 

STAFF LEAD: County Administrator Hobbs 

TIMING: Although it was mentioned in passing before Christmas, the development of this 
opportunity has recently accelerated. A proposal from Environmental Timber 
Management was received by the Board on May 8, and at that time the Board asked 
that the proposal be further developed and reviewed by the County Attorney. There is 
no urgency but staff would prefer to proceed toward a timber harvest as quick as the 
Board is comfortable. 
 

DISCUSSION: Mr. Haney indicates that the trees on the property were planted at the site as a 
harvestable crop and that the timber is slightly past its prime.  
 
Discussions between Interim County Attorney Frank Thomas and Paul Haney are 
ongoing, and it is possible that everything will be ready for Board action on May 22. 
 

FISCAL IMPACT: On May 8 it was reported that useable figures are not available but it appeared that 
about 85 acres (out of the 242 total) might be logged for a (eyeballed) gross value of 
$100,000; this figure would be reduced by the 10% commission and reforestation at 
about $230/acre. Since then Mr. Haney has advised that there is a surprising amount of 
salable timber on the property that would significantly increase these figures. 
 

REFERENCES: N/A 

HISTORY: It appears that pine trees were planted on the property after the last timber harvest. 
Since there is no other planned use for the property, and due to the presence of the old 
landfill and since the County does not have an active land management program that 
would support renting it out for annual crops, maintaining the pine crop appears to be 
the best option. 
 

RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Board authorize a timber brokerage contract with 
Environmental Timber Management LLC for the Shelby Road property subject to review 
by the Interim County Attorney. 
 

ENCLOSURES:  Aerial photographs 

 May 1 timber brokerage proposal. 

 Archived material recovered by Jacqueline Frye from the last timber sale. 
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2018: GoogleMap
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MADISON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS AGENDA ITEM STAFF REPORT 
 
MEETING DATE: May 22, 2018 

AGENDA TITLE: 10d – Piedmont Workforce Network  

INDICATED 
MOTION(s): 

N/A 
 

AGENDA CATEGORY: Public Hearing Financial Old Business New Business Other 

STAFF LEAD: County Administrator Jack Hobbs 

TIMING: This matter was reported to the Board on April 24 and May 8. There are no deadlines, 
but staff suggests that it would be appropriate to for the Board to work toward 
resolving this in the next month or two. 
 

DISCUSSION: It appears that the PWN has one current, and one upcoming, seat vacancy that could 
be filled by Madison County Board of Supervisors. One would need to be a “private 
business representative” and the other would need to be a representative of the 
“career and technical education” community.  
 
The administrative rules on the composition of this board that are imposed by the 
funding agencies are complicated and have changed over the years. Staff is unaware of 
any requirement for Madison County to provide members for this group, but 
appointing the members as indicated would help the PWN meet its diversity 
requirement.  
 
In lieu of advertising the vacancies, Supervisor Foster indicated that she would take 
the lead in nominating an individual or individuals for these seat(s). 
 

FISCAL IMPACT: None. 
 

REFERENCES: N/A 

HISTORY: N/A 
 

RECOMMENDATION: Per the Board’s discretion. 

ENCLOSURES:  April 18, 2018 email from Helen Cauthen 
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From: Helen Cauthen [mailto:hcauthen@centralvirginia.org]  

Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2018 2:32 PM 

To: Jack Hobbs <jhobbs@madisonco.virginia.gov> 

Cc: Mary-Huffard Kegley <mhkegley@centralvirginia.org> 

Subject: RE: Workforce Development Board 

 

Hi Jack, 

 

Here’s more information than you probably need: 

 

Piedmont Workforce Network (PWN) is the local workforce development board for Region 6, which includes 11 

localities:  the Counties of Albemarle, Culpeper, Fauquier, Fluvanna, Greene, Louisa, Madison, Nelson, Orange and 

Rappahannock and the City of Charlottesville. There are a total of 17 such workforce regions in the Commonwealth.  PWN 

is responsible for oversight and monitoring of the federal Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) implemented 

in 2014.  We serve as the regional convener for workforce development efforts to meet current and future employer demand 

with a qualified workforce.  The Virginia Community College System (VCCS) provides the state guidance for the program, 

and PWN contracts with a service provider, currently Goodwill Industries of the Valley, to operate the local workforce 

centers.  Our work includes employer services in partnership with several State agencies, including the Department for 

Aging and Rehabilitative Services (DARS) and the Virginia Employment Commission (VEC), as well as training for job 

seekers. 

 

PWN is led by a Council of chief local elected officials, with one representative from each our 11 localities and a Board 

comprised of business and partner representatives.  The chief local elected official or his/her designee serves on the 

Council.  Each locality also is requested to provide recommendations for private business representatives to serve on the 

PWN Board.   

 

Madison County is represented by Supervisor Amber Foster on the PWN Council.  Your Board of Supervisors also 

appointed MJ Costello to serve on the PWN Board.  However, upon review of the membership of the Board, we realized 

the Board vacancy for Madison County requires a private business representative, therefore, MJ Costello does not qualify 

for that vacancy.  Previously, Peter Rice of BoxInBoxOut served in that capacity, and he stepped down from the PWN 

Board.  Madison County is also represented on the PWN Board by Matthew Eberhardt from Madison County Public 

Schools as the Career and Technical Education member. 

 

I hope this is helpful, and we look forward to welcoming a Madison County business representative to the PWN 

Board.  Please let me know if I may answer any questions or provide additional information. 

 

Thank you, 

Helen 

 

Helen Cauthen, President 

Central Virginia Partnership for Economic Development 

  and Piedmont Workforce Network 

UVA Research Park 

1001 Research Park Blvd, Suite 301 

Charlottesville VA  22911 

Office:  434.979.5610 ext. 100 

Cell:  434.218.9477 

www.centralvirginia.org 
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MADISON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS AGENDA ITEM STAFF REPORT 
 
MEETING DATE: May 22, 2018 

AGENDA TITLE: 10e – County Vehicle Use and Driver Policy 

INDICATED 
MOTION(s): 

N/A 
 

AGENDA CATEGORY: Public Hearing Financial Old Business New Business Other 

STAFF LEAD: County Administrator Hobbs 

TIMING: The proposed edition presented to the Board on May 8 has been updated per the 

attached.  

 

DISCUSSION: The Board is aware that the lack of a County policy on the use of County vehicles and 

who can drive them was brought to staff’s attention during the procurement of the 

animal shelter adoption van which would be driven by volunteers. Basic and common-

sense rules, updated as a result of a series of staff comments, are proposed. 

 

The Interim County Attorney provided good assistance in the development of the 

latest draft. 

 

FISCAL IMPACT: N/A  
 

REFERENCES: N/A 

HISTORY: N/A 
 

RECOMMENDATION: Since there is no urgency in this, staff suggests that Board members might provide 

comments and/or allow the new edition to lay over for approval in June. 

 

ENCLOSURES:  Draft policy (May 14, 2018 edition) 

 Comments from Clarissa Berry received on May 8, 2018 
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Draft: April 27, 2018 with Clarissa Berry Comments Rec’d on May 8, 2018 

 
1 

6-7.3. Use of property and equipment. 
 
6-7.3.1. County property and equipment. County vehicles, machinery, uniforms, badges, 

equipment, materials, supplies and other items used by or assigned to a County employee 
in connection with the performance of his job duties are for official county business only. 
Any unauthorized or inappropriate usage is prohibited. 

 
6-7.3. l.l. All such items are the sole property of the County of Madison and must be returned to 

the employee's immediate supervisor upon separation from employment or movement 
into another position. 

 
6-7.3.1.2. Payment for unreturned vehicles, equipment, machinery, uniforms, badges, materials or 

supplies may be withheld from the employee's final paycheck if settlement is not resolved 
prior to the date of the final paycheck. 

 
6-7.3.2. Employees' property and equipment. Employees shall perform their job duties utilizing 

equipment and materials provided by the County. Use of employees' own equipment and 
materials is discouraged. No employee shall utilize his own equipment, materials or 
supplies in the performance of County duties without advance written approval of his 
supervisor. At the time of approval, agreement must be reached as to the terms and 
conditions upon which such privately-owned equipment will be utilized in performance 
of County functions, including compensation, liability, maintenance, wear and tear, etc. 

 
 
6-7.5. Driving and vehicle policy. 

6-7.5.1. Purpose: The purpose of this policy is to provide operational guidelines and procedures 
to the operations of motor vehicles owned by Madison County for the protection and 
safety of human life and providing for the protection of the County’s property and 
equipment.  

 Scope: This policy applies to County employees, volunteers, or agents who drive for 
County business.  Supervisors are responsible for enforcing this policy and shall ensure 
all employees who drive are notified of these policies, and the potential consequences of 
violating them. 

6-7.5.2. Supervisors shall allow only drivers that meet the following eligibility criteria to drive on 
County business. The supervisor is responsible to see these criteria are met before 
authorization to drive is granted to an individual. 

County Employees: Any County employees must meet the following criteria in order to 
be allowed to drive on County business.  

 
1. Be at least 18 years old. 
2. Possesses a valid Virginia driver’s license. 
3. The license must have the proper classification based upon the type of vehicle the 

employee is driving and the state requirements (cars, trucks, and other equipment 
requiring a license to drive). 

Commented [A1]: Procedures for reserving/using County 
vehicles? What if 0 cars are available? 

Commented [A2]: Why do we have this? Do we have to 
comply? 

Commented [A3]: Are we reviewing drivers on everyone? 

Commented [A4]: Don’t you mean all drivers? 

Commented [A5]: DUI’s or moving violations? 
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Draft: April 27, 2018 with Clarissa Berry Comments Rec’d on May 8, 2018 

 
2 

4. Emergency medical personnel must successfully complete an Emergency Vehicle 
Operators Course prior to driving County emergency vehicles both emergent and 
non-emergent. 
 

6-7.5.3  In order to ensure uniformity in driving eligibility, a Department of Motor Vehicles  
driving record request (“MVR”) is required for each prospective driver whose position 
requires driving.  Prospective drivers must cooperate by completing the necessary forms 
to obtain their driving records.  The MVR will be reviewed after an offer of 
employment has been extended but prior to the driver performing the required driving 
duties.  The MVR will continue to be monitored throughout employment. 

 
6-7.5.4 Other Drivers: In addition to County employees, the following people can be allowed to 

drive vehicles on County business:  
 

1. An officer or agent representing the County. 
2. A volunteer or other person acting on behalf of the County.  
3. Obtain permission from their supervisor within the area they are assigned.  

 
6-7.5.5 The following County employees are essential to public safety and subject to being 

called in or mobilized at any time and they are, therefore, authorized to take their 
assigned County vehicle home during off-work or non-scheduled hours: a) Employees 
under the supervision of the Madison County Sheriff; as directed and authorized by the 
Sheriff and as vehicles are made available to the Sheriff’s office; b) Animal Control 
Officers employed by the County, as vehicles are available, c) Emergency Management 
Staff (Director of Emergency Services), as vehicles are available, Director of 
Emergency Medical Services, as vehicles are available and Facilities and Maintenance 
Department staff when associated with pending or called for adverse weather conditions 
(snow, ice storms), so that such staff will be better able to reach county facilities with 
proper and necessary snow plowing and spreader equipment. 

 
6-7.5.6. Driver Responsibilities. The following responsibilities apply to anyone who drives any 

County vehicle on County business. 
 

1. Drivers shall report mechanical problems to their supervisors as soon as possible. 
2. Drivers shall understand and comply with all applicable federal and state driving 

laws, parking regulations, and all County and departmental safety policies and rules.  
3. All drivers and passengers shall wear safety belts when the vehicle is in motion. It is 

understood this may not occur by emergency medical services personnel while 
providing patient care however they should be restrained when at all possible. 

4. Employees should refrain from using devices such as PDAs and cellular phones, 
either hand-held or hands-free, while operating a motor vehicle. 

5. Drivers shall be held personally responsible and liable for any failure to comply 
within the rules of the road for drivers while driving a vehicle on County business.  

6. The manufacture, distribution, dispensing, possession, purchase, sale, transfer, or 
use of illegal/non-prescribed drugs or alcohol while on the job or in the workplace 
including on, in, and around vehicles is prohibited. 

7. Drugs, including illegal drugs, prescribed medications and over-the-counter 
medications may cause impairment.  Being under the influence/impaired during 
working hours regardless of whether those drugs or alcohol were consumed during 
working hours or prior thereto is prohibited. 

Commented [A6]: Annually? Duty to inform? 

Commented [A7]: Allowed by whom? Requirements?

Commented [A8]: Why is this even necessary? What about my 
(commonwealth attorney’s) office? 

Commented [A9]: He has an assigned vehicle. 

Commented [A10]: Delete.
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Draft: April 27, 2018 with Clarissa Berry Comments Rec’d on May 8, 2018 
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8. Drivers shall notify their supervisor as soon as possible of any accident involving 
damage to county vehicles or to any other property, injury to any individual, or any 
violation of moving vehicle laws (citations or arrest). 

9. Drivers shall ensure that any passengers who ride with them in a County vehicle are 
authorized by their supervisor.  

10. A fleet fuel card is provided with all county vehicles.  The card may be utilized for 
fuel only.  Staff utilizing vehicles should retain receipts and submit to their designee 
for reconciliation.  Misuse of fuel cards may subject the employee to disciplinary 
action up to and including termination. 

 
6-7.5.7.  Passengers.  Only authorized passengers are allowed to ride in County vehicles in use 

for County business. Authorized passengers are: 
 

1. County employees conducting County business; 
2. Officer and agents representing the County; 
3. Volunteers acting on behalf of the County; 
4. Participants in official County business and programs; 
5. Representatives of other governmental agencies working with the County; 
6. Anyone with prior authorization by their supervisor or with specific authorization 

by the County administrator. 
 

6-7.5.8 Incidental Use of County Owned Vehicle for Non-Business Purpose. When operating 
the County’s vehicles, County employees or volunteers may: 
 
1. Make stops for meals if appropriate to the time of day. 
2. Make stops for restroom breaks as needed. 

 
Stops or other uses of County vehicle equipment are prohibited in all instances if they 
would reasonably expose the County to public perception of misuse or abuse of the 
driving privilege. County employees or volunteers may not purchase or transport 
alcoholic beverages at any time, nor transport unauthorized passengers at any time, 
while using a County vehicle. 

 
6-7.5.9  Vehicle Accident Procedures. 
 

1. All accidents and property damage to vehicles must be reported as soon as possible 
to their supervisor. 

2. Notify the appropriate law enforcement authority and request an ambulance, as 
necessary.   

3. Do not make any statements to anyone except your supervisor and the law 
enforcement authority on the scene. 

4. If the vehicle is disabled, contact your supervisor for instructions. 
5. Employees including but not limited to public safety employees such as firefighters, 

law enforcement officers, and emergency services personnel (career and volunteer), 
may be subject to alcohol and drug testing in accordance with pertinent federal, 
state, or County regulations. 

6. Failure to report damage or accident involving County vehicles in accordance with 
this policy may be subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination. 
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Amend Section 6-7.3 as noted: 

6-7.3. Use of property and equipment. 
 
6-7.3.1. County property and equipment. County vehicles, machinery, uniforms, badges, equipment, materials, supplies and other 

items used by or assigned to a County employee in connection with the performance of his job duties are for official county 
business only. Any unauthorized or inappropriate usage is prohibited. 

 
6-7.3.l.l. All such items are the sole property of the County of Madison and must be returned to the employee's immediate supervisor 

upon separation from employment or movement into another position. 
 
6-7.3.1.2. Payment for unreturned vehicles, equipment, machinery, uniforms, badges, materials or supplies may be withheld from the 

employee's final paycheck if settlement is not resolved prior to the date of the final paycheck. 
 
6-7.3.2. Employees' property and equipment. Employees shall perform their job duties utilizing equipment and materials provided by 

the County. Use of employees' own equipment and materials is discouraged. No employee shall utilize his own equipment, 
materials or supplies in the performance of County duties without advance written approval of his supervisor. At the time of 
approval, agreement must be reached as to the terms and conditions upon which such privately-owned equipment will be 
utilized in performance of County functions, including compensation, liability, maintenance, wear and tear, etc. 

 
6-7-3.3. Employee’s authorized to take home County owned vehicles. The following County employees are essential to public safety 

and subject to being called in or mobilization at any time and they are, therefore, authorized to take their assigned County 
vehicle home during off-work or non-scheduled hours:  
a) Employees under the supervision of the Madison County Sheriff; as directed and authorized by the Sheriff and as vehicles 
are made available to the Sheriff’s office; 
b) Animal Control Officers employed by the County, as vehicles are available, 
c) The Emergency Services Coordinator, as vehicles are available, 
d) The Director of Emergency Communications, as vehicles are available, and 
e) On an event-by-event basis, employees designated by the County Administrator that would respond to an impending 
emergency event or be involved in the initial post-event mitigation. and;  
c) Emergency Management Staff (Director of Emergency Services), as vehicles are available.  

  6-7-3.4. f) County Administration as agreed to and as included in any employment contract entered into by the Board of Supervisors 
and such management staff.  

  6-7-3.5. g) Facilities and Maintenance Department staff when associated with pending or called for adverse weather conditions (snow, 
ice storms), so that such staff will be better able to reach county facilities with proper and necessary snow plowing and spreader 
equipment.  

 
 
Note: In re 6-7.3.2, consider exempting electronics (cell phones, home computers) from this with an 
expanded electronics use policy
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Add Section 7.5 to read as follows: 

6-7.5. Driving and vehicle policy. 

6-7.5.1. Purpose: The purpose of this policy is to provide operational guidelines and procedures to the operations of motor 
vehicles owned by Madison County for the protection and safety of human life and providing for the protection of 
the County’s private and County property and equipment.  

Scope: This policy applies to County employees, volunteers, or agents who drive for County business. Supervisors 
are responsible for enforcing this policy and shall ensure all persons who drive are notified of these policies, and the 
potential consequences of violating them. 

6-7.5.2. Supervisors shall allow only drivers that meet the following eligibility criteria to drive on County business. The 
supervisor is responsible to see these criteria are met before authorization to drive is granted to an individual:. 

 
1. Be at least 18 years old. 
2. Possesses a valid Virginia driver’s license. 
3. The license must have the proper classification based upon the type of vehicle the employee is driving and the state 

requirements (cars, trucks, and other equipment requiring a license to drive). 
4. Emergency medical personnel must successfully complete an Emergency Vehicle Operators Course prior to 

driving County emergency vehicles both emergent and non-emergent. 
5. A Department of Motor Vehicles driving record request (“MVR”) is required for each prospective driver whose 

position requires driving. Prospective drivers must cooperate by completing the necessary forms to obtain their 
driving records. The MVR will be reviewed prior to the driver performing the required driving duties. The MVR 
will continue to be monitored throughout the driver’s affiliation with the County. 

6. Drivers including but not limited to public safety employees such as firefighters, law enforcement officers, and 
emergency services personnel (career and volunteer), may be subject to alcohol and drug testing in accordance 
with pertinent federal, state, or County regulations. 

7.  Non Employee Drivers: In addition to County employees, officers or agents representing the County, or 
volunteers or other persons acting on behalf of the County, are authorized to drive vehicles on County business 
if they obtain written permission  from their supervisor within the area they are assigned. 

 

6-7.5.4 The following County employees are essential to public safety and subject to being called in or mobilized at any 
time and they are, therefore, authorized to take their assigned County vehicle home during off-work or non-
scheduled hours: a) Employees under the supervision of the Madison County Sheriff; as directed and authorized by 
the Sheriff and as vehicles are made available to the Sheriff’s office; b) Animal Control Officers employed by the 
County, as vehicles are available, c) Emergency Management Staff (Director of Emergency Services), as vehicles 
are available, Director of Emergency Medical Services, as vehicles are available and Facilities and Maintenance 
Department staff when associated with pending or called for adverse weather conditions (snow, ice storms), so that 
such staff will be better able to reach county facilities with proper and necessary snow plowing and spreader 
equipment. No other drivers may take County owned vehicles home. 

 
6-7.5.5. Driver Responsibilities. The following responsibilities apply to anyone who drives any County vehicle on County 

business:. 
 

1. Drivers shall report mechanical problems to their supervisors as soon as possible. 
2. Drivers shall understand and comply with all applicable federal and state driving laws, parking regulations, and 

all County and departmental safety policies and rules. 
3. All drivers and passengers shall wear safety belts when the vehicle is in motion. It is understood this may not 

occur by emergency medical services personnel while providing patient care however they should be restrained 
when at all possible. 

4. All drivers shall refrain from using devices such as PDAs and cellular phones, either hand-held or hands-free, 
while operating a motor vehicle, except for an operator of any emergency vehicle while he is engaged in the 
performance of his official duties. 

5. Drivers shall be held personally responsible and liable for any failure to comply within the rules of the road for 
drivers while driving a vehicle on County business. 

6. The manufacture, distribution, dispensing, possession, purchase, sale, transfer, or use of illegal/non-prescribed 
drugs or alcohol while on the job or in the workplace including on, in, and around vehicles is prohibited.   
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7. Drugs, including illegal drugs, prescribed medications and over-the-counter medications may cause 
impairment. Being under the influence/impaired during working hours regardless of whether those drugs or 
alcohol were consumed during working hours or prior thereto is prohibited.   

8.6. Driving while impaired or possibly impaired by drugs, medication, alcohol, regardless of whether the substance is 
prescribed or otherwise consumed is strictly prohibited.  

9.7. Drivers shall notify their supervisor as soon as possible of any accident involving damage to County vehicles or 
to any other property, injury to any individual, or any violation of moving vehicle laws (citations or arrest). 

10. Any passengers who ride with them in a County vehicle are authorized by the driver’s supervisor. 
11.  A fleet fuel card is provided with all county vehicles. The card may be utilized for fuel only. T h e  e Employee 

utilizing vehicles shall retain receipts and submit them to his supervisorto their designee, for reconciliation. 
Misuse of fuel cards may subject an employee to disciplinary action up to and including termination. 

 
6-7.5.6. Passengers. Only authorized passengers are allowed to ride in County vehicles in use for County business. 

Authorized passengers are: 
 

1. County employees conducting County business; 
2. Officer and agents representing the County; 
3. Volunteers acting on behalf of the County; 
4. Participants in official County business and programs; 
5. Representatives of other governmental agencies working with the County; 
6. Anyone with prior authorization by the driver’s supervisor or with specific authorization by the County 

administratorAdministrator. 
 

6-7.5.7 Incidental Use of County Owned Vehicle for Non-Business Purpose. When operating the County’s vehicles, drivers 
may: 

 
1. Make stops for meals if appropriate to the time of day. 
2. Make stops for restroom breaks as needed. 

 
Any stops or other uses of County vehicle equipment is prohibited in all instances if it would expose the County to 
public perception of misuse or abuse of the driving privilege. County employees or volunteers may not purchase or 
transport alcoholic beverages at any time, nor transport unauthorized passengers at any time, in a County vehicle. 

 
6-7.5.8 Vehicle Accident Procedures. 

 
1. All accidents and property damage to vehicles must be reported as soon as possible to the driver’s supervisor. 
2. The appropriate law enforcement authority must be promptly notified and an ambulance requested, as necessary. 
3. The driver may not make any statements to anyone except the driver’s supervisor and any law enforcement 

authority on the scene. 
4. If the vehicle is disabled, the driver must contact his or her supervisor for instructions. 
5. Failure to report damage or accident involving County vehicles in accordance with this policy may be subject to 

disciplinary action up to and including termination. 
 
6-7.5.9 Maintenance of Vehicle Purchase and Title Records 
 
6-7.5.9.1 The Finance Director shall maintain a current listing of all county-owned vehicles and the County department 

where each is assigned and provide said listing immediately upon request. 
 
6-7.5.9.2 All original vehicle titles shall be filed in the Finance Director’s office. 
 
6-7.5.9.3 The Finance Director shall serve as the County’s primary representative to the Department of Motor Vehicles and 

shall have the authority to execute title acquisition and disposal records and other Department of Motor Vehicles 
documents subject to all County procurement and disposal policies, departmental needs and budget constraints. 

 
 
 
Note: Consider creating an “enrolled volunteer” program. 
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MADISON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS AGENDA ITEM STAFF REPORT 
 
MEETING DATE: May 22, 2018 

AGENDA TITLE: 10f – Viva Terra Economic Development Grant 

INDICATED 
MOTION(s): 

N/A  

AGENDA CATEGORY: Public Hearing Financial Old Business New Business Other 

STAFF LEAD: County Administrator Hobbs 

TIMING: The County has an agreement with Madison Foothills/Plow & Hearth/Viva Terra (the 

“Companies”) with a March 1, 2018 performance date.  In short, if the Companies met 

certain capital investment and job creation goals by that date then County would 

rebate taxes to the company. If the goals were not met then the County might be 

involved in “clawing back” Governor’s Development Opportunity Fund monies 

provided to the Companies by the state. 

 

Progress to resolve this will be at a stopping point until the employment information is 

supplied by the Companies to the Madison County Director of Economic Development. 

That would be processed upon receipt through the Virginia Economic Development 

Partnership to confirm its adequacy. Once that and her confirmation that investment 

goals have been received, the Board will be able to authorize the release of funds. 

 

Staff had hoped to resolve this by the end of FY18 but time is running short. 

 

DISCUSSION: This will involve the interim County Attorney and the Madison County Industrial 

Development Authority, but – again – progress cannot be made until employment 

figures are provided. 

 

FISCAL IMPACT: It appears that the net grant amount would be approximately $71,000.  
 

REFERENCES: N/A 

HISTORY: Per the above. 
 

RECOMMENDATION: Staff suggests that the Board members should become familiar with this item in 
anticipation of being asked to approve disbursements in the coming months. 
 

ENCLOSURES:  2015 Performance Agreement 

 Emails from 2017 
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Motion to Go Into Closed Session: May 22, 2018 

 

I move that the Board convene in a closed session pursuant to Virginia Code Section 2.2-3711(A)(1) for: discussion on 

the performance, disciplining, or resignation of a specific Board-appointed member of the Rappahannock-

Rapidan Community Services Board. 
 

 

 Foster Jackson Hoffman McGhee Weakley 

Motion:      

Second:      

“Aye”:      

“Nay”:      

 

 

 

Motion to Reconvene In Open Session:  
I move that the Board re-convene in open session. 

 Foster Jackson Hoffman McGhee Weakley 

Motion:      

Second:      

“Aye”:      

“Nay”:      

 

 

Motion to Certify Compliance:  
I move to certify by roll-call vote that only matters lawfully exempted from open meeting requirements 

pursuant to Virginia Code Section 2.2-3711(A)(1), only matters that were identified in the motion to convene in 

a closed session were heard, discussed or considered in the closed meeting. 

 Foster Jackson Hoffman McGhee Weakley 

Motion:      

Second:      

“Aye”:      

“Nay”:      

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

§ 2.2-3711. Closed meetings authorized for certain limited purposes. 

A. Public bodies may hold closed meetings only for the following purposes: 

1. Discussion, consideration, or interviews of prospective candidates for employment; assignment, appointment, 

promotion, performance, demotion, salaries, disciplining, or resignation of specific public officers, appointees, or 

employees of any public body; and evaluation of performance of departments or schools of public institutions of 

higher education where such evaluation will necessarily involve discussion of the performance of specific 

individuals. Any teacher shall be permitted to be present during a closed meeting in which there is a discussion 

or consideration of a disciplinary matter that involves the teacher and some student and the student involved in 

the matter is present, provided the teacher makes a written request to be present to the presiding officer of the 

appropriate board. Nothing in this subdivision, however, shall be construed to authorize a closed meeting by a 

local governing body or an elected school board to discuss compensation matters that affect the membership of 

such body or board collectively. 
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Memo to File 
Re:   SMART Scale Projects 

 
DA: May 17, 2018 
 
BY: Jack Hobbs, County Administrator 
 
 
This morning I met in my office with Nathan Umberger, Stuart Samberg, Chuck Proctor, Justin 
Warfield and Harold Jones to discuss potential VDOT “SMART Scale” projects.  
 
Seven intersection projects (six intersections along U.S. Route 29 plus the intersection in Pratts) 
were presented. 
 
There was some concern regarding the adequacy of funding for the Shelby Road R-CUT project. 
 
I asked the group to register these projects for SMARTSCALE monies - on a placeholder basis - 
since that has to be done by June 1. The plan is for the group to present all projects ideas during 
a workshop at the June 12 Board meeting (4 PM at the Board Auditorium) to get that feedback 
in advance of the August 1 application deadline date. Timing is important since it will be 2020 
before another 2-year funding cycle rolls around. 
 
Business cards and information supplied during the session are attached. 
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